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Translator's Foreword

This book is a translation of Vom Wesen der Wahrheit: zu Platans Hohleng-
leichnis und Theatet, first published in 1988 as volume 34 of Martin
Heidegger's Gesamtausgabe. The text is based on a lecture course delivered
by Heidegger at the University of Freiburg in the winter semester 1931-
32. Part One of the course provides a detailed analysis of Plato's allegory of
the cave in the Republic, while Part Two gives a similarly painstaking exe-
gesis and interpretation of a central section of Plato's Theaetetus. As always
with Heidegger's writings on the Greeks, the point of his interpretative
method is to bring to light the original meaning of philosophical concepts,
especially to free up these concepts, which in the subsequent tradition
have become overlaid by secondary and even quite different meanings, to
their intrinsic power. In this regard the present text must count as one of
Heidegger's most important works, for nowhere else does he give a com-
parably thorough explanation of what is arguably the most fundamental
and abiding theme of his entire philosophy, namely the difference
between truth as the 'unhiddenness of beings' and truth as the 'correct-
ness of propositions'. For Heidegger, it is by neglecting the former prim-
ordial concept of truth in favour of the latter derivative concept that West-
ern philosophy, beginning already with Plato, took off on its 'meta-
physical' course towards the bankruptcy of the present day. In the lec-
tures here translated, Heidegger is not concerned to demonstrate this
larger thesis as such, but to clarify the aforesaid distinction upon which it is
founded. This he does through his characteristic combination of philo-
logical acumen and philosophical incisiveness, or, more precisely, by
employing philological expertise in the service of philosophical insight.
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TRANSLATOR'S FOREWORD

Heidegger himself often emphasizes that the results or constituent
theses of a philosophical discourse cannot be separated from its method,
indeed that the latter, as precisely what makes a genuine 'showing' pos-
sible, is ultimately more important than theoretical conclusions. This
applies to Plato's dialogues or the closely argued treatises of Aristotle as
much as to the present lecture course by Heidegger. In the following pages
the reader will encounter the 'art of going slowly' brought to the highest
consummation, always for the purpose of thoroughly comprehending the
matter at hand. Indeed it is Heidegger's conviction that philosophy, genu-
inely undertaken and carried through, subverts the impatient 'hunger for
results' so characteristic of the modern age. The hunger for truth, on the
other hand, which is how Heidegger understands the Platonic eras,
eschews nothing so much as the half-digested theories of the academic
tradesman, or journalist, who is always intent on 'situating' ideas within a
framework of received opinion. Thus, by persevering in the present text,
the reader will discover not just 'Heidegger's ideas' but a method for phil-
osophizing in general.

Information on the origin of the German text as printed in the Gesam-
tausgabe can be found in Hermann Morchen's Afterword to the original
edition (pp. 238-41 of this volume). Here it is necessary only to underline
the fact that Heidegger did not himself originally intend, let alone prepare,
this lecture course for publication. The German text does not have the
smoothness of a polished work, but contains many irregularities such as
are to be expected from manuscripts prepared for teaching, and from
transcripts of lectures. In my translation I have tried to remain faithful to
this unfinished character of the German text, at the same time giving due
attention to readability.

The longer Greek quotations from Plato are translated by Heidegger
immediately afterwards in the text, and I have translated his translations,
only occasionally making concessions for the sake of fluent reading. I
have throughout consulted standard English translations of Plato. The
many shorter quotations of Greek words and phrases are also either trans-
lated or paraphrased by Heidegger in the adjacent portion of text and
should present no problem for the reader; the Greek-English glossary at
the end of the volume may help with the central and most frequently
recurring Greek words. As for Heidegger's German, which includes many
complex and unusual constructions, I have sometimes placed the original
in square brackets immediately after my translation. In general, however,
I have restricted this practice to philosophically operative expressions, and
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TRANSLATOR'S FOREWORD

to words whose etymological interrelations Heidegger is seeking to high-
light. An English-German glossary has also been provided, which, while
not an infallible guide (given necessary variations in rendering the same
German word), should answer most queries as to what word of Heidegger
is being translated at any particular point.

A few translational matters require specific comment:

1. The standard English translation of 'Wesen' as 'essence' has been
retained throughout. It should be noted, however, that in contexts
relating to truth and the human being Heidegger does not intend
'Wesen' in the sense of the Latin 'essentia', which refers to the 'what-
ness' or 'essential nature' of a thing. Instead, in such contexts
Heidegger wants the original verbal meaning of 'Wesen' to come to
the fore; thus the 'essence of truth' does not refer to anything static,
but to an 'occurrence' within which the human being is actively
situated.

2. The German word 'Dasein', which normally means 'existence', but in
Heidegger most often means the 'way of being' (ontological character)
of the human being, has usually been left untranslated. This is now
common practice in English translations of Heidegger.

3. 'Sein' has been rendered as 'being' and not as 'Being'; the difference
between the nominalization of the verb 'to be' on the one hand, and
'being' in the sense of thing or entity ('Seiende') on the other hand, is
in every case clear from the context. Another standard practice I have
adopted (in most cases) is the pluralized rendering of 'das Seiende' as
'the beings' or 'beings'. Especially difficult or noteworthy occurrences
of 'Sein', 'Seiende' and their cognates have been placed in square
brackets immediately following my translation.

I have inserted a small number of footnotes giving English translations
(and sources) of Heidegger's Greek quotations, e.g. from Parmenides and
Democritus. Where Heidegger discusses, in Part Two, Schleiermacher's
German translation of specific words of Plato, I have given, for com-
parison, the English translations of Fowler and Cornford. My footnotes
are marked by 'Trans.'; otherwise all footnotes are from the editor of the
German edition (see Afterword), who, in addition to providing philo-
logical and bibliographical information, sometimes puts supplementary
material from Heidegger at the bottom of the page.

Everything in square brackets stems from Heidegger; this occurs most
often in his translation of Platonic passages. The approximate page
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TRANSLATOR'S FOREWORD

numbering of the German edition appears at the bottom of the page in
square brackets.

For her expert assistance in checking and commenting on this transla-
tion I would like to thank Dr Marnie Hanlon. Valuable comments have
also been received from Professor Parvis Emad and Professor F.-W. von
Herrmann.

Ted Sadler
August 2001
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PRELIMINARY CONSIDERATIONS

§ 1. The Questionworthiness of Our 'Self-Evident'

Preconceptions Concerning 'Essence1 and Truth'

We wish to consider the essence of truth.
'Truth': what is that? The answer to the question 'what is that?' brings

us to the 'essence' of a thing. 'Table': what is that? 'Mountain', 'ocean',
'plant'; in each case the question 'what is that?' asks about the 'essence' of
these things. We ask - and yet we already know them! Indeed, must we not
know them, in order afterward to ask, and even to give an answer, about
what they are?

What, for example, is a table? Just what makes it what it is, what applies
to everything that is a table. What all actual and possible tables have in
common is the universal the 'essence': what something is 'in general'.

But we discover what is universal to all only by comparing particular
things and observing the sameness of what they have in common. We
already know particular tables, and all kinds of particular things, when we
ask about their 'essence'. Thus too in the case of our question 'what is
truth?' (As will be shown in the following, this 'thus' may be our undoing.}

What is the 'essence' of truth? We know particular truths; e.g. that
2 + 1 = 3, that the earth revolves around the sun, that autumn is followed
by winter, that the World War began in early August 1914, that Kant is a
philosopher, that it is noisy on the street outside, that this lecture room is
heated, that there is a light on here, and so on. These are 'particular
truths'; we call them this because they contain 'something true'. And
wherein is the true 'contained'? What is it which so to speak 'bears' this

[1-2] 1 1



THE ESSENCE OF TRUTH

truth? It is the propositions we just enunciated. Each particular proposition
is true, is 'something true', 'a truth'. We now ask: what is truth as such
and in general? What makes each of these propositions true? Just this:
that what they say corresponds with the facts about which they say
something. Therefore the being-true of the proposition means such
correspondence. What then is truth? Truth is correspondence. Such cor-
respondence obtains because the proposition is directed to the facts and
states of affairs about which it says something. Truth is correctness [Richtig-
keit]. So truth is correspondence, grounded in correctness, between proposition
and thing.

We thus encounter something rather peculiar: not only do we know
particular truths, but we also already know what truth is. Therefore we
already know the essence of truth. It is not just that we know accidentally
and incidentally, as well as particular truths, also the essence of truth, but
clearly we must necessarily already know the essence. For how otherwise
could we know how to respond to the request to name truths? We could
not otherwise bring forward what is stated and claim it as a truth.

In this way we know the essence of truth, what it is, i.e. correspondence,
correctness in the sense of directedness-to .. . We also know that by the
'essence' of a thing we mean the universal, and we know what essence is
as essence: essence-hood, that which makes essence what it is. Why then
do we still inquire into the essence of truth and make this question the
topic of a long series of lectures? Especially since what we have stated
about essence is quite obvious and comprehensible to anyone?

Something is 'intelligible' to us if we understand it,1 i.e. if we can set
ourselves before the thing and have its measure, if we can survey and
comprehend it in its basic structure. Is what we have just called 'self-
evident' (truth as correspondence and correctness, essence as the uni-
versal, the what-being) really intelligible?

1. We said that correspondence is the essence of truth. The proposition
corresponds with that about which it speaks. 'Here in the room a light is
on.' That about which something is said in this proposition, that towards
which it is directed, must already be given as the measure for the prop-
osition, for how otherwise could the proposition be directed towards it?
So we must already know what and how the thing is about which we
speak. We know that a light is on here. Such knowing [Wissen] can only
arise from knowledge [Erkenntnis], and knowledge grasps the true, for
false knowledge is no knowledge at all. And what is the true? The true is
what is known. It is just what corresponds with the facts. The proposition
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PRELIMINARY CONSIDERATIONS

corresponds with what is known in knowledge; thus with what is true.
The true? So does the correspondence of the proposition amount to
correspondence with something corresponding? A fine definition! Truth
is correspondence with a correspondence, the latter itself corresponds
with a correspondence, and so forth. And the first correspondence to
which we revert? Must what is given first of all resemble something
given, therefore itself be necessarily a correspondence? What creeps in
between here, and why? Since everything is discussed in a groundless
and formal way, we obtain nothing at all intelligible with the concept of
truth as correspondence. What presents itself as self-evident is utterly
obscure.

2. We said that what is true is the proposition. But we also call 'true' a
thing or a human being. We say 'true gold', 'a true friend'. What does
'true' mean here? What does true gold correspond with, if being-true
means correspondence? With a proposition perhaps? Clearly not. 'True' is
at any rate ambiguous. How does it happen that, as well as propositions,
we also call things and human beings 'true'? Does 'true' mean something
different as applied to propositions and to things? What then is the proper
meaning of 'true' - that which applies to propositions or that which
applies to things? Or does neither of these two meanings have priority over
the other? But do we then have a common derivation from another mean-
ing of 'true' which is not expressed in the concept of truth as
correspondence?

Truth as correspondence (characteristic of the proposition) is thus
ambiguous, insufficiently delimited in itself or determined in its origins. It
is therefore not intelligible, its self-evidence is illusory.

3. The essence of truth, we said, is that which determines particular
truths in general, in respect of what they are. We called 'essence' the uni-
versal, the what-being. We proceeded by clarifying this concept of essence
in terms of what we mean by the essence of a table. Now clearly the
essence of 'table' as such, and of 'truth' as such, are quite incomparable in
terms of content, but is the essence-hood of essence also different in the two
cases? Or is the essence-character of the essence of table and the essence-
character of the essence of truth the samel Are truths like tables, which
just stand around, such that one can ask about them in the same way?
Was our procedure justified when, without further ado, we transposed
our conception of the essence of table, chair and letter-box (the question
of essence we direct at things) on to our conception of the essence of truth?

Even if we grant that the essence-hood of essence is in both cases the

[3-5] 3



THE ESSENCE OF TRUTH

same and gives the general what-being of a thing, what do we understand
by what-being, what does being [Sein] mean there? Do we really under-
stand that? We do not. We speak in such a self-evident fashion about
essence, the question of essence, the concept of essence, and thus too
about the essence of truth, yet at bottom what we are asking about
remains unintelligible.

4. In outlining the essence of table and of truth it was indicated that not
only do we know particular tables and truths, but also, in so far as we
know them as such (precisely as what they are) we already know them in
their essence, indeed that we must already know this essence in advance in
order to recognize anything encountered as table, as mountain, as truth.
What are we to make of this peculiarity of essence, that it must already be
known in advance? What kind of necessity is this? Why is it so? Is it an
accident, simply a fact that we register and submit to? Do we understand
the essence-hood of essence if we stand helplessly before this peculiarity?
Not at all. Essence and essence-hood are also in this respect unintelligible.

5. But even assuming what we proposed concerning the essence of
truth, namely correspondence between proposition and fact, and con-
cerning essence as what-being (as the same, i.e. the universal governing
all particulars), even assuming all that is quite intelligible and lacking in
anything unintelligible, may we take this self-evidence without further ado
as the foundation for our investigation, as vouching for itself and as some-
thing secure and true? How do we know that what is understood in this
way is really secured? How do we know that what is self-evident really is so
and is true? How do we know that the self-evidence of something - assum-
ing that this does obtain - is a guarantee for the truth of the relevant thing
or proposition? Is that also self-evident? How much has been self-evident
and obvious to us humans and yet later turned out to be illusory, the
opposite of truth and sound knowledge! Thus our appeal to self-evidence
as the guarantee of truth is ungrounded and unintelligible.

6. Something that is 'of itself evident or intelligible is called this because
it 'enters into us' with no doing on our own part. It is self-evident to us, we
find it so. Who are we then? How is it that we come to regard ourselves as
the court of appeal for deciding what is or is not self-evident? That we
apparently do not need to add anything for the self-evidence to be
accepted by us: does that prove that we cannot, and that we really must
not, add anything? We, as we exist in our daily problems and pleasures,
we who are now occupied with the question concerning the essence of
truth (because it appears on the register of lectures), are we, and what is

[5-6]4



PRELIMINARY CONSIDERATIONS

self-evident to us, the ultimate and primary criterion? Do we in the least
understand why that must be so, and indeed, why that cannot be so? We
humans, do we know who we are and who or what the human is? Do we
know whether in general, within which limits, and with which deficien-
cies, the self-evident can and may be a standard for human beings? Who
tells us who the human being is? Is this not all completely unintelligible?

We began by defining the essence of truth as correspondence and cor-
rectness. This seemed self-evident, and therefore binding. Now, already
after a few crude steps, this self-evidence has emerged as thoroughly
incomprehensible: the concept of the essence of truth in two respects (1
and 2), the concept of the essence-hood of essence in two respects (3 and 4),
the appeal to self-evidence as the measure and guarantee of secure know-
ledge again in two respects (5 and 6). The seemingly self-evident has
become incomprehensible. But this means, in so far as we want to linger
over and further examine this incomprehensibility, that it has become
worthy of questioning. We must first of all ask how it comes about that we
quite naturally move and feel comfortable within such self-evidences.
How is it that the apparently self-evident turns out, upon closer examin-
ation, to be understood least? Answer: because it is too close to us and
because we proceed in this way with everything close. We take care, for
example, that this and that is in order, that we come here with pen and
exercise book, and that our propositions, if possible, correspond with
what we intend and talk about. We know that truth belongs in a certain
way to our daily affairs, and we know quite naturally what this means. It
lies so close to us that we have no distance from it, and therefore no
possibility of having an overall view of it and comprehending it.

So the first thing must be to distance ourselves from this self-evidence,
to step back from it so that what we so readily conceive as truth can be left
standing and resting in itself. But where are we to step back to, from where
are we to observe the self-evident? From what has earlier been said about
all this, back to the way in which truth was earlier conceived; therefore by
looking around in the history of the concept of truth! Yes: but is that not a
useless undertaking, to dig up earlier opinions about things and go into
them at length? Is this fruitless business, notwithstanding all the enthusi-
asm surrounding it, not ultimately a flight from what is today required of
us? Are these safe promenades in the old gardens of earlier conceptions
and doctrines not a comfortable avoidance of responsibility in face of the
demands of the day, a diversionary spiritual luxury to which we no longer
have any right (today least of all)?2

[6-7] 5



THE ESSENCE OF TRUTH

§ 2. History of the Concept of Truth:
Not Historical Confirmation of Preconceptions, But Return to the Originary

Greek Experience of &A,f|0sia (Unhiddenness)

But let us for a moment accede to the wish for historical orientation! How
was what we self-evidently referred to as the essence of truth, and as the
essence of essence, previously conceived? In the Middle Ages and later the
definition was: veritas est adaequatio rei et intellectus sive enuntiationis, truth is
the bringing of the thought or proposition into alignment with the thing,
i.e. into correspondence with the latter, commensuratio, the measuring up
to, or the measuring against, something. And how was essence con-
ceived? As quidditas, as what-ness, the what-being of a thing - its genus:
the universality of the genus.

And how were the concepts of truth and essence conceived still earlier,
in antiquity? Truth was there defined as 6noi(oai(; (6noieo|ia) TOW
7ta6r|ncna)v Tfjq v|/i)xf|<; Kai TOW Trpay^dieov (adaequatio, equivalence, cor-
respondence with the things) and essence as TO ii £cmv (quidditas, what-
being), as yevo<; (the universal of the species).

What do we conclude from these definitions, which are found in the
Middle Ages with Thomas Aquinas (Quaestiones de veritate, qu. I art. 1)
and in antiquity with Aristotle (On Interpretation, Ch. 1, 16 a)? It is
remarkable that what we ourselves took as self-evident concerning the
essence of truth already counted as such so long ago. Historical reflec-
tion confirms precisely what is also self-evident to us; indeed this con-
firmation ultimately gives the self-evidence its justification, as opposed to
the incomprehensibility which we thought to find. So it happens that
today as well one calls on the Middle Ages and Aristotle for the thesis
that truth has the character of the proposition, of thought and
knowledge.

What did we seek from this 'historical reflection'? To obtain a distance
from what we take as self-evident, from what lies all too close to us. And
now, through a demonstration of its noble antiquity, we are even more
bound to this self-evidence! What inner power of proof and validity this
conception of the essence of truth must possess, that it could endure for
over two thousand years through all the changes of philosophical stand-
points and systems!

What then can it mean if we bring forward doubts and find something
incomprehensible in this self-evidence? And again: what does the attempt
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at distancing ourselves from the present through historical reflection lead
to? To this: that what is current today is confirmed as itself ancient!

But have we really enacted the historical reflection? Did we really go
back? Beginning from our present definition of truth, we looked for the
way it had earlier been conceived, and we found it was the same. Is this
historical reflection, or is it just an historical recording of earlier concepts
and names? Have we really gone back to what happened at the beginning
of Western philosophy, and to what is perhaps still happening? No. May
we then wonder that we encountered the past only as the present and not
as itself, which might perhaps be something quite different? May we
wonder that we did not attain detachment and distance from the present?
Perhaps historical reflection is quite different to reporting on the past and
fleeing from the present?

But even if that were so: is the present not so corrupt that in the end it
is worthwhile fleeing from it, really fleeing, in order that one should not
be destroyed on account of it, thus in the end to be in a position to truly
overcome it? For in genuine historical reflection we take just that distance
from the present which allows us room to leap out beyond our own
present, i.e. to treat it just as every present as present deserves to be
treated, namely as something to be overcome. Genuine historical return is
the decisive beginning of authentic futurity. No one has ever leapt out
over themselves from and at the place where they presently stand.3 And
what happens when we do not learn to understand this, everyone
knows.

In the end it is historical return which brings us into what is actually
happening today. In the end it is also only a self-evident and therefore
doubtful everyday opinion which takes history as something 'past'.

But what is it about historical return? Instead of speaking about it in
general terms, we want to attempt it, or in any case a step thereto (we are
only concerned with the history of philosophy).

Let us leave aside the indicated long-standing definition of the essence
of truth and ask how at the beginning of Western philosophy truth was
conceived, i.e. how the Greeks understood what we call 'truth'. What word
did they have for this? The Greek word for truth - one can hardly remind
oneself of this too often - is d^fjGeia, unhiddenness [Unverborgenheit].
Something true is dA,rj6e<;, unhidden. What do we glean first of all from
this word?

We discover two things:
1. The Greeks understood what we call the true, as the un-hidden, as
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what is no longer hidden, as what is without hiddenness, as what has been
torn away from hiddenness [Verborgenheit] and, as it were, been robbed of
its hiddenness. For the Greeks, therefore, the true is something which no
longer possesses something else, namely hiddenness, and is freed from
this. Therefore the Greek expression for truth, in both its semantic struc-
ture and its morphology, has a fundamentally different content to our
German word 'Wahrheit' [truth], as also to the Latin expression 'veritas'.
The Greek expression is privative. The meaning-structure and word-
formation of dXf|0eia are analogous to the German word 'Unschuld'
[innocence] in its contrast with 'Schuld' [guilt], where the negative word
presents the positive (to be free from guilt) and the positive word presents
the negative (guilt as deficiency). So, for the Greeks, truth too is privative.

It is curious that 'true' means what something no longer has. We could
let this stand as a curiosity and remain at the practical level!

2. Initially, the meaning of the Greek word for truth, unhiddenness, has
nothing to do with assertion and that factual contexture in terms of which
the essence of truth is usually explained, i.e. with correctness and cor-
respondence. To be hidden and unhidden means something quite differ-
ent to correspondence, measuring up, directedness towards . . . Truth as
unhiddenness and truth as correctness are quite different things; they
arise from quite different fundamental experiences and cannot at all be
equated.4

This rough indication of the meaning of the Greek word for truth already
suffices to show that, so far as we understand this word, at one stroke we
have cut ourselves loose from the normal concept of truth. But from this
nothing much can be concluded. On the contrary, we must beware of
reading too much out of the analysis and meaning of a word, instead of
going into the actual substance of the matter. To what fruitless discussions
and fateful errors have the daring artifices of etymology led! Especially
when we consider (in relation to the present case) that the substantive
essence of truth was already conceived by the Greeks in the sense of a
6noicoai(; (alignment, correspondence). So we should not give too much,
indeed any significance whatever, to the discussion of mere word-
meaning - least of all to support the claim that originally and in ancient
times the essence of truth was understood quite differently to the manner
which has since become usual.

We should not, to be sure, proceed in this way. But we have become
suspicious: the Greek word for truth means something quite different to
'correctness'! Although we do not want to fixate on a mere word-
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meaning, we must still bear in mind that the word for truth, d-Xfj6eia,
does not stand for some arbitrary and irrelevant thing, but is a word for
what man wants and seeks in the ground of his essence, a word, therefore,
for something ultimate and primary. And could the word for this be
unimportant, its formation accidental, especially when it shows the pecu-
liarity to which we have drawn attention? Instead, must not this word, if
it is a word for what constitutes the ground of human Dasein, derive from
a primordial experience of world and self? Is dA,f|6eia then not a basic and
primal word?

Who would dispute that! But just for this reason we must demand to be
shown whether and how the word arises from the fundamental experience
of ancient man. If there was such a fundamental experience, what testifies
to this? If the 'true' for the Greeks means the unhidden, that which is free
from hiddenness, then the experience of the true as unhidden must also
involve experience of the hidden in its hiddenness.

Whatlhen do the Greeks call d^r|0e<; (unhidden, true)? Not assertions,
not sentences and not knowledge, but the beings [das Seiende] themselves,
the totality of nature: the human world and the work of God. When
Aristotle says (Metaphysics 983 b) that philosophizing is directed rcepi ifjc;
&Xr|6eia<;, 'to truth', he does not mean that philosophy must put forward
correct and valid propositions, but that philosophy seeks beings in their
unhiddenness as beings. Accordingly, beings must previously, and also
simultaneously, be experienced in their hiddenness, i.e. as concealing
themselves. The fundamental experience of hiddenness is obviously the
ground from which the seeking after unhiddenness arises. Only if beings
are previously experienced in their hiddenness and self-concealment, if
the hiddenness of beings encompasses man and besets him in a funda-
mental way, only then is it necessary and possible for man to set about
wresting beings from hiddenness and bringing them into unhiddenness,
thus also placing himself within the unhiddenness of beings.

Now do we have some witness from antiquity for this fundamental
experience of beings as hidden and self-concealing? Fortunately we do,
and indeed from one of the greatest and oldest philosophers of the ancient
world, from Heraditus. The important saying of Heraclitus has been passed
down: [f|] (puai<; .. . KpurcieaOai (piXei.5 The holding sway of beings, i.e.
beings in their being, loves to conceal itself. Several things are to be found
in this saying, fj (p6ai<;, 'nature': that does not mean the region of beings
which is today the object of natural-scientific research, but the holding
sway of beings, all beings: human history, the processes of nature, divine
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happenings. Beings as such, i.e. in what they are as beings, holds sway.
KpuTTteciOai cpiXeT: Heraclitus does not say that beings as a matter of fact
hide themselves from time to time, but cpiXet: they love to hide themselves.
It is their proper innermost drive to remain hidden, and if brought out of
hiddenness, to return to it. We cannot discuss here how this saying of
Heraclitus relates to his fundamental conception of being. The godhead
builds the world playfully, countless times, and always as something
different.

It suffices that this saying of Heraclitus expresses the fundamental
experience in which and from which is awoken an insight into the essence
of truth as the unhiddenness of beings. This saying is as old as Western
philosophy itself, giving expression to that fundamental experience and
orientation of ancient man from which philosophy begins; &-Xf|0£ta,
unhiddenness, into which philosophy seeks to bring the hidden, is noth-
ing arbitrary, and is especially not a property of a proposition or sentence,
nor is it a so-called 'value'. It is rather that reality, that occurrence [Gesche-
hen], into which only that path (fj 686c;) leads of which another of the
oldest philosophers likewise says: 'it runs outside the ordinary path of
men', <XTI' dvGpctmcov £KTO<; Tidiou £cruiv (Parmenides, Fr. 1, 27).

Yet another reservation occurs to us. We can admit that this saying of
Heraclitus, and the word AX-rjOeia, are ancient, and belong to the period of
the beginning of Western philosophy; but doesn't this show that we need
not pay much attention to them? For 'the beginning' is still 'primitive',
awkward and unclear, half or fully 'poetical'. Philosophy has in the mean-
time progressed and become science, yet at a very early stage it thor-
oughly abandoned the idea of unhiddenness. It is indeed true that the idea
of unhiddenness was given up. But is it really the case that the beginning
is primitive, half-baked, groping, and unclear? Or is the beginning what is
greatest? Not always, to be sure. In everything inessential and without
purpose the beginning is what can be and is overcome; therefore in the
inessential there is progress. In the essential, however, where philosophy
belongs, the beginning can never be overcome. Not only not overcome: it
can no longer be attained. In the essential, the beginning is the unattain-
able and greatest, and it is precisely because we can no longer grasp any-
thing of this, that with us everything is so decayed, laughable, without
order, and full of ignorance. Today, people regard it as a mark of superior-
ity to philosophize without this beginning. Philosophy has its own law;
what people think about it is something else.

Already we are no longer confronted by a simple word (&A,f|0eia) and its
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dictionary meaning, but by what the word refers to: the reality from
which and into which this word was first spoken and formed. To be sure,
we have some intimation (on the basis of Heraclitus' saying) that some-
thing must have happened with man; a history which initially appears as
just an arbitrary series of events. On no account should we interpret what
has been said to mean that the fundamental experience of the hiddenness
of beings is a 'personal experience', which the philosopher then expresses
in a poem or proposition. We mean that with man himself something
occurred which is greater and more primordial than his usual activity; an
occurrence and a history to which we must return, and which we must re-
enact if we want to grasp something of the essence of truth.6

But are we equipped for this return? What do we already have? The
word dXfiOsta, its (perhaps strange) meaning, and the saying of Heracli-
tus. This is not much; and if we seek further witnesses, we quickly con-
vince ourselves of the scantiness of our sources for the oldest Greek phil-
osophy. Is not such a return therefore uncertain and indefinite?

One thing is certain, namely that what has been transmitted and pre-
served of the authentic material of Presocratic philosophy is small in com-
parison with the extent of Plato's and Aristotle's works. So one is easily
tempted to think that the older and oldest philosophers, because they are
unquestionably superior to Plato and Aristotle, must have written at least
as much, or even more. But perhaps the reverse is true. Human beings
write and talk all the more, the less they have anything essential to say.
This is clear today.

Already the saying of Heraclitus suffices to show that the Greek word
for truth, 'unhiddenness', is nothing accidental. Such evidence does not
become more convincing through further enumeration of cases.

The return to the Greek beginnings of Western philosophy is difficult
not because our sources are scanty, but because our Dasein is impover-
ished, because it does not measure up to the claim and power of the little
which has been transmitted. For even where we have a great deal, as with
Plato and Aristotle - what have we made out of this? A perhaps dis-
tinguished but nevertheless groundless scholarship, and a diligent but
rather tasteless enthusiasm. Or one thinks it is actually preferable no
longer to know anything whatever about it.

How are we supposed to initiate this return? Should we not return to
the past through what is closer to us, by passing through what is more
recent? Do not Plato and Aristotle treat the essence of truth more com-
prehensively, from more points of view, and more reflectively? Could we
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not come to more certain conclusions about earlier philosophy by taking
our lead from these later thinkers? This seems to be possible, and to a
certain degree we want to pursue this method, but for different reasons.
Not because, in order to compensate for scanty witnesses, we hope to
make retrospective conclusions, but because in Aristotle and Plato we can
see how the indicated fundamental experience has already begun to be
ineffective, so that the fundamental stance [Grundhaltung] expressed in
the basic meaning of the word (xXf|6eia is re-formed in a way which pre-
pares for what we alluded to earlier: the common conception of the
essence of truth, which apparently has nothing more to do with dXf|0eia.
Unhiddenness becomes correctness, a development of the concept which
later led to pseudo-problems, and had to do so, because everything gets
uprooted.

What we wish to examine first of all is neither &Xf|6eia in its primordial-
ity, nor truth as correctness (6jioicoaiq) in its simple self-evidence, but
their characteristic intertwinedness. We want to see how these two con-
cepts have become entangled with each other. This transition itself, of
dAjjOeia qua unhiddenness to truth qua correctness, is an occurrence,
indeed nothing less than the occurrence wherein, already at the beginning
of its history, Western philosophy takes off on an erroneous and fateful
course.

In order to further investigate this transition from truth as unhiddenness
to truth as correctness (their characteristic intertwining), we wish to con-
sider a reflection of Plato's treating of &Xf|6eia - not in the sense of con-
cern for definition and conceptual analysis, but by presenting a story. I am
referring to the allegory of the cave at the beginning of Book VII of the
work which bears the title noXueia, and which we miscomprehendingly
translate into German as 'Der Staat' (The Republic').

We are halting now at an intermediate point, with Plato, in order to see
how already in the classical time of ancient philosophy the double-
meaning of the concept of truth is formed, but without the intertwinings
and inner connections being seen.

In the following interpretation, we deliberately leave unconsidered the
precise placement of this allegory within the dialogue. To begin with we
leave aside all discussion concerning the dialogue as a whole. What is
crucial about the allegory is that it can stand entirely on its own, so we can
consider it by itself without in any way minimizing its content or
meaning.

We speak of an 'allegory', also of 'sensory image' [Sinn-Bild], of a sort
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that provides a hint or clue. The image is never intended to stand for itself
alone, but indicates that something is to be understood, providing a clue as
to what this is. The image provides a hint - it leads into the intelligible, into
a region of intelligibility (the dimension within which something is
understood), into a sense (hence sensory image). However, it is important
to bear in mind: what is to be understood is not a sense, but rather an
occurrence. 'Sense' [Sinn] says only: it is a matter of something intelligible.
What is understood is never itself sense; we do not understand something
as sense, but always only 'in the sense of. Sense is never the topic of
understanding.

The presentation of an allegory, of a sensory image, is therefore nothing
else than a clue for seeing (a provision of a clue through something which
is presented sensuously). Such a clue leads us to what simple description,
be it ever so accurate and rigorous, can never grasp. There is thus an inner
necessity to the fact that when Plato wants to say something fundamental
and essential in philosophy, he always speaks in an allegory and places us
before a sensory image. Not that he is unsure about what he is speaking
of; on the contrary, he is quite sure that it cannot be described or proved. In
all genuine philosophy there is something in the face of which all descrip-
tion and proof, however brilliantly scientific, fails and sinks down into
empty business. This fact alone, that Plato speaks of dXf|6eia in an
allegory, gives us the crucial clue as to where we must search, and where
we must stand, if we want to come closer to the essence of truth. This
indescribable and unprovable something, however, is crucial - and to
come to this is what the whole effort of philosophizing is about.7

We thus close our introductory remarks. Whether you are to under-
stand our interpretation does not depend on whether you have a poor or
non-existent understanding of Greek, also not on whether you have
much or little understanding of philosophical doctrines, but only on
whether you have yourselves experienced, or are ready to experience, a
necessity to be here now - whether, in this allegory, something unavoid-
able speaks in and to you. Without this all science remains mere outward
show and all philosophy a facade.
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Notes

1 Cf. below p. 45.
2 See Supplement 1.
3 Cf. below § 15.
4 Precisely 'correctness' is necessary, but simultaneously in the possibility of de-

railing and free-floating.
5 Heraclitus Fr. 123, in The Presocratic Philosophers, ed. G. S. Kirk, J. E. Raven and

M. Schofield, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1983 p. 192, translated
in this volume as 'The real constitution is accustomed to hide itself. [Trans.].

6 See Supplement 2.
7 The un-sayable [das Un-sagbare]; silence, language.
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1

The Four Stages of the Occurrence of Truth

We shall now treat the allegory of the cave in Plato's JloXusia (Book VII,
514 a-517 a), understanding it as a clue to the essence of unhiddenness
(d^f|0eia). We divide the text into four sections (A-D), corresponding to
the four stages of the occurrence as depicted in the allegory.

We proceed with the interpretation by clarifying each stage in turn, at
the same time recognizing that the individual stages are not the essential
matter, which is rather the transitions from one stage to another, that is,
the whole path consisting of these transitions. When the first stage has
been discussed, therefore, we cannot put it aside as something over and
done with, but we must draw it into the transition and thus take it over
into all the succeeding transitions. We do not understand the first stage at
all until we grasp it from the second, and, strictly speaking, from the final
stage.

Plato introduces the allegory by having Socrates enter into conversation
with Glaucon and recount it to him. We could easily follow the common
practice and briefly summarize the content of the allegory, likewise
attaching a short explanation, without, however, being touched by any-
thing essential, and without following up the clue to the decisive ques-
tion. This usual hackneyed way of proceeding would not assist us at all. If
we wish to avoid this the first thing we must do is to give ourselves totally
over to the text. Only in this way are we perhaps also moved by the power
of Plato's presentation - which in understanding philosophy is not at all
incidental, not at all an aesthetic addition.

At each point I give the Greek text first,1 then the translation, which can
only be an aid.
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A. The First Stage (514 a 2-515 c 3):
the Situation of Man in the Underground Cave

(We pass over the first sentence, to which we shall return at the end.)

Ma Af OOK Eycoy , E^TJ.

'Picture people dwelling in an underground chamber like a cave, with a long
entrance open to the light on its entire width. In this chamber people are
shackled at their legs and necks from childhood, so that they remain in the
same spot, and look only at what is in front of them, at what is present before
them. Because of their shackles they are unable to turn their heads. However,
light reaches them from behind, from a fire burning higher up and at a dis-
tance. Between the fire and the prisoners, behind their backs, runs a path
along which a small wall has been built, like the screen at puppet shows

18 
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between the exhibitors and their audience, and above which they, the puppet-
eers, show their artistry/

'I see/ he says [Glaucon].
'Imagine further that there are people carrying all sorts of things along

behind the screen, projecting above it, including figures of men and animals
made of stone and wood, and all sorts of other man-made artefacts. Naturally,
some of these people would be talking among themselves, and others would be
silent/

'A peculiar picture you have drawn, and peculiar prisoners!'
They are very much like us! Now tell me, do you think such people could

see anything, whether on their own account or with the help of their fellows,
except the shadows thrown by the fire on the wall of the cave opposite them?'

'How could they see anything else if they were prevented all their lives from
moving their heads?'

'And what about the things carried about behind them? Does not the same
apply (that they see only shadows)?'

'How could it be otherwise?'
'Now if they were able to talk with one another about what they see, don't

you think they would take this for real beings?'
'Inevitably/
'And if the wall of their prison opposite them reflected sound, don't you

think that they would suppose, whenever one of the passers-by on the road
spoke, that the voice belonged to the shadow passing before them?'

'Of course, by Zeus!'

What is this first stage of the allegory steering towards, this description of
the situation of the prisoners in the cave? We can learn this without
difficulty from the final sentence, which is meant as a decisive summary:

FlavTCiTcaai 5f|, fjv 8 £ya), oi TOIOUTOI OUK av aXXo TI vojai^oiEv TO dXr|0£<; fj
ia<; tc5v aKeuacrccov cnaou;.

IloXXri dvdyKri, ecprj.

'And so in every way they would take the shadows of the artefacts for the
un-hidden [das Un-verborgene]?'

'Inevitably/

§ 3. The Unhidden in the Cave: the Shadows

The situation of human beings is described in order to show what people
in such a position take as the unhidden, the true. What is ultimately sym-
bolized is to <&r|9e<;. We must now trace out more clearly the individual
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features of this image, gathering together everything to do with the
unhidden.

1. However strange this situation remains, and however peculiar these
people, in this situation too man already has TO d^Gec;, the unhidden.
Plato does not say an unhidden but the unhidden. This means that man,
from childhood on and already in his nature, is set before the unhidden.
What this is in each case, what in particular cases presents itself as unhid-
den, is another question. Even in this strange situation in the cave, the
human being is not sealed off from everything else as a simple I, but is
7ipo<; TO rcpoaGev, directed to what is before him: TO &Xr|9e<;. It belongs to
being human - this is already indicated at the beginning of the allegory -
to stand in the unhidden, or as we say, in the true, in the truth. Being
human means, and may the situation be ever so peculiar, not only, but
among other things: to comport oneself to the unhidden.

2. And just for this reason the question can be raised (by whom?) as to
what, in this situation, is unhidden to man. Answer: what is immediately
before him, without any doing on his part, as it gives itself; here therefore
the shadows of things which are cast on the wall in front of him by the light
of the fire behind. Yet this description of the unhidden requires a more
precise determination.

3. The prisoners do indeed see the shadows but not as shadows of some-
thing. When we say that, to them, the shadows are the un-hidden, this is
ambiguous and already says too much. It is only we, privy to the whole
situation, who call what the prisoners face 'shadows'. Why couldn't they
say this themselves? Because they do not know anything about a fire
which gives off a glow, and in whose luminosity something like shadows
can first of all be cast. Thus, when (under 2) we said it could be asked
'what that is' which is unhidden there, this is not a question the prisoners
themselves could raise. For the essence of their being is such that, to them,
precisely this unhidden before them suffices - so much so indeed that they
also do not know that it suffices. They are entirely given over to what they
immediately encounter.

4. Plato expressly remarks: q>o)<; 8e aircoic; rcupo*; avooOev mi rcoppooOev
Kaonevov O7uo9ev airaov. There is indeed brightness, 'light', inside the
cave, but from behind. The prisoners have no relationship to light as light,
for neither do they see the fire that casts the light. Here, and for the
understanding of the whole allegory, it is necessary to understand the
difference between icOp, fire (the source of light), and <po)<;, illumination
(to which there corresponds in Latin: lux and lumen). 'Light' is ambiguous:
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1) the candle that burns, the source of brightness; 2) light, the opposite of
dark. The cave-dwellers have no relationship to light, they are completely
unfamiliar with the distinction between light and dark. Thus they also do
not understand things like shadows, which (through brightness) are cast
by another body. All this, things that cast shadows, fire that makes
shadows possible, is drciaGev, behind their backs, as distinct from TO
7ipoa0ev, what they see before them. Only the latter is unhidden; the
former remains hidden. Here, therefore, being human also means, among
other things: to stand within the hidden, to be surrounded by the hidden
(within the unhidden to comport oneself to this; at the same time to be
surrounded by the hidden, so much so that also the unhidden is not at all
understood as such).

5. The cave-dwellers do not consider what they have before them as
unhidden to be a semblance of something else. Instead, they would not
hesitate to acknowledge what is before them as TCI OVTCI, as beings (assum-
ing that they could talk among themselves about what is given).2 In other
words, man straightforwardly takes whatever presents itself before him as
un-hidden, to be beings; indeed man is nothing else but the being that
comports itself to what it takes as beings (an animal, plant, even less a
stone, never comports itself to beings).

But the comportment of these prisoners to the unhidden is so distinct-
ive that as yet we have not sufficiently grasped it. Something else is
required:

6. The prisoners see only shadows of themselves and their fellow
prisoners, they see only what is set over against them. They have no
relationship to themselves at all. They do not know any I-myself or any
you-yourself. In the condition described they are entirely ensnared in
what lies before them. Plato calls what they have before them TO dXt|0ec;,
the unhidden. But we must now add that this unhidden is not encountered
by the prisoners as unhidden. The prisoners know the distinction between
hiddenness and unhiddenness as such just as little as they know the dis-
tinction between shadows and things that cast shadows, or the distinction
between light and dark. This absence of the distinction makes the cave-
dwellers, as we say, 'utterly removed' [ganz weg], ensnared by and in
something, shackled. But as we see, even to this condition of shackled-
ness, even to this complete removedness, there belongs, in the end,
unhiddenness, light, beings.

It is therefore not surprising that Glaucon, to whom this allegory is
recounted, finds it OITOTCOV: something having no place within the
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ordinary, something extra-ordinary that is peculiar and removed from
anything everyday and normal (the obvious, hearsay, gossip). And yet,
Socrates assures us, the allegory depicts precisely the everyday situation of
man, who, in so far as he does not possess any standard other than every-
day ness, cannot see its strangeness. How this provides a clue to the
essence of the truth of everydayness will be shown later. Perhaps we have
an intimation of this, without being able to see the details.

In so far as the first stage, taken on its own account, is the stage of an
allegory, a sensory image, this already provides us with a clue, admittedly
not one that itself amounts to insight into the essence of unhiddenness, but
a clue that somehow in this situation there is unhiddenness. This means
only that the unhiddenness of something, to which man comports himself,
belongs to the being of man (as an indication of his situation). Just how this
unhiddenness is to be comprehended in its essence remains obscure. We
do not obtain a view of the essence of man. For us, it is firstly a matter of
seeing that and howf from the very beginning, &Xf|6eia stands in the
centre.

To this purpose we can in the first place collect together everything
which, in this situation, shows itself simultaneously with e\Xr|8e<;. We want
to enumerate all the essential moments having a role in the remarkable
fact that these human beings, however peculiar their situation may be,
have the unhidden, or, as we inappropriately say, the true, before them.
These moments are:

1 . TO dXrjGeq, the unhidden;
2. aKiai, shadows;
3. 8eano)Tai, prisoners: the human condition of being shackled;
4. Tcop and (pox;, fire and light: brightness;
5. the prisoners have no relationship to the light and to the things,

drciaOev, which remain hidden behind them;
6. the prisoners have no relationship to themselves and each other;

they see only shadows of themselves;
7. the unhidden is taken straightforwardly for beings, TCI 6vTa;
8. there is no distinction between hidden and unhidden, shadows and

real things, light and dark.

Are all these only accidental moments, which we refer to just for a more
vivid depiction of the situation, or are they constitutive elements as it
were, which have a role in building up the essence of dXiiOeg truth as
unhiddenness? Are all these elements bound together by an inner con-
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nection? Indeed, is the unity of this interconnection, that which holds
everything together, nothing else but dXrjGec;, unhiddenness?

But before we put this question, let us place ourselves once again in the
situation of the prisoners, which basically is not difficult to do. If we
restrict ourselves to the first stage, submitting to it so to speak, we see no
such interconnection, indeed we do not even recognize the enumerated
individual moments; instead, caught up in our misapprehension, we see
only what is played off on the wall. The latter is, as it were, the whole
world. The condition of misapprehension is indicated by the fact that the
prisoners, in their situation, could not describe what we are now able to
see. Indeed, the prisoners do not even know that they are in a 'situation'.
When questioned, they always talk about shadows, which, however, they
do not know as shadows. They know their way around their own proper
abode, and are not to be dissuaded from what they recognize straight-
forwardly as beings. They would regard any such presumption as per-
verse. But what they take as beings is still called (this cannot be said too
often) TO dA-tjOec;, and there is nothing here about resemblance, correct-
ness, or correspondence.

B. The Second Stage (515 c 4-515 e 5):
a 'Liberation1 of Man within the Cave

'Now imagine what would happen if the prisoners were released from their
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shackles and cured of their delusions. Consider what would necessarily hap-
pen if the following were to occur. Suppose one of them were unshackled and
compelled to suddenly stand up, turn his head, and look and walk towards
the light; but all this would be painful, and because of the flickering bright-
ness he would be too dazzled to see properly the things whose shadows he
used to see. What do you think he would say if he were told that what he
used to see was so much empty nonsense, and that he was now nearer to
beings and turned towards more beingful beings, so seeing more correctly?
And if he were compelled to say what each of the passing objects was [TI
£cmv] when it was shown to him? Don't you think he would be at a loss, and
think that what he used to see was more unhidden than what was now being
shown to him?'

'Absolutely.'
'And if he were made to look directly into the light, would this not hurt his

eyes, and would he not turn back and retreat to the things which he had the
power to see, thinking that these [the shadows] were in fact clearer [more
visible] than the things now being shown to him?'

'Yes.'

§ 4. New Features of &A,f|0eia Revealed by the
Unsuccessful Attempt at Liberation

In the second stage something happens to one of the prisoners: his shackles
are removed. What does this lead to, i.e. what necessarily belongs to it?
Plato emphasizes specifically: oi'a TIC; etrj (puaei, 'what thereby [with this
unshackling] necessarily occurs'. What Plato wants to bring to light is the
(p6ai<; of man. As with the first stage, he says again at the end of the second
stage: f|yeia9ai auiov TCI TOTS 6pa>^eva dXTjOeaiepa i] TCI vuv 8eiKvuneva,
the unshackled prisoner 'would hold what he formerly saw [the shadows]
to be more unhidden than the things now being shown to him [the things
in the light itself]'. Once again this is clearly all about dXr|9e(;.

In the second stage, therefore, something happens which has to do with
unhiddenness. We saw in the first stage that dA^Gec; comes forth together
with other elements of the situation, but we did not grasp their intercon-
nections. But now, when something happens with dA^Oec,, when this
itself comes to life, it must become clear if and how, with this event, its
connections also change, i.e. these connections must themselves emerge. In
respect of the second stage we therefore ask whether the connections
between the (previously only listed) elements, which presumably belong
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to dXrjOec;,4 become clearer, and whether thereby dArjOec; itself, the
essence of unhiddenness, becomes clearer.

We answer by again outlining the features of the image presented by
Plato, grasping the second stage precisely as second, thus in its relation-
ship to the first, which in this way is itself further illuminated.

1. We encounter dXtjOec; not only (as in the first stage) in general terms,
but now the talk is of d>,r|0ecn;epa (in pure linguistic terms a compara-
tive), of what is more unhidden. The unhidden can therefore be more or less
unhidden. This does not mean more or less in numerical terms (that more
shadows are unhidden), but that the things themselves are more unhidden,
the things which the now unshackled prisoner, as he turns around, is
supposed to see. Unhiddenness, therefore, has gradations and levels.
'Truth' and 'true' is not something in itself, such that for everyone it is in
every aspect unchangeable and common. It is not the case that everyone,
without further ado, has the same right and same strength to every truth.
And every truth has its time. In the end it is a sign of education to withhold
certain truths from knowledge and to keep silent about them. Truth and
truth is not simply the same.

2. The progression from the first stage to the second involves a second
differentiation. It is a transition. In so far as what was initially seen (the
shadows) are left behind and the freed prisoner turns away from them, a
divorce occurs between what was first seen and what is now shown (the
text makes the sharp distinction: id loie 6po>neva - id vuv 8eiKv6neva).
The unhidden separates out: there the shadows, here the things. Two spe-
cies of the unhidden, but connected by the fact that each is accessible
(manifest).

3. But these two (shadows and real things), that now separate out from
each other, are assessed differently. The former prisoner holds the
shadows, i.e. what immediately shows itself, id TOTS 6pob|ieva
dA,t|06CT8pa, to be more true, more unhidden, more clear, more present.
On the other hand, he who removes the shackles says that what is now
revealed, id vOv SeiKvu^eva, the things themselves and the human beings,
are ndAAov ovia, are to a greater degree [mehr seiend], are more beingful
[seiender] beings. What is admits of degreesl Being and being is not neces-
sarily the same. And not only is the assessment of what was previously
seen, and what is now shown, different, but the way in which the assess-
ment is made also differs: there the previously seen is more unhidden, while
here what is now shown is the more beingful. There more unhiddenness,
here more being. Do both belong together? Clearly. For what is called
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unhidden is the beings and is taken as such (cf. the first stage). The more
the unhidden is unhidden, the closer do we come to beings (^aXXov
£yyi)T8po) tou ovioq). So coming closer to beings goes together with the
heightening of unhiddenness and vice versa. Closeness to beings, i.e. the
being-with what is there [das Da-bei-sein des Da-seins]f the inner proximity
or distance of being-human to beings, the degree of the unhiddenness of
beings, and the heightening of beings themselves as beings - these three are
intertwined. Above all we must be clear that beings separate out into
those that are more and those that are less beingful. There are 'beings that
are more beingful'. Closeness and distance to beings changes the beings
themselves.

4. The proximity to beings, as this is claimed for the second stage, has
still another characteristic result: 6 rcpoc; naAAov 6via Teipa^evog
6p6oT6pov pXeTiei. 'Whoever [like the former prisoner] is turned towards
more beingful beings [towards what is more beingful than something else,
thus to more genuine beings] sees more correctly.' Thus 6p96<;, 6p66ir|<;,
'correctness' [Richtigkeit] crops up, and indeed in the comparative, in an
intensification: there are gradations. The correctness of seeing and viewing
things, and thus of definition and assertion, is grounded in the particular
manner of orientation and proximity to beings, i.e. in the way in which
beings are in each case unhidden. Truth as correctness is grounded in
truth as unhiddenness. We now see for the first time, albeit only roughly,
a connection between the two forms of essence (concepts of truth), which
at the beginning we only considered separately and stood alongside one
another. Truth as correctness of assertion is quite impossible without truth
as the unhiddenness of beings. For that to which the assertion must direct
itself, in order to be correct, must already be unhidden. So if one takes the
essence of truth exclusively as correctness of assertion, one betrays a
complete lack of understanding. Not only does one stand before a deriva-
tive concept of truth, but, because one does not see the origin of this
derivative concept, one calls upon a half-measure, which does not
become full by everyone going along with it. On the other hand, one will
only be able to grasp the essence and specific necessity of this derivative form
of truth, truth as correctness,5 if truth qua unhiddenness is explained and
its necessity grounded; that is, if one can clarify both the origin and the
derivation. This is indicated by Plato's clear and simple statement: 'who-
ever is turned towards the more beingful beings, sees and talks more
correctly'. This is a decisive step towards solving the problem of the
relationship between the two concepts of truth.
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5. But, as stated, what the more true and the more beingful is, has not
yet been settled. On the contrary, judgements and estimations run coun-
ter to one another. Why is this so? What kind of standard does the pris-
oner employ in wanting to return to the shadows and in claiming them as
the more unhidden? There in the cave, turned to the shadows, he has no
inkling of what will happen when he must see in the light; he has no pain
in his eyes, and above all, there amidst the shadows he moves within that
which, a 86vaiai, he is capable of, which demands no great effort of him,
and happens of its own accord so to speak. There amidst the shadows, in
his shackles, he finds his familiar ground, where no exertion is required,
where he is unhindered, where nothing recoils upon him, where there is
no confusion, and where everyone is in agreement. The main standard for
his estimation of higher or lower unhiddenness is preservation of the
undisturbedness of his ordinary activities, without being set out to any
kind of reflection, demand, or command.

6. On the other hand, what does turning around to the things them-
selves require? Release from the shackles; but this is only the beginning of
emancipation. What is supposed to eventuate is a turning around to the
light. This liberation fails; it does not come to fulfilment. Proof: he who
has been unshackled wants to go back to his former situation! For what
reason? Why does this attempted liberation fail?

7. Since the unshackling, the standing up, the turning around, the look-
ing into the light, all happen suddenly (££ai(pvr|<;), this freeing (Xuaig)
cannot become an i'aai<; ifjc; d(ppoa6vr|<;, a healing from delusion.
dcppoauvrj, which is how Plato describes the situation of the prisoners, is
the counter-concept to <ppovr|ai<;, aco<ppoa6vr|. (ppovrjaic; is Plato's word
for knowledge in general, i.e. for grasping the true, for circumspection and
insight in relation to world and self, the unity of both. I emphasize this
because with Aristotle the concept of (ppovrjcjK; is developed quite differ-
ently, and in particular is narrowed down. Where q>povr|aic; is lacking,
where everything, world and self, is shadow-like, there is no relationship
to the genuinely true and unhidden, dcppoauvrj is the absence of circum-
spection and insight, where man is in every respect removed from truth,
where he has no familiarity with the world and no insight into himself.
There, man is lacking something. He is sick, and healing is necessary. But
healing presupposes the correct diagnosis of the illness. This does not
occur through release from the shackles. The released prisoner does not
recognize what he previously saw as shadows. Instead, he is simply
removed from what he formerly saw and placed before things glimmering
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in the light. For him, these latter can only be things which are somehow
different from what he formerly saw. Through this bare difference there
arises nothing but confusion. What is shown to him does not take on any
clarity and definiteness. For this reason he wants to return to his shackles.

8. Removal of the shackles is thus not genuine emancipation, for it
remains external and fails to penetrate to man in his ownmost self. The
circumstances of the prisoner change, but his inner condition, his willing
[Wollen], does not. The released prisoner does indeed will, but he wills to
return to his shackles. Thus willing, he wills not-willing: he does not want
to be involved himself. He avoids and shrinks back from the demand to
fully give up his previous situation. He is also a long way from understand-
ing that man truly is only in so far as he demands this of himself.

The second stage ends with this thwarted emancipation. The emancipa-
tion fails because the one to be freed does not understand it. Liberation is
only genuine when he who is liberated thereby becomes free for himself,
i.e. comes to stand in the ground of his essence.

We repeat our guiding question: what does the second stage say about
AXfjOeia? Do we experience anything positive about the essence of truth
as unhiddenness? Have we made any progress beyond what was shown in
the first stage, namely that various other moments go together with
dXrjGec;? Do we already see an inner connection between these?

In the second stage what happens is a failure, namely that he who has
been unshackled fails to encounter unhiddenness as such. He does not
come to it. But does not Plato say that the prisoners are set before the
unhidden, before d^rjGe*;, from childhood on? Certainly, but not before
the unhidden as unhidden. They do not know that and how the unhid-
den, to which they are delivered over, as such is, that such a thing as
unhiddenness occurs. This occurrence of unhiddenness is not present for
the former prisoner, for he cannot distinguish between shadows and
things, between their respective kinds of unhiddenness. To be sure, the
difference between shadows and things announces itself, but the former
prisoner does not enact this difference, cannot grasp it as such, cannot
bring the distinguished things into relationship. But the difference occurs
in the enactment of the differentiation. To bring the differentiation to
enactment would be being-human [Menschsein], existing [Existieren].

Why is it that the difference only announces itself? This we cannot
immediately say. We can only see that the first attempt at emancipation
fails. From this we can only conclude that the occurrence and existence of
unhiddenness as such is connected with the liberation of man, more pre-
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cisely with the success of liberation, i.e. with genuine being-free. And we
can suspect something else, namely that the success of liberation must lie
in the opposite direction to its failure. The failure is shown in wanting to
go back to the shackles, away from the light. The opposite direction, in
which liberation attains its goal, is therefore a matter of moving towards
the light, of becoming free as facing the light. In this turning around
towards the light, beings are to become more beingful, the unhidden
more unhidden!

It is clear, therefore, that the essence of truth as unhiddenness belongs
in the context of freedom, light, and beings, more precisely in the being-
free of man, the looking into the light, and comportment to beings. Free-
dom, light, beings, unhiddenness: these are not related to one another like
isolated things. But what is the interconnection that we are seeking? The
second stage has not yet shown this, but it becomes visible in the third
stage of the allegory. Is there an answer?

C. The Third Stage (515 e 5-516 e 2):
the Genuine Liberation of Man to the Primordial Light
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'And if he were forcibly dragged up the steep and rugged ascent of the cave
and not let go till he had been dragged out into the sunlight, would he not
experience pain, and so struggle against this? And would he not, as soon as he
emerged into the light, his eyes dazzled, be unable to see any of the things he
was now told were unhidden?'

'No, at least not at first/
'He would need, I believe, to first become accustomed to the light before he

could see things in the upper world. First he would find it easier to look at
shadows, next at the reflections of men and other objects in water, and later on
at the things themselves. After that he would find it easier to observe the sky at
night and the heavenly dome, and to look at the light of the moon and stars
rather than at the sun and its light by day/

'Of course/
'Finally, I believe, he would be able to look directly at the sun itself, and gaze

at it as it is in itself, without using reflections in water or any other medium/
'Necessarily/
'Later on he would come to the conclusion that it is the sun which produces

the changing seasons and years and controls everything in the visible world,
and that it was also at bottom responsible for what he and his fellow prisoners
used to see in the cave/

'That is the next conclusion he would obviously reach/
'And when he remembered his first home, and what passed for wisdom

there, and his fellow prisoners, don't you think he would feel himself fortunate
on account of his change of circumstance, and be sorry for them?'

'Very much so/
'And if the cave-dwellers had established, down there in the cave, certain

prizes and distinctions for those who were most keen-sighted in seeing the
passing shadows, and who were best able to remember what came before, and
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after, and simultaneously with what, thus best able to predict future appear-
ances in the shadow-world, will our released prisoner hanker after these prizes
or envy this power or honour? Won't he be more likely to feel, as Homer says,
that he would far rather be 'a serf in the house of some landless man'.6 Would
he not rather put up with anything, than take truth as they do and live like
them?'

'Yes, I believe he would prefer anything to a life like theirs.'

§ 5. The Ascent of Man from the Cave
Towards the Light of the Sun

The third stage is described at greater length than the others. The occur-
rence described by Plato now arrives at its goal. Genuine liberation is not
just release from shackles within the cave, but is an exit from the cave into
the light of day, i.e. to the sun, completely away from the artificial light of
the cave.

The first thing to be noticed, compared with the previous stage, is that
no more mention is made of the thwarted liberation. There is no new
attempt of this kind, not because it is incomplete, but because it is not a
liberation at all. It is essential that we properly understand this total aban-
donment of the first attempt, which means understanding the nature of
the transition between the second and third stages. That the first attempt
at liberation is no longer taken up, is shown above all by the fact that Plato
simply passes over the light and fire within the cave. Looking into the
light, when it is only a light, does not suffice: light and light is not the
same. Therefore our heading: the genuine liberation of man to the prim-
ordial light.

a) Levels of Unhiddenness outside the Cave

This transition also leads to dXriOeq: id vuv ^eyojieva &A,r|Ofj - to what
'from now on' (in the condition of freedom) is 'said to be the unhidden'.
Since in every stage dXrjOec; is mentioned at a decisive point, we can no
longer be in any doubt that the allegory as a whole predominantly treats of
&A,f|9ei<x. However, we do not yet know why. To know this would be to at
once understand its essence. Initially, we see only that the true, the
unhidden, is different depending on the circumstance and position of
man. So we must first, without recourse to what was referred to as
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'unhidden' in the first two stages, analyse what is now spoken of as the
unhidden. What most characteristically occurs here?

1. The transition to what is now (outside the cave, in the condition of
freedom) unhidden happens pig (with force). Liberation, in the sense of
turning around towards the light of the sun, is violent. Attaining what is
now unhidden involves violence, thus dyavaKteiv, resistance, such that
the one to be freed is forced up along a rugged path. The ascent demands
work and exertion, causing strain and suffering.

2. Neither release from the shackles, nor mere exit from the cave, is
enough. What is also unavoidable is the auvf|6£ia: as distinct from the
kind of liberation in the second stage, there occurs a sudden ripping loose,
followed by, outside the cave, a slow adaptation, not so much to the things
as to illumination and light itself. At first the eyes are dazzled by the
brilliance of the sunlight; only slowly do they unaccustom themselves to
darkness. Despite the illumination, indeed because of the illumination,
the released prisoner initially sees nothing at all of what is now unhidden
in the light, and claimed to be unhidden.

3. This adaptation of vision from darkness to light occurs in various
stages. At first, the vision which loves darkness and shadows searches for
everything outside the cave which is most closely related to darkness, for
what here too does not give the things themselves, but only shadows or
reflections. After this, vision arrives at the things themselves, but then the
released prisoner still sees better by night, where vision slowly grows
accustomed to the illuminated things - the smooth light, the unblinding
light of the stars and the moon. When he gets used to this, he is able to see
things by day in the light of the sun, then the light itself. Finally he is able
to see the sun as what gives the light, as what gives time, as what rules over
everything, and which is the ground even of what is seen in the cave, of
the shadows and the light and the fire.

4. The genuine liberation does not only depend on an act of violence,
but requires persistence and courage to endure the individual stages of
adaptation to the light, the strident courage that can also wait, that is not
deterred by reversals, that knows that, in all genuine becoming and grow-
ing, no stage can be leapt over, that empty busy-ness is just as useless and
disastrous as blind enthusiasm.

5. He who in his ownmost self has adapted in this way, secures for
himself, by becoming free for the light, i.e. through familiarity with and
towards light, a new standpoint. No longer does he want to go back, for he
now sees through the shadowy character of his whole cave-existence, of
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the hustle and bustle which there prevails, and of the honours which are
there conferred.

All this is clear in the picture presented. But what does this picture point
to? The purpose of the allegory is not stated. What are we to understand
concerning this stay of the released prisoner outside the cave, if indeed
cave-existence stands for the everyday activity and business of man, thus
precisely what takes place in the sunlight?

At a later point (517 b ff.), Plato himself gives the interpretation of the
whole allegory. The cave, he says, is the earth under the heavenly dome
(remember that the Greeks conceived the earth as a flat disk over which
the heavens are vaulted, so that man actually does move about within a
cave). The fire in the cave is the sun, the light of the fire is the sunlight.
The shadows are beings, the things we see under the sky and with which
we commonly have dealings. We, the prisoners, are bound to self-
evidence, and to people who are guided only by this. What is outside the
cave, over and above this, TCI avco, is the place of the ideas, a urcepoupdvioc;
TOTIO<;, over the vault of the heavens (above the vault of the cave). And the
sun that shines outside the cave symbolizes the highest idea, the 18 ea TOD
dya0oi), which one hardly dares to view directly: noyic; 6pda6ai (517 b).

b) Four Questions Concerning the Visible Connections of dXfjGeia in the
Occurrence of Liberation

Does this Platonic elucidation allow us to understand the essence of
dXf|0eia? Do we thereby obtain an insight into what necessarily occurs in
the everyday existence of human beings? Do we, in addition, compre-
hend what occurs with or to one of these human beings? Do we under-
stand that to which man can be freed in this violent way, and how he is
supposed to adapt in order to arrive at the unhiddenness of beings? Ideas,
the idea of the good: what does this mean? What do ideas have to do with
truth and with everything else we have encountered concerning dXf|0eia
and freedom, light, beings, gradations of being?

However clearly the allegory may be presented, however simple and
clear the Platonic interpretation may appear - do we understand much, or
even a little, of all this? It does not help to ask how Plato himself interprets
the allegory. We find only that he redescribes the situation, i.e. he
explains the position of the freed prisoner by saying that his location is over
the heavens, that in this location there are ideas, and among these a
highest idea. What all this means we do not know. Initially we understand
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nothing at all, especially when we consider that it is a story about some-
thing that happens with man. With man? Who is that? We ourselves and
only we, every self in so far as, through Plato, it is now placed before this
allegory and lets itself be placed before this occurrence. Therefore not those
who are now listening to a lecture by Heidegger. After a few weeks they
will already have had enough and so will disappear just as they have
come. But supposing one sits here until the final session of the semester -
would that prove that one has allowed oneself to be placed before this
allegory? No, and least of all can this be proven through an examination.
It therefore cannot be proven at all - but authenticated, yes! How, and
before whom, and when and where and how far: that is known only by
each individual. This is what the mysterious 'effect' of a philosophy con-
sists in - when it is effective at all.

Initially we understand nothing at all, and for this reason we ask. We
ask firstly (not only with respect to the third stage, but also with respect to
the previous stages): what is this allegory saying! What does it mean for
man, i.e. for our Dasein and its relation to truth as unhiddenness? Unhid-
denness in connection with freedom, light, being, ideas, the highest idea
of the good? As many questions as there are words!

We attempt to get our bearings here by singling out and clarifying the
indicated connections and the phenomena to which they refer. We pose
four questions:

1. What is the interrelation between idea and light? (§ 6)
2. What is the interrelation between light and freedom? (§ 7)
3. What is the interrelation between freedom and beings? (§8)
4. What is the essence of truth in the sense of unhiddenness as it emerges

from the unity of these interrelations? (§9)

By answering these four questions, and thus presenting an interpret-
ation of the third stage, we attempt to feel our way forward to the essence
of truth as unhiddenness. As you can see, for the moment we deliberately
leave aside any discussion of the highest idea (the idea of the good). Plato
too does not discuss the highest idea more closely within the allegory
itself, because he has already treated it at length in the closing part of
Book VI. Later, after the complete interpretation of the allegory, we shall
return to the relation between dXf|6eia and I6ea TOO ftyaOou, not in the
sense of a mere addition but in order to gain an overview of the whole
problem of truth and to orient ourselves at this pinnacle of Platonic phil-
osophy (this is nothing else but the struggle between the two concepts of
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truth). From here we also first obtain the ground for the further questions
raised by the Platonic definition of the essence of truth as d^fiGeia, that is,
for the debate with Plato himself and thus with the whole Western
tradition.7

§ 6. Idea and Light

To the first question: what is the interrelation between idea and light? To
begin with: what does 'idea' refer to?

We have already said that we must always retain the preceding stages in
view; so now it is important to look more closely at the first stage.

Led along by the apron strings of the everyday, we are forced into
what is ordinary and accepted. In such a situation, which looks to us like
freedom, we experience only beings. How can we say 'only'? What is
supposed to be still lacking, where we soberly behave according to the
business of the day, as functionaries, as it were, of the present situation,
not dreaming, not falling into outlandish plans and unrealizable wishes,
but just pursuing the everyday and contributing to its endurance? Can
we do more than to hold to beings, to what is actual? Yet in the allegory
Plato describes precisely these beings, the everyday, as shadows, there-
fore indicating that the beings around us, however much we take them
as such, are not the genuine truth of beings, not the beings in their
unhiddenness. But is there then something else over and above the
beings?

a) The Seeing of What-Being

To be sure, the beings we encounter in our everyday life might not
encompass everything that is visible and that is. There might exist things
we do not yet know and shall never know. But these unknown beings,
just because we do not know them, are not for this reason different to
what is known to us. Instead, according to Plato's symbolism, they also
must be counted amongst the shadows, namely those which have not yet
passed across the wall, those which will show themselves only in the
future, those which are predicted and discussed in advance. Yes indeed.
But Plato does not say that we should come to know more shadows.
Rather, what we should come to know is something different from the
beings which daily occupy us, i.e. just what the person (the prisoner) who
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is restricted to the existing things in their infinite variety is not able to see.
And what is this? The historical interpretation says: it is the ideas.

Nowadays, we have long become suspicious of 'ideas'; we find them
interesting only in gossip about Ideology VlSea is what gives itself, what is
there for and in I5etv, in seeing. To seeing there corresponds what is seen,
what is sighted. Yet what kind 0/seeing is this, in which ideas come into
view? Obviously it cannot be the seeing of our bodily eyes, for with the
latter we see precisely the beings that Plato calls shadows. Ideas are
supposed to be other than these beings.

But not so fast. Do we see beings with our bodily eyes? Doubtless we do!
I do indeed see this book. And when someone who does not know his
way around this lecture room is looking for the exit, we say to him 'see
the door here', and he 'sees' the door. With what does he see the door?
What kind of question is this? With his eyes, of course, and not with his
ears!

With his eyes? Let us make the attempt! We want to see this book here
'with our eyes'. We don't need to try this, we already do it! What are we
supposed to still want here? I see the book. This is the simplest thing in the
world.

Do we see the book with our eyes? What do we see with our eyes? This is
easier to answer if we consider what we hear with our ears. In both cases,
seeing and hearing, we hold ourselves in a perception, we register some-
thing that is presented to us. We hear tones, sounds, we see colours,
coloured things. We can also see glowing, sparkling, glittering, illumin-
ation, brightness and darkness. Certainly, but we also see more, such as the
form of this desk, of this door. We thus see spatial forms (figures) with our
eyes.

Yet here we must already ask if spatial form is something specifically
visible, whether we can encounter it only as something visible. Clearly
not, because we can also perceive spatial forms, e.g. the surface of this
desk, by touching. On the other hand, one colour cannot be distinguished
from another by ever so fine a touching. We certainly cannot touch bril-
liance and illumination. Extended things can be touched as well as seen.
Likewise, not only can we see movement, but we can hear it, e.g. the
approach of a car or its moving off into the distance. Movement and
moving things are not specifically visible. Seeing with the eyes in every case
provides colour and brightness: something visible that is only accessible by
sight, that we sense here. Seeing with the faculty of sight is a sight-
sensation. Such a sensation of colour we call a colour-sensation.
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Again we ask: do we see with our eyes, which now means: do we sense
[empfinden] the book? What the eyes give, conveyed to us as a sensory
something, is the reddish brown book-cover, the greyish white pattern,
the black inscription. How does this happen? Do we sense the book-
cover, the pattern, the inscription, with our eyes? Is there, just like the
sensation of red, also the sensation of book-cover? No. What is sensed
with our eyes is not the book, but the reddish brown, greyish white,
black, and so forth. The book can no more be 'seen' than it can be heard
and smelt. And yet we quite naturally say 'we see the book'. Clearly,
seeing and seeing is not the same. More precisely, seeing is a perceiving
[Vernehmen] 'with' the eyes; but what 'with the eyes' means is ambigu-
ous. Firstly it could mean that what sees, what gives the visible, are the
eyes. Thus understood, we cannot say that 'our eyes' see colours, but,
strictly speaking, we must say with our eyes, meaning that they assist us.
So we come to the second meaning: with the assistance of our eyes, by
means of them, we perceive something, and so 'see' it, for example a
book.

Strictly speaking the eye does not yet sense the colour. With sensation
too the eye is only the organ into which the faculty of sensation is built,
but it is not this faculty itself. The eye as instrument strictly sees nothing
at all; at best the sense of sight [Gesichtssinn] does this with the help of the
eyes. The sense of sight 'sees' colours in the manner of sensation [Emp-
finden}, but never anything like a book; only through the sense of sight
do we 'see' a book. Here 'seeing' means perceiving something, a perceiv-
ing in which the sense of sight, but not it alone, is involved, and in which
this is not even the genuine perceiver. When we say that 'we see the
book', we use 'see' in a meaning which goes beyond perceiving the object
by means of the sense of sight with the help of our eyes. However sharp
and highly developed our tools for seeing, however excellent our sense
of sight, we can never see a book through our sense of sight. We would
never see anything like a book were we not able to see in another more
primordial sense. To this latter kind of 'seeing' there belongs an under-
standing [Verstehen] of what it is that one encounters: book, door, house,
tree. We recognize the thing as a book. This recognition registers the look
that is given to us: of the book, table, door. We see what the thing is from
the way it looks: we see its what-being. 'Seeing' is now a perceiving; of
something, to be sure, namely this as a book, but no longer through our
eyes and sense of sight; it is a looking whose object does not have the
character of colour, an object that cannot be attained through any
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constellation of colours, an object that is no longer sensory at all. And yet
we see (perceive), in the sense that we comport ourselves to what is
presented to us.

When we so naturally say 'we see the book', we use 'see' in a meaning
that is quite obvious and normal, and about which we become suspicious
only when someone makes us pay closer attention. The latter is precisely
what Plato did with his discovery of the so-called 'ideas'. This discovery
was not some far-flung speculation on the part of Plato, but relates to
what everyone sees and grasps in comportment to beings. Plato just
pointed this out with previously unknown power and assurance. For
what we see there, a 'book', is clearly something different to 'black',
'hard', 'soft' etc. What is sighted in this seeing is the i8ea, the eiSoc;. 'Idea'
is therefore the look [Anblick] of something as something. It is through
these looks that individual things present themselves as this and that, as
being-present. Presence [Anwesenheit] for the Greeks is rcapoixria, short-
ened as ouoia, and means being. That something is means that it is present
[es ist anwesend], or better: that it presences [west an] in the present [Gegen-
wart]. The look, i8ea, thus gives what something presences as, i.e. what a
thing is, its being.

According to Aristotle this is the Seuiepa ouaia, but the sparer) is what is
more present, the KaO5; e'Kaaiov.8

We said: according to Plato there is, over and above the particular things
(the shadows), something else, namely the ideas. If we have carefully fol-
lowed the above considerations, something must have dawned on us. At
least until a few moments ago, we ourselves belonged to those who
thought they saw only the various particular things: book, door, house.
We did not suspect that in order to see this book, door, and so forth, we
must already understand what 'book' and 'door' mean. Understanding
what such things mean is nothing else but the seeing of the look, the i8ea.
In the idea we see what every being is and how it is, in short the being of
beings [das Sein des Seienden].

This seeing of the I8ea Plato also calls voetv, perceiving, or vou<;, reason
in the strict sense: the capacity to perceive.

Plato now grasps the voew of Parmenides9 as the iSeiv of the I8ea, of the
dyaOov, £fteKeiva ifjc; ouaiac;. Kant too says clearly and unambiguously
that 'reason' is the 'faculty of ideas',10 although he uses 'idea' in a broad-
ened Platonic and also in a restricted sense.

The seeing of the idea, i.e. the understanding of what-being and how-
being, in short of being, first allows beings to be recognized as the beings
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they are. We never see beings with our bodily eyes unless we are also
seeing 'ideas'. The prisoners in the cave see only shadow-beings and
think that these are all there are; they know nothing of being, of the under-
standing of being. Therefore they must remove themselves from the
shadow-beings. They must make an ascent, taking leave from the cave and
everything in the lower region - also from the fire in the cave (from the
actual sun, which is itself just the image of a being) - for the light and
brightness of day, for the 'ideas'. But what has idea and the essence of idea
got to do with light! Only now do we really come to our first question.

b) The Essence of Brightness: Transparency

'Light': what is this? And what does it stand for in the allegory? I have
already indicated that we must distinguish rcup and cpdk;, fire and light,
thus the bearer of light ((pcoaq>6po<;), i.e. the stuff that is illuminated, from
light and illumination itself. Once again: light, (pd5<;, lumen, is not the source
of light, but is brightness. But what is that - brightness?

With light and brightness we come again into the region of seeing, of
the visible. What is visible through optical sensation are colours, glimmer-
ings, brightness and darkness. Yet what is this brightness, light, darkness?
Certainly not a thing, neither a property of any kind of thing. Brightness,
light: this is nothing which can be grasped hold of; it is something
intangible, almost like nothingness and the void.11

To be sure, the physical theory of light does provide an answer: New-
ton's corpuscular theory, Huygens' theory of waves, Faraday's electro-
magnetic theory of light! But these theories no longer grasp light in its
connection with looking (our immediate looking comportment), but sim-
ply as one natural process among others: 'correct' and yet untrue, because
a quite inappropriate frame of reference is brought to bear.

Yet let us look closely! Do brightness and darkness stand alongside colour
and brilliance, such that they too can be experienced through our sense of
sight? Or? We can clarify this by considering what happens when we close
our eyes (in sleep) and then open them again: first of all, before we see
anything colourful and brilliant, we establish whether it is bright or dark.
We could not see colourful or brilliant things at all if we did not already
see brightness and darkness. Brightness and darkness are seen 'first', not
necessarily in the sense that we grasp them as such and pay attention to
them, but in the sense of 'in the first place'. Brightness and darkness must
be seen from the outset if colourful and brilliant things are to be seen.
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Within the realm of the visible, brightness and darkness are not at the
same level as colour and brilliance but possess a priority: they are the
conditions of the possibility of experiencing the visible in the narrower sense.

But do we thereby know what brightness, light, and darkness are?
Brightness and darkness are first and originary; they cannot be explained
in terms of anything else. But we do not thereby come to a conception of
the essential nature of brightness and darkness. Brightness and darkness
are visible, are seen 'in the first place'. But how is what is visible to be
defined? For colour is also something visible. So when we refer to visibil-
ity, the visible as such is not yet characterized. We must ask what bright-
ness and darkness are in themselves. What does brightness mean and what
does it accomplish?

'Brightness' [Helle] comes from 'reverberate' or 'echo' [hallen] and is
originally a character of tone or sound, that is, the opposite of 'dull'.
Brightness, therefore, is not at all originally a character of the visible, but
was transferred over in language to the visible, to the field where light
plays a role. So we speak of a 'bright sunny day'. But such linguistic
transferences from the realm of the audible to that of the visible are never
accidental, and generally indicate an early power and wisdom of language
- although we freely admit that we have only a very inadequate and
superficial knowledge of the essence of language. If the meaning of
'bright' is transferred to the visible and made equivalent to 'lit up',
'brightness' made equivalent to 'light', this can only happen on the basis
of an essential kinship between the two phenomena, such that brightness
as reverberation has something essential in common with light as
illumination. The bright tone or sound, which is further intensified in
shrillness (e.g. the nightingale) is what penetrates: it not only spreads itself
out, but it forces itself through. What is dull or sluggish stays back as it
were, is not able to force itself through. Brightness has the character of
going-through. The same thing is shown in a different way with light and
the 'light of day'. Light also has the character of going-through, and it is
this character, as distinct from the staying-back of darkness, which allows
the meaning of 'brightness' to be transferred from the audible to the vis-
ible. Brightness is that through which we see. More precisely, light is not
only what penetrates through, but is what permits penetration, namely in
seeing and viewing. Light is the transparent [das Durchsichtige] that spreads
out, opens, lets-through. The essence of light and brightness is to be
transparent.

But this characterization, it immediately emerges, is insufficient. It is
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first necessary to distinguish the way in which e.g. a sheet of glass (even
coloured glass) is transparent, from the transparency of light. Comparing
the two kinds of letting-through will allow us to more accurately deter-
mine the essence of light as what lets-through.

We call glass transparent, even when it is coloured (e.g. a window
pane), and likewise water. The question is whether brightness (light) is
transparent in the same sense. Evidently not, and not only because
brightness is not graspable in the way a sheet of glass or a body of water
are, but because the transparency of glass and water, and of everything
similar, already presupposes brightness. These kinds of things are only
transparent in light; only in light can anything be seen through them.
Sight in general, and thus also the sight that penetrates, is first made
possible by light. Light (brightness) too is transparent, but in a stricter
sense: as the genuinely originally transparent. We see two things: light
first lets the object through to be viewed as something visible, and also lets-
through the view to the visible object. Light is what lets-through. Brightness
is visibility, the opening and spreading out of the open. Thus we have
defined the genuine essence of brightness: it allows things to show them-
selves for viewing, it offers a look [Anblick] for seeing [Sehen] in the nar-
rower meaning of perceiving through the sense of sight.

Correspondingly with the dark. This is only a limit case of brightness
and thus still has the character of a kind of brightness: a brightness that no
longer lets anything through, that takes away visibility from things, that
fails to make visible. It is what does not let-through, but in a quite specific
sense, different, for example, to the way a wooden wall is untransparent,
does not let-through, A wooden or brick wall cannot fail in making vis-
ible, for in no sense can it secure visibility; it is untransparent in quite a
different way to that of darkness. To indicate just one aspect of this differ-
ence: for a wall to be spoken of as untransparent, as not letting-through
(for someone), light must already be assumed as present, while on the
other hand, the not letting-through of the dark consists precisely in the
absence of light (brightness) and in this alone. The dark is untransparent
because it is itself a kind of letting-through. The wall is untransparent
because it is not any kind of letting-through (for sight). Only that can fail
which also has the possibility of securing. The dark fails to make visible
because it can also secure sight: in the dark we see the stars.
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c) The Fundamental Accomplishment of the Idea: Letting-through the Being of
Beings

Our guiding question is: what is the connection between idea and light?
Why are the ideas depicted through brightness? We have attempted to
clarify both the essence of idea and the essence of light. What are the
consequences for establishing the connection between the two?

What emerged as the essence of light and brightness, namely letting-
through for seeing, is precisely the basic accomplishment of the idea. The
essence of light is letting-through for sight. If light, as in the allegory, is
meant in a transferred sense (likewise transparency, of brightness and
sheet of glass), seeing must correspondingly be meant in a transferred
sense (in the usual sense of seeing the book): the seeing of beings (book,
house, chair). What is seen in and as the idea is, outside the allegory, the
being (the what-being and how-being) of beings. 5I8ea is what is sighted in
advance, what gets perceived in advance and lets beings through as the
interpretation of 'being'. The idea allows us to see a being as what it is, lets
the being come to us so to speak. We see first of all from being, through the
understanding of what a particular thing is. Through its what-being the
being shows itself as this and this. Only where being, the what-being of
things, is understood, is there a letting-through of beings. Being, the idea,
is what lets-through: the light. What the idea accomplishes is given in the
fundamental nature of light.

So the connection between light and the idea is clear. We see a being as
a book only when we understand its sense of being in the light of its what-
being, of the Idea'. We start to understand why from the beginning of the
allegory the comportment of man towards beings is bound up with light
and fire. Thus we also say 'it dawns on me' [mir geht ein Licht auf\; we do
not mean that for the first time we become aware of something, but that
we now genuinely know what we have all along known, namely what
something is.

But this does not explain why precisely light and seeing (I8ea) are taken
up in relation to the understanding of being. Perhaps this has something to
do with the avoiding of dXf|Oeia.

If there were no light at all in the cave, the prisoners would not even see
shadows. But they do not know anything about the light which is already in
their sight, just as little as someone who sees a book knows that he already
sees something more than, and different from, what he can sense with his
eyes, i.e. that he must already understand what 'book' as such means.
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Thus we come to our second question: the interrelation between freedo
and light.

§ 7. Light and Freedom.
Freedom as Bond to the Illuminating

No less essential than what has just been discussed is the story of the
prisoner's release from his shackles: the phenomenon of freedom. The alle-
gory, i.e. the whole story as we have followed it, provides clues as to how
freedom should be understood. The second and third stages show that it is
not only a matter of removing the shackles, i.e. of freedom from some-
thing. Such freedom is simply getting loose, and as such is something
negative. Unshackledness has no content in itself. He who has just been
unshackled becomes insecure and helpless, is no longer able to cope; he
even regards those who are still shackled as possessing an advantage in
terms of this negative freedom. By wanting to return to his shackles, he
who is only negatively free betrays what he authentically wants but does
not understand: the 'positive' which genuine freedom offers him, i.e. sup-
port and certainty, peace and solidity. This is what genuine positive free-
dom offers; it is not only freedom from but freedom for. Comportment to
what gives freedom (the light) is itself a becoming free. Genuine becoming
free is a projective binding of oneself - not a simple release from shackles,
but a binding of oneself for oneself, such that one remains always bound
in advance, such that every subsequent activity can first of all become free
and be free.

This positive liberation to genuine being-free is shown in the allegory
by what happens after the removal of the shackles: an ascent into the
light of day. To become free now means to see in the light, or more
precisely, to gradually adapt from darkness to brightness, from what is
visible in the brightness to brightness and light itself, such that the view
becomes an illuminating view [Lichtblick], What this means we shall dis-
cuss later.

First we ask what light has to do with genuine freedom. Does the con-
nection with light perhaps make being-free more free! What is it about the
light? The light illuminates, spreads itself out as brightness. More pre-
cisely, we say that the light lights up. The night is lit up as bright as day'
(Schiller12). The night is illuminated, brightened; what does that mean?
The dark is lit up. We speak of a 'forest clearing' [Waldlichtung]', that means
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a place which is free from trees, which gives free access for going through
and looking through. Lighting up therefore means making-free, giving-
free. Light lights up, makes-free, provides a way through. The dark bars
the way, does not allow things to show themselves, conceals them. That
the dark becomes lit up means: it goes over into light, the dark is made to
give-free.

The light lights up. Thus to see in light means to comport myself in
advance to what gives-free. What gives-free is the freeing, free-making.
To see in light means to become free for what makes-free, to which I
comport myself. In this comportment I am able to be authentically free, i.e.
I can acquire power by binding myself to what lets-through. Such binding
is not loss of power, but a taking into one's possession. This explains the
interrelation between light and freedom.

§ 8. Freedom and Beings. The Illuminating View as Projection of Being

(Exemplified by Nature, History, Art and Poetry)

Now to the third question: what is the interrelation between freedom and
being?

Becoming free means binding oneself to what is genuinely illuminating,
to what makes-free and lets-through, 'the light'. But the light symbolizes
the idea. The idea contains and gives being. Seeing the ideas means
understanding the what-being and how-being, the being of beings.
Becoming free for the light means to let a light come on,13 to understand
being and essence, and thus to experience beings as such. The understand-
ing of being gives-free beings themselves as such; only in this understand-
ing can beings be beings. Beings in any possible region can only be
encountered, can only come closer or recede, because of the freedom that
gives-free. Therefore the essence of freedom, briefly stated, is the illumin-
ating view: to allow, in advance, a light to come on, and to bind oneself to
this. Only from and in freedom (its essence understood as we have
developed it) do beings become more beingful, because being this or that.
Becoming free means understanding being as such, which understanding
first of all lets beings as beings be. Whether beings become more beingful
or less beingful is therefore up to the freedom of man.14 Freedom is meas-
ured according to the primordiality, breadth, and decisiveness of the bind-
ing, i.e. this individual grasping himself as being-there [Da-sein], set back
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into the isolation and thrownness of his historical past and future. The
more primordial the binding, the greater proximity to beings.

Understanding, as we said earlier,15 means being able to stand before
something, to have an overview of it, to see its blueprint. To understand
being means to project in advance the essential lawfulness and the essen-
tial construction of beings. Becoming free for beings, seeing-in-the-light,
means to enact the projection of being [Seinsentwurf], so that a look (picture)
of beings is projected and held up in advance, so that in viewing this look
one can relate to beings as such. How such freedom as pre-modelling
projection of being first allows us to come closer to beings, we shall briefly
clarify by three fundamentally different examples.

1. What was the discovery of nature at the beginning of the modern
period, in the works of Galileo, Kepler, and Newton, actually grounded
in? Not, as people usually think, in the introduction of experimentation.
The ancients too 'experimented' in their investigations of nature. Also
incorrect is the common view that, instead of hidden qualities of things
(Scholasticism), quantitative relations were now sought out and deter-
mined. For the ancients and medievals likewise measured and counted. It
was not a matter of mathematization itself but of what this presupposes.
What was decisive, what actually happened, is that a projection was made
which delineated in advance what was henceforth to be understood as
nature and natural process: a spatio-temporally determined totality of
movement of masspoints. In principle, despite all progress and transform-
ation, this projection of nature has not changed to the present day. Only
after this delineation, in the light of this concept of nature, could nature
be interrogated with respect to its lawfulness and its particular processes,
and be put to the test, as it were, through experiment. Admittedly,
whether this discovery of 'nature', and what followed from it, came closer
to or more removed from nature, is a question which natural science is
itself quite unable to decide upon. It is a question in itself whether beings
become more beingful through this science, or whether something inter-
venes between the beings and the knowers by virtue of which the rela-
tionship to beings is crushed, the instinct for the essence of nature driven
out, and the instinct for the essence of man suffocated.

As stated, this projection has remained essentially the same until the
present day. But something has indeed changed. Not so much substantive
possibilities or radical changes in method. First and foremost, the projec-
tion has forfeited its original essential character of liberation. This is evi-
dent from the fact that the beings which are today the object of theoretical
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physics are not made more beingful through this science, but just the
reverse: we see this from the poverty of what today calls itself philosophy
of nature. Enough - whatever our philosophical estimation of natural
science and its history, this penetration into nature happened on the basis
of, and along the path of, a paradigmatic projection of the being of these
beings, the beings of nature.

2. Something analogous can be shown from our second example, the
science of the history of man and his works. A man of the stature of Jacob
Burckhardt was not a great and genuine historian, instead of merely a
scholar, on account of his conscientious mastery of sources, nor because
he found a manuscript somewhere, but because of his projective essential
view of the fate, greatness, and misery of man, of the conditions and limits
of human action, in short, because of his anticipatory understanding of
the occurrence we call history, of the being of these particular beings. This
essential view illuminated research of so-called facts which others had
described long before him.

To be sure, one hears it said from all sides today, that through the
progress of science there has arisen such a great mass of materials and
information that no individual can any longer form a synthesis. But this
talk about synthesis shows a lack of understanding. It is not at all a matter
of a summarizing synthetic description! Moreover, this whole argument
twists things around wrongly. That the material has grown so extensive,
and progress has been so great, is not the reason for the impossibility of a
real relationship to history, but on the contrary is already the con-
sequence of the long-standing inner impoverishment and powerlessness
of human Dasein, precisely of the incapacity to understand the occurrence
of history, of the incapacity to be historical in a fundamental sense instead
of busying oneself with historicism or vulgar 'sociology'. Of course, it
would be a misunderstanding to think that historical knowledge requires
no effort. Quite the contrary! The question is only where it sets to work,
and of who has, or may assume, the right to work historically.

3. Yet another example leads quite out of the region of science here
considered, but all the better reveals the inner power of human under-
standing of being, the illuminating view. I refer to art and in particular to
poetry.

The essence of art is not the expression of any lived experience' [Erleb-
nis], and does not consist in an artist expressing his 'soul-life' such that, as
Spengler thinks, later ages have to inquire about how art reflects the
cultural soul of an historical period. Neither does it consist in the artist
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depicting reality more accurately and more precisely, or producing some-
thing that gives pleasure to others, enjoyment of a higher or lower type.
Rather, the artist possesses essential insight for the possible, for bringing
out the inner possibilities of beings, thus for making man see what it really
is with which he so blindly busies himself. What is essential in the dis-
covery of reality happened and happens not through science, but through
primordial philosophy, as well as through great poetry and its projections
(Homer, Virgil, Dante, Shakespeare, Goethe). Poetry makes beings more
beingful. Poetry, not just any old writing! But in order to understand what
the work of art and poetry as such are, the philosopher must first cease to
think of the problem of art in aesthetic terms.

From these examples it should be clear how freedom as self-binding to
the anticipatory projection of being (the 'idea', the essential conception of
beings) first makes possible a relationship to beings; in the allegory, how
the illuminating view, the seeing-in-the-light, first opens and frees the
look for beings.16 On the basis of the indicated connections between idea
and light, light and freedom, freedom and beings, we now take up the
question concerning the nature of dXf|0£ia.

§ 9. The Question Concerning the Essence of Truth as Unhiddenness

We thus come to the fourth and decisive question: to what extent does the
unity of these three moments of one total context allow us to grasp the
essence of truth as unhiddenness?

We said that we wanted to feel our way forward to the essence of truth
as unhiddenness.17 This meant: we are dispensing with a definition. Per-
haps a definition is precisely what is least suitable for grasping an
essence. It is not a matter of capturing this essence in sentences (or in a
single sentence) that we can repeat and pass on. The sentence as such
says least of all. Instead, it is a matter of feeling our way, of asking if, and
how, unhiddenness consists in, and has its origins in, the unity of the
indicated connections. Pursuing this method of inquiry, we encounter
three things.
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a) Gradations of Unhiddenness.
The Ideas as the Primordially Unhidden and Most Beingful of Beings

We begin by asking what the third stage expressly says about &Xf|0eia.
At the beginning the talk is of TCI vuv Xeyo^eva &kr\Qr\. The more precise

context has in the meantime revealed that what is now spoken of as the
unhidden (TCI cUrjOfj) is the idea (indeed ideas in the plural). The 'now' is
emphasized: as distinct from the first and second stages (TCI TOTE 6po>neva).
Looking back, we can see that every stage has its own characteristic
unhiddenness:

in the first: the shadows, as objects encountered within the cave,
in the second: what is perceivable in the first (inauthentic) liberation

within the cave,
in the third: what is perceivable only by means of a second (authentic)

liberation and thorough re-adaptation, what makes possible light,
illumination, visibility, i.e. the ideas.

From one stage to another we see a heightening. The second stage at
any rate, in comparison with the first, is described as dXt]6eaT6pov, more
unhidden. The question arises: does what is reached in the third stage
amount to one further heightening of unhiddenness, which still others
could follow, or is this the highest level, the level of the genuinely and
primarily unhidden? We asserted the latter. For understanding everything
which follows, it is necessary that this statement be justified.

We must designate what was attained in the third stage TCI &Xr|8eaTaTa,
the most unhidden, even though the latter term does not appear at this
point in the text. Plato does not use the term cUrjOeaTdTa. He does not
assert a distinction of grades, but says only TCI vuv Xeyo^eva dXtjOfj. He
says this deliberately, in order to maintain the tension for the inner task of
the third stage, which is to demonstrate that what is now unhidden is the
genuinely unhidden. To this purpose Plato uses (admittedly not here, but
most often) the expression c\Xr|6iv6v. This cannot be translated, but can be
clarified by an analogy: £6Xov (wood) and ^uAivov (wooden, consisting of
wood). &Xii0iv6v is that unhidden which consists of unadulterated
unhiddenness so to speak: it is pure unhiddenness, unhiddenness itself
and nothing besides; it is the most unhidden, it is where unhiddenness
authentically resides. We must now show more precisely how this is
applicable to the ideas.

The ideas are the most unhidden, the essentially unhidden, the prim-
ordially unhidden, because the unhiddenness of beings originates in them.
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In the first, and especially in the second stage, we already encountered a
necessary ordering between dXrjOec; and 6v, d^riOeatepa and udAAov
ovia. What is unhidden in the first stage, although shadow-like, is already
in a certain sense 6v, something of which the prisoners quite spon-
taneously say that it is. Correspondingly in the second stage, TCI

to which comparative there corresponds more-being,
. Thus too in the third stage there must correspond to what is

'now unhidden' a being which is most beingful [das Seiendste]. Both (more-
being and most-being) are asserted of what is revealed in and for seeing,
the el8o<; (what-being, ti £cmv): the genuinely unhidden must also be what
genuinely is. What has most being is the most unhidden. In fact, in pre-
cisely the most decisive passages Plato uses a characteristic expression. He
calls the ideas TO OVTOX; 6v, the being which has being [das seiendlich
Seiende} - the being which is in the way that only beings can be: being. To
this ovicoc; 6v there corresponds dA,r|6iv6v.

We must now demonstrate this more precisely from Plato himself. We
shall limit ourselves to two passages, which serve to clarify, from a new
angle, what was previously said.

In Book VI of the no^ueia (490 a 8 ff.; the passage will occupy us again
later), Plato treats the question of what kind of person the (pita)|ia0f|<; is,
i.e. the person who has the drive to learn and become a knower, to
achieve genuine knowledge, indeed 6 ovicot; qnXo|ia6r|c;, the person who
has the drive to really learn. Of this person it is said:

'He is the kind of person who in his very essence is eager for beings as such and
will not rest content with the various particulars which opinion takes for
beings, who instead goes forward without allowing himself to be blinded and
does not weaken in his desire [e'pox;], his innermost drive, till he has grasped
the what-being of each thing as it is, 6 ^anv, within the whole, and does this
with the faculty of the soul fitted to do so, that is, with the faculty having the
same source as the I5ea. Seeing with this faculty of the soul, he who truly strives
for knowledge approaches and unites with beingful beings, the OVTOX; 6v. In so
far as he brings about genuine perceiving, comprehending and unhiddenness,
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he will truly know and truly exist and find nourishment, and so free himself
from travail [i.e. of suffering in general].'

I can only interpret this passage as far as is required by our context.
He who is genuinely hungry for knowledge (who genuinely wants to

know) is concerned with beings themselves and not at all with what are
commonly held as such; he is concerned with the 6 &mv, with the what-
being of beings, their essence, the Ideas', the beingful beings. The ideas
are therefore the most beingful beings - image, look, eI8o<;.

But the question remains: is this most beingful being, as we maintain,
also conceived by Plato as the most unhidden, the <3tA.r|0iv6v? The answer is
given in another dialogue of Plato, the Sophist (240 a 7-b 4), and in a
context with which we are already to some extent familiar, i.e. the ques-
tion of what we understand by image, et8coXov. In EiSoXov there is con-
tained etSog, the visible; not actually a look, but something which looks like
a look, i.e., what we have already encountered as shadows, reflections
and so forth. The individual things as EtScoXa are only images of d5o<;, or,
put the other way around, the siSoc; is the what-being, the genuine being
of the eiSeoXov. It is now asked quite generally: what is such an image?

'What will we call the image except what resembles the actual unhidden,
thus another such thing, 6Tepov TOIOUTOV?'

An image (look) of something is what resembles the genuinely unhidden,
which latter we call the original. It is then asked:

'Another such, namely another which is genuinely unhidden: is that what you
mean? Or how do you understand the TOIOUTOV?'

'No, not that. The image is not at all a second unhidden, but it looks like the
unhidden/

'Then you understand the genuinely unhidden, dXr|Oivov, in the sense of the
OVTOX; 6v, as the beingful being, as what genuinely is?'

'Yes. That is so.'

The et6coXov is indeed also an dXrjGec;, but not dXr|6iv6v. Not everything
visible is dXtjOivov, but only TO OVTOK; 6v is this. It is therefore clear that the
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'most beingful beings', the ideas, are also described as the most unhidden
unhidden (what is unhidden now in the third stage, ia vuv

How are we to understand this double character of the ideas, that they
are the most unhidden and the most beingful? What do we conclude
about the essence of the ideas and its connection with the essence of truth
as such? The most unhidden: this superlative means that the ideas are the
primary unhidden. They stand at the forefront of everything unhidden,
they play the leading role, they prepare in advance for the others. In what
way? The ideas are the most beingful beings, and what is most beingful in
beings, what actually constitutes beings, is their being. But being, as we
have seen, is what first of all lets beings through. The ideas prepare the way.
Light allows what was previously concealed to become visible. The ideas
remove hiddenness. The unhiddenness of beings arises from being, from
the ideas, from dXrjOivov. What is most disclosive opens up, and what is
most illuminative lights up. The ideas allow unhiddenness to arise along
with beings; they are the primordially unhidden, unhiddenness in the
primordial originary sense. This is what the superlative means.

b) The Ideas as What Is Sighted by a Pre-modelling Perceiving within the
Occurrence of Unhiddenness

Why did we say (secondly) that the ideas allow unhiddenness to arise
along with them? Is anything else involved in this ^-origination? Indeed!
We have already seen that dXriOeg and the ideas are interrelated with light
and freedom.

Why then do we say that the ideas originate along with unhiddenness? If
the ideas are what lets-through, are they unable to bring about visibility
on their own account! What might ideas be 'in themselves'? I6ea is what is
sighted. What is sighted is so only in seeing and for seeing. An unsighted
sighted is like a round square or wooden iron. 'Ideas': we must at last be
serious with this Platonic term for being. 'Being sighted' is not something
else in addition, an additional predicate, something which occasionally
happens to the ideas. Instead, it is what characterizes them as such. The
ideas are so called because they are primarily understood as visible. Some-
thing can be sighted in the strict sense only through seeing and looking.
We must be strict here, for this is a passage where our interpretation goes
beyond Plato; more precisely, where Plato, for quite fundamental reasons,
could not go further (cf. the Theaetetus)f with the consequence that the
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whole problem of ideas was forced along a false track. The problem of
ideas can only be posed anew by grasping it from the primordial unity of
what is perceived on the one hand, and what does the perceiving on the
other hand.

But what kind of looking (perceiving) is this? It is not a staring at some-
thing present, not a simple finding of something and receiving of some-
thing into our vision, but a looking in the sense of per-ceiving [Er-
blickens]. This means first forming what is looked at through the looking and
in the looking, i.e. forming in advance, modelling. This pre-modelling
perceiving of being, of essence, is already bound to what is projected in
such a projection.

At the origin of the unhiddenness of beings, i.e. at being's letting-
through of beings, the perceiving is no less involved than what is per-
ceived in perceiving - the ideas. Together these constitute unhiddenness,
meaning they are nothing 'in themselves', they are never objects. The
ideas, as what is sighted, are (if we can speak in this way at all) only in this
perceiving seeing; they have an essential connection with perceiving. The
ideas, therefore, are not present but somehow hidden objects which one
could lure out through a kind of hocus-pocus. Just as little do they carry
around subjects, i.e. are they something subjective in the sense of being
constituted and thought-up by subjects (humans, as we know them).
They are neither things, objective, nor are they thought-up, subjective.
What they are, how they are, indeed //they 'are' at all, is still undecided.
From this you could make an approximate measure of the progress of
philosophy. But there is no progress in philosophy. The question is
undecided not because the answer has not yet been found, but because
the question has not yet been asked seriously and in a way that measures
up to antiquity, i.e. because it has not yet been sufficiently interrogated in
its ground. Instead, one or the other of two familiar possibilities has been
prematurely seized upon. Either the ideas as objective (and since one does
not know where they are, one eventually arrives at 'validity' and 'value'),
or as subjective, perhaps just a fiction, a phantasm, a mere 'as if. One
knows nothing except subjects and objects, and especially one does not
know that precisely this distinction between subject and object, this
distinction from which philosophy has so long been nourished, is the
most questionable thing of all. In view of this completely confused
situation within the most central problem of philosophy, it was a valuable
and genuine step when the ideas were made creative thoughts of the
absolute spirit, in Christian terms, of God, for example with Augustine.
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Admittedly, this was not a philosophical solution but an avoidance of the
problem. Yet it provided genuine philosophical impetus, which surfaces
again and again in the great philosophers, finally in grand style with
Hegel.

For now we must leave hanging the questions of what and how the
ideas are, and of whether we may even ask about them in this way. As
what is sighted by a pre-modelling perceiving, the ideas are neither object-
ively present nor subjectively produced. Both, what is sighted as such, and
the perceiving, together belong to the origination of unhiddenness, that is,
to the occurrence of truth.

c) Deconcealment as the Fundamental Occurrence of the Ex-istence
of Man

When unhiddenness occurs, hiddenness and concealing are overcome
and removed. The removal of concealment, that which acts against con-
cealing, we shall henceforth call de-concealing [Ent-bergen]. The character-
istic perceiving of the idea, this projecting, is deconcealing [ist entbergend].
At first this appears to be just another word. This perceiving as pre-
modelling binding of oneself to being, which is the proper meaning of
liberation, deconceals not in an incidental sense, but this looking-into-
the-light has the essential character of deconcealing and is nothing else
but this. To be deconcealing is the innermost accomplishment of liber-
ation. It is care [Sorge] itself: becoming-free as binding oneself to the ideas,
as letting being give the lead. Therefore becoming-free, this perceiving of
the ideas, this understanding-in-advance of being and the essence of
things, has the character of deconcealing [ist entbergsam], i.e. deconcealing
belongs to the inner drive of this seeing. Deconcealing is the innermost
nature of looking-into-the-light.

What we call deconcealment [Entbergsamkeit] is that which, in its funda-
mental accomplishment, primordially carries, unfolds and brings together
the oft-mentioned phenomena of perceiving, viewing, light and freedom.
What we describe in this way is the unity of perceiving, which in a sense
first creates the perceivable in its innermost connection. The unhidden-
ness of beings happens in and through deconcealment. It is a projecting -
opening order [entwerfendend-eroffnender Auftrag] that calls for decision.
The essence of unhiddenness is deconcealment.

This latter proposition, if taken as a definition, would very likely be
laughed at by the common understanding. Unhiddenness as deconceal-
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ment: this is like saying that obeying is following, that silence is reticence -
a simple switching of words!

Where and how is this deconcealment? We see it as an occurrence -
something that happens 'with man'. A daring thesis! The essence of truth
qua dXf|9eia (unhiddenness) is deconcealment, therefore located in man
himself: this means that truth is reduced to something merely human and
so annihilated. Truth is usually regarded as something that man seeks in
order to bind himself to it normatively, i.e. as something over him. How
then can the essence of truth be something human? Where is the man
who has best secured the truth and through whom it is best demon-
strated? Would he then become the norm? What is man, such that he
could become the measure of everything? Can the essence of truth be given
over to man? We are all too familiar with the unreliability of human
beings - swaying reeds in the wind! Does the essence of truth depend on
such beings? We immediately rebel against the idea that the essence of
truth can be located in a human occurrence. This resistance is natural and
obvious to everyone, which is why philosophy has always used such con-
siderations to protect itself against so-called relativism.

But it must eventually be asked if this bad relativism is not just the apple
from a branch whose roots have long ago become rotten, so that it doesn't
mean anything in particular to refer to relativism, but testifies (e.g. in
what is today known as the sociology of knowledge) to a miscomprehen-
sion of the problem.

When we say that the essence of unhiddenness as deconcealment is a
human occurrence, that truth is in essence something human, and
when one so naturally struggles against the 'humanization' of the
essence of truth, everything depends on what 'human' means here.
What concept of 'human' does one unreflectively assume? Does one
know without further ado what man is, in order to be able to decide that
truth could not be anything human? One acts as if the essence of man is
the most self-evident thing in the world. However, assuming that we do
not know this so easily, assuming that even the way we have to ask
about the essence of man is very questionable - who can tell us what
and who man is? Is answering this question a matter of any old inspir-
ation? We do not mean man as we proximally know him, as he runs
around and is pleased to comport himself now in this way, now in that.
From where are we to take the concept of man, and how are we to
justify ourselves against the objection of an attempted humanization of
the essence of truth?
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However, we would have poorly understood the earlier interpretation
of the cave allegory if we had not already learnt where the concept of man
is supposed to come from. For this allegory gives precisely the history in
which man comes to himself as a being in the midst of beings. And in the
history of man's essence it is precisely the occurrence of unhiddenness,
i.e. of deconcealment, that is decisive. We first get to know what man is
from the essence of unhiddenness; the essence of truth is what first allows
the essence of man to be grasped. When we said that precisely this essence
of truth is an occurrence which happens to man, this means that the man
whose liberation is depicted in the allegory is set out into the truth [in die
Wahrheit ver-setzt]. That is the mode of his existence [Existenz], the funda-
mental occurrence of his Dasein. Primordial unhiddenness is projective
de-concealing as an occurrence happening 'in man', i.e. in his history.
Truth is neither somewhere over man (as validity in itself), nor is it in man
as a psychical subject, but man is 'in' the truth. Truth is something greater
than man. The latter is in the truth only if, and only in so far as, he masters
his nature, holds himself within the unhiddenness of beings, and com-
ports himself to this unhiddenness.

But the question is what truth itself is. The first step towards under-
standing this question is the insight that man comes to himself, and finds
the ground of his Dasein, in that event of deconcealment which constitutes
the unhiddenness of beings.

There is something further we discover from the allegory, namely that
what man is cannot simply be read off from the living beings running
around on this planet. Rather, we can only ask about this when man
himself somehow comes to be what he can be, whether it be this or that. The
only way in which we can really understand man is as a being bound to
his own possibilities, bound in a way that itself frees the space within
which he pursues his own being in this or that manner.

What man is cannot be established within the cave. It can only be
experienced through participation in the whole history of liberation. We
saw that (3ia, violence, belongs to this liberation: man must use a kind of
violence to be able to ask about himself. Knowledge of what man is does
not fall into anybody's lap, but man must first place himself in question,
must comport himself to himself as that being who is asked about, and who,
in this asking, becomes uneasy. The question of man's essence can be put
only by man coming to a decision on himself, i.e. on the powers that carry
and define him and on his relation to these; in brief, by man becoming
what he can be. We understand the question 'what is man?' as asking
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about who we are in so far as we are. We are only what we have the power
to entrust ourselves to be.

Who then is this man of the cave allegory? Not man in general and as
such, but that particular being which comports itself to beings as the
unhidden, and thereby becomes unhidden to itself. But the unhiddenness
of beings, in which this being stands and holds itself, happens in the
projective perceiving of being, or in Platonic terms, in the ideas. This
projective perceiving occurs as liberation of its essence to itself. Man is that
being which understands being and exists on the basis of this understand-
ing, i.e. among other things, comports itself to beings as the unhidden.
'Exist' [Existieren] and 'being-there' [Dasein] are not used here in a vague
faded sense, to mean happening [Vorkommen] and being present, but in a
quite definite and adequately grounded sense; ex-sistere, ex-sistens: to stand
out into the unhiddenness of beings, to be given over [ausgesetzt] to beings
in their totality, thus to the confrontation between itself and beings, not
closed in upon itself like plants, nor restricted like animals in their
environment, nor simply occurring like a stone. How this is more con-
cretely to be understood has been explained with sufficient clarity in my
various publications, at any rate sufficiently to make discussion possible.
Only by entering into the dangerous region of philosophy is it possible for
man to realize his nature as transcending himself into the unhiddenness
of beings. Man apart from philosophy is something else.

Understanding the cave allegory means grasping the history of human
essence, which means grasping oneself in one's ownmost history. This
demands, when we begin to philosophize at any rate, putting out of action
diverse concepts and non-concepts of man, irrespective of their obvious-
ness or currency. At the same time it means understanding what the
clarification of the essence of &Xf|6eta implies for knowledge of human
essence.

The proposition that man is the being who exists in the perceiving of
being has its own truth, which is quite distinctive and different from such
truths as 2 + 1 = 3, that the weather is good, or that the essence of a table
consists in its being an object of use. The truth of the statement about the
essence of man can never be scientifically proven. It cannot be established
by reference to facts, nor can it be derived from principles in a formal-
logical manner. This is not a deficiency, especially when one realizes that
what is essential always remains unprovable, or more precisely, lies out-
side the sphere of provability and unprovability. What is provable (in
the sense of formal-logical reckoning, detached from the fundamental
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decision and stance of human existence) is already dubious in respect of
essentiality. Nor is the proposition about man's essence a matter of
'belief, i.e. something to be accepted simply on authority. If one took it
thus, one would not understand it at all. The truth of this statement (pre-
cisely because it says something philosophical) can only be philosophic-
ally (as I say) enkindled and appropriated, that is, only when the question-
ing that understands being in the questionability of beings in the whole
takes its standpoint from a fundamental decision, from a fundamental
stance towards being and towards its limit in nothingness.

What this means is not a matter for further talking, but rather for doing.
It should be said, however, that even to make a beginning with phil-
osophy one must have rid oneself of the illusion that man could pose, let
alone solve a problem, without some standpoint. The desire to phil-
osophize from the standpoint of standpointlessness, as a purportedly
genuine and superior objectivity, is either childish, or, as is usually the
case, disingenuous. The hiddenness of the matter itself, i.e. of the being of
beings, only gives way to an attack which has an unambiguously human
starting point and path. Not freedom from any standpoint (something
fantastic), but the right choice of standpoint, the courage to a standpoint,
the setting in action of a standpoint and the holding out within it, is the
task; a task, admittedly, which can only be enacted in philosophical work,
not prior to it and not subsequently.

We seek the essence of truth as the unhiddenness of beings in decon-
cealment, as a deconcealing occurrence upon whose ground man exists.
This is what first determines the essence of man, that is, of man properly
understood and as treated in the cave allegory. Man is the being that
understands being and exists on the basis of this understanding.

We are thus at our goal. The allegory of the cave has given us one
answer to the question concerning the essence of truth, an answer which
proceeds essentially from the meaning of d-A,f)0eia. Yet the occurrence
depicted in the allegory has a fourth stage, indeed a very remarkable one.
The ascent does not proceed upwards, to something still higher, but
backwards.
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D. The Fourth Stage (516 e 3-517 a 6):
the Freed Prisoner's Return to the Cave

'What do you think would happen if the released prisoner went back to sit in
his old seat in the cave? Would not his eyes become full of darkness, because
he had come in suddenly out of the sunlight?'

'Certainly/
'And if he again had to compete with the prisoners who were still shackled in

giving opinions about the shadows, while he was still blinded and before his
eyes got used to the dark - a process that would take some time - wouldn't he
likely be set out to mockery? And wouldn't they say that he had only come
back down to regain his eyesight, and that the ascent was not worth even
attempting. And if anyone tried to release them [the prisoners] and lead them
up, wouldn't they kill him if they could lay hands on him?'

'Certainly.'

§ 10. The (piXoaocpoq as Liberator of the Prisoners.

His Act of Violence, His Endangerment and Death

What is happening here? There is no longer an ascent, but rather a turn-
ing back. We turn back around to where we previously were, to what we
already know. The fourth stage does not introduce anything new. We can
easily establish this if we keep to the clues that guided our characteriza-
tion of the previous stages. We asked first about the AXtjOec; and the
moments that accompany it: light, freedom, beings, idea. None of this
now appears. There is no longer any mention of &A,r|0ec; and
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Why so? The essence of truth, dXfj6eia, is indeed clarified at the end of the
third stage. If we consider all this, then we shall seriously doubt whether
this final stage is an integral part of the allegory. To be sure, it is the final
stage in the sense that it provides a conclusion that adorns the whole, but
it does not contribute to its essential content.

So it appears, if we take what is presented externally and in relation to
tangible results. But by proceeding in this way we have already forgotten
that it is an occurrence of man which is treated. If we pay due attention to
the fact that something is peculiar here, that the allegory as a whole treats
of an occurrence and that this occurrence now involves a reversal we shall
again ask what is actually happening. If we pay careful attention, and
once again survey what is finally presented, we become suspicious. How
does this occurrence end? With the prospect of death\ Nothing was previ-
ously said about this. If the fate of death is not something unimportant in
the occurrence of man, then we must see what is here finally presented as
something more than a harmless addition or poetically painted conclusion.
We must therefore attempt, just as with the previous stages, to bring out
essential features.

1. The allegory as a whole ends with the fateful prospect of being
killed, the most radical ejection from the human historical community.
Whose death is treated? It is not a matter of death in general, but
of death as the fate of him who seeks to release the prisoners, the
death of the liberator. Hitherto he was not treated at all. We knew
only, from the third stage, that liberation must happen (3ia, with
violence. We interpreted this to mean that the liberator must be a violent
person.

2. Now we see that the liberator is 6 loiouiot;, someone who has
become free in that he looks into the light, has the illuminating view,
and thus has a surer footing in the ground of human-historical Dasein.
Only then does he gain power to the violence he must employ in liber-
ation. This violence is no blind caprice, but is the dragging of the others
out into that light which already fills and binds his own view. This
violence is also not some kind of crudity, but is tact of the highest rigour,
that rigour of the spirit to which he, the liberator, has already obligated
himself.

3. Who is this one who liberates? We know only that he is someone
who, having ascended from the cave, sees the ideas, who stands towards
the light and thus 'in the light'. Plato calls such a person a (piX6ao(po<;. So
Plato says in the Sophist (254 a 8-b 1):
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The philosopher is someone concerned with perceiving and constantly think-
ing [be-denkend] the being of beings. Owing to the brightness of the place
where he stands it is never easy to see him; for the seeing of the soul of the
majority is unable to withstand looking at the godly.'

The Greek word (ptA-oaocpoq is put together from ao(po<; and (piXoq. A
oo(po<; is someone who understands something, who has reliable know-
ledge in a particular area, who understands the matter at hand and who
enacts an ultimate decision and law-giving. cpiXoq is friend, (piXoaocpog
someone whose Dasein is determined through qnAxxxxpia: not someone
who pursues 'philosophy' as a matter of general 'education', but someone
for whom philosophy is the basic character of the being of man and who,
in advance of his age, creates this being, lets it originate, drives it forward.
The philosopher is someone possessed of the drive and inner necessity to
understand beings in the whole. cpiXoaocpia, (piXoaocpetv, does not mean
science (research within a delimited region of beings and with a restricted
problematic), nor is it primary and fundamental science, but is an open-
ness to the questioning of being and essence, a wanting to get to the bottom
of beings and of being as such. In short, the philosopher is the friend of
being.

It is therefore a very crude error, and a sign of the most elementary
misunderstanding of philosophy, when one seeks to make philosophy
norm-giving for one or another science, e.g. mathematics or biology.
Sciences can arise from philosophy, but this is not necessary. The sciences
can serve philosophy, but philosophy does not necessarily need their ser-
vice. The sciences first get their ground, dignity, and entitlements from
philosophy. This sounds strange, because nowadays we estimate the sci-
ences according to their technical utility and success. The sciences are
themselves only a form of technology, a means of professional qualifica-
tion. It is for this reason that they are promoted and maintained, and it is
for this reason that the decision on what science can be is no longer
made by universities, but by associations of philologists and similar
organizations. This already indicates an ending, something ripe for
disappearing.

But closer reflection on what is presented in the fourth stage tells us
more.
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4. As liberator of the prisoners, the philosopher exposes himself to the
fate of death in the cave. Notice that this is death in the cave, at the hands of
cave-dwellers who are not even masters of themselves. Plato obviously
wants to remind us of the death of Socrates. One will therefore say that
this connection between the philosopher and death is only a singular
occurrence, that this fate does not necessarily belong to philosophy.
Otherwise, and on the whole, philosophers have fared very well, for they
sit undisturbed in their homes and occupy themselves with beautiful
things. Today, philosophy (assuming there were such a thing) would be a
perfectly safe occupation. In any case people no longer get killed. But
from this, from the absence of any such danger, we may conclude only
that no one any longer ventures so far, thus that there are no longer
philosophers. But let us leave this question of whether or not philo-
sophers exist today. The matter cannot in any case be decided by discus-
sions in magazines and newspapers or on radio; it is quite outside any
decision in the public realm.

There is something further we must reflect upon. Must the killing by
the cave-prisoners necessarily result, as it did with Socrates' cup of hem-
lock, in a physical death? Is this not also symbolic? Is the process of phys-
ical death the hard thing? Not rather the actual (actual, I say) constant
presence of death before one during existence? And again, not just death
in the physical sense of dying, but the forfeiture and rendering powerless
of one's own essence? No philosopher has been able to avoid the fate of
this death in the cave. That the philosopher is delivered over to death in
the cave means that philosophy is powerless within the region of prevail-
ing self-evidences. Only in so far as these themselves change can phil-
osophy have its say. Today, in the event that philosophers did exist, this
fate would be more threatening than ever. The poisoning would be far
more poisonous, because more concealed and devious. The poisoning
would happen not through visible external damage, not through attack
and struggle such that the possibility of real resistance would remain, the
possibility of measuring strength, thus of liberation and heightening of
power. The poisoning would happen by becoming interested in the cave-
philosophers, such that everyone says to one another that these philo-
sophers must be read, such that one hands out prizes and honours
within the cave, such that one gradually creates a newspaper and maga-
zine fame for the philosopher, and admires him. Today, the poisoning
would consist in the philosopher being pushed into the circle of those
who are interesting and about whom one writes and gossips, those in
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whom, within a few years, certainly no one will any longer be interested.
For one can interest oneself only in something new, and only as long as
others do so too. The philosopher would in this way be quietly killed,
made harmless and unthreatening. While still alive he would die his own
death in the cave. And he must put up with this. He would misunder-
stand himself and his task were he to withdraw from the cave. Being-
free, being a liberator, is to act together in history with those to whom one
belongs in one's nature. He must remain in the cave with the prisoners,
and with those who count down there as philosophers. Neither may
he withdraw into an ironic superiority, for in this way he would still
participate in his own poisoning. Only by becoming master of such ironic
superiority would he be able to die a genuine death in the cave.

Plato attained this high level of existence in his old age. Kant bore
something of this highest freedom in himself. Poison and weapons for
death are indeed ready today. But the philosopher is lacking, because
today there can at best be more or less good sophists, who at best prepare
the way for the philosopher who will come. However, we do not want to
lose ourselves in a psychology of philosophy, but to grasp the inner task of
philosophizing through the fate of the one who philosophizes.

5. We experience at the same time how the liberator liberates. He does
not liberate by conversing with the cave-dwellers in the language, and
with the aims and intentions, of the cave, but by laying hold of them
violently and dragging them away. He does not try to persuade the cave-
dwellers by reference to norms, grounds and proofs. In that way, as Plato
says, he would only make himself laughable. Within the cave, it would be
said that his assertions fail to correspond to what everyone down there
agrees upon as correct. One would say of him that he is one-sided, and
that, wherever he may come from, he represents an arbitrary and acci-
dental standpoint. Presumably, indeed certainly, they would have, down
there in the cave, a 'sociology of knowledge' with whose assistance they
could explain how he operates with 'worldview' presuppositions contra-
dicting and disturbing what is agreed upon within the cave. There in the
cave, the only thing that matters (as Plato indeed describes it) is who is the
cleverest, who can most quickly work out where all the shadows, among
them philosophy, belong, i.e. in which discipline and under which type of
received philosophy. Down there they don't want to know anything
of philosophy, e.g. of the philosophy of Kant, but at best they take an
interest in the Kant Association. The philosopher will not himself challenge
this all too obligatory cave-chatter, but will leave it to itself, instead
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immediately seizing hold of one person (or a few) and pull him out,
attempting to lead him on the long journey out of the cave.

The philosopher must remain solitary, because this is what he is accord
ing to his nature. His solitude is not to be admired. Isolation is nothing to
be wished for as such. Just for this reason must the philosopher, always in
decisive moments, be there [da sein] and not give way. He will not mis-
understand solitude in external fashion, as withdrawal and letting things
go their own way.

§ 11. The Fulfilment of the Fate of Philosophizing as an
Occurrence of &A,f|0eia:

Separation and Togetherness of the Manifest and the Hidden
(Being and Illusion)

Surveying the five points, the fourth stage provides us with more to reflect
upon than we originally suspected. It tells us something we did not previ-
ously know, although the first and second stages also treated of the
sojourn within the cave. We now see that it is not simply a matter of a
second sojourn, but of a return from the sunlight. But even this way of
conceiving the fourth stage is not accurate. It is not just the reappearance
of someone who had previously been in the cave, but of his return as a
liberator. What is treated, the essential content of the allegory, is the occur-
rence of the liberated one and of the liberation itself.

This is a content, certainly, but does it belong essentially to the previous
stages, to the occurrence of unhiddennessl What happens at the end, as we
have just interpreted it, still does not justify our taking this as a fourth
stage. This is because our division of the stages depends on highlighting
the respective transitions from one AXrjOec; to another, or more precisely,
to ever higher stages through to the highest, for we are claiming the
occurrence of (idf|6eia (unhiddenness, deconcealing) as the genuine con-
tent of the allegory. But the fourth stage, while containing valuable
information on philosophers, no longer speaks of d^f|06ia! So there
remains only this: either what we took as the fourth stage does not qual-
ify as one at all, or our characterization of the earlier stages was inexact,
such that &A,f|0eux is not at the centre of the whole story and was instead
insinuated by us quite inappropriately, artificially, and violently. This is
the great difficulty now confronting our interpretation, especially since
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Plato himself does not give any division into stages, with numbers or the
like.

In view of the fact that it no longer treats tangibly of &Xr|6e<;, the easiest
solution would be to let the fourth stage drop out, and this in spite of its
valuable hints on the nature of philosophy. But we are prevented from
doing this when we recall that the philosopher is not first discussed in the
fourth stage, but that this history of liberation to the light, of ascent to the
ideas, is nothing but the path of the philosophizing individual into phil-
osophy. It is even more difficult to strike out dXf|Oeia as central for the
first three stages. What are we to do?

There remains one solution, which is not a last resort but the most
necessary path along which we must proceed. We must ask whether, from
the fact that the fourth stage no longer explicitly treats of dXf|0eia, light,
beings, ideas, it may be concluded that &Xf|0eia is no longer the theme
and centre of the occurrence. True, dXf|6eta is no longer spoken of, but we
have not yet examined the section. Precisely the most essential part of the
story has not been discussed and comprehended. We can only decide
about whether the fourth stage belongs to the previous stages when we
have become clear about whether, without dXfjOeia being spoken of, this
is nevertheless what is treated, and indeed in a definite central sense.

What then does happen? The liberated one returns to the cave with an
eye for being. He is supposed to be in the cave. This means that he who has
been filled with the illuminating view for the being of beings will make
known to the cave-dwellers his thoughts on what they, down there, take
for beings. He can only do this if he remains true to himself in his liberated
stance. He will report what he sees in the cave from the standpoint of his
view of essence. What does he perceive in this way? He understands the
being of beings; in perceiving the idea he therefore knows what belongs to
a being and to its unhiddenness. He can therefore decide whether some-
thing, e.g. the sun, is a being, or whether it is only a reflection in water; he
can decide whether something is shadow or real thing. On the basis of his
view of essence, he knows in advance, before he returns to the cave, what
'shadows' mean, and upon what their possibility is grounded. Only
because he already knows this is he able, returning to the cave, to demon-
strate that the unhidden now showing itself upon the wall is caused by the
fire in the cave, that this unhidden is shadow. With his view of essence he
can now see what happens in the cave for what it is. He is now able, for
the first time, to comprehend the situation of the prisoners, to understand
why they do not recognize the shadows as shadows, and why they take
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them instead for the beings to which they must comport themselves.
Therefore he will not be disturbed when the cave-dwellers laugh at him
and his words, and when they, adopting a superior attitude, make cheap
objections to him. On the contrary he will remain firm, putting up with
the fact that the cave-dwellers despise him. He will even go over to the
attack and will lay hold of one of them to try to make him see the light in
the cave. He will not deny that the cave-dwellers comport themselves to
something unhidden, but he will try to show them that this unhidden is
such that, precisely in its showing, the beings hide themselves. He will
attempt to make them understand that something does indeed show itself
on the wall, but only looks like beings, without being so, that here on the
wall there occurs instead a constant concealing of beings; and that they
themselves, the prisoners, are utterly carried along and dazzled by this.

What happens, then? A conflict between different basic standpoints,
each with its own historical origin, a confrontation involving beings and
illusion, what is manifest and what is covered up. But beings and what
seems to be are not simply juxtaposed. Instead, they are set over against each
other, because both do raise and can raise the claim to unhiddenness.

This antagonism between what is manifest and what is covered up,
shows that the matter at issue is not the mere existence of unhiddenness
as such. On the contrary, unhiddenness, the self-showing of the shadows,
will cleave more firmly to itself without knowing that it is a concealing,
without knowing that the manifestness of beings occurs only through the
overcoming of concealing. Truth, therefore, is not just unhiddenness of
beings such that the previous hiddenness is done away with, but the
manifestness of beings is in itself necessarily an overcoming of a conceal-
ment. Concealment belongs essentially to unhiddenness, like the valley
belongs to the mountain.

But why are we going over all this again? Surely we have heard enough
of this during the interpretation of the first and second stages! No. It is
only now that we understand why we could interpret the first and second
stages as we did, such that we always had to inquire back and had to say
too much compared with what the prisoners have before them. Only now
do we understand that the liberation which occurs from the first through
to the third stages already presupposes a being-tree; that the one who does
the freeing is not just any arbitrary kind of person.

There is something else that we now understand. Whoever comes out
of the cave only to lose himself in the 'appearing' [Scheinen] of the ideas
would not truly understand these, i.e. he would not perceive the ideas as
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letting-through, as setting beings free, as wrenching beings from hidden-
ness and overcoming their concealment. He would regard the ideas them-
selves as just beings of a higher order. Deconcealment would not occur at
all.

It is clear from this that liberation does not achieve its final goal merely
by ascent to the sun. Freedom is not just a matter of being wwshackled, nor
just a matter of being free/or the light. Rather, genuine freedom means to
be a liberator from the dark. The descent back into the cave is not some
subsequent diversion on the part of those who have become free, perhaps
undertaken from curiosity about how cave life looks from above, but is
the only manner through which freedom is genuinely realized.

Truth, in other words, is not something one abidingly possesses, and
whose enjoyment we put aside at some point in order to instruct or lec-
ture other people, but unhiddenness occurs only in the history of perman-
ent freeing. History, however, is always a matter of the unique task posed
by fate in a determinate practical situation, not of free-floating discussion.
The liberated one will go into the cave and give his views on what, down
there, is taken as beings and the unhidden. The freed one has a view only
for essence. The liberator is the bearer of a differentiation. Since he can
distinguish between beings and being, he insists on a divorce between
beings and what appears to be, between the unhidden and what (like the
shadows) conceals itself precisely in its self-showing. He insists, therefore,
on the divorce between being and appearing to be, truth and untruth. At
the same time, with this divorce, there arises their co-belonging. Only on
the basis of the divorce between the true and the untrue does it become
clear that the essence of truth as unhiddenness consists in the overcoming
of concealing, meaning that unhiddenness contains an essential connection
with hiddenness and concealing. This means that dXfjOeia is not just the
manifestness of beings, but (we can now more clearly understand the
alpha privatum) is in itself a setting-apart. Thus the section we have been
discussing does indeed speak of truth, in respect of its essential relatedness
to concealing and the concealed. Untruth belongs to the essence of truth.

Deconcealment, the overcoming of concealment, happens only
through a primordial struggle against hiddenness. A primordial struggle
(not just polemic) is the kind of struggle which first creates its enemy and
assists its enemy to the most incisive antagonism. Unhiddenness is not sim-
ply one river bank and hiddenness the other, but the essence of truth as
deconcealment is the bridge, or better, is the bridging over of each towards
and against the other.
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But is all this really to be found in the fourth stage? Or have we vio-
lently inserted it? Plato does not speak anywhere of hiddenness, the word
does not occur here at all. Nor is there any extensive treatment of the
shadows as illusion [Schein]. Could it be that Plato was unaware that
untruth is opposed to truth? Not only did he know this, but the great
dialogues he wrote immediately after the Republic have nothing else but
un-truth as their theme.

But untruth is surely the opposite of truth!? Certainly. But this untruth:
can we simply call this hiddenness? The hiddenness of beings is not yet
untruth qua falsity, incorrectness. It does not follow from the fact that I do
not know something, from the fact that something is hidden and
unknown to me, that I know something false, untrue! Hiddenness and
concealing are ambiguous here. On the other hand we see that the
shadows or appearances, which are just the opposite of true beings, by
their own nature show and announce themselves, i.e. they are manifest,
unhidden. What is peculiar here is that the hidden is not without further
ado the false - while illusion, the false, is always and necessarily some-
thing unhidden, therefore in this sense true. How does all this fit together?

The essence of dXf)6eia is not clarified, so that we come to suspect that
Plato does not yet grasp it, or no longer grasps it, in a primordial manner.
Yet was it previously grasped in such a way?

In what kind of labyrinth do we find ourselves! It remains this way
today. We see in any case that even if Plato had treated expressly of
shadows and illusion in the fourth stage, unhiddenness would not have
been grasped in its full essence. But if hiddenness is not grasped primordi-
ally and totally, then ww-hiddenness certainly cannot be grasped. And yet
Plato treats of 6A,f|0eia in its antagonism to illusion! This can only mean
that the cave allegory does indeed treat of dXf|6eia, but not such that this
comes to light in its primordiality and essence, i.e. in its antagonism, charac-
teristic of (PDGK; (being), to the KpuTiieaGai (piXei, thus to hiddenness as
such and not just to the false, not just to illusion. If this is so, however,
then in Plato the fundamental experience from which the word d-XfjOeia
arose is already disappearing. The word and its semantic power is already
on the road to impoverishment and trivialization.

How could we venture such a weighty assertion? However, before we
can decide about this suspicion, we must first bring our whole interpret-
ation of the cave allegory to the conclusion demanded by its content, i.e.
we must take up the question of how the idea of the good relates to the
essence of truth, and what it means for Plato in general.
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We have not yet come far enough to decide the question, for we have
omitted the discussion of the highest idea, ISsa TOO dyaOou, which is pre-
cisely the culmination of liberation outside the cave. Perhaps only by
answering the question of the relationship between the idea of the good
and (xXf|Oeia shall we be able to decide how Plato understands dXf}6eux,
whether in terms of the fundamental experience belonging to this basic
word, or in a different way.

Notes

1 Platonis Opera, recogn. loannes Burnet, Oxonii: Clarendon, 2nd edition 1905-
10, Vol. 4.

2 SiaXeyeaGai: to discuss with one another (among themselves) what is
encountered (cf. 'dialectic'). 'Discourse' and beingl

3 Reading 515 c 5 according to Schleiermacher [instead of the Oxford edition
£ir|, ei (puaEi 1016168 - Ed.]. Cf. Platans Werke, trans. Friedrich Schleiermacher,
Berlin: Reimer, 3rd edition 1855-1862, Division III, Volume I (1862), p. 232
and note on p. 368.

4 Cf. p. 22.
5 6p06<; (rectus - right): straight, without diverting, without detour; not by way

of the shadows, the thing itself.
6 Odyssey XI, 489 f.
7 See Supplement 3.
8 Metaphysics Z, Ch. 1; see Supplement 5.
9 Parmenides Fr. 3: TO yap atxco VOEW ECTTIV TE mi Elvai. (In Kirk, Raven and

Schofield, op. cit., p. 246, which gives the alternative translations 'Thought
and being are the same' and 'For the same thing is there to be thought of and
to be'.) [Trans.] .

10 Immanuel Kant, Kritik der Urtheilskraft, ed. Karl Vorlander, 4th edition,
Meiner 1924, p. 117.

11 Light (brightness) is 1. what is first (primarily) sighted, 2. what is primarily
transparent for sight as such.

12 'Das Lied von der Glocke', line 192.
13 Cf. Kant, Critique of Pure Reason, B XI [Ed.] .
14 Cf. the saying of Protagoras (in Plato, Theaetetus 152 a) [Ed.] .
15 See above p. 2.
16 See Supplement 6.

17 See above p. 35.

18 490 b 3: 6 £cmv [not as in the Oxford edition 6 £<mv - Ed.].
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The Idea of the Good and Unhiddenness

§ 12. The Idea of the Good as the Highest Idea:
Empowerment of Being and Unhiddenness

During our interpretation of the third stage this question was intention-
ally held back and reserved for the concluding consideration of the alle-
gory.1 This task must now be carried through. We can now ask what the
interpretation of the highest idea, and the relation of dA,r|9eia to the idea
of the good, show about the essence of truth itself.

How did we encounter anything like ideas'? It was by asking how Plato
wants us to understand the region outside and above the cave. He informs
us about this in the passage where he himself gives an interpretation of
the cave allegory (517 a-c). Stated without allegory, the ascent from the
cave to the light of the sun is f| etc; TOV vorjTov TOTIOV T^C; Vj/uxflg dvo8og,
'the way upwards, measured out by the soul in its knowing, for reaching
the place where one encounters what is accessible to vouc;'. Plato speaks of
a TOTCOC; vorjTOc;. vooc; is the faculty of non-sensory seeing and perceiving,
of understanding things as -what they are, their essence (what-being), the
being of things, id vor|id, the perceivable in voeiv, the perceived in non-
sensory seeing, the look, the given-as .. . (e.g. book, table), are, as we
know, the i5eai. TO vorjiov is here equivalent to TO yvcocrcov. And no
Plato says (517 b8-cl):

seen is the idea of the good, but it can be seen only with great difficulty, under
great exertion/
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The ascent into the light thus comes to an end. The tetax; (end), that
which is ultimately seen, is not grasped just as a finishing and going-no-
further of something, but as the all-encompassing, forming, determining
limit. It is only here that liberation is brought to complete fruition as a
becoming-free for, a self-binding to, being. In the meantime we have
learnt to understand more clearly the interrelation between liberation
and unhiddenness.

We thus come to the question of the nature of this ultimately perceiv-
able idea, I5ea TOU dyaOou. What does the clarification of its essence tell us
about the essence of dXf)6eia? I mentioned that Plato already treats the
idea of the good in the final section of Book VI (506-511), that is, before
the presentation of the cave allegory at the beginning of Book VII. This
section, and the passage at the end of the cave allegory (517 a-c), are
Plato's two principal (in truth his only) communications of what he
understands by the idea of the good, thus of the highest point of his
philosophy.

We already heard that this idea is noyi<; 6paa6ai, that it can be viewed
only with difficulty. It is therefore even more difficult to say anything about
it. Accordingly, in the two passages, Plato speaks of the I5ea TOO dyaBou
only indirectly and symbolically, insisting always on the correspondences
of the symbolism, on the need to follow these through rigorously and
exhaustively. We already know what symbolizes the idea of the good: it is
the sun.

After everything we have said it is worth considering whether, if we
immediately demand a prepositional explanation of the highest idea, we
are proceeding in a truly Platonic manner. If we ask in this way we already
deviate from the path of authentic questioning. But inquiry into the idea
of the good generally proceeds along this false track. One straightaway
wants to know what the good is, just like one wants to know the shortest
route to the market place. The idea of the good cannot be interrogated in
this uncomprehending way at all. It is thus no wonder if through this way
of questioning we do not receive an answer, i.e. if our claim upon the
intelligibility of this idea of the good, as something to be measured in
terms of our ruling self-evidences, is from the very beginning decisively
repulsed. Here we recognize - how often - that questioning also has it
rank-order.

This does not mean, however, that the idea of the good is a 'mystery',
i.e. something one arrives at only through hidden techniques and prac-
tices, perhaps through some kind of enigmatic faculty of intuition, a sixth
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sense or something of the kind. The sobriety of Platonic questioning
speaks against this. Instead, it is Plato's basic conviction, which he
expresses once again in his old age, in the so-called Seventh Letter (342
e-344), that the highest idea can be brought into view only through the
method of stepwise philosophical questioning of beings (asking down
into the essential depth of man). The viewing succeeds, if at all, only in
the comportment of questioning and learning. Even so, what is viewed
remains, as Plato says (341 c 5): f)T|i6v yap oi)6ana)<; £cmv ax; aXXa
Ha6f||iaia, 'it is not sayable like other things we can learn'. Neverthe-
less, we can understand the unsayable only on the basis of what has
already been said in a proper way, namely in and from the work of
philosophizing. Only he who knows how to correctly say the sayable
can bring himself before the unsayable; this is not possible for just any
old confused head who knows, and fails to know, all kinds of things, for
whom both knowing and failing to know are equally important and
unimportant, and who may accidentally stumble upon a so-called puz-
zle. Only in the rigour of questioning do we come into the vicinity of
the unsayable.

What method shall we adopt to understand the direction in which this
idea of the good should be sought? For at the moment we cannot wish for
more than this. Two methods suggest themselves. First we could carry
through a comprehensive and formal interpretation of the main section at
the end of Book VI. However, this procedure would take us too far from
the purpose of these lectures, and, despite the close connection between
the end of Book VI and the cave allegory, we would be completely
diverted from the path of our earlier discussion. Only the second method
is appropriate, that is, we attempt to remain within the sequence of events
presented in the cave allegory, and to follow through to its final conclu-
sion the ascent begun in the third stage. This means proceeding from the
ideas to the ultimately seeable idea, to what is located out beyond the
ideas as something ultimate and highest. In this way we shall clarify what
is said in Book VI concerning the i8ea TOO dyaOou.

The step from the ideas to the ultimately seeable idea presupposes an
adequate understanding of the essence of idea as such. We must already
understand what 'idea' means if we are to grasp the ultimate idea in its
finality. Only in this way can we understand what is meant by TsXeuiaia
I8ea. We also say 'highest idea', and quite rightly, because it is the ultim-
ate step in an ascent. It is the highest not only in the sense of being the last
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reached, but also in its rank. Of course everything depends on under-
standing why distinctions of rank are essential here. The highest idea is
idea in the highest degree: TeA,euiaia means that wherein the essence of idea
is fulfilled, i.e. that from which it is originally determined.

We recall that in clarifying the idea as such we already encountered
superlative determinations: the idea is something highest, namely the
most beingful being and the most unhidden being. The ideas are the most
beingful beings because they make being comprehensible, 'in whose
light', as we still say today, a particular being is a being and is what it is. The
ideas are also the most unhidden, i.e. the primordially unhidden (in
which unhiddenness arises) in so far as they are what first let beings show
themselves. But if there is a highest idea, which can become visible over all
ideas, then it must exist out beyond being (which is already most beingful)
and primordial unhiddenness (unhiddenness as such). Yet the good, as
that which exists out beyond the ideas, is also called idea. What can this
mean? It can mean only that the highest idea holds sway most primordi-
ally and authentically by allowing both the unhiddenness of beings to arise,
and the being of beings to be understood2 (neither of these without the
other). The highest idea, although itself barely visible, is what makes pos-
sible both being and unhiddenness, i.e. it is what empowers being and
unhiddenness as what they are. The highest idea, therefore, is this
empowering, the empowering for being which as such gives itself simul-
taneously with the empowerment of unhiddenness as occurrence. In this
way it is an intimation of ama (of 'power', 'mastery').

Note that what we say about the highest idea is unfolded purely from
what was previously clarified concerning the essence of the idea. We must
once again underline the necessity of freeing ourselves at the very outset
from any kind of sentimental conception of this idea of the good, but also
from all perspectives, conceptions, and definitions belonging to Christian
morality and its secularized corruptions (or any kind of ethic), where the
good is conceived as the opposite of the bad and the bad conceived as the
sinful. It is not at all a matter of ethics or morality, no more than it is a
matter of a logical or epistemological principle. Such distinctions are of
interest to scholars of philosophy (who also existed in antiquity) but are
not the concern of philosophy.
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§ 13. Seeing as opav and voeiv.
Seeing and the Seeable in the Yoke of the Light

We must now see if what has been said can be verified from Plato's own
presentation. With this intention we turn to the final section of Book VI of
the Republic. In regard to the 'state' (as we somewhat inappropriately
translate TCO^K;) and its inner possibility Plato maintains as his first prin-
ciple that the authentic guardians of human association in the unity of the
TioXiq must be those who philosophize. He does not mean that philosophy
professors are to become chancellors of the state, but that philosophers are
to become (puAxxicet;, guardians. Control and organization of the state is to
be undertaken by philosophers, who set standards and rules in accord-
ance with their widest and deepest freely inquiring knowledge, thus
determining the general course which society should follow. As philo-
sophers they must be in a position to know clearly and rigorously what
man is, and how things stand with respect to his being and ability-to-be.
'Knowing' does not mean having heard things, or having and repeating
opinions, but to have appropriated knowledge in the proper way, and to
ever again appropriate it. This is the knowledge which itself has leapt
ahead and continually takes the same path back and forth. Plato sees this
knowledge as passing through quite definite stages, beginning from the
most external meanings of words and reports of what everyday experi-
ence sees or hears. Beginning from what people commonly (and within
certain limits rightly) say and opine about things, knowledge advances to
the genuine understanding that seeks beings from the idea (from the
perceiving of ideas). In order to clarify this highest knowledge in its
essence, Plato in Book VI already distinguishes two basic types of know-
ledge, aia9r|ai<; and vou<;, i.e. seeing (6pav) in the usual sense (sensory
perception), and voeiv, comprehending perceiving (non-sensory seeing).
To these two types of seeing there correspond two regions of the visible:
6po>|ieva, what is accessible to the eyes, the senses, and voou^eva, what is
graspable in pure understanding. Already at this point Plato brings the
essential determinations of non-sensory seeing into line with the charac-
teristics of sensory seeing. He characterizes comprehending perceiving,
i.e. ultimately the perceiving of ideas, by putting this in exact correspond-
ence with seeing in the usual sense.

For something visible in the usual sense to be seen what is necessary is
firstly 6uvani<; TOO 6pav, the capacity to see with the eyes, and secondly
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86vani(; iou 6pao0ai, the faculty and enablement for being seen. For it is
in no way self-evident that a being, a thing itself, should be visible. These
two elements, however, the ability to see and the visible itself, cannot
occur in simple juxtaposition; there must be something which enables
seeing on the one hand, and being-seen on the other hand. What enables
must be one and the same, must be the ground of both, or, as Plato expresses
it, the ability to see and the ability to be seen must both be harnessed
together under one yoke (£oyov). This yoke, which makes possible the
reciprocal connectedness of each to the other, is (pa><;, brightness, light.
Only what lies in the light of the sun is visible; on the other hand, only the
eye whose looking is illuminated by light (the illuminated view) sees the
visible. The looking eye, however, is not the sun. Instead, it is and must
be, as Plato says, like the sun, f|Xioei8f|<;. Neither the looking nor the look-
ing eye (nor what is itself seen with the eyes) themselves give light and
brightness, but the looking and the eye is fjXioeiSeaiaiov, the most sun-
like of all tools of perceiving.

Now it must be borne in mind that, for the Greeks, the sense of sight is
the exemplary sense for perceiving beings. The ancients considered that
things are given most completely in seeing, namely in their immediate
presence [Gegenwart}, indeed in such a way that the present being has the
character which, for the Greeks, belongs to every being: rcepac;,3 i.e. it is
firmly circumscribed by its look, its form. The 6\|n<; is the TcoXuieXeoTdiri
aio0r|ai(;. The most sunlike faculty is what owes most to light, which is
claimed by light, which therefore illuminates in its own essence, making-
free and giving-free.

It is for this reason that the sense of seeing provides the guideline for the
meaning of knowledge, i.e. knowledge does not correspond to smelling
and hearing but to seeing. Precisely this latter kind of perceiving is suitable
to serve as the guiding phenomenon in the depiction of authentic perceiv-
ing with its corresponding higher seeing. Everything depends on carrying
over this clarification of the relationship between seeing and the visible
(the yoke) into the region of genuine knowledge, into the understanding
of being. We are already acquainted with this as the comprehending per-
ceiving of the ideas. Here also there must be a yoke between higher seeing
(voetv) and what is visible in it (vooujievov), a yoke which gives the
86va|iic; to the perceiving as also to the perceivable. And what must per-
tain to the perceived, in order that it should be perceivable? The d^f|9eia!

Plato says (508 e 1 ff .) that a being is only accessible as such when it
stands in &Xf|0eia. In a way that is self-evident for a Greek, he quite
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unambiguously understands d^rjOeia not as a property and determination
of seeing, of knowledge, nor as a characteristic of knowledge in the sense
of a human faculty, but as a determination of what is known, of the things
themselves, of the beings.

'This, therefore, which grants unhiddenness to the knowable beings and which
lends to the knower the power of knowing, this, I say, is the idea of the good
[the good as the highest idea]/

Here £7ucrcf|nr| (yvd>ai<;) and dA,f]6eia are clearly distinguished, but at the
same time it is explained how this highest idea is atria, ground and condi-
tion for the knowing of the 'subject' (if we may speak in this way), and for
unhiddenness on the side of the 'object'. The way it harnesses the know-
ing and the knowable beings under one yoke can be properly compre-
hended only if one correctly expresses the correspondence to ordinary
seeing in the domain of sensory perception, seeing with the eyes. We
heard that the yoke which harnesses together the eye and the visible
object is the light, for this illuminates the object and 'lights up' the eye
itself, i.e. makes it free to receive. Seeing is both the faculty to see and the
visible as such in the yoke of the light - it is not itself the light-source, but is
sunlike, has the character of the source and in this way corresponds to it. So
also here: just as sensory seeing is not the yoke, the light, the light-source
itself, just as little in the field of non-sensory seeing is the faculty of know-
ledge, thus the understanding of being, or on the other side the manifest-
ness of being, the highest and genuine source of the possibility of know-
ledge. Instead, just as seeing is not the sun itself, but rather sunlike,
determined in its possibility through the sun, so are perceiving, and the
unhiddenness of beings in their being, in one yoke, but are not themselves
what conditions them as yoked; they are not themselves the good, but
only dya9oei6fj (509 a 3), i.e. what owes its look and inner essence to the
good.

To be sure, the understanding of being, and unhiddenness, allow beings
to become accessible. They enable something. This enablement, however,
is itself empowered by a higher one. So Plato says (509 a 4): exi |iei£6va><;
Ti|ir|Teov if|v TOU dyaGoi) e'£w. 'What the good can do is to be valued still
more highly' than the faculty of the ideas itself. It is thus clearly stated that
the ideas are what they are, namely the most beingful beings, and the
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most unhidden in the indicated sense of letting-through, only by virtue of
an empowerment which exceeds them both (the most beingful and the
most unhidden) in their unity.

This empowering is the highest idea. An idea, as we know, is something
perceivable; it is not just on its own account, but is itself the being that it is
in a per-ceiving [Er-blicken], in a forming pre-figuring. In its essence an
idea is bonded to perceiving and is nothing outside this perceiving.

Notice the constant difficulty we have in understanding the idea of the
good, namely that we never experience anything tangible and of substan-
tive content, but we always interrogate and gain access to it only as some-
thing decisive in the enablement of being and truth. The dya66v has the
character of e£i<;, of that which makes possible, i.e. of that which bears in
itself the first and final power. Only in respect of this enablement of the
very existence of being [dafi uberhaupt Sein ist] and occurrence of truth,
can we ask about what Plato intends with the idea of the good.

By way of summary, also for the purpose of clarification, we can obtain
help from a diagram, which only says anything if we think through the
indicated connections in living understanding. We know that Plato, like
the Greeks in general, understands genuine knowledge as seeing,
6ecopeiv (put together from 6ea, look, and 6pav). Authentic knowledge of
beings in their being is symbolized through sensory seeing, the seeing of
the eyes.

To seeing there belongs something seen. In order that these two sides,
and their inner connection as contraposition, should be possible, what is
necessary - to remain at the level of sensory symbolism - is light. This
light itself, again in sensory imagery, has its source in the sun, fj^ioc;. As
we shall see, Plato says that the sun, as the source of light, is not only
the enabling condition of this connection, this becoming-seen of a
being, but that it is also the condition of this being's (nature in the
broadest sense) existence, of its origination, growth, nourishment and the
like.
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In Plato's correspondence: the voeiv and the known being as the
voou^ievov. The ideas correspond to the symbol of light, brightness. The
overall correspondence of the symbolism is that, just as light requires
another source, so do the ideas themselves presuppose another idea
standing over them, the good.

§ 14. The Good:
Empowerment of That upon Which All Depends

We have paused at Plato's statement that the power of the good is to be
valued even more highly than the ideas. He wants to say: when we ask
about the essence of being and unhiddenness, our questioning goes out
beyond these, so that we encounter something with the character of
empowerment and nothing else. Empowerment is the limit of philosophy
(i.e. of metaphysics). Plato calls that which empowers dyaOov. We trans-
late: the good. The proper and original meaning of dyaOov refers to what is
good (suitable) for something, what can be put to use. 'Good!' means: it is
done! it is decided! It does not have any kind of moral meaning: ethics has
corrupted the fundamental meaning of this word. What the Greeks
understand by 'good' is what we mean when we say that we buy a pair of
good skis, i.e. boards which are sound and durable. The good is the sound,
the enduring, as distinct from the harmless meaning suitable for aunties: a
good man, i.e. respectable, but without insight and power.

After characterizing the idea of the good, Plato again presses forward
(509a9-b 10):
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'Let us once again bring the analogy into view [further explore the essence
of the sun, in which the idea of the good is depicted]/

'How?' [asks Glaucon]
The sun, I believe you will agree, grants to the visible things not only their

capacity to be seen, but also their origination, growth, nourishment, even
though the sun itself is not something that becomes/

'How could it be?'
'It may therefore also be said that the good not only grounds the knowability

of the knowable things, but also that their being, and their being what they are,
is granted by the good, even though the good itself is not a being [ein Sein], but
rather something over and beyond being [dneKeiva ir\c, o(>aia<;], exceeding this
in dignity and power/

Thus Plato now emphasizes that things are indebted to the sun not only
for their visibility, but also for the fact that they are. What is living is
indebted to the sun for its growth, for its yeveaic;, i.e. its origination and
dissolution, its coming into being and disappearance from being. To be
sure, in such a way that the sun is not itself anything that becomes, but, as
lying out beyond all becoming, remains always the same.

Now to the interpretation of this symbolism in respect of the correspond-
ing domain of knowledge. What is known are beings in general. Now just
as, in the sensory realm, beings possess not only visibility but being, so
there belongs to the voou^ievov not only &Xf|9eia but also ouaia. And just
as, in the above sensory imagery, the sun cannot be becoming [nicht Wer-
den sein kann], but rather grants becoming, so TO dya66v cannot be a being
[nicht ein Sein sein kann], therefore also cannot be unhiddenness, but is
beyond (£rc6Kewa), out beyond both being and unhiddenness.

It is clear, therefore, that the good is Suvanig thus still has the character
of idea (of enablement, empowerment), indeed has this in the highest
degree; being and unhiddenness are under its empowering power, UTC;
£iceivoi). But in this empowering the good surpasses both, namely in so far
as beings are seen, i.e. known, and also in so far as they are beings. This
surpassing, however, is not simply an indifferent lying over and above, a
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being-situated somewhere or other for itself as it were, but is a surpassing
in the sense of the idea, i.e. in the sense of being-as-idea [Idee-seim]. But in
so far as being-as-idea means empowerment for being, the making mani-
fest of beings, this surpassing of the idea of the good means that this idea
surpasses being as such and truth. This empowerment which surpasses
pertains precisely to the possibility of the ideas, to the enablement of that
which the ideas are: namely that itself which makes beings accessible in
their unhiddenness and thus accessible as beings, i.e. in their being.

The good, the dyaOov, is therefore the enablement of being as such and
of unhiddenness as such. Or better, what Plato calls the good is that which
empowers being and unhiddenness to their own essence, i.e. what is prior
to everything else, that upon which everything else depends. The dyaOov
can only be understood in this sense. Empowerment of being; not an exist-
ing 'good' (a 'value'), but what is prior to and for all being and every truth.
It is not the word dya66v or our translation of it (which can easily be
misleading) which is decisive, but what is named by this word. And what
is this? It is just what we are interrogating in our questioning concerning
being and unhiddenness, what such questioning is all about and that to
which all such questioning returns. We are inquiring here into what grants
being and unhiddenness.

Precisely this same characterization of the highest idea is given by Plato
in a passage at the end of the cave allegory (517 c 3 f.):

6v re vorjTQ) auif] Kupitt dX,f|0Eiav Kai vouv Ttapaaxojaevr)5

'In the region of comprehending perceiving it [the idea of the good] is master,
in that it grants unhiddenness and voug, i.e. disclosedness in the understanding
of being/

Again we see that the good is the empowerment of being and unhidden-
ness to their ownmost unitary essence.

This is all that Plato says concerning the highest idea. But it is enough,
indeed more than enough, for whoever understands. To understand the
little that Plato does say is nothing less than to really ask the question
concerning the essence of being and truth, to grasp and lay hold of the task
inherent in such questioning, thus to follow this questioning to wherever
it may lead, to stand by this questioning instead of avoiding it through
cheap solutions. We must grasp the unfolded essence of being (presence)
and the unfolded essence of truth (manifestness) from their ownmost
unitary subjugation (yoking), i.e. from the essence of that which rules
them (in their essential unity) in its prevailing; to begin with we must
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grasp that this is a self-asserting [ein Sich-durchsetzen], an enduring with-
standing [durchstehendes Standhalten].

We misunderstand Plato's idea of the good if we try to obtain a better
idea of it by busily searching through his other dialogues for passages
where he uses the word dya66v, or if we believe that later in Plato's
career, because he no longer uses the word, he must have given up this
idea. He would have had to give up the idea of philosophy! On the con-
trary, wherever being and truth are interrogated, so is the good. Thus,
although the word does not occur in the Seventh Letter (a work of Plato's
old age), nothing else but this is intended. For here he says (342 ab) that
the genuinely knowable, i.e. what is to the highest degree question-able,
is to <kA,r|9d)(; 6v, that which constitutes being and unhiddenness as such.
Here Plato emphasizes (cf. 344 b), with remarkable severity and firmness,
that this cannot be thought out and conceived at one stroke, but that only
in proceeding through what is proximally question-able, through definite
individual levels of the sciences, does the questioner, and only the ques-
tioner (not some random dreamer), come to what is primary and ultim-
ate. Everything proximally question-able is TO rcoiov, but the primary and
ultimate is TO TI (343 b).

And just where the later Plato went farthest in his interrogation of
being and truth, in the Sophist dialogue, the essence of being is found in
86vajii(;, i.e. in empowerment and nothing else (247 d-e). It was left to
Plato's contemporary interpreters to 'prove' (in the way they do prove)
that Plato was not serious about this idea of the 8uvani<; character of being.

The good is the empowerment, the S6va|ii<;, the enablement of being
and unhiddenness in their essence. In other words, what is at stake in the
interrogation of being and unhiddenness is empowerment to this essence.
What this empowerment is and how it occurs has not been answered to the
present day; indeed the question is no longer even asked in the original
Platonic sense. In the meantime it has almost become a triviality that the
omne ens is a bonum. For whoever asks in a philosophical manner, Plato
says more than enough. For someone who wants only to establish what
the good is in its common usage he says far too little, even nothing at all. If
one takes it merely in this latter way, nothing can be done with it. This
clarification of the idea of the good says anything only for a philosophical
questioning.

But if 'the good', i.e. what is at stake in the interrogation of being and
truth, is itself still an 'idea', then what we have already said about ideas in
general applies to the highest idea in the highest degree. The idea is the
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sighted, the sight-able; it refers essentially to seeing. It does not hover
around on its own, but is seeable and perceivable only in that viewing
which as such perceives the visible, which as such forms and pre-forms
the idea itself. The highest perceivable thing requires the deepest perceiv-
ing. The highest as well as the deepest: neither without the other. The
idea, and especially the highest idea, is neither something objectively
present nor something subjectively construed. It is precisely that which
empowers all objectivity and subjectivity to what they are, by establishing
a yoke between subject and object, a yoke under which they can first
become subject and object. For a subject is such only when it relates itself
to an object. This yoke is the decisive thing and is accordingly the first
determination of what is yoked. The inadequate, indeed quite erroneous,
conception of what stands in the yoke prevents the comprehension of
the yoke and the definition of the yoked (commonly: 'object' - 'subject';
actually: manifestness, understanding of being).

§ 15. The Question Concerning the Essence of Truth as the Question
Concerning the History of Man's Essence and His 7iai8eia

If, therefore, the perceiving of the idea constitutes the ground upon which
man as a being comports himself to beings, then to the highest idea there
must correspond a perceiving that occurs most deeply in the essence of
man. The questioning which penetrates through to the highest idea is thus
simultaneously a questioning down into the deepest perceiving possible
for man as an existing being, a questioning of the history of man's essence
that aims at understanding what empowers being and unhiddenness. We
have followed this question of the history of man's essence in our inter-
pretation of the cave allegory, and we have seen that it is a quite definite
occurrence with quite definite stages and transitions.

What Plato says in the Seventh Letter (344 b 3) has precisely the same
meaning. Only when this whole path of liberation has been traversed in
all its stages, with full commitment to inquiry and investigation, does
there occur the flash and illumination of understanding:

(ppovr|ai<; rcepi eKaatov Kai voCt; CFUVTEWCOV on jadXiaf sit; 8uva|iiv
dvOpamivrjv (344 b 7/8).

'Only then is the perceiving of essence unfolded, the perceiving that stretches
as far as possible, namely as far as the innermost capacity of man reaches.'
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What the cave allegory is all about, therefore, is the liberation and
awakening of the innermost power of the essence of man. Accordingly, at
a later point, where he interprets the depicted events in his own practical
sense, Plato says (521 c 5 if.):

'This therefore [the whole liberation from the cave to the light] is not, as it
appears, merely a whirling of the slate in the hand [a children's game amongst
the Greeks], but is a turning around of the essence of man, a leading of this out
from a kind of darkened day towards the authentically unhidden. It is this
ascent to beings that we say is philosophizing in the genuine sense.'

What therefore does the clarification of the idea of the good now tell us
about the essential determination of truth? Four things:

1 . that truth itself is not ultimate, but stands under an empowerment;
2. and not just by itself, but together under the same yoke with being;
3. that in so far as man is the questioner, who inquires about what is prior

to and for all being, what empowers truth to its essence itself occurs in
the historical -spiritual Dasein of man;

4. not in man as such, but only in so far as he continually transforms
himself in his history and returns to the ground of his essence.

Truth as dA-fjOeia is therefore nothing that man can possess or fail to
possess in certain propositions or formulas learned and repeated, and
which ultimately correspond with things. Instead, it is something that
empowers his ownmost essence to what it is, in so far as he comports
himself to beings as such, and in so far as man, in the midst of beings,
himself a being, exists.

For this reason it is said in the Phaedrus (249 b 5):

Tor the soul could not take on this form [namely that of man, his fate, i.e. it
could not make up the essence of man], if it did not already have in itself the
fulfilled vision of unhiddenness/

If the soul did not already understand what being means, man could not
exist as the being that comports itself to beings and to itself.

All these accumulated determinations only indicate ever more clearly
and unambiguously what the whole interpretation of the cave allegory is
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meant to impress upon us: that the question of the essence of truth as unhid-
denness is the question of the history of human essence.

Only now can we understand the statement we originally passed over
at the beginning of Book VII, the statement that introduces the whole
allegory (514 a 1 f.):

'Picture to yourself [namely the following image as given in the cave allegory
our human nature in respect of its possible positionedness [Gehaltenheit] on the
one hand, or lack of bearings [Haltungslosigkeit] on the other hand/6

IlaiSeia is not education [Bildung], but f) f||i£Tepa (p6ai<;: that which pre-
vails as our ownmost being, both in respect of that to which it empowers
itself, and also of what, in its powerlessness, it loses, of that into which it
degenerates. It is not a matter just of rcaiSeia, but nai&siac, xe rcepi Kai
dTiaiSeuaiac;, of the one as well as the other, i.e. of their confrontation or
setting-apart, of what is between both and out of which they both arise, so
that they may then assert themselves against each other. 7tai8eia is the
positionedness [Gehaltenheit] of man, arising from the 'stance' [Haltung] of
the withstanding that carries through [sich durchsetzenden Standhaltens]f

wherein man, in the midst of beings, freely chooses the footing [Halt] for
his own essence, i.e. that whereto and wherein he empowers himself in
his essence. This innermost empowerment of our own essence to the
essence of man, this free choice of footing by an entity given over to itself,
is, as occurrence, nothing else but philosophizing, as the questioning that
presses through to being and unhiddenness, i.e. to what itself empowers
unhiddenness.

So the cave allegory is already introduced by the clear statement that it
treats of fjnexepa cpuaic; (cpuaic;: arising and standing in the open), of the
essence of man. But at the same time we now know that this questioning
concerning the essence of man precedes all pedagogy, psychology, anthro-
pology, as well as every humanism. This questioning grows from, and is in
no way different to, the questioning of the essence of truth, with which
question there is coupled, under a yoke, the question of the essence of
being. In so far as both questions are posed, questioning goes out beyond
them in asking what empowers both being and truth in their essence, as
that which carries the essence of human existence. The essence of truth as
dA,f)0eia is deconcealment, in which occurs the history of man's essence. So
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understanding the whole interpretation is a matter of grasping again and
again this one thing in its fundamental meaning: that the question of the
essence of truth is the question of the history of man's essence, and vice
versa.

We do not understand philosophy as

1. a cultural phenomenon, a realm of man's creativity and of the works
which issue from it;

2. a kind of unfolding of individual personalities as spiritual creators;
3. a region of learning and teaching within a system of scientific values, a

science;
4. a world view, completion, rounding off and model of thought; also not

as
5. philosophy of existence;

but as a questioning which in a fundamental way changes Dasein, man,
and the understanding of being.

And what has become of all this? Much that is great and that has been
effective in later history, but also just as much that is miserable and now
becoming widespread. But nothing has happened that would amount to a
primordial re-origination, nothing that would once again set us in motion
within this occurrence. And we today! 'Plato's doctrine of ideas' has its
essence ripped out and made accessible for the superficiality of today's
Dasein: ideas as values and rcai8eia as culture and education, i.e. what is
most pernicious from the nineteenth century, but nothing from 'antiquity'!

Notes

1 See above pp. 34-5.
2 Plato places i6ea over &A,f)6eia, because envisability [Sichtsamkeit] becomes

essential for i5eiv (XI/IOT) and not deconcealment as the essencing of beyng
[ah Wesung des Seyns].

3 TO 7T8pa<; = boundary, end, goal.
4 See Supplement 7.
5 rcapexeiv: to give - to bind.
6 Paul Shorey (Loeb) translates: 'compare our nature in respect of education

and its lack'; Desmond Lee (Penguin) translates: 'picture the enlightenment
or ignorance of our human condition'; Francis Cornford (Oxford U. P.)
translates: 'the degrees in which our nature may be enlightened or
unenlightened'. [Trans.]
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The Question Concerning the Essence of Untruth

§ 16. The Waning of the Fundamental Experience of &A,f|0eia.
The Philosophical Obligation to Re-awaken It: the Abiding Origin

of Our Existence

The interpretation of the cave allegory has thus been brought to a conclu-
sion. For what reason did we undertake it?

1. In order to show that if we say dXfjOeia instead of truth we are not,
owing to some kind of stubbornness, introducing a new translation or
a different linguistic meaning, which, moreover, has a mere etymo-
logical antiquarian character and is otherwise without force. Instead,
we are seeking to better understand how this basic word arises from a
fundamental experience, an experience which tells us something about
the fundamental stance of man in his philosophical comportment to
beings.

2. In order to more clearly grasp the essence of dXfjOeia as unhiddenness.
To be sure, we have not gone back to the ultimate fundamental experi-
ence, but we have consciously sought,

3. to make a testimony to dA-fjOeia come alive for us, a testimony which
could grow in the domain of this fundamental experience, so that we
can arrive in this same domain.

Have we succeeded in this? There is no straightforward objective answer
to this question. The result appears to consist merely in our now being
somewhat better instructed concerning the connections between word-
meanings. In each case it has become clear that the unhiddenness of
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beings in its various modifications refers to the essence of man and his
liberation to himself, indeed is nothing else than precisely the occurrence-
character of this liberation, and that truth is thereby not an arbitrary
property of man but the ground of his existence; further, that Plato
regards the enactment of this transformation of unhiddenness as the fun-
damental requirement for rcaiSeia in its antagonism to drcaiSeuaia.

To be sure, the question arises as to whether this clarification of the
essence of dXf|9eia as unhiddenness can still become actual for us today,
in such a way that the whole content of this essence of truth (as we have
comprehended it) could also determine our existence, which means at the
same time determining our questioning. Before looking at this problem
more closely, we must evaluate what we have obtained from the allegory
for the questions developed in the first lecture, the questions which made
us realize that the word 'true' is ambiguous. We saw that the word is used
of things (true gold) and of sentences (true propositions), whereby the
prevailing view is that 'true' and 'truth' apply in the first place and origin-
ally to propositions. For what reason, and by what right, we were unable
to clarify. Does the clarified essence of &A,f|0eia make it comprehensible
why 'true' and 'truth' are today used quite unproblematically in this pecu-
liar double sense?

We now see:

1. What is primordially true, i.e. unhidden, is not the proposition about
a being, but the being itself - a thing, a fact. A being is true, under-
stood in the Greek way, when it shows itself as what it is: true gold.
By contrast, bogus gold shows itself as something it is not: it covers
up, it conceals its what-being, it conceals itself as the being it actually
is. Therefore true is primarily a characteristic of the beings
themselves.

2. The proposition is true in so far as it conforms to something already true,
i.e. to a being that is unhidden in its being. Truth in this sense of
correctness presupposes unhiddenness.

The two meanings of 'true' (true thing and true proposition), which are
commonplace and which have long ago become self-evident and worn
out, spring from &Xf|6eia in different ways. The ambiguity of the German
word could originate and continue only because 'true' primordially
means 'unhidden'. Thus, in the double meaning of our contemporary
everyday understanding of truth (true), the fundamental meaning of
dXf|06ia is still effective, albeit faded and hidden.
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But does that not prove how little has come down to us of the funda-
mental experience which corresponds to dXf|0eia? In purely theoretical
reflection we can see and understand how dXf|0eux belongs to the (puai<; of
man, and from this we can 'scientifically' explain contemporary linguistic
practice; that is all. What we strove for - a return into history [Geschichte],
such that this becomes our occurrence [Geschehen], such that our own
history is renewed - is not thereby achieved. Our understanding remains
at the level of a merely historical familiarity, perhaps something different
to previous interpretations, perhaps only using different concepts and
words, perhaps 'new' in the sense that we take an interest in it, that we
can thereby instruct others, that we can know better and can feel superior
to those who uncomprehendingly translate dXf|0eta as 'truth'. But this is
not very much, nor is it worth the effort. We must once again admit that,
even if we recognize it ever so clearly as belonging to the essence of man,
we are no longer touched by this <3tXf|0eia of Plato. It is not an occurrence
which touches us intimately.

If we do not deceive ourselves, this is indeed the situation. What
accounts for this absence of genuine historical touching? Does the cause,
perhaps, reside in ourselves? For a long time our own history has run
along a path that does not reach far enough down into the essence of
man, and in a region within which we can no longer be touched by the
occurrence expressed by the word dX,f|0eia.

Yet, that this occurrence of dXf|0eia could not maintain its effectiveness,
that it no longer touches our Dasein and genuinely stirs us: is that ultim-
ately due only to us and our own groundlessness, or has this got just as
much to do with that occurrence itself? Does Plato himself already detach
d^f)0eia from its fundamental originating experience? Is he at least on the
way toward doing this? Such is in fact the situation. What already hap-
pens in Plato is the waning of the fundamental experience, i.e. of a specific
fundamental stance [Grundstellung] of man towards beings, and the weak-
ening of the word dA,f)0eia in its basic meaning. This is only the beginning
of that history through which Western man lost his ground as an existing
being, in order to end up in contemporary groundlessness.

It is due to us as well as to Plato that &A,f|0eia remains relevant merely to
the past, without becoming history for us. Yet, one might very well ask,
should and must &Xf|0eia at all costs become this? Can we not simply rely
upon ourselves and define the essence of truth from our own standpoint?
Can we not take account of history by choosing from the past just what
we want, in such a way that one person appeals to Aristotle, another
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begins with Plato, a third perhaps relies on Plotinus, still others on Kant or
on another series of philosophers?

Do we have a choice here? We? Who are we then? Despite all progress
and transformations we are only the beneficiaries of the beginning of
Western philosophy, beneficiaries of that which goes to the essence of our
Dasein, i.e. its total existence, which consists precisely in the fact that we
comport ourselves to those beings which we are not as well as to that being
which we are, and that we must always already seek a stance for this
comportment.1 So long as we are in this way, we remain bonded and
obligated to that beginning whether we know it or not, whether we know
much or little about it, whether we work it out laboriously by way of
learned reflection, or whether we can feel it immediately and continually
in everyday life, e.g. in the trivial event of a journey through the city by
electric tram. We can only travel by tram (to formulate it in an extreme
way) because our Dasein stands in the history of the beginning of Western
philosophy, i.e. of the question concerning the meaning of beings, of the
possibility of the development of the theoretical question concerning par-
ticular beings, of the science of nature, of 'physics'. That we travel in such
a way means nothing else but that the beginning of Western philosophy;
albeit without our recognizing it, is immediately effective. To be sure,
whether something like this, namely that we travel or even must travel by
electric tram, signifies a success of man, or is rather the opposite, cannot be
decided without further ado.

For us, so long as we still understand what 'us' and 'we' mean, there is
no choice in the question of whether dA,f|9eia is to remain merely some-
thing from the past or rather become history. There is no choice, assuming
that we have not already dispensed with grasping the awakening of the
essence of man as a philosophical fundamental task. There is no choice for
us, assuming that we have not already become caught up in the misrec-
ognition of human essence, believing perhaps that the fate of man will be
decided through the regulation of the international economy. We have no
choice, assuming that we do not believe our history first begins where the
presuppositions of the contemporary external world situation and its con-
temporary external misery begin.

It is we as much as Plato who are responsible for the fact that dXfjOeta
remains merely something from the past, without becoming history. To
the extent that we remain resolved to maintain ourselves in existence,
d^f)6eia must become history for us. This means: to the extent that we
remain resolved to hold ourselves in the manifestness of beings as such
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and to be in this resolve; to grasp that beings and beings are not necessarily
the same, that not all beings whatsoever, just because they are situated in
the world, have the right and dignity to everything; that all beings and
each and every arbitrary being do not belong to every arbitrary being; to
understand that every being has its law, its origin, its rank; and that with-
out firm ground, origin, and rank, being is less than nothing; that then not
even nothingness can any longer be grasped, and the existence of man
becomes crushed in the lawlessness of groundless levelling. If we still
want to understand beings, and if we are resolved to exist out of this
understanding, (xA,f|0eia must occur. That it did once occur is the abiding
origin of our existence, so long as this itself, not that of the individual but
our history, lasts. In order that d>-f|6£ia might still remain an occurrence,
even as the most external and remote possibility, our only recourse is that
we should ask after it. This is the only way in which we can really bind

to our own Dasein.

§ 17. The Neglect of the Question Concerning the Essence of Hiddenness.
Transformation of the Question Concerning the Essence of Truth into the

Question Concerning the Essence of Untruth

But how can dA,f)0eia again become history for us?2 Only by the question
concerning the essence of truth again becoming an actual and essential
question, only in so far as we get serious with this question. This means first
of all that in this questioning we do not leap over anything worthy of
questioning. In this way we must once again experience the actuality of
actual questioning, renouncing the hunger for results.

The first thing we must ask in relation to our own procedure is: why do
we maintain that in Plato and Aristotle, thus more or less at the time
(broadly considered) of the origin of the word &Xf|9eia, the fundamental
experience of which it speaks was already waning? We must now demon-
strate what we dared to assert, which must not remain a mere historical
observation. Are there clear indications of the fundamental meaning
of d^fjOeia becoming ineffective? And are we able, from that which
conditions the waning of the fundamental experience, to discover what is
needful for preserving this same experience, even for reappropriating it in a
more primordial way?

There is indeed a clear indication here: it is that Plato conceives dA,f|9eux
as something pertaining to beings, such that beings themselves are said to be
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unhidden. Plato equates the unhidden with what is (beings), in such a way
that the question of unhiddenness as such does not come to life. This is
proved by the fact that he does not inquire into the hiddenness which must
run up against unhiddenness. More accurately, in interrogating the essence
of truth, Plato does co-interrogate the essence of un-truth, but only in a
quite particular sense. If the essence of truth is unhiddenness, then
the way in which hiddenness is interrogated contains the standard for
the ground, origin, and genuineness of the question concerning
unhiddenness.

The word dXfjGeia most often stands simply for beings themselves, or
more precisely, for the most beingful beings. Why does dA,f|0eia so to
speak disclose beings and their being? What and how 'is' being then? As
presence*. Why does unhiddenness disclose being as understood in just this
way?

What is unhidden, i.e. that to which un-hiddenness pertains, are the
genuine beings; but it is not these as such that are intended. This is shown
by the previously quoted3 words of Aristotle, (piXooocpetv rcepi xfjg
dXtjOeiac;, concerning &Xf)0eia as the object of philosophy, whereby he
means beings themselves, in their unhiddenness naturally, but not
unhiddenness as such, not the essence of truth. There are countless
examples of this usage in Plato. Here AXfjOeia already stands for that to
which it pertains, but not for what it is in itself. Unhiddenness rules, and
the attempt is made to attain it, but it is not as such further placed in
question.

Yet does not the cave allegory prove the contrary? We attempted to
show in detail that through all its stages there occurs a transition from one
unhidden to another, and that unhiddenness constitutes the fundamental
occurrence of the story. How can we now repudiate our own inter-
pretation?

We shall certainly not do this. But what does our interpretation of the
cave allegory really establish? We must look more closely at what we have
actually obtained. It is just this, that Plato does not specifically place
&A,f|0eia in question, but always treats only of what is involved in the
unhiddenness of beings as such. It is we who, subsequently in our inter-
pretation, have gathered together all these considerations about light,
freedom, idea, beings, in order from the unity of these to assess what can
be learned about the essential determination of unhiddenness itself.
When we say that dLXf|0eia is deconcealment, this is an interpretation
which analyses the ground of unhiddenness itself.
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For Plato, therefore, unhiddenness is a theme, and at the same time not
a theme. Because this is the situation with regard to ww-hiddenness, an
explicit clarification of the hiddenness of beings does not eventuate. But
just this neglect of the question of hiddenness as such is the decisive indica-
tion of the already beginning ineffectiveness of wwhiddenness in the strict
sense. We must therefore maintain, as the guiding proposition for what
follows, that the way in which one inquires into and discusses hiddenness
is the index for the degree of primordiality of the question concerning
unhiddenness as such. For the unhiddenness of beings is precisely wrested
from hiddenness, i.e. it is obtained in struggle against the latter. The way in
which the struggle against the hiddenness of beings, which means for un-
hiddenness, is engaged and followed through, shows how the opponent in
this struggle is understood, i.e. how man himself estimates his own power,
and lack of power, to truth.

But what is it that stands over against truth as unhiddenness and is
opposed to it? Well, just the 'untruth'! So we are faced with the task of
asking about how Plato and the Greeks of his time conceive of untruth.
How does this struggle against untruth occur? Properly understood, this
too is not a question about a past concept of untruth, namely Plato's
concept, but asks if and how the hiddenness of beings, which opposes
unhiddenness, makes itself effective. It asks if and how hiddenness is
experienced precisely as what must be robbed and torn away, such that
dA,f|6eia may occur, i.e. such that hiddenness may give way to unhid-
denness. Since, for the Greeks, truth originally has a privative, negative
character (what is no longer hidden), we must, in order to grasp the
primordial essence of &Xf|0eia, place this 'negation' in question. But the
necessary first step for this is the question concerning that which opposes
truth, concerning the essence of untruth. To be sure, whether we thereby
grasp the totality and essence of that against which d>jfi6eia seeks to assert
itself, is an unavoidable, but subsequent, question.

Once again, the ancient word for truth is privative; it expresses a
removal from, a ripping away, a going against . . . , therefore an attack.
Where is the enemy situated? What kind of struggle is it? Only if we really
grasp these two things do we have any intimation of the essence of
dXfjOeia, i.e. of the origin of that which constitutes the innermost ground
of the possibility of our existing Dasein.4 If truth is an attack, then the
enemy must be un-truth. But if truth means un-hiddenness, then the
enemy of truth must be hiddenness. Then it is not only falsity and incor-
rectness which is the enemy of truth. If this is the situation, then un-truth
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is itself ambiguous, and it is precisely this ambiguity which ultimately con-
ceals within itself the whole dangerousness of truth's enemy, thus the
endangerment of every essential determination of truth. In order that we
should see clearly here, we expressly state that we understand 'un-truth'
['Un-wahrheit'] in the sense of not-truth [Nicht-Wahrheit], which need not
necessarily mean falsity, but can and must mean much else besides. Not-
truth is not-un-hiddenness. The not un-hidden is

1. what is not yet unhidden,
2. what is no longer unhidden.

So we already see that untruth as not-unhiddenness is ambiguous in a
quite essential sense; perhaps it has many meanings in a sense we still do
not fathom and that becomes a question for us.

If the awakening and forming of the word &A,f|6eia is not a mere acci-
dent (the origination of a sound-formation) and not an external matter, if
it actually refers to an attack, then, in order to understand this, we must
place ourselves before and against the enemy. The active insight into the
essence of truth as unhiddenness can only be effective if we inquire into
the un-truth.

Through the double concept of untruth, our task of asking about the
essence of truth has changed. Untruth is not an opposite that occurs along-
side (next to truth), and that must also and subsequently be taken into
account, but the one question concerning the essence of truth is in itself the
question concerning the essence of un-tiuth, for this latter belongs to the
essence of truth.

This is the decisive result of the interpretation of the cave allegory and
of the whole previous reflection: the insight that the question concern-
ing the essence of truth as unhiddenness must be transformed into the
question concerning untruth. In other words, a decisive answer to the
question of essence is already contained therein, an answer which only
sharpens and broadens the questioning. However, we lose this insight
again as soon as we make it into an opinion or piece of gossip, e.g. by
going around saying that the question of the essence of truth is the
question of the essence of untruth. In that case it would be better to stay
with the old opinion that truth is correspondence between judgement
and object.

At the same time, however, we likewise know from the cave allegory
that the question of the essence of truth is the question of the essence of
man. Thus the question of the essence of un-truth, as the fundamental
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question of the essence of truth, will also become a question specifically
oriented to the essence of man.

Yet the question of un-truth in the service of the question of the essence
of truth: is this not a detour, and perhaps a long-winded one? Why do we
take this detour if it is precisely the essence of truth that we wish to know?
We shall no longer take this reservation seriously. The question concern-
ing untruth is not a detour, but is the only possible path, the direct path, to
the essence of truth. But perhaps this path to the question of the essence
of un-truth is very arduous, perhaps even the traces of this path can be
found only with great difficulty. This is indeed certain. The proof lies in
the fact that this path has hardly been trodden and is today totally
unknown. Even the short, narrow, and steep stretch that was earlier trod-
den and opened up, is today long overgrown with the weeds of mere
opinions, and covered over by doctrines and ideas which have become
self-evident. The questioning, or better, the non-questioning concerning
the essence of untruth, stands under the self-evident dogma that untruth
is easy to understand if only one knows what truth is; then one just has to
think of its denial. And one knows what truth is, namely a property of a
proposition (judgement). However, if we are shaken out of the miserable
triviality of such talk, we shall not presume to rectify everything at one
stroke, but with care and patience we shall learn to grasp that one thing
above all is necessary: to rediscover that stretch of the path of the question
concerning the essence of untruth which was trodden once before. We have
no thoughts of making this short, narrow, and steep stretch into a broad
and comfortable highway suitable for everybody. All our efforts are dir-
ected to merely rediscovering this stretch of road and actually going along
it. It is that stretch of the road of the question concerning untruth which,
for the first and last time in the history of philosophy, Plato actually trod:
in his dialogue the Theaetetus, which also bears the title The Dialogue on
Knowledge'.

However, to actually travel on this road, and to actually once again ask
the question of the essence of untruth, we must mark out our own way
still more rigorously and definitely by reference to the traces which Plato's
philosophical work left buried in the history of the spirit. Our interpret-
ation of the cave allegory proceeded by artificially isolating this small
section from the larger context of the dialogue. For the following
exposition of the question of untruth it is not permissible to limit our-
selves to isolated portions (doctrines) of Plato, e.g. by collecting, in the
usual way with the help of a lexicon, passages where Plato talks about
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untruth. This procedure is not only unfruitful, but pretends to a thor-
oughness where none exists; it is only an opportunity to avoid the text
and the challenge of its question.

We develop and awaken the question of untruth upon the path of a
quite specifically oriented interpretation of the Platonic dialogue. We
shall proceed as we did with the interpretation of the cave allegory. It is
not primarily a matter of instruction in the general procedure of inter-
preting a philosophical text (this only incidentally), but of awakening
the (pre-determined) question of the essence of untruth as the properly
understood fundamental question of the essence of truth. For the immedi-
ate purpose of these lectures it is therefore not necessary for you to
have an autonomous command of the Greek text. In fact you should
also be able to co-enact the questioning itself without the text. It will be
beneficial if you have a Greek text or translation beside you. A transla-
tion is enough, preferably Schleiermacher's (easily obtainable from Rec-
lam5), which still has not been substantively improved upon and remains
the most beautiful. To be sure, the original text is basic for one's own
work on the dialogue, and that means simultaneously one's own transla-
tion. For a translation is only the end result of an interpretation which has
been actually carried through: the text is set over into an autonomous
questioning understanding. While I do not advocate working with mere
translations, I must also warn against thinking that command of the
Greek language by itself guarantees an understanding of Plato or Aristo-
tle. That would be just as foolish as thinking that because we under-
stand German we already understand Kant or Hegel, which is certainly
not the case.

The task and goal of the interpretation must be to bring the questioning
of this dialogue to you in the actual proximity of your ownmost Dasein,
so that finally you no longer have a foreign text and an accidental
Reclam edition in front of you, but have in yourselves a question that has
become awake and inwardly awakened. If you still find it uncondition-
ally necessary to read current philosophical literature, this is a sure sign
that you have not grasped anything of what we have been dealing with
thus far.
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§ 18. Justification of the 'Detour'.
Preliminary Clarification of Fundamental Concepts: xj/eCSoc;, Xf|6r|

and d-Xf)08ia

We ask therefore, quite specifically, about the essence of untruth. But a
renewed reflection on this intention must nevertheless make us wary. It is
as clear as day that our endeavour lacks all prospects. Even if, in asking
about the essence of truth, it is not a detour to inquire first into the
essence of untruth, we are nonetheless able to grasp the essence of un-
truth only if we have already adequately determined the essence of truthl
For truth is precisely what is denied in un-truth. There is an old doctrine of
logic according to which negation presupposes something capable of being
negated, thus something already affirmable, affirmed, thus affirmation. To
want to begin with negation, whether this is a detour or not, therefore
infringes against the most elementary law of logic.

To be sure, we could reply to this query by saying that the foregoing
considerations have treated truth at sufficient length, so that something
capable of negation is pre-given, which, when actually negated, is
untruth. This is correct. But are we really paying attention to the matter at
hand? If we argue in this way, are we not again clinging to the mere
words 'truth' and 'untruth', as if we had not discovered that truth means
unhiddenness? Truth itself is already substantively a negation. In un-
hiddenness, 'no' is said to hiddenness. Then everything is the wrong way
around: truth is denial (negative), un-truth is affirmation (positive).

But has not untruth always counted as the negative, not only in the
sense of what is denied, but of what should be denied, of the invalid and
unworthy, of what should be avoided in the interest of truth, of what must
be overcome and opposed? Certainly! But from where is the intrusiveness
and stubbornness of un-truth supposed to come, if untruth is merely
something negative, if it does not possess its own positive power? Is there
in the end more to un-truth than the mere 'not-being-present' of truth? Is
this 'more' perhaps just what is most essential to it? Must we not therefore
attempt to bring out this positivity of un-truth, i.e. attempt to conceive of
un-truth otherwise than as mere negation of truth? Thus the doubts, which
once again threatened to keep us from the indicated short steep stretch of
road, disappear, and for two reasons:

1. We have seen that truth qua unhiddenness is already a negation
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and should not, as the positive, be set over against un-truth as the
negative.

2. Even if un-truth qua falsity is something negative, its essence cannot
consist in mere negation, but must exercise its own power.

We remain, therefore, on the path we have chosen, and we inquire into
untruth. We do not rely on having defined truth, and we do not believe
that the essence of untruth can be conjured up by mere negation (i.e.
without inquiring into it at all).

Although disposing of the indicated methodological reservation has not
advanced our substantive understanding of the essence of truth and un-
truth, it has brought out an important point: truth and untruth (unhid-
denness and hiddenness) are not simply opposites, i.e. opposing denials
such that by adding the 'not' and the 'no' the other is already grasped.
Instead, the 'not' and the character of the 'no' clearly belong to the
essence of both, i.e. to truth as un-hiddenness, but also, in another way, to
ww-truth qua falsity, as something invalid (something that stands against
truth). In the end it is precisely this 'not' which lends to truth, and in a
different sense also to untruth, their characteristic power and powerte-
ness, but which also makes it so difficult to grasp the essence of both and
the essence of their connection, so that already in the asking and at the
outset we mostly go astray. Briefly put: un-hiddenness and hiddenness
are bound up with what is null and invalid, not on the basis of a formal
external differentiation of the two, but in themselves. In the question of the
essence of truth the question of the 'not' and negation must play a special
role.

We shall recapitulate Plato's path toward clarifying the essence of
untruth by simply travelling along it. As with the interpretation of the cave
allegory, we begin with certain preparatory considerations. In the former
case we inquired first into the word for truth, &Xf|6eia, and its meaning.
Likewise, we now inquire into the linguistic expression used by Plato and
the Greeks to name the opposite of <kXf|6eia (truth). The Greek word for
un-truth in this sense, which subsequently attains the status of a technical
term, is TO yeOSoc;. We can gain some clarity about this term by comparing
it with the word for truth.

At a purely linguistic level, we notice two things about this counter-
word:

1. that this word has a quite different stem,
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2. that this word has a different form, i.e. no alpha privatum (the un- in
un-truth), therefore it does not have a negative character at all.

With us, on the other hand:

1. 'truth' and 'untruth' have the same stem (it is different, however, with
'true' and 'false'!),

2. un-truth is already in its linguistic construction the negation of truth.

Therefore, remembering our previous considerations, we shall conclude
that the meaning of \|/ei)8o<; arose from a quite different fundamental
experience to dXf|0eia; in any case not the experience of hiddenness, of
concealing (covering up) and uncovering, for otherwise something of this
latter experience would have come to linguistic expression (A,a0-). yeuSoc;
as word-form comes from a different stem, as distant as can be from Xf|0r|
(MOo), and does not, like un-truth, have a negative character. If we trans-
late v|/eu8o<; (correspondingly the adjective \j/eu8fi(;, vj/euSec;) simply with
untruth, falsity, incorrectness, the genuine meaning of the Greek word
must escape us.

Therefore, we shall further conclude, it cannot be finally settled
whether we are justified in referring the essence of untruth to the funda-
mental experience of hiddenness, or whether, on the contrary, the mean-
ing of d>*f|0eia is determined by the meaning of \|/eu8o<; rather than by the
fundamental experience of dXf|0eia (especially if we remember that truth
arises precisely in the struggle against untruth, vj/eoSoc;). Perhaps the word
dA,f|0eia is indeed an accidental formation and its meaning must be
understood from v|/eu8o<;. We have evidence that this may be so from the
Greek of Plato himself, namely from his characterization of the true as the
not-untrue, d-i|/ei)8e<;.

Truth as what opposes untruth is then grasped as not-xj/eOSoc; ('d-
\j/eu8o(;'): cf. d\|/ei)8eco, to say the truth; d\j/ei)8f|(;, true; and, as the genuine
counter-concept to \|/ei)8o(;, d-Tpeice<;6 (= not turned around, not distorted,
not deformed) in Pindar. Cf. Democritus Fragment 9: finely Se TO>I jiev
£OVTI oi)8ev dipeicec; auviejiev neiaTUTrcov 5e mid ie aeo|aaiO(; 8ia0fiKT|v
Kai TOW £7ieiaiovTG)v Kai TCOV dvnairipi^ovKov7 (cf. the other fragments,
further Herodotus: dipeKsux). Here, therefore, the peculiar state of affairs
arises whereby the meaning and essential conception of truth is guided by
\j/ei)8o<; and its meaning.

Yet what do xi/euSog, the cognate form v|/eu8f|<;, -e<; and the correspond-
ing derivation vj/euSeiv, vj/e6Sea6ai, all mean? It is convenient that in our
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language we use a foreign word to clarify the meaning of vj/euSoq:
'pseudonym', from \|/ei)8e<; (false, untrue) and ovojia (name), an untrue
name, a false naming. But does 'pseudonym' actually mean this? Clearly
not. A false naming would occur if I answered the question 'what is that
thing called?' (it is chalk) by saying 'a sponge'. That would be an incorrect
designation. On the other hand, when e.g. Kierkegaard publishes one of
his works under the name 'Johannes Climacus', this naming is not simply
a false name (in the sense of not corresponding to the real author);
instead, Kierkegaard publishes his own work, as we say, 'under' a differ-
ent name. Under, i.e. under the protection of this name. It is not that the
name fails to correspond, that it is incorrect, but that it hides the real
author, that it covers up and conceals, which is decisive for the pseudo-
nym (the cover name). A pseudonym, therefore, is not a false name (qua
incorrect) but a concealing name. (The name itself is even very 'correct',
but in a hidden sense.) On the title-page of the book the reader is faced
with a name behind which a different, indeed a well-known, author is
hiding. In this facing-towards of the name lies the attempt at distorting the
actual state of affairs, in such a way that this state of affairs does not come
into view, yet appears to do so - for the book, as is customary, has a title
and an author. In this distortion the real state of affairs is turned around
such that it indeed presents itself, but in so doing precisely hides itself. The
fundamental meaning of ye08o<; is to thus twist a thing, a relation, a saying
or a showing: in short, distortion. We can easily see that hiding and con-
cealing thereby play a role and belong essentially to the meaning. But it is
not hiding in the sense of simply removing something and making it
inaccessible. Instead, it is hiding precisely through showing and letting be
seen. The real state of affairs shows itself from one side, so that one side is
turned towards us, but the view of it is skewed and the object somehow
appears twisted. Yet this twisting or distortion remains hidden as such, for
the object is indeed turned towards us (a book with title and name of
author).

We hold fast to this: TO \|/ei)6o<; is distortion, or again that which is dis-
torted, thus the mendacious. It is clear that some kind of concealment
belongs to v|/eu6o<;, but we already notice that concealment and conceal-
ment is not necessarily the same. Here we come across modifications of
hiddenness that are interrelated and refer to quite central phenomena.
Only one meaning of \|/ei)8oc; is mentioned here (having consideration for
what we shall later encounter in the Theaetetus: the nr| ov). Distorting (TO
v|/eo6o<;) means twisting the facts in such a way that they face us only from
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one side, thereby disguising and covering up something else behind them. It
may even be that what is concealed is not something else hidden behind
the side that faces us, but just the fact that there is nothing behind it. Then
the impression arises of something behind it, so that it looks like something
without actually being what it shows itself as. yeoSoc; is therefore decep-
tion, a pretence to something where there is nothing, and so is in itself idle
and worthless. From this we can understand the verb \|/e68£iv: to turn
idle, to make worthless, to make into a non-entity, into something bogus,
into something behind which there is nothing, thus into something which
itself is not. At the same time we can understand the meaning of
\j/e68ea6ai: to act deceptively, especially in speaking, saying and declar-
ing, to speak in such a way that what is meant gets covered up and con-
cealed. Already in Plato, and then in a terminologically fixed manner in
Aristotle, \j/ei)8ea9ai functions as the counter-concept to dXrjOeueiv (to
bring something unhidden clearly before oneself and to have it before
one). Characteristically, Aristotle refers the two moments of hiding and
letting-be-unhidden to the Xoyog, understood as prepositional determin-
ation. Aristotle was the first to speak in this way.

We saw previously that the primordial meaning of each word is differ-
ent. A crucial question for understanding the problem of truth is whether
the fundamental meaning of 6Xf|9£ia is strong and vital enough to change
Vj/8u8ea6ai in its sense (this possibility exists), or whether, on the contrary,
the fundamental meaning of \|/eu8ea0cu and i|/e68o<; gains the upper hand
over &Xt|0e6eiv (cf. &\|/£i)8eiv, saying the truth) and thus determines the
essence of truth.

It will emerge that vj/euSeaOai comes to have control,8 and indeed:

1. because seen from ^oyog (why?);
2. because in this way it itself becomes 'in-correctness';
3. because dA/rjOec; for its part becomes dv|/eu8e<;, not-incorrectness, i.e.

correctness;
4. this predominance over &Xf|0eia is made easier,

a. because dXf|0eux is not grasped with sufficient primordiality,
b. because dA,f|6eia is made equivalent to Ttapouoia, the opposite of

Xf|er|,9

c. because the koyoc, comes to predominate, truth is thereby levelled
out to seeing, showing itself, appearing (8oKew, 86^a).

We begin by reaffirming that yeuSog (distortion) arises as the counter-
concept to &Xf|6eia, that dXr|6e6eiv as deconcealing is oriented to
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\l/eu5£a0ai and comes to mean the same as d-yei)8eiv, thus modifying
itself to become the counter-concept to distortion (not-distorting). By this
remarkable juxtaposition dXrjOeueiv loses its fundamental meaning and is
uprooted from the fundamental experience of unhiddenness. Thus
dXf|0£ia comes to oppose the kind of concealing which is a hiding and
disguising, i.e. which is not hiddenness and concealment simply as such,
but specifically distortion (while distortion may itself contain the moment
of hiddenness, the latter does not come forth). This covering up (distor-
tion) is thus first in a defensive stance with respect to uncovering (making
unhidden); in this way 'uncovering' obtains the meaning of not distort-
ing, not concealing, hitting the mark, which is something different to the
previous meaning of simply wrenching what is hidden from out of hid-
denness. However, the defensive meaning of 'conceal' can immediately
change over into offence; i.e. not hidden from . . . , but, actively, to erect a
facade, thus to mis-lead and lead into error.

The situation, therefore, is that the terms of the opposition truth/
untruth are linguistically quite independent from each other: dXfjGeia -
\l/eu5o<;. The apparently irrelevant fact that the word for untruth has a
different stem to the word for truth acquires great significance for the
history of the concept of truth. We cannot help asking whether the Greeks
did not also have a counter-concept to dA,f|0£ia. If in Greek the counter-
concept to &-A,f|0eia were linguistically grasped in a way that corresponds to
our practice (simply as unhiddenness), then the counter-word would
have to be formed from the same stem, such that the un-, the alpha
privatum, would simply fall away: 'Xf|0£ia'. Is there anything of the sort in
Greek? Indeed! They had Xf|0r|, Xd0co, Xf|0onai; X,av0dvco, Xav0dvo|xai. All
these words revolve around the fundamental meaning of being hidden
and remaining hidden, but with a curious crucial modification and weak-
ening, which, in order to fully grasp the real meaning of d^f|0eia, we must
keep clearly before us: for the most part, Xf|0T| is understood as forgetting.

From our many-sided clarification of &Xf)0eia we have already dis-
covered something which must be repeatedly emphasized vis-a-vis later
conceptions of truth, especially the contemporary conception: &Xf|0eia
does not pertain primarily to the knowing comportment, i.e. to declaring
and judging, but to things [Sachen], to beings [Seienden]. It is the same with
Xf|0r|: this does not refer to forgetting as some kind of subjective condition
or experience, but means the hiddenness of beings. What is essential for
the proper conception of Xf|0T| is insight into the fundamental meaning of
dX,f|0eia: unhiddenness applies to the beings themselves. Thus also Xf|0T|
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is the slipping away and withdrawal of beings as an objective occurrence.
This withdrawal is precisely the reason that knowers can no longer direct
themselves to beings, oyvoia is the consequence of A,f|9r|, not vice-versa.

To clarify the meaning of the word XfjOri (from which originates 'Lethe',
still used to refer to the river of forgetting) I choose a well-known passage
from the historical work of Thucydides (II, 49 finis). In Chapter 47 Thucy-
dides begins his account of the second year of the Peloponnesian War, in
which the Lacedaemonians' second invasion of Attica succeeded and
when the plague first broke out in Athens. Chapter 49 gives a detailed
description of the course and consequences of this disease, and says
towards the end: 'After surviving the disease many lost their limbs; some
lost their eyes', TOIX; 5e iced Xf|9r| £Xan(3ave TiapauiiKa dvaaidviCK; TOW
Tcdviwv 6|ioico<; Kai f|yv6r|aav a(pa<; is aircoix; K<xi TOIX; £7uir|8eioi)(;.
'Others were overcome, right after an initial recovery, by the remaining -
hidden [Verborgenbleiben] of all beings, so that they did not know either
themselves or their friends.' A,f|9r| TOW THXVTCOV 6^oicoc;: 'the remaining -
hidden of all beings befell them'.

Af|6r|, in the genuine Greek sense, is not a 'lived experience' (the
Greeks, thank God, knew no such thing), but is a fateful occurrence that
overtakes human beings, an occurrence, however, that pertains to all
beings: they fall into hiddenness, they withdraw, they are simply absent.

We know, however, or to put it more carefully, we should now reflect in
a more penetrating way upon this fact, that the Greeks understood the
being of beings as presence. The most serious and therefore most danger-
ous thing that can happen to beings is their becoming absent: the emer-
gence of absence, the being-gone, the gone-ness of beings. A Xfj9r| of
beings occurs: hiddenness, not in the sense of a preserving hiding away,
but simply as being-gone. What occurs is a removal, a becoming-absent of
beings from man. It is as if man is dragged into this happening. This gone-
ness of beings is the ground and condition of the possibility that these
people now no longer know anything even of themselves as being [als
seienden] or of their closest friends. This dyvova, this no longer knowing,
i.e. no longer being able to direct oneself towards, is the consequence of
A,f|9r|, exactly corresponding to the way 6p96ir|<; (directing oneself to
beings) presupposes the dXf|9eia of beings (unhiddenness). It is typical of
the Greek language to say Xf|9r| (being hidden in the sense of being-gone)
of the beings to which man should be able to comport himself. The Greeks
say that beings are gone, so that one knows nothing more of them.
We say, by contrast, that someone who no longer knows anything is
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'somewhere else', 'not all there'. It is therefore quite wrong to translate
XfiOri as forgetting in the ordinary sense of a subjective psychological
event. (I still leave open the question of whether one can at all compre-
hend forgetting by conceiving it as a psychological event or occurrence in
consciousness.) What is important for us is that A,f|6r| means an objective
occurrence which affects man in his existence, which comes over him and
seizes him, i.e. which intervenes in the manifestness of beings. This object-
ively occurring gone-ness of beings is the condition of the possibility of
someone no longer knowing anything, of someone being 'completely
gone'. £Xdiipave is frequent in Greek; A,anpdvei cpofkx;, aXyog, imvo<;, fear
seizes him, sleep seizes him, and so forth, all as objective (if we may use
this misleading expression here) 'powers'.

The Greek A,f|9Ti (and XavOdvo^ai) only gets the meaning of forgetting
via the indirect manner of a specific derivation, whereby, however, the
objective sense is still present. What is decisive for this derivation is pre-
cisely its origin in the fundamental meaning of remaining-hidden.
taxvOdvco means that I am or remain hidden, to myself or to others. This
fundamental meaning of the word leads to a linguistic usage quite charac-
teristic of Greek, namely combination with a participle as we know this
from Homer (Odyssey VIII, 93, a verse which we still remember from
school): ev63 aXXoix; |iev THXVTOU; £Xdv9ave 6dKpua Xeifkov. 'He remained
hidden to all the others as someone shedding tears'; we say, by contrast,
that he shed tears without anyone else noticing it. For the Greeks, remain-
ing-hidden stands in the foreground (it is expressed in the verbum flnitum),
always as an existing state of affairs, as the character of the beings (also of
a particular human being). But we turn the state of affairs around into
something subjective, and express it by saying that the others did not
notice his weeping.

In this way the wisdom of language provides us with an important
testimony to the fact that the remaining-hidden and being-unhidden of
things and human beings (to themselves as to others) was experienced by
the Greeks as an occurrence of the beings themselves, and also belonged
to the fundamental experiences which determined the existence of
ancient man. XavGdvco TJKCOV: I remain hidden as someone who comes; we
say: I come without anyone noticing. Thus the meaning of XavBdvonai as
letting something be hidden to me, i.e. I let it withdraw, slide away from
me and be gone, I allow forgetting (being-gone) to come over something,
/ do not turn towards it, 7 let it rest, / forget it. Only by way of this
modification do XavOdvojiai and Xf|0ti come to have the meaning of for-
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getting in the sense of a subjective state of affairs (but precisely in the
meaning of being-gone).

We said that ^f|0r| has the fundamental meaning of hiddenness, but
with a notable modification. We now see the character of this modifica-
tion: it is a weakening. What comes forth from the essence of hiddenness
is not the veiledness, nor even the mysterious preservation and safe-
keeping, but much more the removal, the simple putting-away, with-
drawing, getting-out-of-view. Hiddenness, Xrj6r|, has withered away to a
simple not-being-present, being-gone, absence. In this way we see not
only the character of the modification of A,f|6r|, but also its implications.
For precisely this same withering away also comes to expression in the
counter-concept, dA,f|6eux. As the counter-phenomenon to being-gone,
d^f|0£ia has the meaning of not-being-gone, i.e. being present. The true is
what is not-gone, i.e. what is present. But what is present is, for the Greeks,
beings. Thus beings as the actual are the true as the not-gone. In this way
we can comprehend why, for the Greeks, dXf]0eia can mean both pres-
ence and being (assuming that we bear in mind that the Greeks under-
stand being as presence). It is not at all self-evident that actuality and
truth should be equated, but this springs from the quite specific meaning
of being and truth in Greek. For the Greek meanings of truth and being
meet up in the moment of the not-gone as the not-hidden, and in the not-
gone as the present. Not-gone, therefore not hidden, therefore true; not-
gone, therefore present, therefore existing. It is for this reason that the
Greeks mean the same thing by OVTOK; 6v and dXr|0d)c; 6v. (We also say:
'really and truly is', but without giving it a thought.)

This relation, or even identity, between being and truth, is not at all
self-evident in itself, but is made necessary by the ancient concepts of
being and truth. The essential thing is that each reinforces the other in the
progressive withering away of, and the progressive uprooting from, their
fundamental experience. The meaning of being as presence is the reason
that dXf|9eia (unhiddenness) withers away to mere being-present (not-
gone). But this means that the ancient understanding of being, at its very
origin, prevents the incipient fundamental experience of the hiddenness of
beings from unfolding into its ownmost depth. The Greek understanding
of being (being = presence) brings it about that d>.f|6eta immediately for-
feits the power of its fundamental meaning. The weakening to mere not-
goneness, presence, is completed. However, this weakening of the mean-
ing of the fundamental experience of 'hiddenness/unhiddenness' helps
the meaning of \|/eu5o(;, which has a quite different origin, to gain the
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upper hand over dXf|6eia, such that the meaning of hiddenness contained
therein is again suppressed. dXfiGeux, truth, is understood from \|/e68ea9cu
as the wwdistorted, as correct orientation, as correctness. On the other
hand, the weakened meaning of &Xf|0eia now rebounds on the concept of
being. Truth is understood as being-correct in the sense of correct assertion
(correctness or validity); thus being is also understood as the being of
assertion (6v = 6v Xeyojaevov): what is correctly asserted, and only this, is.
Being is thus oriented to the assertion. A tangible testimony to this is the
fact that, ever since Aristotle, the characteristics of being have been called
'categories': determinations that belong to the proposition. In this way the
concept of being loses its primordial innermost meaning, i.e. presence;
this temporal moment is completely shaken off.

What I have briefly sketched here results in the two fundamental
experiences of etvai and &A,f|6eia, a particular kind of time on the one
hand, and hiddenness/unhiddenness on the other hand, these most
stirring fundamental experiences of ancient existence, shrivelling up,
disintegrating, and leaving behind a faded everyday self-evidence. The
philosophy that follows, rootless as it is, makes it a first principle that
the concept of being is the clearest and simplest of all concepts, without
need of, and inaccessible to, any interrogation. To be sure, the whole
world has recently been gossiping about the problem of being, and one
acts as if the question of being is lying out there on the street. We can
leave all this to its own poverty and blindness.

§ 19. Summary: Unhiddenness and Being;
the Question Concerning the Essence of Untruth

The question concerning the essence of truth first defined itself as the
question concerning the essence of unhiddenness. What belongs to this
was brought out by an interpretation of the cave allegory. A basic charac-
teristic of unhiddenness consists in its being something which occurs with
beings themselves. Nevertheless, this occurrence belongs in a particular
way to the history of man as an existing being. Unhiddenness does not
persist somewhere by and in itself, or as a property of things. Being occurs
as the history of man, as the history of a people. We called this occurrence
of the unhiddenness of beings 'deconcealment'.

Deconcealing is in itself a confrontation with and struggle against
concealing. Hiddenness is always and necessarily present at the occur-
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rence of unhiddenness, it asserts itself unavoidably in the unhiddenness
and helps the latter to itself. To really ask after the essence of unhidden-
ness therefore means being serious about the question of the essence of
hiddenness. But in relationship to truth this is not-unhiddenness, not-
truth, i.e. un-truth in the broad sense. The question of the essence of truth
therefore changes into the question of untruth.

Untruth in the broad sense now emerges as thoroughly ambiguous. The
not-unhidden, the not-true, is on the one hand the concealed in the sense
of the not-deconcealed, and on the other hand it is the hidden as the no-
longer deconcealed. Both the not-yet and no-longer deconcealed are in
turn ambiguous: either the still never deconcealed, still never made
manifest, although deconcealable [Entbergbare]; or on the other hand the
hidden as the no longer deconcealed, which was, however, previously
manifest, and which can again completely sink back into hiddenness. Or
again, something concealed but which is still in a certain way deconcealed
and shows itself, i.e. the distorted. This will suffice as a schematic formal
indication of the various modes of un-truth.

Of these various modifications of untruth it is only the last mentioned
that is typically recognized: untruth in the sense of distortion, as we ordin-
arily use this word. That and how this mode of untruth alone came into
view, and to a certain extent was made into a problem, is no trivial matter,
but is the ground of an innermost distress [Not] which the existence of
man has had to bear ever since. This is what essentially determines the
course and direction of the history of the Western spirit and its peoples.10

The question of untruth in the quite specific meaning of falsity was first
developed, and for subsequent times substantially decided, by Plato, in his
dialogue the Theaetetus.

The explanation of the words vj/euSog and ^f)6r| has again led us, from
the opposite side as it were, to a connection we encountered in the first
lecture, the connection between unhiddenness (truth) and beings (being).
We can foresee that the question of the essence of untruth is very intim-
ately tied up with the question of being, indeed of un-being [Un-Sein].

To once more summarize, in five points, our view of the question concern-
ing the essence of truth:

1. The question of the essence of truth in the sense of the unhiddenness
of beings is a question concerning the history of man's essence as an
existing being.
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2. The existence of man is grounded in the fact that, as understanding
being and as himself a being, he stands in the midst of beings.

3. The question of the essence of truth as the question of the history of
man's essence is itself a question concerning being as such, whose
comprehension makes existence possible.

4. The question of the essence of truth as un-hiddenness is itself the

question concerning hiddenness, therefore concerning untruth in the
broadest sense.

5. This modified question of the essence of un-truth brings a more prim-
ordial direction to the question concerning the history of man's
essence.

We shall now attempt to set this new question of the essence of truth,
i.e. as the question concerning the essence of untruth, into motion.

Notes

1 See above pp. 83 f.
2 In parentheses, probably not delivered [Ed.]: Only by us awakening such an

occurrence - without imagining that we can reverse history overnight; with-
out the childish idea that the proof of success or failure of this task (which is
not of today) is perhaps the removal of unemployment and the like. At bot-
tom, whoever thinks in this way imagines that the essence and spirit of man is
something one gets at the pharmacist.

3 See above p. 9.
4 See above pp. 82 ff.
5 Platans Theaitetos oder Vom Wissen, translated by Friedrich Schleiermacher,

edited by Dr Curt Woyte, Leipzig: Philipp Reclam 1916 (unchanged edition
1922). Cf. today: Platon Samtliche Werke, from the translation of Friedrich
Schleiermacher, edited by Walter F. Otto et al., 6 vols, Reinbeck: Rowohlt
1957-1959; Vol. 4 (1958), pp. 103-81.

6 Switching of stems tpeic and iperc.
7 Democritus Fr. 9, in Kirk, Raven and Schofield, op. cit., pp. 411-12, where

the translation is given as: 'We in actuality grasp nothing for certain, but what
shifts in accordance with the condition of the body and of the things which
enter it and press upon it'. [Trans.]

8 See below pp. 193ff.
9 See Theaetetus 144 b 3: o i . . . Xfi0r|<; ye^ovie^.

10 See Supplements.
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1

Preliminary Considerations

We set the whole following endeavour under a principle enunciated by
Plato in the course of the dialogue (187 e 2): Kpeiiiov yap nov a^iKpov e6
il TcoXi) iif| iKavci)<; rcepavai. 'More is accomplished by a proper treatment of
little than by an inadequate treatment of much/

§ 20. The Question Concerning the Essence of £7iicm|UT|:

Man's Attack on the Self-evidences of His Self-understanding

The necessary method of interpretation leads us to the centre of our ques-
tion. We do not therefore go schematically through the dialogue1 from
beginning to end; we completely abandon the attitude of the mere reader.
In somewhat impertinent fashion we cut into, as co-questioning auditors,
the already progressing conversation, without knowing the beginning or
end, yet at a point where we immediately feel something of the whole.2

We encounter Socrates, the mathematician Theodorus, and the young
Theaetetus, all in conversation, at just the moment when Socrates says to
Theaetetus(184b4ff.):3

'En Toivuv, (b OeaiTrite, ioa6v8e rcepi TOW elprmevcov £7tiaice\|/ai. aiaOrjaiv yap
8f] £7uaTf)far|v drceKpiva)- f| yap;

Nat.

'With regard to what we have been talking about, Theaetetus, consider this
further point. You answered that perception is knowledge, did you not?'

'Yes/
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Socrates at this point refers back to what was previously discussed. During
this earlier discussion Theaetetus claimed that the essence of knowledge
consists in perception. From this we conclude that the leading question of
the conversation is: ii £cmv £niG-zr\\ir}; what is 'knowledge'? Socrates put
this question forward quite clearly at the beginning of the dialogue (146
c 3), challenging Theaetetus as follows:

'So tell me frankly: what does that seem to you to be, "knowledge"?'

In the course of the conversation (151 e) Theaetetus arrives at his
answer: the essence of knowledge is ataOrjaic;, 'perception' [Wahrneh-
mung], as we shall provisionally translate it. The correctness or otherwise
of Theaetetus' answer is then considered. At the moment we begin to
listen in, this question takes a new and positive turn.

As auditors - genuine auditors, i.e. co-questioners - we allow ourselves
to be drawn into the question 'what is knowledge?' A peculiar and at
bottom eccentric question. What 'knowledge' is might be of interest to
scholars, but even scholars will not direct their primary interest to such a
question, nor will they take it very seriously. On the contrary, they will
apply themselves to particular knowledge in particular domains, in order to
gain an overall view and command of these domains. But what know-
ledge is as such is a quite empty question. Now the philosophers (especially
those representing contemporary philosophy) will admit that it does
appear this way, but will nonetheless insist that precisely this is the
authentically philosophical question! For what is the difference between
this science of philosophy and the other sciences? The sciences have div-
ided up all beings among themselves. They have divided up the individual
domains of the knowable for the purpose of their research. No specific
domain is left over for philosophy. Yet one thing does remain for it to do:
to inquire into knowledge as such, into the possibility of knowledge in
general, and this means, for them, to inquire into the possibility of science
as such. What knowledge is as such is the province of theory of science,
whose most general task is sought in theory of knowledge. Accordingly, the
question posed by Plato in the Theaetetus must be the fundamental ques-
tion of the theory of knowledge, and so it comes about, particularly in the
modern period, that the Theaetetus is commonly characterized as Plato's
main epistemological dialogue. One sings the praises of Plato and the
Greeks because they were already sufficiently advanced as to pose
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epistemological questions, because in fundamental respects they had
already reached a stage that was not subsequently attained until the nine-
teenth century. Yet although this is the common and generally accepted
conception of the Theaetetus' leading question, it remains erroneous,
groundless, superficial and unphilosophical.

The question 'what is knowledge?' gets conceived as the question 'what
is science?' because knowledge in the proper sense is equated with scien-
tific knowledge. This is a false interpretation of the leading question and
thus of the whole dialogue. We shall confirm this in the course of our
interpretation, but it is not the aim of our exposition to show it.

Doubts have been expressed - happily so - about whether we are still
moving along the path of our leading question. We are inquiring into the
essence of truthl It would indeed be a serious matter if we had become
diverted from our path. On the other hand, possession of factual know-
ledge is of no great consequence. Whether you 'know' this or that (e.g.
where Megara is, when Schleiermacher was born, who Friedrich Schlegel
was) does not count for much. What is essential is that you are ready and
willing to pose questions.

Not only is the question posed by Plato not an epistemological question,
it is not a question concerned exclusively with theoretical knowledge or
with the kind of knowledge that is the business of the learned. The ques-
tion ii £cmv iniGTf\nr\ asks after the essence of that with which we are
acquainted under the word £niatr\\iT\.4 Confronted by this question, we
raise the preliminary problem of what ^Tuoifmri meant for the Greeks prior
to this Platonic question. Only by first answering this preliminary question
can we determine what is being interrogated in this dialogue.5

Ti £cmv £7ucrcf||ir|: if Plato asks in this way, then he already understands
what £7iiaTf|nr| means, in so far as ^Tciaifmtj says something for every
Greek. What £7cicrcf)nr| so self-evidently says is not discussed in the dia-
logue but is presupposed. However, we ourselves must first become clear
about the ordinary meaning of ^Tuiaifniri prior to all philosophical discus-
sion, thus as the point of departure for the philosophical dialogue.

'ETciciajiai means: I direct myself to something, come closer to it,
occupy myself with it, in a way that is fitting and measures up to it. This
placing of myself toward something is at the same time a coming to stand,
a standing over the thing and in this way to under-stand it (= aocpia); e.g.
understanding the production of something in craftwork, the production of
shoes for example, understanding the care and preservation of something
in agriculture or animal husbandry, understanding the management and
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implementation of something, e.g. the practice of war, the art of war.
^Tuaifmri originally means all this: the commanding knowing-one's-way-
around [beherrschende Sich-auskennen] in something, familiarity in dealing
with something.

We draw out two points from this basic meaning of ^iaxf||ir|:
1. This commanding knowing-one's-way-around in something extends

across all possible human activities and all possible domains, in accord-
ance with their respective modes of dealing.

2. On the negative side it emerges that ^TiioiaaGai and iniaii\\ir\ do not
originally have the meaning of scientific-theoretical instruction. To be
sure, scientific knowledge is also called £7uaTf)nr| (e.g. yea>neipia in Thea-
etetus 146 c/d). It is nevertheless clear that what we call 'science', i.e. the
methods and institutions and results of theoretical research, is just one
kind of knowing-one's-way-around in something.

The leading question of the dialogue, xi £cmv ^7ciaif||ir|, is therefore
completely misinterpreted, and evacuated of its primordiality and signifi-
cance, if one renders it as 'what is the essence of theoretical-scientific
knowledge?', or even as 'how is science as such possible?' This is a ques-
tion of the old Marburg school, but it is not Plato's question. Plato inquires
into this multifaceted knowing-one's-way-around as it pertains to the
whole range of human comportments, whether in shoemaking, warfare,
geometry, or anything else. Plato asks about what this actually is.

If one wants to translate the Greek £7uaif|nr| by the German 'Wissen'
[knowledge], then one must also take this German word in its corres-
ponding primordial meaning and hold fast to this. As a matter of fact our
language recognizes a meaning of 'know' which corresponds precisely to
the original meaning of ^TciaifmTj: we say that someone knows [weifi]
how to behave, knows how to succeed, knows how to make himself liked.
It is this 'he knows, he understands how' that we must assume if we wish
to use the word 'knowledge' in the sense of the Greek £7u<Tcf|nr|. Plato is
inquiring into what this kind of knowledge is, and not into science as such.
Only if we make it clear to ourselves that it is this kind of knowledge
which is interrogated, the kind of knowledge which prevails prior to and
alongside all science, can we understand why a question is at all possible and
necessary: precisely because £7UCTTf|nr| in its many modifications prevails
over the whole Dasein of man, yet, as is already indicated by the use of the
same word for such disparate things as shoemaking and geometry, all this
knowing somehow appears to be the same. Only when we understand the
question in the full scope of its origin can we comprehend why, later on,
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the answers moved in a quite specific direction, with the result that the
concept of £7ucrcf|nr| was narrowed down, so that in Aristotle it becomes, in
part, synonymous with what we call science.

While we thus have a clearer view of what is put in question, we still do
not comprehend this question sufficiently well to be able to really partici-
pate in the questioning. What is still lacking is a clear specification of how
^laifinrj is interrogated. To be sure, this appears to be obvious from the
very form of the question: 11 £anv, what is this and this? A question of this
kind does not initially present any difficulties. What is more simple, more
transparent, more commonplace, than this (as we call it) question of
what? For example, we ask about what this thing here is, and we answer:
a book, i.e. we give the name of the thing. But with this latter what-
question we did not actually want to discover the name of the thing, what
the thing is called; rather, we wanted to know what it is. Still, giving the
name, e.g. 'book', is an initially satisfactory answer, because this is a so-
called type-name, i.e. its meaning indicates what things like this are in
general. But we can immediately pose the same question: we can ask what
'book' is. Then we are asking about what is necessary for something to be
a book as such, irrespective of its content, size, format, paper, print, bind-
ing, decoration. Good, so the first answer was /Yse//placed in question. But
where is it stated what a 'book as such' is? What are we looking to when
we ask in this way? From where are we supposed to obtain this informa-
tion? Now this appears to be easy: we take particular books and compare
them! Particular books? But how do we know that they are books, if we
are indeed asking what a book is? In this way, with the apparently harm-
less and simple question 'what is that?', we immediately fall into great
confusion. When we place something under the what-question, we must
already know the 'what' in order to identify examples, yet it is the 'what'
that we are initially asking about.

But this is not the only difficulty. In the case of what-questions concern-
ing present things it may be relatively easy to assemble examples. But
what is the situation in the case of the question 'what is knowledge
(^Tuairmri)?' Knowledge does not exist in the same way as books and
stones. How, given the various modes of knowledge, are we to decide in
general and in advance whether a particular instance of knowledge is
genuine? Is anything of the sort present like a thing? Or does such a thing
exist only if one knows beforehand what belongs to it? Are we not asking
precisely about what must always and primarily pertain to knowledge for
it to be 'genuine'? If we ask in this way, the what-question takes on a quite
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specific meaning. We do not want to discover various peculiarities of
gnicrcfiiiii, properties of a knowing which happens to occur somewhere or
other, but we are interested in what is at stake in knowing-one's-way-
around in something. We are inquiring into what is decisive for it. Our
questioning attempts to take a measure: it asks after the measure and law
of the possibility of knowing-one's-way-around. Questioning is prepar-
ation for, and enabling of, a law-giving. The question 'what actually is that
- knowledge?' means: what actually is at stake therein, i.e. how does it
come about that, in knowing, man stands under a claim?

If we fully reflect upon the fact that what is in question is a human
activity, and indeed not a trivial one but a fundamental activity of man
that rules over and makes possible his whole Dasein, then the leading
question of the Theaetetus, 'what is knowledge?', turns into the question of
how man is to understand himself in his fundamental activity of know-
ing-his-way-around in things, of the conditions which must pertain if he
is to be a knower. In this question 'what is ^laifmri?' man asks after
himself. He places himself in question. Such questioning brings man him-
self before new possibilities. The apparently innocuous what-question is
revealed as an attack by man on his own self, on his proximal persistence
in the usual and common, on his forgetting of first principles. It is an
attack by man on what he proximally believes himself to know, and at the
same time it is a determining intervention in what he himself can be, in
what he wants to be or wants not to be.6

§ 21. Fundamental Content of the Greek Concept of Knowledge:
Fusion of Know-how and Seeing Having-Present of That Which Is Present

We are not concerned with making unambiguous a hitherto perhaps
ambiguous word (£niGii\\ir\) such that we arrive at a definition. The 'con-
cept' that is sought for this, as for every philosophical word, is not a type-
concept for present things, but an attacking intervention in the essential
possibility of human existence. With this question, set in train by Plato,
man acquires and secures a new stance and self-transparency, which then
continues over centuries. How man subsequently takes himself as a
knower: this means what subsequently counts for him as knowable or not
knowable. This is not self-evident, nor is it simply given to man like a nose
or ears, nor does it come to man in his sleep, nor is it the same at all times.
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Reflection upon what this question places in question and upon how this
questioning proceeds, immediately shows us that in a primordial sense it
is a question concerning man. But along the path of this question there
also moves, and already has moved, the question concerning the essence
of truth. If participating in the leading question of the Theaetetus is sup-
posed to bring us to the question concerning untruth, we can suspect that
also with this question, and perhaps really only with this question, will we
be driven along the same path of the history of man's essence.

That we treat the Theaetetus (the question of knowledge) as foun-
dational for the question of truth seems justified: truth is a 'property' of
'knowledge' (so it appears). But we still do not see how by following the
question 'what is £7U(ycf|(ir|?' we are supposed to arrive at the question of
untruth. We do not even see how the question of knowledge connects
with the question of truth, especially if we reflect that although we indeed
encounter truth (dXf|0eia) in connection with knowledge, in the cave alle-
gory knowledge is precisely not conceived as £7uoTr||ir| (knowing-one's-
way-around-in-something, having a command of something) but rather
as seeing (6pav, i5etv). Knowledge as 'seeing' and as 'knowing-one's-way-
around' are, in the first instance, two fundamentally different things. Yet
in the Greek concept of knowledge in the broadest sense they are unified.
The peculiar fusion of these two fundamental meanings of knowing-
one's-way-around and of seeing, constitutes the basic content of the
Greek concept of knowledge. For this reason we must undertake a brief
reflection wherein to some extent we anticipate the following content of
the dialogue. This reflection is necessary if we wish to understand the next
step of the dialogue in the sense of our problem. The inner preparation for
understanding this dialogue (and Plato's other works) involves, together
with the clarification of the what and how of the questioning, the elu-
cidation of how i6eiv and ^TuaiaaGai, seeing and knowing-one's-way-
around, are united in the Greek understanding of the essence of
knowledge in the broadest sense. We give this elucidation only in its main
features and with the intention of thereby once again making visible our
question concerning the essence of truth qua unhiddenness.

It is clear that the fundamentally different comportments of 'seeing' and
'commanding' can together (unitarily) make up the essence of knowledge
only if they agree with each other in some essential way. What is this
unitary principle? We can only grasp it by understanding both I8eiv
and frdaiaaGai in a more primordial fashion. For this purpose we must pay
attention to what is at stake in both.
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First seeing. Why is precisely seeing with our eyes, thus, as we say, a
specific activity of our senses, that comportment in terms of which the
Greeks so to speak sensorily depict knowledge?7 One might think: because
seeing is a kind of apprehending which allows particularly sharp and exact
differences to be discerned, thus making a diverse domain accessible in its
diversity. But this is not the reason. Rather, seeing corresponds most
closely to what ordinarily and pre-conceptually counts as knowledge
because it is somehow an apprehension of beings. However, as must
always be emphasized, the Greeks understand beings as that which is pres-
ent. The way beings are apprehended and determined must accord with
what is to be apprehended. The apprehending and knowing of what is
present as such, of beings in their presence, must be a having-present
[Gegenwartig-haben]. And seeing, holding in view, is in point of fact the
predominant, most conspicuous, most immediate, at the same time the
most impressionable and far-reaching mode of the having-present of
something. Owing to its distinctive character of making-present [Prdsent-
machens]f sensory seeing comes to be the definitive example of knowledge
as the apprehending of beings. The essence of seeing is making-present
and holding-present, keeping something in presence, so that it is manifest,
so that it is there in its unhiddenness.

It is precisely this basic feature of holding-present which enables
^TciaiaaOai and £7iiaTf|nr| to co-determine the essence of knowledge,
albeit in a different and in a certain sense more important direction.
^ticrcaaOai means to know-one's-way-around in something, to under-
stand how something is produced, run, preserved, protected or destroyed;
to understand the being of a being; to understand how things stand with a
being, even if it is not yet, or is no more, or if in particular cases it is not
immediately to hand. Knowing-one's-way-around involves a farther
apprehended and farther reaching readiness for, and disposing over, that
which constitutes the being of a being, what belongs to its presence and
persistence. Thus knowing-one's-way-around in something is a more
extensive and simultaneously more penetrating (because geared to being)
having-present of something. That £7ticrcaa6ai co-determines the essence
of knowledge, that it becomes definitive for the unfolding of the Greek
concept of the essence of knowledge, means that the content of the essence
of knowledge (i.e., according to what was earlier presented, of the actual
occurrence of knowledge itself), its conception as 'seeing' and perceiving,
undergoes an inner enrichment and broader grounding.

Knowledge is the having-present of what is present as such, having
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disposal over it in its presence, even when, indeed precisely when, it is
absent, when it is not at one's disposal. Beings show themselves in their
meaning for such disposal over; they are as such manifest, unhidden. Thus
knowledge (knowing-one's-way-around) becomes disposal over the
unhiddenness of beings, i.e. the having and possessing of truth. Seeing
means having disposal over something in its presence and persistence;
to have disposal over beings as they show themselves and must show
themselves, therefore over how they are manifest and unhidden.
Knowing-one's-way-around is disposal over the unhiddenness of beings.
Knowledge and knowing-one's-way-around is to maintain oneself within
the unhiddenness of comprehended beings, to possess their truth.

This explanation of the essence of ^7iiaif|nr| provides some insight into
the connection between knowing-one's-way-around (£7iiaTf||irj) and
truth (dXf|0eia). Both mean possession of truth in the sense of the
unhiddenness of beings.

From these connections we can now also understand the trajectory
which the dialogue takes at the moment when we as auditors approach
the speakers.

Notes

1 See Supplement 9.
2 See Supplement 10.
3 See Supplement 11.
4 See Supplement 12.
5 See Supplement 13.
6 The aggressive intervention depends on the action of essence in the beings, on

primordiality, on in-tention [Vor-satz]: how the beings are to be beings; and
this again borne along and secured by the place where man first finds himself
and takes hold of himself, anti-cipates himself [sich vor-greift]: in the begin-
ning of Western philosophy (Heraclitus, Parmenides).

7 Cf. Phaedrus 247 c 3 ff.: 6\jn<; as eirceTv of 0ea of ooaia at the wrepoupavioi;
TOTCOC;.
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Beginning of the Discussion of Theaetetus' First
Answer: £nimr\\ir\ Is aicj6T|ai<;.
Critical Demarcation of the Essence of
Perception

§ 22. AfoOiiais as (paviaaia.
The Self-showing in Its Presenting

The leading question of the dialogue is: li £anv £7uaif|nr|; knowledge
now being understood as knowing-one's-way-around in something. The
first answer given is: ^7iiaifmr| is aia6r|CJi<;. We translate: knowledge is
'perception' [Wahrnehmung].This translation is literally (lexically) correct.
It is doubtful, however, whether it expresses the proper content of the
specifically Greek problem contained in this answer.

How then is this thesis (knowledge is perception) arrived at? Let us
consider this question on the basis of what we discovered from our earlier
reflections on &A,f|9eia! If knowledge is in some sense possession of truth,
and if the essence of knowledge consists in perception, then perception
must carry, within itself, something like truth. Moreover, so that the
attempt to answer the question of the essence of knowledge might strike
out in the direction of the indicated answer, in order, therefore, that per-
ception, as happens in the dialogue, can so naturally be brought forward as
the bearer of truth, this must happen somehow at the instigation of per-
ception (aia9r|ai<;) itself. Something must be contained in perception
which immediately suggests that it (perception) should be taken as what
shows the characteristic of possessing truth, and which thus allows it to be
'knowledge' of the first order. Now truth, dXfjOeia, means the unhidden-
ness of beings, thus the fact that beings are manifest, that they show
themselves. For the Greeks, wherever it happens that beings show them-
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selves, d^fjOeia is there. However, TO ala6dvea6ai, becoming perceived,
concerns nothing else but 5 cpaiveiai, that which shows itself, so we have
the equation: aiaOdveaOai = cpaiveaGai, becoming perceived = self-
showing. Without further ado, Plato describes that which shows itself as
cpaviaaia. This equivalence of alaOdveoOai and o cpaiveiai (cpaviaaia) is
to be found in the dialogue at 1 52 c 1 .

We must beware of translating this Greek word cpaviaaia by our word
'fantasy' [Phantasie], understanding this as imagination, and, in turn,
understanding imagination as a psychological event or experience. We
cannot get close to the meaning of the Greek word (paviaaia in this way.
Rather, what the word here refers to is:

1 . Not any kind of subjective psychological activity or the faculty thereto,
e.g. 'power of imagination', but something objective [Gegenstdndliches}.

2. From what was just said one might suspect that cpaviaaia, while not
meaning imagination in the sense of a mental comportment, nonethe-
less refers to the object of imagination, i.e. what imagination is directed
at, the imagined, what is only mentally construed, the un-real as dis-
tinct from the real, as when we say that someone is talking pure 'fan-
tasy'. But this is also not the meaning of (paviacia. Instead, (paviaaia
in the Greek sense is simply the self-showing in its self-showing, in its
self-presenting, in its presence, exactly like ouaia: what is present (TCI
in its presence.1

A cpavTaaia is e.g. the moon itself that appears in the sky, that presents
itself and is present; this is something that shows itself. Schleiermacher
translates (pavTaaia quite correctly as 'appearance' [Erscheinung]; only one
must not misunderstand this in the sense of 'illusion' [Schein]. The self-
showing is the genuinely Kantian concept of 'appearance'. This book is an
appearance, i.e. it is something that shows itself from itself. This is the
meaning of (pavTaaia.

At 152 c 1 Plato makes a further crucial statement: (pavTaaia dpa Kai
ataOrjcnc; TGUTCOV, which roughly translated means 'appearance and per-
ception are the same'. aia0r|ai(; is equivalent to self-showing beings as
such (cf. Parmenides: TO yap afruo voetv £cmv T£ Kai etvai2). What does
this belonging together consist in? alaOdveaOai means to have immedi-
ately before oneself, e.g. in 'seeing'. What shows itself belongs to per-
ceiving. Thus ata0riai<; also stands for (pavTaaia, for the perceived as
such. If we follow the usual practice and translate ata0r|ai<; as 'percep-
tion', also understanding this in the usual way as a psychological
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process, then the Platonic statement would have to say that e.g. the self-
showing moon, and the psychological process of perceiving the moon,
are the same, which is an obvious absurdity. On the other hand, if we
hold strictly to what (paviaaia means, i.e. the self-showing thing itself,
we must ask why aia9r|aic; and cpaviaaia are equated. What must
ataOrjaic; mean in this case? (pavtacria is nothing else but what is per-
ceived as such in its perceivedness, i.e. what shows itself in its self-
showing. This leads us to the crucial insight that aiaOricnc; means the
perceivedness of something. To be sure, perceivedness always involves
being perceived and thus the occurrence of a perception. So aia6r|ai<; has
the characteristic double meaning that is also to be found in our word
'perception', and that plays a special role with Kant: 'the perceived' in its
perceivedness, and the 'per-ception' [Wahrnehmen] in which perceivedness
occurs.

The thesis is therefore: knowledge, knowing-one's-way-around in
something as the possession of truth, i.e. of unhiddenness, is perceivedness.
As we have explained it, Theaetetus' statement asserts the identity of
cdaOdveaGai and 9avTaaia, perception and presence. But if we translate
this statement along the lines of contemporary psychology it will be
declared absurd. Understanding ata9r|ai<; psychologically as perceptual
event misses the essential content of the Greek word. In this case the
present problem cannot be comprehended, especially if one also employs
a concept of truth and knowledge equally unfaithful to the Greek notion.
On the other hand, if we grasp ata0r|ai(; as the perceivedness of some-
thing, it becomes clear that ataGrjaic; involves self-showing, facing, pres-
ence, i.e. the manifestness of something, a kind of unhiddenness. What
aiaGrjOK; signifies is the immediate unhiddenness of colours, coloured
things, sounds and the like. Here, accordingly, is truth; here, accordingly,
is knowledge.

It should be noted that Theaetetus does not advance his thesis identify-
ing knowledge and aia9r|ai(; because perception is presented in the doc-
trines of psychology as the lowest cognitive faculty and because one should
obviously begin at the lowest level. That would be to think in modern
terms. Theaetetus also does not refer to ataGrjatt; because he is a 'sensual-
ist' and thus a representative of a poor theory of the psychical etc., but
because as a Greek he understands aioOrjaic;: because perceivedness
appears the most immediate mode of the unhiddenness of something,
thus the most tangible 'truth'. We can see, therefore, how a clear-thinking
mind can come quite spontaneously to this answer, which looks so
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outrageous to a sophisticated 'philosopher'. For the Greeks, nothing is
more self-evident than to interpret possession of d>,f|98ia (i.e. knowledge)
first of all as aiaOrjaic;.

However, the question arises as to how things stand with this now quite
comprehensible thesis that ^Tuaifinri is aiaOrjaK;. Does aiaOrioic; as per-
ceivedness fulfil the demand we make of the essence of knowledge? Do
we require of knowledge nothing else besides the perceivedness of some-
thing? How do things stand with this perceivedness itself? Through this
self-showing, something becomes manifest, unhidden. Is perceivedness
really the unhiddenness of beings?

This question can only be decided by inquiring into the essence of
ai'aGriaic;, especially into whether it itself is or can be the possession of
unhiddenness, i.e. into its dXf|6eia-character. What does this mean?

We have heard that dA,f|0eia means the unhiddenness of beings. Thus,
wherever possession of truth is found, possession of unhidden beings must
also be present, i.e. the possessor must have a relationship to beings as
such. The question of whether the perceivedness of something is unhid-
denness leads to the question of whether aiaGrjan; as such, in perceptual
comportment as perceiving, contains a possible relationship to beings. The
inquiry we now begin is occupied with the question of whether per-
ceptual comportment as such can bring itself into a relationship to beings as
beings, such that the unhiddenness of beings is given in the perceivedness
occurring in such comportment.

§ 23. The Senses: Only Passage-way, Not Themselves What Perceives
in Human Perception

In order to decide this question, it is necessary to investigate what this
perceiving bringing-itself-into-relationship consists in, who or what is
actually capable of such a relationship to the perceivable and perceived,
and bears this relationship. Thus Socrates begins the critical demarcation
of the essence of aia0nai<; with the words (184 b 8):

Tf then anyone should ask you, Theaetetus, how one sees white and black
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things, and how one hears high and low tones, you would say, I suppose, with
one's eyes and ears?'

'Yes.'

In agreement with Theaetetus, Socrates gives clear decisive expression
to an obvious and everyday observation. It should be noted that the kind
of perceiving here in question is not perception in general, i.e. perception
by any kind of being, e.g. by animals, but the perception by man as human
comportment (that from VJ/OXTI and X6yo<; to the 6v). This accords with the
leading question of what knowledge is, namely that over which we
human beings are empowered. We 'see'; 'how' do we see? Who sees? What
is it that sees when we see? Who are 'we'? It is clear that in human percep-
tion, thus in seeing, hearing etc., the eyes and ears etc. come into play. It is
they 'with which' (d>) we perceive; literally, that which is thereby at work,
that which so to speak 'performs' the perception. Wherever perception
and perceivedness are found, nose, tongue, eyes and ears are at work.
What comes into play with perception, what 'therefore' undertakes and
carries out the perceiving, is 'therefore' in all logic that which takes up a
relationship with the perceived and perceivable, i.e. with smells, colours,
sounds etc. Accordingly, what is now inquired into is that which as such
takes up the relationship in perceiving comportment. Can this be the
body? How do we perceive warm and cold, light and sweet things? Cer-
tainly through the body! However, it is agreed that each faculty only
makes accessible what is given to it, and nothing else.

For example, with perception as 'seeing' the eye is at work. But can we
say that therefore the eye is what carries out the perception? Can we,
without further ado, equate being-at-work in a perception with carrying
out the perception? If we express both by the word d> and say that percep-
tion occurs 'through' the eyes, this 'through' is ambiguous. Therefore a
more rigorous and exact use of words is required. To be sure, Plato also
emphasizes that it would be pedantic and small-minded to fixate on indi-
vidual words and always to insist on definitions. 'Seeing through the eyes'
and 'seeing with the eyes': this is initially an irrelevant distinction. But
here we are concerned to clarify something essential: what constitutes (or
better, takes up) the 'relationship' in perceiving 'comportment'. It was said
that this (in the case of seeing) is the eyes. What therefore are 'the eyes'?
Socrates asks Theaetetus (184 c 5):

aKOTiei yap- drcoKpiaK; rcoiepa 6p9oTepa, cf> 6pa>nev TOOTO eivai 6(p9a>4K>6<;, r\

81 06 6pa>nev, Kai (b dKouo^ev dmx, r\ 81 oO dicouonEv;
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'Just consider! Which of the two answers better fits the facts: the eyes are that,
(b 6po5nev r\ Si' 06, that which carries out the seeing, or, that through which the
seeing occurs?'

The corresponding question for hearing and the ears, ('cb' is ambiguous;
'through' does not give the meaning. Therefore we say for d> 'what': what
does the perceiving, as distinct from 'through which'.)

The essential determination of eye, nose, ear, tongue, thus depends on
whether these themselves carry out the perception and are at work as it
were, or whether they are such that perception occurs in passing through
them. Theaetetus admits that the second characterization is more
accurate.

Why should this be so? Theaetetus himself does not give the reason, but
passes the problem over to Socrates. The proof provided is in its external
form indirect, for the matter leads Plato to a fundamental reflection. To
understand this, to draw out everything from it pertaining to the leading
problem, we must, here as elsewhere, put aside the problematics and
advances of contemporary disciplines like psychology (especially psych-
ology). Instead, we shall call upon the unprejudiced pre-scientific every-
day self-understanding of man on the one hand, and upon a clear and
expansive philosophical mode of questioning on the other. Both are still
missing in what is familiar to us as 'psychology'.

The thesis, also conceded by Theaetetus, runs as follows: the eye (ear
and so forth) is such that we perceive in passing through it (5i 06); it is not
that which performs the perception. The proof is indirect, i.e. the contrary of
the asserted thesis is assumed, and the consequences of this assumption
are then followed through and checked against the facts. Assuming, there-
fore, that it is the eye, db, i.e. that the eye is not that through which we see
but is that which performs the seeing, then we must make the correspond-
ing assumption in regard to the nose, tongue, hand etc. Thus the ear
would be what performs the hearing. The eye would come into a relation-
ship with colour, the ear into a relationship with sound, the nose into a
relationship with smell, the tongue into a relationship with taste, the
hand into a relationship with touch. What does all this amount to? Let us
make the situation quite clear! Eyes, ears, nose, tongue, hand, are all
situated at various points on the human body such that each is concerned
with its own respective perceptual object. Accordingly, the colours seen by
the eyes, the sounds heard by the ears, the smells etc. are distributed over
the corresponding points of the body. The individual perceptual objects
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(colours, sounds etc.) and perceptions would then occur at different
points of the body. What then do we truly 'perceive'? What do we take
immediately into View', into presence? The crucial passage runs as follows
(184d 1 ff.):

'It would be strange, my boy, if so many perceptual objects [such as show
themselves, (paviaaiav and ala0fiaei<;] should be dispersed at different places
within us, like the warriors in the belly of a wooden horse, and that they
should not all converge and meet [assembled and braced] in something like
an idea, i.e. in some single sighted nature, the 'soul', or whatever it is to be
called/

This situation would be 8eivov, strange and disturbing. Why so? What is
supposedly perceived by the eyes, ears, and so forth, would not be per-
ceivable by the human being at all; he would have to betake himself
sometimes to this place, sometimes to that place of the body, indeed he
would have to be at several places at once. That would be possible only if
he, the human being, could thereby stay the same as he who sees, hears
etc. But the assumption is that the eye is what sees, that the ear is what
hears. Perceiving is dispersed over different parts of the body, and the
presence of these parts in the same body, even if we assume nerves, does
nothing to remove this dispersion; on the contrary, the body upholds this
dispersion. Here seeing occurs, there hearing, there tasting; but who is it
that sees and hears? On the assumption that the eye performs the percep-
tion (correspondingly with the other senses), the situation becomes very
odd: nobody would be able to see and hear and smell. It would not be
possible for someone to simultaneously hear and see something, to have
both perceptions at once. The whole essence of man would be, in respect
of perception and perceivability, broken up and fractured. The essence of
man would be quite impossible. It is therefore evident that the assump-
tion cannot be maintained.
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§ 24. The Soul as the Relationship That Unifies the Perceivable
and Holds It Open

But bringing this situation to mind, this situation which we too today,
despite all progress in the natural sciences, cannot reflect upon often and
rigorously enough, does not merely have this negative result. At the same
time it points to something positive, namely to what clearly must be in
order that perception can be as we know it and live in it as human beings.
This directs our attention to what is decisive for enabling perception to
take place. In so far as someone does in fact exist, i.e. in so far as the unity
of the human being is a fact, the question arises as to how this unity is
possible.

The strangeness of the depicted situation is explained, and then disap-
pears, if 'everything converges' in a unity. According to Plato's reflection,
there must be 'something like a single sighted nature' in which all these,
colour, sound, smell, taste, 'converge', i.e. something like a singular envis-
ability [eine einzige Sichtsamkeit]. This latter would then be the centre, rj
.. ., from which (by means of which), through our eyes and ears (as
'tools' so to speak), we have the perceptual object immediately before us.
What one calls this singular envisability is at bottom irrelevant. One can
call it 'soul' [Seek]. But if so, if we have already used this word 'soul',
\l/uxf|, and continue to use it, we must understand it precisely in the sense
of nia TI£ I5ea, and in no other way.

What does Plato mean with this statement? This is what we wish to
clarify, so far as is possible at the present point. In the following we shall
come to a more concrete and denser characterization. The impossibility of
this uncanny state of affairs implies that there must be something like an
i8ea. We have long ago ceased to find anything surprising and question-
able about Plato's use of this word I8ea; for Plato is indeed the 'inventor'
of the 'theory of ideas'. This terminology, to whose origination and later
domination Aristotle contributed, was probably the most disastrous thing
that could have happened to the Platonic philosophy. For in this way it
was rigidified into a formula, thus made moribund and philosophically
powerless. When we encounter this word in Plato, particularly in
the passage now under discussion, it is not permissible to interpret it
according to the usual understanding of ideas and theory of ideas. Instead,
we must constantly be aware that with the word I8ea Plato means
something which relates to his innermost philosophical questioning,
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something which opens up and guides this questioning, and something
which for the entirety of Plato's career remains a question. Instead of
'explaining' i8ea in terms of the dry school conception of a so-called Pla-
tonic theory of ideas, we must grasp the possibility and necessity of this
word, at any rate its surprising occurrence in our passage, and we must
grasp this from the given constellation of problems. Only in this way can
we give to the word i5ea a meaning grounded in the matter itself, instead
of everything running firmly towards the I8ea and thus over dXfjOeia and
ouaia, such that finally the decision is made for metaphysics.

First we should recall the earlier treated general word-meaning: ISea is
what is sighted, specifically in its being-sighted. Where i5ea, there sight
and visibility (envisability, the formation of vision). 'Sight' is ambiguous:
that which sees, sight as the power of seeing; and self-showing, sight as
view. Both are 'sight', i.e. offering a view or presence. Seeing is the seeing
of a view or look, having a view of ... What binds the two together, as
their ground, is the envisable [das Sichtsame].

However, this kind of 'seeing' and 'sight' must be understood in a trans-
posed meaning rather than as sensory seeing with one's eyes. It is this
sight which in perception first makes out something like a look, something
present in such and such a way. What is retained in this transposed mean-
ing is seeing as the immediate perception of something in its 'look', i.e. in
its self-presentation, in that which it is; perception of what-being itself in
its immediate presence. Where I8ea, therefore perceivability in this sense.

And now back to the context of our questioning. We are concerned
with what is perceived by the individual sense-organs. More precisely, the
assumption was made that every organ is occupied, from its own place on
the body, merely with its own perceptual object. This assumption led to the
collapse of human essence. Human beings do exist; but how? How do
things stand in regard to what is perceived by the individual sense-
organs? Do the eyes and ears determine this for themselves? No, on the
contrary: in genuinely unprejudiced, self-absorbed perception, the eyes
and ears are not noticed by us at all. Let us pay close attention to this all
too everyday state of affairs! We do not see colour in our eyes, and we do
not hear sounds in our ears, but rather - where then? Perhaps in the
brain? Or perhaps somewhere in a soul which haunts the body like a
goblin and runs from one sense-organ to another? We perceive colour,
sound etc. nowhere 'inside', neither in the body nor in the soul, but
'outside'. But what does that mean? At any rate this: we see colour on the
book cover, we hear the sound 0/the door that someone slams, we smell,
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in the corridor or in the lecture room, the aroma coming from the cafe-
teria. Book, door, lecture room, on or in which we perceive the object of
perception (colour, sound, smell): these themselves all belong to the circle
of present things that surrounds us, and of which we can say it is one and
the same space. But this space too, e.g. the whole spatiality of this build-
ing, is given to us only as one, in so far as it discloses itself to us in one
region of the perceivable. The unity and self-identity of the region from
which the perceivable so to speak springs out, is itself, even if the perceiv-
able is in space, no longer anything spatial.

Where, therefore, and to where, do these perceivable objects (colour on
the book, sound of the door) converge! eig jiiav iivd i5eav, answers Plato,
in a certain singular sighted nature; nia IK;, Plato says cautiously, for it is
not yet fully determined but at this stage is supposed only to announce
itself. It is not yet settled what this singularity is. To begin with we are only
to look, and make clear to ourselves that, prior to all theory, every per-
ceived thing whatsoever encountered by us converges in one region of the
perceivable surroundings; what is perceived must maintain itself over a
broad field, yet concentrate itself into the singularity which is i6ea.

This singularity does not first originate from, through, and with, indi-
vidual perceptions and their perceptual objects, e.g. colour and sound, but
this one region of perceivability is such, etc; 6 ... - it is 'something, toward
which . ..', which is therefore already there. It waits, as it were, upon what
converges in it, upon what at this time and at that time, indeed constantly,
we encounter in perception.

Therefore, without any experimental psychology, physiology and the
like, we discover the fact that a unitary region of perceivability stands
ready and open beforehand for the perceptual object and its plurality. This
fact is not of any lesser importance because it can and must be demon-
strated without any scientific instruments and experiments, however
indispensable these may remain in their field. This single pre-given region
of possible perceivability, says Plato, one could, if one wishes, call 'soul'.
So, what is the soul? It is just this singular environing region of perceiv-
ability, more precisely, it is this sighted nature in its being-sighted. The
'soul' is what holds up this one region of perceivability, as one with this
region itself. This self-maintaining region which surrounds us belongs to
ourselves, and is thereby a constant sameness, as Plato says quite
emphatically: auto TI 1\\i&v auxdw,3 something in itself that is in or by
ourselves.

A concept of soul is obtained which lays the foundation for the
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reflections that follow. This concept is nothing artificial but arises from
the unprecedented sureness with which the Greeks see those self-evident
states of affairs which make up the genuinely questionable.

This is not the only way in which Plato clarifies the 'soul'. A quite
different method (albeit one which ultimately agrees with what has just
been indicated) is employed in the Laws (Book X, 891 ff.), where the
phenomenon of Kivt|ai(; (movement), more precisely self-movement,
provides the guiding thread for the essential determination of the soul.
Here we pursue the essence of the soul only in the sense of the clarified
|iia TI<; i6ea. We can now say it is that which, 6 or rj . . . , i.e. what can
perceive, what in perception takes up the perceiving relationship to the
perceptual object. More exactly, in so far as the soul is the singularity that
holds up and maintains, for our own self, the region of a unified perceiv-
ability, it has always already and as such, in its very essence, taken up the
relationship to the perceivable. Indeed it is here nothing else but precisely
this relationship to the perceivable that holds up the region of possible
perceivability, the region-opening and holding-open relationship to the
perceivable.

Only such a relationship to what is perceivable in general, has the cap-
acity to employ, in its perceiving, anything like sense-organs. For the soul,
conceived in this way, is in itself relational, it reaches out to . . . , and as
such it is already a possible intermediate, between which eye, ear etc. can
now be interpolated. Only on the basis of such a possible interpolation
does the soul become something we may characterize as 61 o5, as the pas-
sage-way through which something is perceived. A passage-way has no
meaning at all if a stretch or span did not previously exist within which it
is as it were inserted. We do not perceive colour and sound because we see
and hear, but the reverse is the case: only because our self is relational in
its essence, i.e. maintains a region of perceivability as such and comports
itself to this, can the same self have different kinds of perceptions (e.g.
seeing or hearing) within one and the same region. What kind of necessity
attaches to our possession of sense-organs is an unavoidable question for
philosophy, but is beyond the scope of our present inquiry.

'Soul', therefore, must be first of all the relational [das Verhaltnishafte]f
i.e. that which in itself takes up a relationship to something, such that this,
r j . . . (that which takes up a relationship), and then the 61 o5 . . . (in passage
through which perception occurs), first become possible. Therefore Plato
says (184 d 4), grasping this state of affairs more precisely: [VI/UXTJ,] fj 6id
TOUTCOV oiov 6pyavo)v aia0av6ne9a oaa alaGrjia, the soul is that 'which
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allows us to perceive all the objects of perception through the senses as
instruments'. It is therefore the relationality of the self which makes it
possible for the corporeal to be structured organically. Only in this way
can a corporeal structure be a body. Something can be a body in the proper
sense only in so far as it is rooted in a soul, i.e. a soul does not in any way
get 'breathed into' a body.

How then is a decision arrived at concerning the first statement of The-
aetetus? In what way does the dialogue thus achieve its goal?

1. The argument proceeds by demonstrating that ata0r|(Tic; as sensory
sensation is necessarily grounded in something else which first makes it
possible for things to show themselves and be perceived. Theaetetus - as
we also do today - takes 'perception' in the broadest possible sense.
aiaOrjai^ now becomes restricted to sensory sensations ('we see a tree' =
'we see it with our eyes') and is thereby underdetermined, because in
truth it has a richer essential constitution. The word a'iaOriaic; is rejected,
but it is nevertheless preserved in the sense of per-ceive [ver-nehmeri\, to
have before oneself, 8ia-vo£iv. Only now, therefore, do we see what The-
aetetus actually intends. At 184 d 4 it is also stated that the 'soul' is 'what
does the perceiving'. Theaetetus does not stand for any kind of 'sensual-
ism', as if he wanted to say that 'knowledge is sensation' in the sense of
having sensations (affections) and 'experiences'.

2. The argument proceeds by inquiring into that with which or through
which (TOO) we perceive. The eyes and ears: what are they? This question
leads us to the ground of the relationship between aia0r|aic; and
(paviaaia, thus to the ground of the xauxov, of the belonging together in
one, of the singularity and its unity, unification, gathering, presence,
unhiddenness, deconcealment. It then emerges that the 'relationship'
does not consist of and in the instruments of the body. Instead, the rela-
tionship (auvieiveiv) is i8ea, seeing of the sighted, having sight (voeiv) of
the visible (look, presence): envisability. The relationship is the soul itself.
It is not firstly soul on its own account, and then, in addition, a relation-
ship to the things.

3. To what degree the soul is now uncovered, and the aim of the dia-
logue fulfilled, requires no further discussion. 'Soul' serves to name the
relationship to being (presence of the look) and thus to unhiddenness.
The body and its physical constitution is admitted into this relationship, a
relationship within which the historical human being is.
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§ 25. Colour and Sound: Both Perceived at Once in Suxvoeiv

This reflection, by developing a fundamental concept of 'soul', demon-
strates what was merely asserted by Theaetetus, namely that the eyes and
ears do not take up the relationship to the perceivable, and that it is
therefore impossible, navta xauia4 el<; TO acouxx Avoupepeiv, for everything
perceivable to relate back to the body as that which unifies them. On the
other hand, to the perception of sound, colour and the like, there belongs
something like bodily interpolation. Sight (6\|/i<;), hearing (&Kof|): every
such ata0r|aic; has a definite bodily character.

Furthermore, despite the unity of everything perceived, indeed on the
basis of this, there occurs a dispersion. Through the various passage-ways
(sight, hearing), each perception (aia0r|ai<;) is held fast to a definite track
that admits only a specific kind of perceptual object: sight colour, hearing
sound. No a'ia0r|ai(; provides what another does, none can replace any
other, none can reach over into the domain of any other. Each isolated in
itself, and in this sense undeniably dispersed, the individual modes of
perception give their own perceivables and nothing further. But the eyes
and ears are just passage-ways; they are not the perceiving itself that takes
up the relationship to the perceivable.

Yet we see a colour and hear a sound at the same time. We say 'at the
same time', meaning not only that the 'acts' (as one says) of seeing and
hearing occur at the same point of time, but that sound and colour are
perceived together with each other, that one is given along with the other.
What do this 'and' and this 'both together' mean? Do we hear the
togetherness of sound and colour? But we cannot hear a colour at all, nor
can we o?-hear it along with a sound. On the other hand, we cannot see a
sound, neither can we o?-see a sound with a colour. Through which organ
of sense do we perceive the 'with' (the one with the other) and the 'both'?
Therefore Socrates asks (185 a 4 ff.):

E'i TV cipa rcepi ducpoiepeov Siavofj OUK av 5ia ye toC fciEpou 6pyavoi), 068' a6
8id TOO eiepoi) rcepi ducpoiepoov aiaQavoi av.

[Theaetetus] O6 yap ofcv.

'When therefore you are in the vicinity of both and perceive both [colour
and sound] at once, you cannot perceive them both together through either
the one or the other sense organ/

'Not at all/
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This, to be sure, only registers something negative. In perceiving sound
and colour, we also perceive something else: the 'and'. Yet the eyes and
ears are not involved in perceiving the 'and'. (Or has anyone ever seen or
smelled or heard the 'and'?) We must therefore inquire into which sense-
organ comes into play here. For this, however, some preliminary work
must still be completed, in particular we must clearly show what it is we
perceive when we perceive both colour and sound at once.

Plato expresses the matter in the following way: rcepi djKpoiepcov TI
Siavoeiv. This is Plato's description of the situation in which colour and
sound are given in one and the same perception, i.e. in one and the same
region of perceivability, and at one and the same time. It is common practice,
also followed by Schleiermacher, to translate 8iavoew as 'thinking'
[Denkeri]. However, this is not only un-Greek, but testifies to a lack of
comprehension of the question at issue. In the course of what follows we
shall come to understand how through such a lexically correct and appar-
ently harmless 'translation' the whole problem is blunted and has its
ground pulled out from under it. But quite apart from this, 8i<xvoe!v does
not at all mean 'thinking'. Rather: voetv means 'perceive', and 810, means
'through': to perceive in going through, through between the one and the
other, to perceive each on its own account and their interrelations.5 We
must hear an ambiguity, and so understand this 'perceiving' in the specific
fruitful ambiguity that the word possesses in our language too, and not by
chance; on the one hand perceiving in the sense of accepting: I have taken
it, I have heard it, it has come to my ears, but also perceiving as in hearing
witnesses at a trial: I have examined him, I have questioned him, meaning
to fore-take something [etwas vor-nehmen], to fore-take and take in with
regard to something. In Suxvoetv there resides this fore-taking assimilating
accepting of something which thereby shows itself. We shall presently dis-
cover quite convincing evidence for this interpretation of Suxvoeiv. To
translate Siavosiv with 'thinking' is simply thoughtless, for what one
means by this word is not further reflected, and one completely overlooks
the fact that Plato, precisely in unfolding the question of £niG-ri}iLj}, is
concerned above all to delineate the essence of Siavoeiv in the indicated
sense. To be sure, these efforts of Plato later gave rise, through misrecogni-
tion of what he was doing, i.e. through corruption of his ideas, to the
concept of 'thinking' and 'ratio', which then led Western philosophy on
the road towards the total decadence of today.

Let us recall how the matter stands with our question. When we per-
ceive something in respect of colour and sound, this cannot be perceived
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either through sight or through hearing. Which organ, therefore, is at
work? This can only be ascertained if we have previously established what
it actually is that we perceive in such a situation. The inquiry into this
question extends from 185 a through to 186 c 6. The decision about
whether aiaGrjaK; is or is not the essence of knowledge depends on the
result of this inquiry.

It is no exaggeration to say that the possibility of Western philosophy
through to Kant rests upon this short section of our dialogue, as too does
the transformation made by Kant himself. To be sure, what was later built
up, and arranged in disciplines, by reference to this short section of the
Theaetetus, counts as 'progress', but progress is inessential to philosophy. It
is always the beginning that remains decisive. The authenticity and power
of philosophical understanding can only be estimated by whether and
how we measure up to the origin, by whether, if we ourselves are to begin
over again, we are able to make anything of this origin. The prerequisite
for this is that we leave aside everything which was later thought up, read
in, and merely learnt, and that we feel, out of the most vital actuality, the
origin of an elementary questioning. If philosophy is not to remain just a
useless and groundless shifting around of concepts - a business in which
the undisciplined agility of the literati and the dry 'accuracy' of the
schoolmaster always hold the upper hand - it must be constantly return-
ing to this origin.

Notes

1 See above p. 38.
2 See n. 9, p. 38 above. [Trans.J .
3 Freely cited according to 184 d 7 f.: ei nvi fm<»v auxcov T<p a6i(p. [Ed.].
4 184 e 2; Oxford edition: id TOiauia.
5 See Supplement 14.
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Stepwise Unfolding of Perceiving in All Its
Connections

Our question and task are once more established. What organ is in play
when we perceive something in respect of both colour and sound? To
answer this question we must first show what is perceived in this situation
and how this perceiving itself must be.

The inquiry (185 a 8-186 c 6) proceeds in four clearly distinguishable
steps (A-D).

A. Step One:
Perceiving of Beings as Such

§ 26. A Strange 'Excess' in the Perceived over and above the Sensory Given:

'Being' and Other Characters as the Necessary but Unnoticed Co-perceived

The first step continues until 185 b 6. Let us imagine ourselves in a quite
ordinary situation, where we 'hover', so to speak, within an immediate
perceiving simultaneously of colour and sound. Lying in the meadow we
see the blue of the sky, while simultaneously we hear the singing of the
lark. Colour and sound reveal themselves to us. We perceive both. What
do we then perceive in respect of both? What can we perceive here?

We shall let Socrates ask this (185 a 8):

Ilepi 5fi (pcovfjc; iced rcepi %poa<; Ttpcotov nev auto TOUTO rcepi ducpoiepcov fj
Siavofj, on djKpoTepco &TTOV;

[Theaetetus] 'Eycoye.
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'In regard to sound and colour: don't you first of all perceive, taking them in,
that they both are?'

'Yes/

We perceive both colour and sound, both the blue of the sky and the song
of the lark, first and foremost as existing, rcpdycov uiv, In the first place',
can be said only if something else is also perceivable, indeed something over
which this 'in the first place' has priority. Thus Socrates says:

OUKOUV KCtl Oil EKCtiepOV eKttTEpOl) U£V 6T8pOV, eCWTG) 58 TCWTOV;

[Theaetetus] Ti (if|v;

'Not also (besides that they are perceived as beings) this, that each is differ-
ent from the other and the same as itself?'

'What else?'

We perceive, therefore, the existing objects of perception: colour and
sound. Colour is one being, sound is another; or to put it the other way
around, the one exists as something different in relation to the other. As
beings, both colour and sound are different to each other and the same as
themselves. Different with respect to each other, the same with respect to
themselves, the one and the other existing: just this is meant when we say
that we perceive both as beings.

Socrates continues:

Kai on d^wpoTEpo) 860, eKaxepov 5e e'v;
[Theaetetusj Kai TOUTO.

Therefore both together, the one and the other, are two, and each on its own
account is one?'

'Yes, that also/

Only because the one being and the other being are perceived is it possible
to count them. The one and the other are not already as such two; we must
first add 'and' as a 'plus'. Every plus is an and, but not every and is a plus.
A plurality is still not something countable as such, it is not yet a so-and-
so-many. Both must first be given as beings, one and the other, and then
we can take them as two, although we need not do so.

Socrates continues:

OUKOUV Kai 6iT6 dvojioio) 8U8 6uoico dXXrjXoiv, Suvaioq el e'rciatexi/aaOai;
[Theaetetus] "laox;.

'Are you not also able to tell whether they are like or unlike each other?'
'Presumably/
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So in looking at both (in the broadest sense of 'look') we can ascertain
their difference or non-difference (in this case, that they are different).

The first step towards Plato's goal has thus been taken: he has indi-
cated what we can perceive when we simultaneously perceive colour
and sound. The emphasis on Suvaioc; in Socrates' last question is signifi-
cant, for Plato wants to draw attention to the circumstance that, while
we do not necessarily have to expressly apprehend what is additionally
given in our co-perception of colour and sound, we always need to be
able to do this. What is thus indicated is nothing trivial and arbitrary, but
refers to an interrelation, above all to the fact that both colour and sound
must be perceived as existing before we can perceive their difference and
sameness, equivalence and non-equivalence, countability etc. By the
same token, when they show themselves to us as different, we perceive
them, whether we are aware of this or not, as an existing one and
another.

We perceive all this (being, being one, different, both, the same, two,
one, identity and non-identity) in addition to the colour and sound. So we
have an irremovable excess (as we provisionally call it) of perceivables
within the region of perception, and it is incumbent on us to again soberly
re-enact the proof that Plato provides for this. We do not know what this
excess (existing, being different and the same) is. However much the
nature of this 'more' may trouble us, and however helpless we may be in
this regard, the important thing for the moment is just to see that there is an
excess.

There is one more point to be made. Right at the beginning of the
discussion (185 a 4), Socrates asks: ei 11 apa rcepi ducpoxepoov Siavofj',
'how is it then we perceive something, when we take in both of these
together?' He grasps the perceiving of both as 5id . . . , as an assimilating
perceiving [durchnehmendes Vernehmen] (translating 8iavoeiv in this way
and not as 'thinking'); and this assimilating perceiving is able to perceive
the demonstrated excess, or as Plato now says instead (185 b 5):
^TcioKei}/aa6ai. The latter expression stands immediately for 8iavoetv and
certainly does not mean 'thinking'. It means, rather, to look at a thing,
thereby perceiving something about it. Schleiermacher translates the
word as 'to inquire into' [erforschen], but this is quite erroneous.1 The
immediate perceiving of colour and sound together is not inquiry of any
kind. This is the first clear evidence that 8iavoetv does not mean 'think-
ing', but must be understood in the sense of a specific kind of perceiving
and accepting.2
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But even if this and other evidence (which we shall presently come to)
were lacking, we should have already grasped, from the whole constella-
tion of problems, that Plato highlights precisely the following: that in the
perception of something heard and seen we perceive more than sound and
colour, that this 'more' pertains to the existence of colour and sound and is
perceived so self-evidently and immediately that at first we do not pay the
least attention to it. That the blue sky 'blues', that it is in blueness, that the
lark which sings is in singing: all this remains so obvious that we do not
give it any further notice. We delight in the natural blue-existing sky and
in the singing-existing bird. At the moment, however, we are not con-
cerned with delighting in them, but with seeing what we take in over and
above the colour and sound, also and precisely when in such delight we
pay no regard to this, and even less inquire into it. Precisely when we are
lying in the meadow and thinking of nothing else do we perceive this
'excess', i.e. these several beings, the one and the other, and each itself the
same.

B. Step Two:
Inquiry into What Perceives the Excess in the Perceived

§ 27. The Sense-Organs:
No Passage-way to the Common in Everything Perceived

The second step of the inquiry (185 b 7-186 a) now follows. Socrates poses
the crucial question:

Tauia 8fj Ttdvia 5ia xivoc; rcepi auioiv 6iavofj; oute yap 5i &Kofj<; ode 5i ovi/eox;
o?6v IE TO KOIVOV Xa|ipctv8iv itEpi auidw.

'Now in what way do you perceive all this [the indicated excess] attaching to
them [colour and sound]? For it is impossible, either through hearing or sight,
to discover, or take in, what they have in common/

Again there is a new word for Siavoeiv: Xanpdvetv, to take. But what is
the organ through which we take the excess to ourselves? This question is
and must be posed, because it was previously shown that everything
perceivable is perceived through an organ. It is now said that this excess is
TO KOIVOV, i.e. what colour and sound have in common. Plato says (185 b 8
f.): TO KOIVOV rcepi aimov, and not (as at 185 b 7) auTotv; i.e. the excess is
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common not only to colour and sound, but to colour, taste, sound, smell
and touch. When salty things, smooth things, rough things etc. are
perceived, they are perceived as existing; each is the same as itself and
different to the others. This common character applies to everything we
perceive, to everything perceptible in its diversity.

Colour, sound, taste etc. are all existing, each identical with itself and
different from one another. Do we hear this being -different, do we see it
with our eyes? Do we hear or see their existing? Of course we do not. So
in any case one thing is undeniable, namely that we cannot immediately
discover the appropriate organ, and yet, just as in other cases of percep-
tion, we must be able to indicate one. Assuming one could inquire into
whether colour and sound are salty, it would immediately be clear which
organ would decide this: the salty is perceived through the tongue. But
are we clear about the organ through which we perceive 'being' or 'being
non-identical'? Here we are at a loss; we are unable to discover an organ
through which existing, being-different etc. are perceivable. The only
thing we can no longer deny is that these latter are perceivable, that we are
able to perceive 'being', 'difference', 'sameness' etc. After all the foregoing
considerations it is also clear that we perceive these through something; it
is just that we do not know what this is, and we are not, without further
ado, able to discover it. So the same question arises, this time more point-
edly (185 c 4-8):

This passage does not tell us anything new, yet for what follows, and
for the whole, it is crucial to understand its methodological intention.
Schleiermacher translates:

'Very good. By what means is the faculty exerted which reveals to you what is
common to all these things, and which allows you to ascribe being or non-
being to them, and those other attributes of which we were speaking?'

Since the received way of rendering this text shows that the inner unfold-
ing of the problem has not been understood, we are forced to alter it; or
better, we do not need to change the text, but only to remove a misleading
way of writing. The sentence, presented in the form of a question, begins
with Kakcflc; >.eyei<;. f\ 8e 8f] 6id iivo<; 66vaui<; . . . and ends with Tcepi
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ai)id)v; If we leave the accents off 8ia nvoq (nor did the Greeks write
these) then we can just as easily, indeed we must, read it as 8ia nvo<;,
where the sentence no longer is, or no longer needs to be, a question.3 The
question first begins with louioiq rcacji icoia . . . The sentence f) 8e 8f| 8id
TIVO<; . . . now becomes a more pointed summary of what the inquiry has
thus far unfolded, and has the following meaning:

'Thus the faculty that somehow provides a passage-way, reveals to you what is
common to your perceptions of colour, sound, and everything else, and which
you call "is" and "is not".'

What has occurred through our writing 8id TIVOC;? What is the signifi-
cance of our transposition of the question into a simple declaration? In the
context of the whole train of thought it has the methodological meaning
that Socrates once again establishes the existence of an excess of perception,
thus of a faculty which provides a passage-way (that we do not recognize)
to this and makes it perceivable. This is the undeniable state of affairs.
With regard to what was previously seen, Socrates can once again, with
full clarity, put the vital question:

TOUTOK; Ttaoi rcoia dTcoSdxjEic; opyava 81 (bv aiaOdveiai fjjicov TO alaOavojievov
eKaaia;

[8rjX,oi)v now stands for 8iavoeiv] 'With what sense-organs do you perceive
this common element [this SrjXounevoig, over and above colour and sound]?'

It is indubitably the case that something must provide a passage-way
(8id TIVOC;); i.e. it is not doubted that fj Suvauicj is 8id TIVOCJ. What
remains in question is just the nature of this passage-way. Only by so
asking do we arrive at the inner sense and movement of the thought.
Otherwise the entire section would become superfluous and fail to cor-
respond with the whole; it would not belong in the text at all. What is so
extraordinary about every Platonic text is that each 'and', 'but', and
'perhaps' is set in a quite definite unambiguous position, i.e. these words
are not just idle.

What then is the answer? To begin with there is none. Instead, Thea-
etetus himself attempts, by giving his own account of the matter, to estab-
lish what, in all perceptions of colour, sound, smell etc., is additionally
perceivable. We see that the young Theaetetus does not simply defer to
Socrates' superiority but wishes to enact the proof for himself in an
originary way. This leads him to grasp the peculiar excess in what is
perceivable in the perceptible (laoia Tidvia, 185 b 7) more directly and
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precisely. He gives linguistic expression to this through nominalization
(185c9fl):

Ouaiav Xeyeu; Kai TO ̂ i] etvai, Kai 6noiOTT|Ta Kai dvonoiOTT|Ta, Kai TO TCIUTOV

T8 Kttl TO e'TSpOV, £Tl 5e 8V T8 Kttl TOV ttXXoV dpl0|K>V 7C8pl ttUTWV.

'Being and non-being, identity and non-identity, sameness, countability/

This nominalized grasping of the excess is not without significance. Thea-
etetus adds, on his own account:

'In some cases we also perceive odd and even and the like',

thereby making the fundamental point that to this excess there belongs
everything oaa TOUTOK; grceiai, 'which follows from what has already
been shown'. This does not refer to what occurs in later, differently dir-
ected perceptions, but means all determinations that can be built up from
being and non-being, sameness and difference, identity and non-identity
etc., all the concrete characters which in their content essentially involve
and presuppose being, i.e. every being such-and-such - as that which
determines beings as the beings they are. In this way Theaetetus shows
not only that he grasps the full scope of this excess of perception, but that
he is himself able to pose Socrates' question in all its sharpness (185 d 3 f.):

8id TIVOQ 7COT8 TOW TOD G&naioc, trj \|/uxfj aia0av6jiE0a,

'through which bodily organs does the soul perceive the perceptions [of the
indicated excess]'.

This is important because it now becomes clear that the soul also needs
a 61 06. At first the question was: cb or 6iso6? We now see that in the new
version of the question both are taken together, d> ( f j ) and 5i o5, but
without them any longer being confused with one another. The soul is
that which, <|>. . ., that which carries out the perceiving, that which per-
ceives; the question remains, 61 06 . . . , through what, in what way, does
it perceive the totality of the perceivable.

Socrates confirms to Theaetetus that he is 'doing well' in his elucidation
of the question:

'Yjtepeu, d) ©eaiTTjie, dKoXouOeig Kai eauv a £pa)T<» aura taCia (185 d 5 f.) .

'Bravo, Theaetetus! You follow me exactly; that is just what I meant by my
question/
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If one surveys the foregoing discussion (and what follows), one might
wonder at the laborious and repetitious way in which the problem is
unfolded. One is tempted to pass over the inner course of the dialogue
seeking eagerly for results. But in this case one would miss what is essen-
tial, one would never achieve the proper philosophical stance which
alone allows the decisive content to be appropriated. In all genuine works
of philosophy the decisive content does not stand there in so many words,
but is what brings into motion the totality of a living interpretation. So I
shall refer, under four points, to what must be kept in mind concerning
this whole question.

1. For the first time in the history of philosophy, the excess in perception
(over and above what is given in sense) is systematically demonstrated
and treated as a fundamental problem.

2. This excess and its presence within the sphere of perception is initially
so strange that everything depends on being sufficiently unprejudiced
to simply accept and register it, even if there is no obvious way of
grasping it more precisely or explaining its possibility.

3. On the contrary, the investigation must (therefore the seemingly con-
stant repetitions) ever again confirm this excess, in order then to prop-
erly inquire into its origin.

4. Plato has intentionally brought the discussion and development of the
question to a head, so that we are struck by the surprising turn which
its solution involves.

Only if we pay attention to all this we can obtain some insight into the
inner sureness of the dialogue, and into the unprecedented conscien-
tiousness and sobriety of its individual steps. We begin to have some
intimation of the model of actual working philosophizing that is presented
to us.

§ 28. The Soul as What Views the Koiva in Siavoeiv

By resolute immersion in the entire content of the question Theaetetus
becomes capable of giving the decisive answer himself, albeit rather cau-
tiously. It appears to him that (185 d 8 ff.):
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There is no special organ for this [for this excess] as there are for the others
[colour, sound, smell], but the soul itself views, through itself, what all things
have in common.'

So we see that the KOIVCI (being - non-being, sameness - difference) are
precisely what allow us to grasp more concretely this region of inner
perceivability. In their total constellation, it is precisely these Koivct which
co-constitute the region of perceivability.4 That wherein they agree is a
singularity, indeed a singularity in which they come together: ev, sic, 5
cjDvteivei (184 d 4), such as belongs (as we already know) to the soul, and
to which only the soul, according to its essence, has a relationship.

There is no specific organ, certainly no corporeal, bodily organ, for per-
ceiving being, non-being, sameness, difference and so forth, as in the
perceiving of colours, sounds etc. Instead, the soul itself, 5i3 auifjc;, in
perceiving the first mentioned characters (being), does so through and by
itself, in this way grasping the common.

How has this answer been arrived at? On the one hand negatively, by the
circumstance that no bodily organ can be discovered for perceiving e.g.
difference. On the other hand positively, because what is to be perceived
(being, difference etc.) is itself such that it can be perceived only through
the soul. Why this should be so is not immediately clear. Indeed, is it not
all too easy and naive to call upon the soul in this way? When the body
cannot manage it, we appeal to the soul for assistance! But this is not the
situation. We should reflect upon how, and how alone, the so-called 'soul'
was brought into the present context of questions. As uia TN; i5ea ei<; rjv
Tcdvia lauia auvieivei, as 'something like a singular sighted nature, into
which everything perceptible is brought together'. We interpreted this to
mean that the soul holds up the singular region of perceivability into
which everything perceivable converges and is held in unity and
sameness.

But is it this which is now spoken of? Let us see! Perception of the
excess is treated in the context of being, non-being, being-different, dif-
ference. These have already received the character of KOIVCI. In what way
are they common? E.g. being: we perceive colour and sound as existing.
We perceive their being, i.e. in perceiving being we perceive something
that is common to both. This singularity, being, which they have in
common does not contain anything of colour and sound, neither any-
thing of smell. Being-different is likewise a KOIVOV. To be sure, difference
separates one from the other (colour from sound)! It is therefore definitely
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not something they have in common! So it appears. Colour and sound are
different only in so far as they can be distinguished. They can be dis-
tinguished from each other only in so far as they are held up together and
compared. They come together in comparison, albeit only to emerge as
different; this means that each is different, that difference pertains to both,
that they agree in being-different: a singularity, and indeed such that
'both are extended therein', and must be so extended, in order that they
can be different. So we see that this KOIVCI, this totality belonging to the
excess, shows us what is perceived in this one region of perceivability, into
which colour, sound etc. show themselves in their diversity. Therefore the
KOIVCI have precisely the character referred to earlier, namely that it is the
soul which relates to them: a singularity, an extending of one to the
other.

The connection between the excess of perception and the soul itself is
thus understood in a properly positive sense; we understand why it must
be the soul, and this alone, which perceives TCI KOIVCI. Plato says: auTrj 81
aiyufjc; f| XI/D^T], the soul perceives everything of this kind through itself.
But what can 8id mean here, where no bodily organ, indeed no kind of
organ whatever, can be meant? Perhaps a 'soul-organ' and 'forces'? Not at
all! But does the soul itself 'possess' a possible passage-way? It does not
have this, but rather is this itself, thus holding up the region of a unitary
perceivability. Holding up this region, the soul passes through this.
Intrinsically and as such it extends over to the other which can be given to it,
and it maintains itself only in such extension. As that which intrinsically
perceives, the soul is itself a being-extended-to, a passage-way, an extend-
ing over to. It is the soul which, in its own relating of itself to something
giveable, makes possible comportment towards .. . , i.e. through its pre-
cursory perceiving it constructs its own extension, within which a
passage-way can as it were draw itself in.

The verbal form of Theaetetus' answer also provides us with further
verification of the meaning we attribute to Siavoeiv. It was introduced as a
comportment wherein we perceive something in respect of both colour
and sound. We have already seen (185 b 5) that £7uaKe\|/aa9ai5 too means
this, i.e. to see something in looking at something; now (185 e 2)
£7EiaKorceiv, to direct the perceiving apprehending look towards some-
thing. In the perceiving of being, non-being, being-different etc. the soul
is itself seeing, immediately perceiving. Indeed, in what follows Plato uses
the expression £juaKO7ieiv in a still more comprehensive sense, which is
completely appropriate to his formulation of the question.
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After the young Theaetetus has brought forth the decisive answer to the
question, Socrates says (185 e 3 ff.):

'Why, you are beautiful, Theaetetus, and not, as Theodorus said, ugly/

In his first description of the young Theaetetus, Theodorus had said that
the former was snub-nosed and goggle-eyed, albeit not in such a pro-
nounced way as Socrates. Why then does Socrates now call him 'beauti-
ful'? The reason is immediately given:

6 yap Kokw; Xeycov KaA,6<; is icai dya06<;,

which means literally 'for whoever speaks beautifully is beautiful as well as
good'.

In estimating the beauty of a person, everything depends on his A,eyew.6

That he 'speaks beautifully' does not mean that he uses brilliant words in
the manner of an orator. Xeyeiv means to gather, to present and reveal
something as gathered, and in this way to show it to others. Whoever
shows something as beautifully gathered is himself beautiful and capable.
Only someone who is inwardly gathered and connected is capable of such
a thing, i.e. someone who possesses that illuminative power of essence
which alone makes him fit (&ya66<;) for human existence.

Incidentally, the Kakoc, iced dyaOog is also what the Greeks understand
by the 'classical'. It is quite unnecessary to call upon the assistance of art
historians to tell us what the classical is. It is a question of the existence of
man. Since the Greeks did not at all 'enjoy' works of art as we do, KaX6<; is
a determination which does not primarily relate to works of art, but con-
cerns the Dasein of man. To this Dasein there also belongs the uncanniness
of which Sophocles speaks in the Antigone (line 332 f.): There are many
uncanny things, but nothing is more so than man himself. Such is Greek
classicism. This remark, at such a decisive point in the dialogue, indicates a
positive step towards the understanding of the whole problem.

The Ka^ox; Xeyew is the genuine beauty of human existence, precisely
because man in his essence is £(pov Xoyov e%ov, the 'living being possessed
of speech', i.e. to whose innermost essence there belongs speech. In so far
as man speaks out about the beings to which he comports, and thus also
about himself, he deconceals beings and makes them manifest, thereby
letting truth occur. Theaetetus is 'beautiful' in the Greek sense, and is
called so by Socrates (Plato), because, immersing himself in the vital
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question and following its connections through, he confined his utter-
ances to what he was truly able to make his own.7

This answer of Theaetetus also spares Socrates from a long and tedious
discussion (185 e 7 f.):

Here we again encounter £7ucjKO7ieiv. But notice that it is used for the
perceiving of colour, sound etc., as well as (in the same sense) for the
perceiving of being, non-being, being-different etc.

'In perceiving something the soul apprehends two things: id uev, the one in
itself and through itself; id 8e, the other by means of the bodily faculties.'

In other words, and in regard to the guiding question, it is denied that in
perceptual comportment to the perceived the taking up of a relationship
to the latter is twofold. Clearly, a duo is now combined and simul-
taneously separated. Both are present in perception: one, the indicated
excess, being, non -being etc. is perceived by the soul itself; the other is
likewise perceived by the soul, but by means of bodily faculties.

The second step of the inquiry has thus been completed; the answer has
been given as to how the soul perceives being, non-being and the like.

C. Step Three:
The Soul's Relation to Being as Striving for Being

In the third step, which extends from 186 a 2 to b 10, the soul's relationship
to being is more precisely characterized.
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§ 29. The Priority of Striving for Being in the Soul as Relationship

to the Perceived

Let us once again bring the whole into view. The perceiving comportment
to the perceived involves a relationship of the perceiver to the perceivable.
The clarification of the essence of perception (perceivedness) must estab-
lish what this relationship consists in. For this it was first necessary to
investigate the content of the perceived. Besides colour, sound, smell etc.
there was something more - the being of these, otherness, sameness and
so forth - and corresponding to this 'double' content something twofold in
the relationship to the perceived, a relationship that is taken up first of all
through the soul itself and that simultaneously occurs through the bodily
organs.

However, something is still missing in the foregoing discussion of this
perceptual relationship. We saw merely that the content of the perceived
contains an excess, and that this must be related in its perceivability and
perceivedness to the soul itself. But nothing has so far been said concern-
ing the character of the soul's relationship to being, non-being etc. This is
now clarified in the third step.

Why is this necessary? Since no organ comes into play here, it is puz-
zling how the soul through itself has a relationship to being. If it is capable
of clarification, the nature of this 'through itself will at the same time
characterize the essence of the soul more clearly; to be sure, 'soul' in the
indicated sense. But the third step also contains the complementary coun-
ter-inquiry to the first step: there the excess as such, here the nature of its
relationship to the soul. The discussion of the question of ai'a6r|ai<; leads
to the goal, for yi)%f| becomes visible in such a way that it is now possible
to determine its essence, thus to confer on the word a fulfilled and
grounded meaning and legitimate its name.

However, the soul is not any kind of thing, to which a relationship can
now be attached; instead, it is itself the relationship to ... To be such a
relationship is to be soul. Therefore the inquiry into the more precise
nature of the soul's relationship to being, non-being etc. will have to ask
about how the soul relates, as relationship, to the indicated excess. After
the foregoing discussion, this excess is now what is more familiar to us;
what now occurs is a retrospective inquiry concerning the relationship
which belongs to this excess, namely that of the soul. In exhibiting the
excess the first thing encountered was etvai (185 a 9: &JTOV), being. This is
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what we perceive rcponov, before everything else; it is what we apprehend
first, and not by chance but necessarily so.

The third step sets out from here, and asks ( 186 a 2 f.):

IIoTepcov oOv Ti9r)<; TTJV ouaiav; TOUTO yap naXiaxa ini Traviwv rcapercETai.

'So then, to which of the two [the moments of the relationship of perceiving to
the perceived] do you assign being? For this, more than anything else, already
belongs to all things/

In this concise characterization of being (which we shall encounter
again later) every word is important. We already know that everything
belonging to the excess is KOIVOV, common to all the individual modes of
sensory perception. The discussion is again introduced (as with the first
step) by showing that being comes first, for all the other determinations
such as sameness, difference, otherness etc. are already in themselves
te'tt#-the-same, fo/w^-different, being-other. Among these Koiva, being
has priority as always already assumed and present. Whatever we per-
ceive by seeing, hearing, smelling, tasting, shows itself to also have,
somehow and above all, the character of a being [Seienden], in some sense
of being [Sein]. Being is what is least not-there, i.e. it is what can never be
gotten rid of so to speak, when we perceive something through the senses,
and indeed £TU rcdvicov: the comprehensive function of being with regard
to all regions of the perceivable. Whatever we imagine, perceive, think,
posit, already has the character of a being.

This curious, comprehensive intrusiveness of being, over and into all
regions of the given and perceivable, distinguishes it precisely as what
belongs to the perceivable 'first of all' (rcponov), as there, rcapd, i.e. pres-
ent, as what 'presences' ['anwest'] whenever beings show themselves (not
just when we apprehend them!). This, apparently, teaches us nothing
about what being is as such, but only about how it behaves so to speak.

The question must now be answered as to whether being is perceived
through a bodily organ or through an organ-free comportment, immedi-
ately by the soul itself. Theaetetus answers:

'In my view, ouaia belongs to what the soul, through and by itself, strives for/

Schleiermacher translates ^opeyeiat in the wrong way, and misses the
problem, when he says: it belongs to what the soul conceives [erfafit]8

through itself; the Greek word is not Xa^jidvei, but ^nopeyeiai.
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means to strive after something, and indeed the middle
voice: what is striven for is not just striven for by the soul, but is so for it
itself and only for it. For this reason there appears not auif] 81 auxfjc;, but
KaO'auTfjv; to be sure, Korea means as much as 5id, but it also conveys that,
in striving, what is striven for is related back to the striving soul itself.9

We thus have a fundamental characteristic of the soul's relationship to
being. Being is that towards which the soul strives, not just from time to
time and to any purpose, but essentially. The soul is this striving for being,
i.e. in Platonic terms, the word 'soul' simply means striving for being. After
our earlier considerations, the thesis must run as follows: striving for
being co-constitutes the relationship of perceiving to what is perceived.

§ 30. Having and Striving

a) Apparent Incompatibility between Striving and Perception

What does 'striving' mean? This is the important question here. What is
this relationship of man to being which we call 'striving for' being?

Perception is a receiving having-before-oneselfoi something given. But if
in perception the soul's relationship to being is supposed to be a striving,
the object of perception cannot be possessed in such a relationship, the
perception cannot be a //<zvm#-before-oneself of the perceived! Further, in
seeing the blue of the sky and in hearing the song of the lark, we do not
strive after these beings! On the contrary, while lying in the meadow we
simply encounter these kinds of things. In no sense do we strive for them,
but we allow them to sway gently over us. Perceiving is accepting, and, in
such accepting, having, but it is not a striving. In its essential nature, striv-
ing is such that we strive only for what we do not yet have. Thus the
relationship to being in perception cannot be seen as a striving. Is Sch-
leiermacher, therefore, ultimately correct when he translates 6peyea6ai
as the conceiving [Erfassen] of being? But Plato says JkopeyeaGai, which
means striving for something. This, however, does not fit with the essence
of perceptual //#v%-bef ore-oneself. Each seems to exclude the other.
How can we discover the right way forward?

Or is there indeed a way of reconciling the striving comportment with
perceptual having-before-oneself? We can say we strive for 'perceptions',
i.e. for what is perceptible in perception, for beings in other words. So in
this way we strive for beings. But two objections can be made against this.
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First, not every perception is necessarily striven for by us; on the con-
trary, most simply happen to us and rule over us.

Second and most importantly, Plato does not say that perception is
preceded by and originates from striving, but that the relationship of per-
ception to the perceived in part consists in the relationship to being, and
that this latter is a striving.

So the reconciliation does not work, and the problem returns in all its
difficulty: on the one hand Plato speaks (there can be no quibbling on this
point) of a 'striving' relationship to being, on the other hand our under-
standing of the essence of perception as accepting and having-before-
oneself excludes any striving. But is our understanding of the essence of
perception really fitting and adequate? We are just beginning to gain some
insight into the essence of aior6r|CJi(; through dialogue with Plato. And the
same goes for 'striving': so what is this? Have we as yet attempted to
clarify its essence? Not at all. With no grounding in the relevant phenom-
ena, all we have done is to 'argue' that accepting is different to striving,
and that the latter therefore cannot constitute the relational character of
the former.

b) Losing Oneself in Immediate Perception

So we must look once again at what is meant here, or better, we must for
the first time actually look. Let us bring to mind the example we men-
tioned earlier, imagining ourselves as lost in perception of the blue sky
and the lark's song. We encounter them and they show themselves to us
as beings. We perceive, therefore, these beings themselves: the blue that
is, the singing that is. Is everything in perception an accepting? What is it that
is accepted? What does it mean that we perceive these beings which we
encounter? Do we occupy ourselves with the fact that they are beings?
No; for in our situation, lying in the meadow, we are not at all disposed to
occupy ourselves with anything. On the contrary, we lose ourselves in the
blue, in what gives itself; we follow the song along, we let ourselves be
taken, as it were, by these beings, such that they surround us. To be sure,
beings surround us, and not nothing, neither anything imaginary. But we
do not occupy ourselves with them as beings.

What would happen were we to do that? We would have to bring the
blue of the sky and the song of the lark closer to us as beings, as present
things. In that case, we couldn't lose ourselves in the blue and in the song,
but would have to d/s-regard \ab-sehen] the blue as blue and the song as
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song, so as to look at them both as beings. We can indeed do this at any
time, i.e. we can take up a relationship to the given such that we are
aware only that something and not nothing is present, that something
stands over against us. But in this way we have already left immediate
perception behind. The latter, on the other hand, loses itself in the per-
ceived beings and does not stand itself over against anything. Precisely
this lost and self-losing perception gains the beings in their immediacy, the
blue that is and the song that is. This immediate, i.e. self-losing perceiving
takes [nimmt] and per-ceives [ver-nimmt] in as much as it lets itself be taken
along. In this way it perceives beings, but not in respect of the fact that
they are. The beings do not stand under this kind of regard [Hinsicht]. This
kind of regard is lacking. In immediate perception, beings are perceived, as
we say, in a manner which is non-regarding [hinsichtlos].

c) Non-regarding and Non-conceptual Perceiving

But is something perceived as a being when we do not perceive it with
respect to the fact that it is? This is indeed a tricky question, which cannot
be decided by the everyday logic of healthy common sense. We must
allow the matter itself to speak. Let us look at what essentially occurs in
such perceiving.

How do things stand in the situation when we do not perceive what we
encounter in a non-regarding way, but rather occupy ourselves with the
fact that it is? We can only do this by taking it as an existing being, i.e. by
having regard to the fact that being belongs to it. We can pay regard to
being, so-and-so-being, being-different and so forth, only if we know in
general what being means. Do we know this?

'Being' is the nominalization of the verb 'to be'. The latter's most famil-
iar form is 'is'. 'The door is closed': everyone understands the 'is'. We
know without further ado what 'is' means. We are quite confident in our
use of 'is' and 'being' and cognate expressions. In a particular case it can
be doubtful whether the door is or is not closed; but we know and must
know what 'is' means, for otherwise we could not even doubt whether
the door 'is', or 'is' not, closed. We understand the word 'is' ('being'), we
know the meaning; but we are unable to say what we 'really' mean by it.
We understand it, but we do not grasp it. We do not have a concept of 'is'.
We understand 'is' and 'being', but in a non-conceptual way.

When we perceive what is encountered as something that is, we take it
in respect 0/the being that belongs to it. In so doing, however, already and
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in advance, we understand this being of the being [dieses Sein des Seienden]
in a non-conceptual way. Precisely because we do not grasp being (most
people never obtain a concept of being and yet they live at every moment
in the understanding of being) we also cannot say how this being belongs
to the being to which we attribute it. We are unable to specify the manner
in which the being stands in its being. But despite this non-conceptual
mode of understanding, we can accept, take in, and intend the beings in
diverse aspects of their being and so-being.

Immediate self-losing perception, carried along by what is perceived, is
both non-conceptual (in respect of the being understood therein) and
non-regarding. By paying no explicit attention to being, nor grasping it
conceptually, we are free to lose ourselves in what we encounter. But all
this does not mean we lack an understanding of being. On the contrary,
our understanding of 'is' and 'being' is not in the least diminished by the
fact that we do not occupy ourselves with their meaning. Instead, this
understanding of being is always already there with our Dasein; only for
this reason is it possible for us to perceive a being as a being and make it
into an object. A being does not first become a being due to our occupying
ourselves with it as such. How could we ever occupy ourselves with a
being as such, if beings were not already given in advance and familiar to
us? Yet this familiarity of beings occurs in a non-conceptual and non-
regarding understanding of being.

To be sure, this familiarity of beings in the Dasein of man has its own
history. It is never just simply present, as neutral and constant throughout
the history of humanity, but is itself rooted in what we call the ground-
stance of man: in what nature, history, and reality as a whole are to man,
and how they are this. This groundstance of man's Dasein can be lost, and
for contemporary man not only is it largely lost, it is already no longer
comprehensible. The familiarity of beings is itself uprooted, but this root-
lessness itself is not just something negative: it has organized itself as it
were, and has now gained domination, i.e. it has taken over the regula-
tion and legislation for the relationship of man to being and beings.
Whether something Is something', whether there is 'anything in it' as we
say, is no longer decided by the being itself and the power with which it
can immediately speak to man, but something only is something, or is
nothing, depending on whether one talks about it or not, depending on
whether people take an interest in it or not. So, in both great and small
things, contemporary man lives according to what is prescribed by jour-
nalism in the broadest sense. There exist 'literary interests'. Works of art,
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irrespective of their inner association with cult and ritual, no longer have
their own being and effectiveness, but exist for the interest of American
tourists, visitors to museums, and historians of art (who explain how art
can be 'appreciated'). It is the journalist who decides what 'nature' is, so
that e.g. a literary midget from Berlin presumes to advise us on this. When
the familiarity of beings in their immediate power is uprooted to this
degree, it is certainly difficult to awaken a real understanding for the
unmediated perception of beings and their immediacy.

And yet, precisely because this familiarity of beings can be destroyed, it
can also be saved and re-established. This is what we are concerned with.
Instead of undertaking an irrelevant analysis of experiences, everything is
attack and decision. The much-praised 'objectivity' of the sciences
remains a self-deception as long as it does not involve a proper funda-
mental relationship to the object. This can only grow from a groundstance
of Dasein; it can be neither attained nor preserved through scholarly ped-
antry. It is only the groundstance and force of the Dasein of man that can
decide the meaning of the objectivity of objects. The primordiality of the
understanding of being, and the power of familiarity of beings, are one
and the same, they belong together. The more primordially the under-
standing of being arises from the depth of Dasein, the more grounded is
the right to the concept of being, i.e. the necessity of philosophy to bring
being to conceptual expression.

On the basis of what we have thus far shown, we can obtain a more
precise inner view of the essence of the perceptual comportment. It is a
non-regarding and non-conceptual perceiving of beings - which means
that we occupy ourselves neither with beings as such (with the blue as
existing, with the song as existing) nor do we grasp their being conceptu-
ally (e.g. being-different as a specific content of knowledge). Perception is
not c0«ceiving of beings in their being. In perception, beings are perceived,
but not being. The latter is not anything perceived, not anything accepted
and had. The relationship to being in the immediate perception of beings is
therefore not at all a perceiving. But if the relationship to being is definitely
not perceiving, thus also not conceiving, the way is clear for the possibility
of a different kind of characterization of this relationship. So what kind of
relationship is it? If the relationship to being is not one of having, the
possibility remains that it is something else - Plato says that it is an
£7copeyea6ai, a 'striving'.
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d) Free Possession of Truth (Knowledge) Only in the Relationship of Striving
towards What Is Striven for; Inauthentic and Authentic Having

What does 'striving for' mean here? What does striving mean as such? We
have already discussed this in a general way. We said that we strive for
what we do not yet have. Proof: if we already had it, we could not and
would not strive for it. In that case striving would make no sense at all. On
the vulgar conception, striving is intrinsically a not-having. Proceeding
from this quite reasonable observation we must say that, assuming also
that the relationship to being does not have the character of a perceiving
having, it still cannot be a striving. For while the latter is indeed a not-
having, the relationship to being (qua relationship to ...) is still somehow
a 'having' of something. So it appears. But instead of engaging in clever
argumentation let us look at the essence of striving.

To strive for something: that for which we strive, that to which striving
is directed, is the object of striving. Is not the object there in the striving? To
be sure, I might think: not only is it simply there and present, but it makes
itself felt, it pulls and draws us towards it. The object of striving holds us to
itself. Seen the other way around: the object of striving is there in the
striving and is absent precisely in non-striving. Only in the striving for it do
we have it 'there'! But do we have it? We are indeed only striving for it!
The whereto of the striving, the object of striving as such, is had in the
striving; it is had as the object of striving - and yet still as something
striven for, thus as not-had. A curious phenomenon this: had and yet not
had! The striving relationship is intrinsically a having-before-oneself, a
having that is at the same time a not-having. We already see that every-
thing depends on clarifying what 'having' means here. Thus the problem
of determining the essence of striving is not so much a question of what
striving is, as of what having is, where having is understood as a human
comportment.

The question concerning the essence of striving is therefore a question
concerning the essence of having. What is 'having'? In the following we
shall encounter this question again and be constantly occupied with it. At
this point it is important not just for the question concerning the essence
of striving for being. Let us recall that the dialogue deals with the essence
of knowledge. We have conceived knowledge as the 'possession' of truth;
possession is one mode of having. What possession is cannot be decided at
one stroke. The clarification of the essence of having proceeds in a way
designed to advance our question concerning the essence of striving, and
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will later serve to clarify the essence of knowledge as one mode of possess-
ing truth.

Having something always has the character of being 'finished' or 'com-
pleted': 'I have seen', 'I have thrown'. The 'perfect' tense in grammar, i.e.
over and done with! An activity that has come to rest, where the unrest of
striving has been left behind. But then, having still somehow stands in the
light of in -completion, of striving.

'Possessing' is one way of having, and one way of possessing (the most
familiar to us) is having disposal over things. It is this kind of possessing
that we wish to bring to mind (only for the purpose of emphasis, not for an
exhaustive analysis of the phenomenon), paying special attention to the
fact that what is had here stands ready for our arbitrary employment. Such
possessing can (but need not) be seen as the highest mode of having, for it is
marked precisely by immediacy of disposition and arbitrariness of
employment, thus by a kind of freedom in having. Now we ask: what is the
character of this having as comportment? That is, what is the character of
human existence in such having and possessing? Whoever possesses in this
way can do whatever he pleases with what he possesses. He is not subject
to any other claim. He can employ what he possesses in any arbitrary way
depending on his desires and needs. Precisely on the basis of this extensive
freedom of action, such possessing can (but need not) become, in its genu-
ine comportmental character, a self-losing amidst all kinds of needs. The
genuine comportmental character of having becomes a self-losing of he
who has. The autonomy of the self gives way to the contingency and
arbitrariness of needs and desires to be immediately satisfied. Although
this kind of having has the appearance of fulfilled possession, it is not an
authentic having in the strict sense of authenticity. What we understand by
authenticity [Eigentlichkeit] is that mode of human existence wherein man
(authentically) appropriates himself, i.e. wherein he comes to himself and
can be himself. The having which we have just described is /^authentic,
because its apparent freedom of disposition fundamentally amounts to
servitude under the arbitrary rule of needs. Every having is at bottom a
becoming-had through that which lures its disposition.

From this we can easily see the one thing which now matters, i.e. that
having and having are in no way the same. But if this is the case, to
distinguish striving from having is not so straightforward. Indeed the way
is now clear to the fundamental question of whether striving is not just
itself a kind of having, but even necessarily belongs to the essence of
authentic having.
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§ 31. Inauthentic and Authentic Striving.
The epcac; as Striving for Being

Yet we are now faced by a new difficulty: striving can be an inauthentic
comportment in just the same way that possessing can be this. Inauthentic
possessing proved to be an unrestricted claim upon arbitrary needs. So
also can striving be a mere chasing after what is striven for. Striving is then
fixed in one direction, thereby consuming itself in its striving and mere
self-abandonment. This self-consuming striving then leads to the destruc-
tion of the authentic self. Such striving, as we meet it in every kind of
greed that takes hold of us, is no less inauthentic than the aforementioned
having. What is striven for is not had, but on the contrary has the striver,
in such a way that the latter is ensnared within his own striving and loses
sight of his ownmost self. Such striving is all the more ensnaring for its
appearance of activity, vitality, and diversity.

I mention in passing that this ensnarement does not pertain only to
striving, but belongs primordially to the existence of man, prevailing in
diverse forms within the most various comportments of Dasein.

But restricting ourselves for now to striving, must we not say that every
striving is held fast by its object? To be sure! But does this mean that every
striving must lose itself in its object? No. Every striving is indeed a striving
toward (the object striven for), but this toward . . . is not necessarily an
away-from-oneself. On the contrary, one can think of a striving wherein
the object is held fast as such, but also thereby held fast to oneself, so that
one finds oneself in this holding fast to the object, indeed such that one
finds oneself not just as a point and thing and subject, but in the sense of
the soul's essence, which is essentially a relationship - thus finding oneself
precisely as this striving relationship to the object. This kind of striving
(whose possibility alone we are now considering) does not strive to possess
the object, but strives for it to remain as striven for, as held in the striving,
in order that the striver finds himself from that for which he strives. Such
striving would be authentic in so far as the striving self does not strive
away from itself but rather back towards itself, i.e. in order that, in this
striving, it may gain its own self. While the respective objects of authentic
and inauthentic striving do not coincide, they certainly go together in the
essence of authentic striving.

What must be the object of authentic striving? It must at any rate be such
that, in returning to it, the Dasein of the striving human being genuinely
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comes to itself as existing. We heard that existence means to comport
oneself as a being to beings as such. But something is a being for us only if
we understand being, i.e. if we come back to beings from being (despite
our initially non-regarding and non-conceptual understanding of being).
Plato says nothing else but that being belongs to that which stands in
authentic striving. Does this mean that striving for being is a particular
kind of authentic striving? Absolutely not! It is rather the striving wherein
we allow to prevail, as measure and law, what from the ground up and as
such, makes possible and carries our Dasein. Plato also calls this striving
e'pox;. The force of this word has long become lost to us (most recently,
and among other ways, through psychoanalysis).

Erwin Rohde, the classical philologist and friend of Nietzsche's, once
wrote (Cogitata, Diary of 11 May 1878; see O. Crusius, Erwin Rohde, Tubin-
gen and Leipzig 1902, p. 255): 'One of the worst deficiencies of the Ger-
man language is that e'pox; and dycnrri are both expressed by the one word
"love" [Liebe]. Many misinterpretations and false estimations of epox; stem
from this, including the curious sentimental German self-deceptions about
the nature of Spomicov rca6oc;. It is easy to judge the importance of these
deceptions for the culture and literature of the Germans. What one can
see here is precisely the importance of words/ So we should not under-
stand the Platonic and Greek epox; in terms of what is nowadays called the
'erotic', but nor should we think that the Greek e'pox; would be suitable for
bigoted old aunties.

The understanding of being as striving for being, epcac;, is not only the
most authentic striving by which the Dasein of man is carried, but, as this
latter, it is simultaneously authentic having. For firstly, instead of the
object of this striving becoming a thing which as such can be taken into
possession, it always remains untaken as something striven for. And sec-
ondly, he who thus strives is held fast in his own self by the object of his
striving, such that this striving provides the measure and law for the
striver's comportment to beings, enabling existence from the ground of
beings in the whole. Thereby, however, i.e. in such authentic striving,
man holds himself as an existing being in the midst of beings; man has the
beings, and in these beings has himself, in the way he as man can have
anything at all. But because we normally interpret 'having' in terms of
'possessing' things and perceiving objects, we take all striving as not-
having, and because striving is a not-having, having in the thingly sense is
put forward as goal and ideal of striving. On this common conception it
is incomprehensible how authentic striving can simultaneously be
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authentic having. Only in so far as we exist out of this authentic striving
are we at all able to estimate what we possess or do not possess of beings,
and are we able to decide whether we 'have' something authentically or
inauthentically. Indeed, only from authentic striving can it be decided
what having and not-having can mean for man. At bottom, the authentic-
ally existing human being does not strive in order to have and possess, but
the reverse: he 'has' and possesses, i.e. beings are referred to him in his
Dasein, and he is referred to them, so that in authentic striving for being
he strives for his own Dasein, wherein it occurs that beings come to be and
not to be [worin uberhaupt geschieht, dafi Seiendes mend und un-seiend wird].

We have attempted to clarify 'striving for being' by contrasting authentic
striving in its essential constitution with having (possessing) and also with
inauthentic striving. Yet we still cannot get a steady view of what this
striving is; it becomes blurred and ever farther withdrawn from us if we
believe it can be observed like stomach pains and similar experiences. But
we could presumably obtain a better understanding of authentic striving
for being if we could clearly indicate the nature of what is thus striven for
- just being. What is being? Plato does not pose this question, nor does
anyone after him. But being is what it is really about, indeed precisely as
that, (b ^Tiopeyexai aoif] f| XI/DX*! Ka69 ai)if|v, that, 'for which the soul itself
strives through itself, for itself, and toward itself. It is being which in all
circumstances is already present and there, not as a thing or any kind of
object, but as that which is striven for in authentic striving. Whether we
are aware of this or not, it is being that is most primordially and com-
prehensively held in striving. This characteristic of striving for being does
not help us with the question of what being and authentic striving are in
themselves. Plato explains only what is involved in the striving of the
soul. What is all-important for him is that we see that, and how, precisely
being is what is most primordially striven for. This is best done by bringing
other elements of striving into view, whereby, however, it is being that is at
bottom striven for.

§ 32. More Determinate Conception of Striving for Being

In order to focus on and comprehend what is striven for in this striving,
Socrates asks Theaetetus (186 a 5 ff.):
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'[There is contained in authentic striving] being -similar and being-dissimilar,
being-the-same and being-different?'

'Yes/
'And what about being-beautiful and being-ugly, being-good and being-

bad?'
'It [the soul] also appears to view the being of these, especially in their rela-

tions to one another, reckoning, within and for itself, upon the past and pres-
ent in relation to the future/

What is being spoken of here? In order to aid our understanding of the
third step, we shall begin with a mere outward enumeration.

a. The previously indicated excess is expanded. Being is there in the
striving - not only in being-similar and being-dissimilar, being-the-
same and being-different, but now also in being-beautiful and being-
ugly, being-good and being-bad. In these cases too the soul has its
relationship to being.

b. This relationship to being is now expressed through aiomeiaOai, tak-
ing-in-view, perceiving.

c. This perceiving is interpreted in a particular way: it is an
dvata>yi£ea6ai, a reckoning back and forth.

d. This reckoning reckons with the past, present, and future - thus with
time.

We do not think of an exhaustive treatment of everything mentioned
here, but must restrict ourselves to an elucidation within the framework
of our guiding task, only so far as enables us to see the extent to which the
relationship of the soul to being (i.e. striving for being) receives a more
determinate conception. For to arrive at such is indeed the task of the
third step.

a) More Essential Unfolding of the Determinations of Being in Attunedness

Firstly then the new expansion of the excess. It is precisely from this
expansion that we can clarify the previous excess in its specific peculiarity.
What is the situation in regard to this previous excess? In the percep-
tion of colour, sound, and the like, there is a co-perceiving of being,
being-different, being-the-same, being-similar, being-dissimilar. What
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kind of determinations of being are these? Everything we encounter
shows itself to us in these characters of being; everything whatsoever,
whether coloured or audible, heavy or light, round or square, late or
early, whether a natural thing or an historical event, whether living or
dead, natural or artificial, whether man or god. Irrespective of what and
how anything is, it is always something. To be something is to be the same as
itself. As the same as itself, it is being-different to every other self-same
thing, likewise being -similar, being-dissimilar, and being-countable. To be
sure, these characters of being pertain to all beings, whether possible or
actual, but they still do not exhaust what beings are to us, i.e. what is
brought together under the usual headings of God, world, and man. For
example, the nature which surrounds us, which carries us, which pene-
trates through us and discards us, is not just by virtue of its difference or
dissimilarity to historical being. Being-different and being-dissimilar etc.
belong to it necessarily, but they do not suffice to characterize the being of
nature. On the other hand, the characters now referred to (beautiful, ugly,
good, bad etc.), if we understand them comprehensively enough, present a
more essential unfolding of being (cf. later in the Middle Ages, and in
Kant the 'transcendentals' verum, pulchrum, bonum), and bring the beings
in whose midst we pass our Dasein closer to us as the beings they are. For
they do not belong to any arbitrary something, but pertain precisely to the
being [Sein] with which we are immediately concerned as nature, history
etc.

The delightful in the broadest sense is what arouses f|6ovf| (delight); it
raises our spirits and somehow puts us in good cheer, in contrast to the
disagreeable, which depresses us. The attunedness [Gestimmtheit], which
constantly and from the ground up penetrates [durchstimmt] our Dasein,
could not be what it is had it not attuned [abgestimmt] our existence in
advance to the delightfulness of the beings we encounter, and to delight-
fulness as such. Only in so far as our Dasein is attuned to this, and thus
also attuned to the possibility of changes and shadings of attunement
[Stimmung], thus only in so far as delight and non-delight stand in the
authentic striving of the soul, can we encounter the delightful as such. It is
not as if we first find beings as present, and then find that they delight us.
The situation is the reverse: what we encounter is already attuned in
respect of delight and non-delight, or hovers between these as
indeterminate (which, however, is not nothing), and only on the basis of
this situation can we then disregard the character of delight/non-delight
in order to look at what we encounter as something merely present.
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Something can strike us as delightful only in so far as our Dasein is already
attuned to the delightfulness/non-delightfulness of what is present.
Delightfulness and non-delightfulness, taken in the broad sense, thus
belong to the region of perceivability that surrounds us, i.e. in the sphere
of our striving, just like sameness, difference etc. What the Greeks call
dyaOov and KCIKOV, good and bad, belong in this same region, provided
that these words are understood in the broadest possible sense.

The Philebus dialogue shows how much the later Plato struggled to dis-
cover the inner primordial connection between the first mentioned char-
acters of being, and those characters (delightfulness, goodness) which
have just now been indicated. In the present context it is enough to see
that Plato does not restrict the characters of being to the former
(sameness, difference etc.). It is another question whether Plato really
succeeded in demonstrating the inner connection between the various
characters of being. No more than Aristotle, and later Kant, did Plato find
his way through this problem. The reasons for this already lie hidden at
the beginning of ancient philosophy; Plato himself was no longer able to
master them. The superior strength of what had already determined the
direction of the understanding of being remained in force.

b) The Taking-in-View of the Connections of Being

Secondly, this broadened conception of the excess is explained by a more
precise account of the region in which the relationship of the soul to being
is maintained, and where all these chararacteristics emerge. What kind of
relationship does the soul have to being-beautiful, being-good etc.? This
relationship is now conceived as a cncoTreiaOai: as taking-in-view and
making into something viewed. We came across a related expression earl-
ier: ^Tucmmeiv, i.e. looking-at in the sense defined within our interpret-
ation of the cave allegory;10 only now more precisely in the middle voice,
which means that what is taken up in the looking refers back to the
looker. Not just looking in the sense of staring at something present, but
looking that has the character of striving: seeing in the sense of attending
to . . . , of being directed to . . . ; GKOTCOC, is that which is looked at, some-
thing intended in advance: the intention, the goal. What we properly 'have
in view' is precisely what we commonly do not look at, but just look to as
authoritative for our comportment. So aKOTieioOat is goal-directed seeing,
striving seeing, and is for this reason fitting as a characterization of
authentic striving. Striving for being is not blind impulse, but is a seeing
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striving which perceives, and has in view, that for which it strives.
cncorceioOai does not actually mean looking at, being occupied with this
looking, but being occupied with something else, thereby already having
in view.

Again the question is: what is perceived and held in view in this way?
Plato says: £v ioi<; ndXiaia rcpoq aAArjAxx (aKOTtetaOai) TTJV oixriav; 'being'
naturally, and indeed 'especially in regard to the wter-connection', thus
the connection of the one with the other. Why does especially the connectiv-
ity in being come into view here? Why is the being-connected of the one to
the other [Zueinander-sein] suddenly spoken of? Because new characters
of being have been exhibited: goodness and delightfulness. Goodness e.g.
is itself always the goodness of something for something, delightfulness
likewise. Connectivity is not something additional, but belongs to the
essential constitution of this being; it points to referential connections
between the one and the other. The soul maintains such connections in
view when it exists in its relationship to being. This rcpoq aM-r^a, these
referential connections, belong as such in the sphere of the el<; 6, of striv-
ing for being, and are co-constitutive for the latter.

c) Interpretation of Connections of Being in the auMoyiauxx;

Thirdly, this perceiving of the connections of being receives a further
decisive determination, i.e. it is characterized as dvaXoyi^eaOai. This
description pertains not so much to the connection itself as to the way this
connection unfolds, corresponding to the characters of being itself. Xoyoc;,
Xeyew means to gather, to collect something in its connections, to bring
together the one with the other, and indeed in such a way that both
present themselves and come into view in this togetherness. But this
becoming-viewed is not an objective grasping, nor is it any kind of logical-
formal reflection or deduction. When we encounter the delightful and
immerse ourselves in this, we do and must understand it (delightfulness),
but this mode of being, while perceived, is not conceived. It is the connec-
tion to beings as beings, founded upon dXf|0eia, the gathering of the self-
showing into the singular (ev), the one enduring constancy of presence.
Here A,6yo<; does not mean 'thought' and on no account is to be grasped
'logically'; it must be understood from the context of ouaia, dXfjGeia,
56£a, voeiv. So A,oyi£ea0ai means to gather together several (things and)
connections; to reckon with both in going from one to the other; more
precisely: dva, to go back-and-forth in collecting and in this way to reckon
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up the referential relations of things. Not reckoning as numerical calcula-
tion, but in the sense of reckoning with relationships and circumstances.
This 'reckoning with' is another characteristic of striving. dvaXoyiajiaia
(186 c 2) can only occur in <kvaA,oyi£ea9ai. Thus dvaA,oyi£ea6ai is the
authentic form in which this viewing, and this object of striving, unfold
themselves, a going-back-and-forth between these connections: from
something to what it is good for. These connections of being are not as
such conceived and made into objects, but are there only in so far as they are
reckoned with - how so? By perceiving and experiencing and dealing
(and so forth) with beings. They are unfolded by the soul in the form of
dvaXoyi£ea9ai, and as thus illuminated they are thrown over against the
soul. The <3tvaA,oyi£ea0ai characterizes the way in which the object of
authentic striving comes into play.

Shortly thereafter (186 d 3), Plato employs a further characteristic
expression for this comportment of the soul: auMoyiano*;, which stands
for the way in which the relationship to being allows being, as the object
of striving, to hold sway. So the same stem, but with auv rather than dvct.
It would be quite erroneous to translate auMoyianoc; here by 'syllogism',
i.e. by the technical term for a type of theoretical deduction as this occurs
in later logic. Schleiermacher actually falls into this error.11 Here the
expression does not refer to deduction or derivation, nor indeed to any
kind of logical activity or 'thinking'. The word X6yo<; (>x>yi£ea9ai) in
dvaXoyi£ea9ai and auMoyianoc; should not mislead us. For these words
are here employed prior to any development of 'logic' as a formal-
technical discipline, i.e. they are employed in the closest possible inter-
relation with the fundamental philosophical question of being.12

We must be careful here not to think of logic in the modern sense. What
Plato has in mind is something much more primordial: how in respect of
the question of 'knowledge' (i.e. truth, i.e. relation to unhidden beings,
i.e. to beings as such, i.e. to being) the connection to being (i8ea) is
grounded in letting-appear and fixed in the X6yo<;. To be sure, although it
is not here a matter of the connection of being to logical thinking and the
logical formation of thinking (forms of thought and judgement), it is
important to notice how the X6yo<; is traced back to the soul and to man, so
that in subsequent philosophy (in a certain sense already with Aristotle)
the connection of the soul to being and its forms is brought into an essen-
tial relation with ratio, judgement, and forms of thought, such that Kant
attempts to derive the determinations of being in general, the categories,
from the table of judgements. However, we should not read this later and
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faulty development (Xoyoq as proposition) into Plato's initial conception,
which aims in a quite different direction.

d) Initial Clarification of the Connection of Being to Time

The fourth thing which emerged was that in dva^oyi^eaOat, in this unfold-
ing of what is perceived by the relation to being, the soul simultaneously
reckons with the past, the present (what is present), and the future. More
precisely, the soul reckons with the connection of the past and present to
the future - i.e. all reckoning with being intrinsically refers to relations of
time. The tracking hither and thither of the connections of being is directed
to the future, and perceives the past and the present in their reference to
the future. Or better: the past and the present are understood and
appraised in relationship to the future, in that the soul itself brings the
past, and the present in its connection to what is coming (i.e. the present
in its connection with that upon which everything depends and wherein
everything comes together) into correspondence. The relationship to
being is intrinsically a reckoning with time.

To be sure, the time which is spoken of here is not the clock-time by which
we measure the succession of things and fix events at particular points of
time. Instead, the soul is prior to any relationship to individual things; since
it is a relationship to being, it is intrinsically a relationship to time.

It must be admitted that this fundamental connection between 'being
and time', upon which Plato here stumbles, only comes into a weak half-
light - to immediately again (and for good) sink back and disappear into
the night of that blind logic of understanding which had become
dominant.

Aristotle too claims that the soul has an essential relationship to time.
Characteristically, however, he makes this claim in his Physics, a context in
which the relationship of the soul to being is not under consideration, but
which studies the way in which knowledge of nature can define and
measure natural processes in their movement. Time is included among
the essential determining moments of a moving being, alongside infinity,
place and the void. But Aristotle does not see an inner connection to the
problem of being as such: he does not see an inner connection of being
itself to time, and just as little does he illuminate the relationship of the
soul to time. He says only that if there were no soul, neither would there
be time.13

It was Augustine who, in Book 11 of his Confessions, made the first major
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(and solitary) attempt to demonstrate the essential connection between
soul (animus) and time. But having theological purposes in mind he was a
long way from treating the specific relationship of the soul to being, and
was still farther from seeing the connection between being and time
(although objectively speaking this connection cannot be evaded).

Plato's treatment of the relation between being and time is too brief and
indefinite for us to force a great deal out of it. It is enough that the passage
we have interpreted (under the four points) indicates how much Plato
was concerned to more precisely delineate the relation of the soul to being
(striving for being), and to elucidate this from various sides, without,
however, expressly posing the question of the essence of being.

To what degree an explicit and autonomous insight into the relation of
being to time is already present in Plato cannot be objectively established.
It is enough that these connections of the present and past, and indeed
with a predominant connection to the future, here already come into view.

Before we summarize and illuminate the character of striving for being
in a more systematic form, we must follow the discussion of the third step
to its conclusion, especially since we encounter here yet another new and
important determination.

§ 33. The 'Excess1: Not an Addition to What Is Sensed, but the
Conceptual Highlighting of Distinct Characters of Being in the Sphere

of Striving for Being

The following (186 b 2-10) is self-contained:

[Socrates] "E/e 8f|- o^Ao TI TOU jiev QK^ripoO TTJV aKXr|p6ir|Ta 6id Tfj<; ina<pr\c,
aiaOfiasTai, icai TOU naXaicoO TTJV faaAxxKoirjTa GKJCHJTGX;;

[Theaetetus] Nai.
Tfiv Se ye ouaiav mi on £crr6v Kai ir\v £vavTioTr|Ta npoc, dM-fjtao icai TT]V

ouaiav aO ifjc; £vavTiOTrjTO<; ami] f| v|/u%fi ^iravioCaa Kai aujapdMouaa npoc,
dAAri^a Kpiveiv Tceipdiai f)|^iv.

ndvu jiev oftv.

'Stop there! Does it [the soul] not perceive the hardness of the hard through
the medium of touch, and likewise the softness of the soft?'

'Yes/
'But being, the what-being and that-being and so-being, and the being-

opposed-to-one-another, and again the what-being of this opposition, the soul
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tries to determine for us by reverting to them and comparing them with one
another.'

That is so.'

What is said here and what is intended? Socrates carries the conversa-
tion further with an"Exe 8f|: 'stop there!'; 6f| has the meaning of referring
back to something previously said, from which something resulted that it
is now a matter of properly assimilating. And indeed it concerns a contra-
position ([iev . . . 8e).

On the one hand there is mentioned the perception of hard and soft,
whereby the same obviously applies to colours and sounds. We perceive
the hardness, colour, odour of something, by means of touch, sight, smell.
We touch something hard, but we cannot touch hardness itself, just as little as
we can perceive colouredness (we only perceive colour, coloured things).
Nevertheless, to perceive hard and likewise coloured things we must
obviously understand what it means to be hard and coloured. The hard and
the coloured are somehow there, and accordingly demand a comportment
which takes them in as such.

On the other hand there is the possibility of having being in view, the
what-being of the perceived (of the hard, coloured); likewise that the
objects of perception are such and such (their that-being etc.). Further,
not only does the soul already and on its own account have all such
matters in view, but it can direct itself to any specific matter, e.g. it can
directly focus on being-different, on the being-opposed of one to another
by virtue of which the soul experiences two things (colour and sound),
inquiring into the what-being of this being-opposed itself and highlighting
the essence of oppositionality as such. This applies to every character of
being that resides in the sphere of striving for being.

More precisely, the soul attempts this kind of thing (rceipaiai) and can
attempt it. Although these characters of being, and their essential inter-
relations and distinctions, are in a sense constantly in view, they are not
simply and expressly given. Rather, the soul must on its own account
distinguish the lines of essential connections from one another; Kpivew
means to make stand out against, to distinguish, not to judge (in the
Kantian sense). This is what the soul is concerned to do (rceipaiai): the
distinguished elements get worked through and concentrated in the sin-
gularity, being (6pe£i<;: its attraction to and concern with being, and only
thus with itself). Where these connections of being were previously faded,
indefinite, indeed unknown, they must, through a division of their
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essence, be made plastic as it were. The soul enacts this procedure of
dividing highlighting by moving back and forth within these connections
and laying them out in their connectedness. It does this for itself and on its
own account: this means that it does not necessarily need to experience a
particular individual being and hold on to this. Instead, the dividing high-
lighting itself marks out and illuminates the sphere of striving for being,
thus making possible its conceptual expression. What was previously a
non-conceptual having-in-view of being now becomes a conceptual
perceiving.

On the one hand there is the self-losing immediate perception of what is
hard, coloured, audible etc. through our bodily organs, whereby (albeit in
a non-regarding and non-conceptual way) hardness, colouredness etc.
are understood. On the other hand there is the free possibility of looking at
what has thus come into view and illuminating it in its structure. These
two sides - that the soul perceives specific things by means of its sensory
faculties, and thereby always already has the connections of being in view
- are no longer just distinguished, but are shown to belong together. Both
are one and the same. The soul of man, one and the same soul, can and
must perform both operations.

We thus come to the decisive result of the third step. It consists in the
revision of the relationship between what is perceived through the senses
and what we initially grasped as the 'excess'. We can perceive specific
things as coloured, audible etc. only on the basis of the striving for being.
Only because the soul strives is it able, in light of what is striven for, to
have this or that before itself as given, i.e. to perceive it, to take it as true
[wahr-nehmen]. All having-before-oneself, and having in general, is
grounded in a striving for being. Thus being (what-being, being-different
etc., but also colouredness, hardness) is always already perceived and in
play when we perceive beings. Although not conceptually grasped, it is
held and retained in the striving, and what is striven for in the striving is
held up for us, such that this and that is made have-able as coloured and
audible. Being in the unity of all its features is thus quite inadequately
characterized if, as hitherto, we grasp it simply as the 'excess' over and
above what is sensed and perceived. Why does Socrates describe this as
excess? We encounter being, being-different etc. only if we begin our
inquiry with colour, sound etc. and then establish that therein something
more is perceived. Thus, in the order of the inquiry, we can say that this
excess is an addition to what is sensed. However, what we subsequently
find here is in its nature and essence not 'more' in the sense of addition,
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but on the contrary it is the pregiven (however not apprehended and inter-
rogated as such). More precisely, in so far as it is not given in the looking, it
is held up in advance (a priori] for us in striving perceiving, as what must
already be understood in order that something sensory can be perceived
as a being, indeed as nothing else but that which co-constitutes the region
of possible perceivability.

We can now more clearly understand the character Plato attributes to
the soul at the very beginning. The soul is what holds up a region of sight
within which everything sensorily perceivable is extended. It is not an
excess or addition, but the holder [Verhalt] by which we are always already
en-held [umhalten]. This en-holding of the region of perceivability occurs in
striving. It is only striving, in which region alone something reachable and
reached (had) is possible, that can up-hold and en-hold such an up-
holding and en-holding region. This region is filled up and constituted by
the indicated connections of being. Striving is the way in which the soul
holds being up before itself. Striving for being, qua striving, is in its from-
itself an away-from-itself and a towards-which . . . However, as authentic
striving it does not lose itself in the object of striving as something only
striven for, but holds the object in the strive [in der Strebe], in such a way
that the striving at the same time finds its way back from the object to
itself, to the striving soul itself.

Thus perception through the individual organs is not restricted by these
to their respective fields, sight to colour, hearing to sound etc. A sense
restricted in this way could never, within its field, perceive anything at all
(i.e. could never have a specific being before it) were it not for the under-
lying striving. For such having-before-oneself of something is always a
reaching, i.e. an inward having founded on striving, whereby the latter
does not disappear but fulfils itself in its characteristic way.

That the soul is as such striving for being means that man as existing has
always already stepped out beyond himself in his directedness to the all-
embracing region of being. At the same time, striving for being is the way
the soul is in its own self. For it is primordially the relationship to . . . , the
relationship of striving that in itself strives back to itself, and therefore it is
what it genuinely is only in so far as it maintains itself in this striving.
What it means for a human being to be himself, or to be a self, can be
understood only from this phenomenon of striving for being.

The third step has thus been concluded. Its aim was to give a positive
characterization of the soul's relation to being.
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D. Step Four:
Being-Human as Historical in Staking and Stance (naiS&ia)

§ 34. The Rooting of 'Abstract' Characters of Being in the Unity of Bodily
Existence. Their Difference from 'Self-less1 Nature. Being out Beyond

Oneself in Primordial Yearning

Let us recall what all these steps are meant to serve! The undecided ques-
tion is what organ comes into play when we perceive something in
respect of both colour and sound. Answering this question requires the
investigation of what in general is perceived on such occasions, and of
how this perceiving (of the perceived) itself must be. The first step exhib-
ited what we then called, but are no longer entitled to call, the 'excess'.
The second step conceived this excess in a more concrete manner, show-
ing how it is perceived: the perceiving can occur only through the soul
itself, and only the soul can take up a relationship to being. The third step
showed how this relationship to being is to be understood, namely as
striving for being. But does this not bring us into difficulty and confusion?
If we review everything that has gone before and do not deceive our-
selves, we must admit that these considerations on being and striving for
being are anything but transparent and comprehensible. Quite the con-
trary, they are odd, bewildering, ambiguous, and, as the common under-
standing says, they are also 'abstract'.

This is and remains the initial situation. We cannot claim to have clari-
fied and made comprehensible, within a few hours, something which for
centuries has been allowed to slip away in an uncomprehending manner.
Indeed, perhaps the essence of what we are speaking about is such that it
cannot be grasped like arbitrary propositions from some arbitrary science,
or in the manner of everyday understanding. Perhaps there is a specific
precondition for understanding striving for being, without which our
whole reflection must remain incomplete.

This is not just 'perhaps', but is certainly the case. Despite the many-
sided clarification of the essence of the understanding of being we must
bear in mind that we cannot grasp this as a thing. Instead, understanding
in this case is subject to specific conditions. So there follows a fourth step
(186 b 11 - c 6). Socrates takes up his question, which is at the same time
an answer, and Theaetetus agrees without reservation:

OUKOUV id nev euGix; jevo^ievoic, jcdpecrci cpuaei aiaOdveaGai dvOpamon; re
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Kai 0r|pioi<;, oaa 6id TOU acbuaicx; TcaGfmaia &d ir|v VJ/UXTIV teivei- TCI 5e rcepi
TODTCOV dvaXoyicnaia npoc, TE ouaiav Kai dxpsXeiav noyic; Kai £v xpovco 5id
noKk&v 7ipay|idTO)V Kai rcaiSeicu; Kapayiyvetai otg av Kai TcapayiyvriTai;

navidTtaai nev oCv.

'Is it not true that human beings, as well as animals, from the moment of
birth receive sensations through the body, and that these sensations are con-
centrated in the soul; whereas reflections about these, with reference to their
being and usefulness, are only acquired slowly and with difficulty, and only by
those capable of much exertion?'

That is precisely the situation.'

The first thing we come across here is that double characterization of
perception which we already know from the first step. On the one hand
the object of perception contains something that strikes our individual
senses, but we also encounter it (albeit in a non-regarding and non-
conceptual way) as existing in the multifacetedness of its being. Now at this
point of the argument it is no longer a matter of analysing this difference
within the object of perception, nor of focusing on the co-belonging of
these two aspects (in the sense of the understanding of being as presup-
position for what is given to the senses), but something else is in question:
how this co-belonging is rooted in the primordial unity of the Dasein of
man, how both elements are there in and with this Dasein, and how this
unity itself requires a specifically split mode of being of the human being.
In this regard, sharply set off against each other are: what we perceive
through the senses, which is there cpuaei; that what we perceive as exist-
ing (in its being) is only unfolded in rcatSeig, in the course of the history of
Dasein (noyi<; Kai £v /povcp).

Ouaei, 'from nature': this means without our doing, but at the same
time essentially related to us and built into our activity. The ata0r|ai<; is
from nature, but it is never there as nature. The ataOrjaK; of man is from
the start something different to nature, even when the understanding of
being into which it is built is not yet awake, and remains indeterminate
and initially unfolded. But this means that it is already there in its
indeterminateness. This indeterminateness of the understanding of being
does not mean nothing, but is something positive: something that the
animal never arrives at, because it altogether lacks an understanding of
being.

Here man and animal are mentioned together only in respect of the
perceivable things which press upon them as passive subjects. But nothing
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is said about how these are concentrated in the region of perceivability,
e.g. about the way animals remain bound within such a region. The
aiaGrjaic; of man depends essentially on sense-organs and bodily constitu-
tion. But just for this reason the bodily constitution of man is fundamentally
different to pure nature: it is primordially inserted in the striving for being.
It is not the case that man is first an animal and then something else in
addition. Man can never be an animal, i.e. can never be nature, but is
always either over the animal, or, precisely as human, under it (whereupon
we say that man becomes 'like an animal'). Since nature does not have
the inner elevation of existence which belongs to being-human as being out
beyond oneself [Uber-sich-hinaus-sein]f it is incapable of falling.

The human body is pure nature neither in its mode of immediate
givenness nor in its way of being. It is suspended, as it were, between its
height and its abyss, as a passage-way from the one to the other and as an
open dwelling-place for both, but it is never shut up to itself, it is never,
in the manner of pure nature, altogether lacking in self. The body
belongs to the Dasein of man. Being-there [Da-sein]f in the sense of exist-
ence, is a fundamentally different way of being to that of nature. Only by
disregarding the specifically human character of the human body can this
become something analogous to nature (not nature as such, but working
in like manner). This in turn can only occur on the basis of an under-
standing of being, i.e. if we already understand what nature means. The
express idea of nature as nature itself presupposes a positive understand-
ing of nature as such. From where does this understanding come? Never
in subjective experience of our own bodily constitution (as something
sensed, or on the basis of artificially construed sense-data of our body in
the sense of psychology). Rather, we gain this understanding immedi-
ately (primarily) from experience of the world to which we comport
ourselves as being-in-the-world, and in so far as we do this, nature mani-
fests itself as natural power, as day and night, land and sea, generation,
growth and decline, winter and summer, sky and earth. And what is it
experienced as? 'Natural power' first manifests itself when it intervenes
in the region of human powers, as that totality over which man is
power-te but to which he is bound and by which he is borne along, as
that which over-powers and which as such necessarily tunes man in his
essence, i.e. in his striving for being. Nature is primordially present in
attunedness. As soon as man exists he is exposed to the sensations
received through his body. This means that he corporeally participates,
although in his own way, as nature within the totality of nature. The
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overarching power of nature first reveals itself when man tests his own
power and fails. The narrowness, helplessness and powerlessness of the
proximate but open environment of man is the primordial scene of the
appearance of the breadth, supreme power, and closedness of nature; the
latter cannot exist without the former and vice versa. Nature as such is
not older than the tools and artefacts of man. Nature as such only holds
sway where being is understood. But being is understood in striving for
being, or, as the Greeks say, in epcoc;. To this there belongs what we call
the primordial attunedness of Dasein. Fundamental attunements [Grund-
stimmungen] such as joy and cheerfulness, anxiety and misery, are prim-
ordial, indeed the primordial ways in which all-powerful nature 'deter-
mines' ['bestimmt'} man, i.e. tunes [stimmt] his primordial attunedness as
such and such. As thus attuned, this fundamental attunedness
announces itself primordially.

The corporeality of man, however, is not nature, not even when it
torments man, rendering him powerless and groundless. Then too it is
still the groundlessness of the existing human being in his Dasein that
seizes hold of his bodily being, and, although powerless, determines it; i.e.
striving for being is the ground of the essence for the total Dasein of
man.

What is said here about striving for being and its dvaXoyiaiiaia at the
same time provides us with an initial understanding of human Dasein.
This understanding of being does not happen by nature, independently of
our own doing, but requires the staking [Einsatz] of man's most authentic
self. This, says Plato, can only happen through effort and patience. The
staking of the authentic self brings the latter into the midst of the diversity
of beings within which the Tcpaneiv of man has to assert itself. It is only
the confrontation with beings that allows man to experience the structure
and unfolding and fulfilment of what beings are and can be for him. Only
thus does he come to take on the stance [Haltung] within which all com-
portment [Ver-halten] to beings, i.e. existing, is held and secured, i.e.
authentically is. But this staking of the authentic self, and the stance aris-
ing therefrom, are not immediately available to every arbitrary human
being, nor to all in the same way. The Greeks knew better than anyone
else before and after them that every existence has its own law and rank.
All levelling is at bottom an impoverishment of Dasein - not of these or
those possessions and goods, but of being as such. But this history in every
case occurs through man, as existing, claiming his own self (not his tiny
T), i.e. only on the basis of striving for being. So striving for being does
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not come over man like some kind of arbitrary condition. We never find it
present before us like a thing, mental property, or present process. We can
never occupy ourselves with it in the manner of a scientifically graspable
object, but the genuine essence of striving for being is such that it can exist
only in and as striving itself.

Because we overlook or forget this, we are in danger of searching for
this striving in some place or other, of talking about it, and in this sense
arriving at a concept of it. This danger is ever present, because the Dasein
is constantly disposed to see authentic having as the possession of what is
had, in that sense of possession we have discussed. Since man seldom, and
only with difficulty, understands his authentic mode of having as striving,
i.e. understands that only what is held in (as we say) the most primordial
yearning [urspriinglichste Sehnsucht] is authentically there, the primordial
staking and the genuine stance of full striving for being is seldom
achieved. This in turn is the reason we find it so difficult to grasp what this
word refers to; not because it is difficult or intrinsically complicated, but
because it seldom becomes actual i.e. occurs in its authentic, simple, and
immediate illumination. For this reason man remains a stranger to this
essential ground of his existence. Whoever wants to understand striving for
being, i.e. wants to know what this is, must at the same time know how
alone it can be, i.e. he must understand himself in relation to his own
proper self.

§ 35. Inadequacy of Theaetetus' First Answer.

Perception Still More Than Perception. Broadened Experience of ai'a0r|aic;

as the Condition of the Possibility of Unhiddenness

Only with this peculiar result, i.e. with the reference to 7iai8eia, is the
four-step preliminary investigation concluded. The result is peculiar
because it does not provide us with knowledge of anything. Instead, it
delivers us over to the unavoidability of staking our authentic self.

The undecided question has now been answered. It was the question of
what organ the soul perceives with when it perceives something over and
above colour and sound.

1. What does it thus perceive? Beings.
2. The soul can have a relationship to these only through itself.
3. This relationship is striving for being.
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4. This only occurs in the staking and stance (rcai8eia) of man's own
proper self, according to the law and rank of its existence.

The investigation, which had to set all this forth in its rigorous inner
connection, for its part stands in the service of the question of aiaGricjK;.
The latter was more precisely determined as the question of what, in the
perception of the perceived, constitutes the relationship to the encountered
objects. It must come down to this question because a'ia0r|ai<; was put
forward as the essence of knowledge. However, knowledge is the possession
of truth, i.e. the unhiddenness of beings. Accordingly, such possession of
truth involves a relationship to beings. Only where this exists is there the
possibility of unhiddenness and thus of the possession of truth, i.e. know-
ledge. There can be knowledge only where there is a relationship to
beings.

If we clearly analyse this unambiguous chain of questions, while keep-
ing the result of the foregoing investigation firmly in view, we immedi-
ately see that the question of whether a'iaGrjaic; is, or could be, the essence
of knowledge, is now decided in the negative. The original unclarity of the
concept (perceiving of beings) has now disappeared: in its narrower and
strict sense, a'iaOrjoic; refers to what is given to the senses, while in the
wider sense (which was the one intended by Theaetetus) it refers also to
beings.

We can now say what in the essence of perception constitutes the true
and what belongs to the being-true of a perceiving. In an extremely con-
cise sequence of questions and answers (186 c 7-187 a), the decision on
Theaetetus' thesis is arrived at. The interpretation of the essence of truth
through the cave allegory has taught us that when the unhidden becomes
more unhidden (dXr|6eoiepov), what is (6v) comes to be more beingful
(naAlov 6v). The latter belongs together with the former and is not a
consequence of it. In order that something can in any degree be unhidden
it must previously be given as a being. Unhiddenness is intrinsically
unhiddenness of beings; indeed we saw that the Greeks generally use the
word 'unhiddenness' to mean nothing else but the beings themselves in
their unhiddenness. In respect of this relation to beings in the essence of
d^fjOeia, Socrates now asks Theaetetus (186 c 7):

'Is it then possible for anyone to attain something in its unhiddenness who
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has not already encountered beings as such [the being of precisely that
something]?'

'Impossible/

Here we have &A,r|0£iac; xuxeiv together with oucjia<; TD/eiv. The
encounter with beings is the condition of the possibility of encountering
unhiddenness. Schleiermacher has completely misunderstood this
statement. He translates: 'Can anyone attain the true essence [Wesen] of
something who has not even attained its existence [Dasein]?'14 Here Sch-
leiermacher opposes d^fjOeia and oucria to one another in the sense of the
later school-distinction between essentia and existentia, essence and exist-
ence. This has no sense at all here, where the meaning is unhiddenness
(in every sense) and beings (in their what and how).

(186c9-el2):

I now simply give the translation, which after all the previous explan-
ations speaks for itself:

'Can someone have knowledge of anything without attaining its
unhiddenness?'

'How could they, Socrates?'
'Then knowledge does not reside in what we encounter through our senses
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[£v lolq ica6f|iiaoiv] but rather in what is gathered together in respect of them
and presented as such [£v auXXoyvan®] . For it is possible, apparently, to pos-
sess being and unhiddenness in this latter way, but not in the former way
[through mere TtaGfjJLiaTa].'

'So it seems.'
'Then will you call the two [jcaOfmaia and auXXoyianog] by the same name,

when there are such great differences between them?'
'No, that would certainly not be correct.'
'What name will you give, then, to the first one, which includes seeing,

hearing, smelling, being cold and being warm?'
'AiaOrjaiQ, alaOaveaOai, perception. What else?'
Taking it all together, then, you call this perception?'
'Of course.'
'By which, as we said, we are quite unable to possess being or

unhiddenness?'
'No.'
'Not knowledge either, then?'
'No.'
'Then, Theaetetus, perception and knowledge could never be the same?'
'Evidently not, Socrates. And indeed now at last it has become perfectly clear

that perception is something different to knowledge [&XXo 6v aia0f|a£co<;

If we understand ataGTjcnc; as sensory sensation, it cannot be know-
ledge, therefore it has no dXf|0£ia, no &A,r|0e<;. The first attempted answer
to the dialogue's leading question of what knowledge is (namely that it is
perception) is thus refuted. In perception (in the sense of seeing colours,
hearing sounds) there is no relation to beings, therefore not even the possi-
bility of unhiddenness. Nevertheless, what Theaetetus initially had in
mind with the word ata9r|ai<; remains in view as the immediate having-
before-oneself of beings. But in so far as beings are perceived, aia9rjCTi(; is
already, at bottom and quite naturally for man, something different. Per-
ception is always already more than perception. Thus 'perception' is
ambiguous in respect of what is perceived; in the natural understanding it is
two things: firstly perceiving of beings, secondly the seeing of colours,
hearing of sounds etc.

This thesis of Plato's is surprising if we at once think of Aristotle, who
says exactly the opposite about what is given by sense. Aristotle's funda-
mental thesis (De anima III, 427 b 12) is: a'icj6riai<; iwv I8i(ov &ei &Xr|Of|<;.
Aristotle describes colour, sound etc. as the I8ia, i.e. that which is unique
to every individual sense and is perceived by it alone. The perceiving of
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what is given by the various senses is always true/ But Plato says that the
aiaOrjaK; has no truth whatever. I cannot discuss here how these two
theses, while representing different conceptions of the essence of &>jf|6eia,
might nevertheless belong together. Aristotle's counter-thesis is only
mentioned to indicate that the path taken by Plato in our dialogue is not
the only possible one. But the influence of Plato's method and results
proved so great that Aristotle too was not able to reverse the direction
which the problem had taken.

The Platonic thesis that a'taOrjaK; mi £7uaTf||ir| 06 lauiov (are not the
same) does not necessarily mean that aia0r|ai(; plays no role whatever in
knowledge. On the contrary, the possibility remains that it does indeed,
and necessarily so, belong to knowledge, but without originally constitut-
ing knowledge on its own account. It would be tempting and instructive
to follow the way in which Kant, after a long interval, encounters this
same problem in the fundamental sections of his main work, The Critique
of Pure Reason, admittedly in a quite different form, determined by the
intervening Western philosophical tradition. I must forgo entering into
these matters (see my book Kant and the Problem of Metaphysics). What
concerns us here lies in a different direction.

Notes

1 Francis Cornford (Routledge & Kegan Paul) translates 'ask yourself whether';
Harold Fowler (Loeb) translates 'observe'. [Trans.].

2 See Supplement 15.
3 Both Cornford and Fowler also render the sentence as a question. [Trans.].
4 See below p. 146.
5 See p. 135 above and Supplement 16.
6 oi KcAoi, cf. Laws XII, 966 d.
7 See Supplement 17.
8 Cornford translates as 'apprehends'; Fowler as 'grasps'. [Trans.].
9 See Supplement 18.

10 See above pp. 36 ff., 52 ff.
11 Fowler translates as 'process of reasoning'; Cornford as 'reflection'. [Trans.].
12 See Supplement 19.
13 Physics, Book 4, Ch. 14.
14 Fowler translates: 'Is it, then, possible for one to attain "truth" who cannot

even get as far as "being"?'; Cornford translates: 'Is it possible, then, to reach
truth when one cannot reach existence?'. [Trans.]
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4

Towards a Discussion of Theaetetus' Second

§ 36. The Emergence of the Second Answer out of the Question
of Untruth

It is important for us that the question of aicQr\Giq (and therefore the
question of knowledge) is closely connected to the question of being and
the relationship to beings. We were able to see how the ground for hand-
ling and deciding on the leading question (whether the essence of know-
ledge consists in perception) resides in the essential connection between
unhiddenness and being. From the interpretation of the cave allegory it
emerged that truth qua unhiddenness never abides in and of itself, but
that its nature is such that it is only as an occurrence, indeed as a funda-
mental occurrence in man as an existing being. That which occurs in
man as primordial letting-become-unhidden is what we called deconceal-
ment. However, in our interpretation of the Theaetetus we likewise
encounter something that must occur in the ground of man's Dasein,
and that we called striving for being. We have thus come across a funda-
mental event in the Dasein of man from two quite different starting
points and problem constellations: deconcealment and striving for being.
We discovered in each case that these are not simply passing events
which man can register or fail to register, but that they make a claim
upon man's essential nature. Each must be seized and made normative
by man as he holds himself within the essence of his ownmost self, i.e.
within the positioning stance of his Dasein. It is therefore no accident
that 7rai8eia, i.e. the comportment of man by virtue of which he takes up
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his ownmost stance to beings and the true, is treated at decisive points in
both these Platonic inquiries.

We conclude that the question of being (likewise the question of truth
as unhiddenness, therefore simultaneously the question of the inner
unity of striving for being and deconcealment) is directed to man himself,
and makes a claim upon man himself, in a quite specific way. It is a
question that does not bind man to his own tiny ego in its chance features,
inadequacies and needs, but through which the breadth and primordiality
of his grounding essence (i.e. of his Dasein) opens up to the relationship to
beings in the whole, and wherein something can be intimated of the
uncanniness of these beings: rcoMxx id 5eivd Kou8ev dvOpdmou Sewoiepov

What is it that occurs here as striving for being? Is this striving itself also
the power of deconcealing? We can only pose this question, because we
know how far we are from comprehending the essence of truth, let alone
the essence of being - how far indeed, so long as we understand nothing
of un-lruih and especially of un-beings [Un-seienden].

So where are we with this question concerning the essence of untruth?
We will have long been impatiently asking this, provided that our detailed
considerations have not in the meantime made us lose sight of the total
context of the lecture course. It was in order to enter into this question of
the essence of untruth, and into Plato's resolution of it (the only one
which has yet been given), that we have taken up the interpretation of
precisely this Theaetetus dialogue!

The question concerning untruth did not arise during the discussion of
the first answer to the question of the essence of knowledge. It comes up
during the discussion of the second answer, which is now given in the
Theaetetus. Therefore, since we are in any case not going through the
entire dialogue from beginning to end but are starting somewhere in the
middle, couldn't we have spared ourselves the above investigation of
aia0r}aic;? So it appears, especially if we grant for the moment that 'spar-
ing' ourselves this or that has sense and justification in philosophy. Why
did we not just begin with the second answer? There are fundamental
reasons for this, which will become clear when we are more familiar with
the second answer to the question of what knowledge is.

We are not yet at our goal. We wanted to see how Plato sets about
discussing the problem of untruth. First of all and quite generally: we did
not begin at once with the second answer, for the simple reason that this
would make it impossible to understand the passages following it; indeed
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we would not even be able to understand why the second answer to the
leading question takes the form it does. One might ask, however, whether
it is necessary to know this. This is indeed necessary, for it is within the
framework of the second answer that the problem of untruth arises, and it
is decisive that we see the kind of context of inquiry in which this problem is
set. It is not a matter of seeing how Plato defines untruth (he does not
define it at all) but of seeing how this problem is here posed for the first
time in the history of philosophy. Only when this is clear can we be
confident of reaching the ground of the essence of untruth. In fact it is our
sole intention to awaken an understanding for where the question of the
essence of untruth is situated, i.e. within which sphere of questions Plato
places it, and how he thereby takes a decisive step towards the problem -
but also a step that makes it possible for the question to be derailed and
degenerate into a harmless triviality or disagreeable side issue, such that
untruth, as the unwelcome opposite of truth, is regarded as a property of
the assertion.

The second answer to the guiding question by no means follows from
the first in an accidental or arbitrary way, just as little as the first answer
arose like this. We said that the first answer arises not from a superficial
whim or mood on the part of Theaetetus but from a perfectly natural
experience. We must, therefore, above all clarify the manner in which the
second answer is driven by the first, and unfolded from it within the
framework of the Greek understanding of this proposition. From this it
already becomes clear that the rejection of the first answer, although
negative in its bare result, obtains a positive meaning for the further
unfolding of the problem, and quite apart from the inquiry concerning the
relationship to being, which stands in /^//irrespective of how the ques-
tion of £7U(ycf)nr| may be decided.

Socrates himself indicates (187 a 3 ff.) that the result of the investiga-
tion is not purely negative. The discussion has in fact been driven so far
forward that now a whole region remains excluded from interrogation by
the question of the essence of knowledge. We see that Socrates gives a
methodological twist to the result, and this gathers force when we reflect
how natural it is to claim precisely ata0r|ai<; as the essence of knowledge,
in so far as it is aiaOrjaic;, obscurely understood, which the beings them-
selves in their presence offer to us. Yet what makes possible this offering of
beings themselves in their presence is not afo6iiai<; as given through the
senses, but aiaOrjaic; only in so far as it is already borne and illuminated by
striving for being. a'ia6r|ai<; and &UOTTIIITI are not the same if ataGrjatc; is
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sensation. Nevertheless, the determination of knowledge as aia0r|aic;
provides an essential clue, if aia9r|ai(; is understood as the perceiving of
beings, indeed this secures the ground from which the question of the
essence of knowledge can be posed anew (connection to being). And that
is our proximal intention, i.e. to ask how the soul comports itself when it
occupies itself (rcpay^axeuriTai, 187 a 5) with what we call beings. Only
where this relationship to being obtains is there a primordial possibility of
the presence of beings and thus of unhiddenness (truth). Only in this case
can we speak of the possession of truth, i.e. knowledge. The method-
ological guideline for everything that follows is therefore: what know-
ledge is, thus the essence of knowledge and its inner possibility, must from
the outset be sought in the domain where the relationship to being as
such occurs. In short, the question concerning the essence of knowledge and its
truth is a question concerning the essence of being - rather than the reverse
situation of the question of the essence of being following on from the
question of the essence of truth or even of thought. However, since truth
is specifically bound up with being, the former can, indeed must, present
the passage-way to the latter.

Therefore Socrates/Plato very carefully says that the essence of know-
ledge is not to be sought in what we call aia6r|ai(;, but in that autonomous
comportment of the soul to beings whereby it auifi Ka0' aircrjv
rcpaynaieuriTai rcepi TCI ovia (187 a 5), It alone and by itself is engaged
directly with beings'. It follows from our earlier results that only here can
there be the possibility of truth and knowledge. However, Socrates is care-
ful not to tie down this comportment of the soul by any kind of rigid
definition, and instead gives substantive guidelines for the question; for it
is only in the course of inquiry that definitions receive their substantively
grounded meaning (cf. ouaOriaic;). Now the question is which human
comportment exhibits this character of TtpayiiaxeueaOai concerning
beings, of engaging directly with beings in relationship to them, and in
such a way that precisely this comportment makes possible what we call
possession of truth, i.e. unhiddenness of beings. For it is unquestionably
the case that the unhiddenness of beings belongs to knowledge. Socrates
gives only a general indication of the direction in which this essential
comportment must be sought, leaving it to Theaetetus to quote a suitable
case.
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§ 37. Double-Meaning of 86£a (View):

Look and Opinion

The question is now firmly aimed at defining the relationship to beings.
Theaetetus answers (187 a 7):

'AXXct nfjv TOUTO ye KaXeuai, 6 IcoKpaieg, dx; iy&nai, So^a^eiv.

'This comportment of the soul which you regard as knowledge [possession of
truth] is, I believe, called So£a£ew/

Socrates agrees, and at once demands that Theaetetus dispense with the
whole previous investigation concerning a'taOtjaK;, i.e. that he no longer
make use of these earlier considerations. Theaetetus is not to argue on the
basis of what has gone before by developing long speeches and clever
proofs for new wide-ranging theories. This is not because the matter has
been settled, or these earlier ideas refuted, but in order that Theaetetus
should keep his mind open for the indicated field of phenomena - to
consider, ei TI uaAAov KaOopqu; (187 b 1), whether in some way he now
has a clearer vision of the essence of ini<Jir\\ir\.

The investigation begins anew, as if nothing had happened, and yet the
previous results remain somehow in the background.

According to the second answer, the essence of knowledge consists in
that comportment of the soul which is called 8o£a£eiv. This verb is usually
translated as 'opine' [meinen], and the noun 86£a as 'opinion' [Meinung].
This translation only goes half-way to capturing the Greek meaning of the
word, a half-measure which, as everywhere and particularly here, is more
dangerous than complete error. With this translation, which is only con-
ditionally fitting in certain cases, the fundamental meaning of the Greek
word is obscured. The situation the Greeks have in mind is covered up and
it is thus no wonder that this fitting/non-fitting translation of the word
hinders the understanding of the problems lying concealed behind it. But
these problems must be brought out if one wants to understand the way
in which Plato's and Aristotle's treatment of the 86£a forces the question of
the essence of truth, and thus the question of the essence of being, along a
specific future track from which it has still not departed. For us who have
long proceeded along this track, or rather, who have settled down com-
fortably upon it, its direction seems so self-evident that we cannot
imagine any other way of questioning. On the other hand, the false trans-
lation is excused firstly by the fact that the word was also ambiguous for
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the Greeks, secondly by the fact that in a certain sense 'opinion' is a fitting
translation, and thirdly by the circumstance that the German language
apparently does not have a word that preserves the ambiguity and at the
same time gives the total meaning of 86£a. After giving a general indica-
tion of their meaning, we shall initially leave S6£a and 8o£d£ew
untranslated.

As with dXf|08ia, \|/ei>8o<;, X,av9avco, £7uaTrmr|, we give a brief indication
of the concrete meaning of the words 86£a and So^d^eiv. My purpose is to
show, from the substantive context of the dialogue as we have followed it,
why Theaetetus comes to precisely this second answer, namely that the
essence of ^TCICTTTIUTI must reside in the region of 86£a.

On the basis of the positive investigation prompted by the first answer,
Socrates indicates the sphere in which the essence of knowledge must be
sought. The essence of knowledge can be located only in that sphere
where the soul itself has dealings with beings - in short, in the sphere of
the soul's relationship to beings (striving for being), in the sphere of the
possibility of the possession of the unhiddenness of beings. Looked at
closely, this involves a double claim: the essence of knowledge is deter-
mined firstly through that which has the character of a relationship to
beings, but also through that which gives and makes available these
beings in their presence and manifestation, thus such that these beings
can and do show themselves from themselves. To be sure, aiaOrjaic; is unable
to do this, but the discussion of the first answer in no way disputes that
aia6T)m<; is relevant, indeed that something like a becoming-manifest and
self-showing of beings is essential for the unhiddenness of beings; it is
only said that aia6r|ai(; by itself and as such cannot do this.

The question remains as to how the self-showing of beings is and must
be possible. In short, there now emerges the task of discovering a phe-
nomenon whose essential constitution involves firstly a self-showing of
the beings themselves, secondly the relationship to being as this occurs
from the soul itself. It is precisely this double claim that Theaetetus
intends by referring to S6£a (6o£d£eiv). More accurately, just as the first
answer had recourse to the immediately obvious ata9r|ai<;, so this second
answer has recourse to the phenomenon of 86£a as this is familiar from
unreflective life. Why can and must Theaetetus fall back upon the 86£a?
What does 86£a mean for the Greeks?

Let us begin with the verbs Soiceiv, SOKECO, i.e. I show myself, either to
myself or to others. In a certain sense the word is the exact counter-
concept to XavGdvcD, I am hidden (hide myself) to others or to myself. I
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show myself to myself: I come before myself as such and such, I appear
before myself and others. This appearing-before-myself-and-others has
the meaning of offering an appearance. But this is a self-showing in some
way or another. This self-showing leaves it open whether what shows itself
is or is not that which it shows itself as. It shows itself, i.e. it appears, and in
this appearing, in this stepping forth, it appears to be this or that. This
appearance leaves it undecided whether it is mere illusion or whether it is
indeed what it appears to be.

For the fundamental meaning of Soicec) (So^a) it is important to keep
firmly in mind that it involves the self-showing of something, above all
the offering of a look or view. Instead of citing arbitrary examples we
choose a passage from our dialogue (143 e 6) that we mentioned earlier in
connection with Socrates calling Theaetetus beautiful while Theodorus
calls him ugly.2 At the beginning of the conversation Socrates asks Theod-
orus to name a young Athenian whom he believes to have a good future.
Theodorus replies that he knows one such person:

Kai si nev f|v KaX6<;, £(po|3o6nr|v civ acp68pa Xeyeiv, nfj mi TO) 56£co £v £rci9i)niQi
auTou etvai.

'If he were beautiful, I would hesitate to call him such, lest I give the impres-
sion to anyone that I bear a passion for him/

Schleiermacher translates, characteristically, 'lest someone believe [of
me]';3 the Greeks say, by contrast, 'lest I appear before someone as such
and such', 'who gives the impression'. Thus precisely the same reversal of
linguistic usage as with XavOdveo.4 8oKe«: I appear to others or to myself
a s . . . ; only from this does Soicetv obtain a further meaning: I seem to
myself to be such and such. Iliad VII, 192: £rcei 8oK6(D vtKT|ae|iev'EKTopa
Siov. 'I appear to myself as someone who -1 believe of myself, I have the
opinion that, I shall defeat Hector/ This is a characteristic reversal of the
meaning: the state of affairs is no longer seen from the standpoint of that
which shows itself, from the object, but from those who are looking at it,
i.e. from this comportment; from those to whom something is shown and
presented (this is himself: he presents himself to himself, he holds himself
for such and such) and who thus have a view of what shows itself.

This same ambiguity also pertains to 86£a. The word means on the one
hand: the look and view that someone offers or wherein something
stands; in the accentuated sense: public reputation, honour, fame; in the
New Testament: 86%a 0eou, brilliance, magnificence. Thereupon: what
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one represents to oneself in such self-showing, the image and picture one
makes of it, thus the opinion one has of it. But these meanings of 86^a also
imply that what shows itself gives off an appearance, awakens an impres-
sion; thus that the picture one has of something could really be different.
The picture, seemingly such, is indeed decided upon from one side, but the
other is not ruled out.

I have already mentioned that it is not easy to find a corresponding
German word, especially one that expresses and preserves the funda-
mental meaning of 6oK60) and 86£a. The word I find most fitting is
'Ansicht' (view), because this brings out the Greek meaning of self-
showing, the look. We use the word with the same ambiguity as the
Greeks:

1. 'Ansicht' in the compound expression 'Ansichtskarte' (picture post-
card): a card that does not represent an opinion or view, but creates an
actual look, that presents something showing itself.

2. But we also say 'ich bin der Ansicht' ['I am of the view'] and thereby
mean: I am of the opinion, I hold that so and so, I see the matter in
such and such a way.

The word 56^a, View', thus obtains its meaning from two opposed
directions, from the object and from the comportment. Both meanings,
i.e. the look of something and the taking of something as such and such,
are present in the one word. It is characteristic of the Greeks, however,
that they did not see these two meanings simply as juxtaposed in an
unconnected way but as essentially related to each other. Indeed it is
precisely this relationship which is most essential to the substantive prob-
lem under consideration. Understanding the one meaning involves
attending to the other; 5o£d£eiv: to have a view about something which
shows itself in such and such a way, i.e. what a particular view or impres-
sion offers.

Positively speaking, what emerges from the whole discussion of the
possible character of perception (aia6Tiai<;) as knowledge is the following.
In order to adequately grasp the essence of knowledge as the possession of
the unhiddenness of beings it is necessary to discover a phenomenon that
contains firstly the moment of becoming-manifest (the self-showing of
the object), and, at the same time, the relationship of being to the beings
which the soul takes up into itself. At first sight this twofold requirement
seems to be met by the 86£ct, and indeed in its double meaning. On the
one hand, view as the look of something, as what the thing offers
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(whether rightly or otherwise is a further question; it is always the inner
claim of a view to present the thing itself); and on the other hand the
comportment, a stance-taking that springs from the soul itself, i.e. to be of
the view, to hold something for such and such. I am of the view: for my
part I see the matter as so and so (f| \\fv%i\ auirj Ka6s a6tf|v). The first
meaning concerns the perceiving of a view, the perceiving acceptance of a
look as this presents itself; the second meaning concerns the fore-taking
[Sich-vornehmen] of the same, the perceiving of something by us (thus
seeing it and taking it as such and such).

In this way it should become clear how the unfolding of the problem
of the first answer necessarily presses into the region indicated by the
term 86£a. The identification of this region, and of the path towards it, is
of special importance for us because it is precisely within this region of
S6£a that there arises the phenomenon of the distorted view [verkehrte
Ansicht]. The Greeks understand untruth as TO yeuSoc;, distortion. This
phenomenon does not arise here by accident, but necessarily. The 86£a
cannot be further understood without attending to this phenomenon of
distortion.

§ 38. Two More Faces of

The Wavering between Letting-Appear (elSoc;) and Distorting

But let us again follow the actual course of the dialogue (187 b ff.)! Thea-
etetus has only just named the new region for discovering the essence of
knowledge when he makes a curious qualification (187 b 4 ff.):

'To say that knowledge is only view [having a view] is impossible, for a view
can often be false [distorted]. Only the true view could be knowledge. Let that
be my answer/

We see that with 86£a we are immediately in a region which is indiffer-
ent in respect of truth and falsity. As Socrates says (187 c 3 f.): Suoiv
ovioiv I5eaw 56£r|<; ('the S6£a has two faces'). To be noted, however, is
that this is not the double-meaning we just discussed (the look of an
object and the comportment of having-a-view), but that each of these two
meanings of 86£a has two faces. A 86£a qua 'look of something': the look
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can present the being itself, the given thing, but it can also make something
out to be what it is not. The look can reveal, but can also hide and distort.
Likewise, 86^a qua 'having-a-view' can be either correct or incorrect.5

We thus see that with 56£a we find ourselves in a very complicated
region where it is necessary to keep our eyes open and survey the whole.
For the various meanings attaching to the essence of 86£a make it tempt-
ing to focus on just one side and thus miss the problem.

But even this is not the greatest difficulty. As we shall see, the 86^a
becomes the framework wherein the question of the essence of vj/ei)5oc; is
taken up. By introducing this phenomenon, one immediately ventures
into the region of this wavering between correctness and distortion. Soc-
rates already has an understanding of this complex region, and he directs
Theaetetus hither and thither within it; not, however, in order to confuse
him, but because he wants to familiarize Theaetetus with what cannot be
mastered by the crude and apparently clear proofs of sound common
sense.

In order, in a stepwise manner, to make Theaetetus see the various
characters, even if he does not grasp their connections (aiaOrjaic; -
8idvoia), Socrates poses the question (187 c 7):

TAp'oCv sf a^iov rcepi 66£r|<; dvcdapeiv TidXiv - ;

'Is it then still worthwhile, in regard to the 56^a, to take it up again - ?'
[Theaetetus, astonished, interrupts:] To rcoiov 5f] Xeyeig 'What do you mean?'

The S6£a was already touched on earlier (170 a f.) because it was
unavoidable in the context of the whole theme of the dialogue. But it was
only considered in passing, without in any way determining its essence.
Socrates now proposes to make the S6£a as such explicitly thematic.
Indeed, as Socrates' answer shows, he is intent on attacking the most
difficult side of the problem of the 86£a. He admits to Theaetetus that he
too has often been troubled by his inability to say what this experience is,
and how it comes about. 'Which experience?' asks Theaetetus. To
8o£ot£eiv iivct \|/eu8fj (187 d 6). This: that someone can have a distorted
view' (v|/euSr|<;S6£a).

We too are pressed by Plato into the role of Theaetetus; for like Thea-
etetus we too are astonished only by Socrates' astonishment and unease.
What, then, is so remarkable about the fact that we have distorted as well
as true views? This is a quite ordinary and everyday fact. With respect to
the guiding question of the dialogue, namely 'What is knowledge?', and
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the answer now given, namely that it is true view, we shall ourselves
think that we should treat just of true view and not of distorted view. Why
should we, as Socrates now proceeds to do, give lengthy consideration to
whether distorted view should be treated first?

But Theaetetus leaves Socrates to make the decision, and we too give
Plato the lead, following with him the traces of this remarkable path
whose necessity we are initially quite unable to grasp, and which brings us
to a discussion of v|/eG8oc; (untruth). We thus ask, along with Plato, what
kind of condition of the soul, i.e. of the essence of man, obtains in the case
of distorted view, and how this comes about. The question concerning the
yeveau; of this condition does not seek a psychological explanation of its
origin, i.e. it is not concerned with the causes of human beings falling into
error, but rather with the possibility of this phenomenon. It is directed to
what makes possible the i|/ei)8f|c; 86£a as such, irrespective of whether and
how this factually occurs. In short, the question of yeveaic; here concerns
the inner possibility, the essence.

Looking back, we now see with greater clarity the context of inquiry
within which the problem of the \|/eu8o<; arises: in the question concern-
ing a phenomenon, the So^a-character, which contains that ambiguity
which is itself the ground of the possibility of wavering between 'dis-
torted' and 'not distorted'. This is the context. But we still do not see the
authentic rootedness of the problem of untruth (distortion).

Notes

1 See above p. 143; Sophocles, Antigone, lines 332 f.
2 See above p. 143.
3 Fowler translates: 'lest someone should think I was in love with him'; Corn-

ford translates: lest I should be suspected of being in love with him'. [Trans.]
4 See above pp. lOOff .
5 See Supplement 20.
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The Question Concerning the Possibility of the
\l/ei)8fic; So^a

Socrates proposes inquiring into the distorted view. The investigation of
the \|/eu8r|c; 86£a begins at 187 c 5 and ends at 200 d, proceeding in two
stages, a preliminary and a main investigation. This is followed by a dis-
cussion of the &Xr|6f|<; 86£a (200 d to 201 e). Disproportionately greater
space is thus devoted to the distorted view. Yet if the dialogue concerns the
essence of knowledge, and if this is to be understood as the possession of
truth, then the true view should be the proper topic. For this reason people
have always wondered why Plato does not discuss the 'true view' at
greater length, especially since, at the end, Socrates says that the 'distorted
view' cannot be apprehended in its essence until the essence of the true
view is grasped. Just why, despite all this, the V|/eu8ri<; 86£a is treated first,
and at such great length, just why it occupies the greatest thematic space
in the entire dialogue, all this is very puzzling.

A. Preparatory Investigation:
Impossibility of the Phenomenon of the \|/ei)8fi<; 86^a

§ 39. The Horizon of the Preparatory Investigation
as Excluding in Advance the Possibility of a \|/eD6f|<; 56£a

The oddity of this whole section concerning the \|/eu8f|c; 86£a increases if
we take note of how this investigation sets out and the direction in which
it proceeds. The discussion seeks to impress upon Theaetetus just how
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remarkable this phenomenon of the v|/eu8f|<; 86£a really is. In this way,
however, the unstated positive intention plays the guiding role; exhibiting
the puzzling character of the phenomenon allows it to be more clearly laid
bare in its various sides and levels, so that our understanding becomes
sharpened for a more thorough treatment. By no means should we regard
the preparatory discussion as less important than what is developed the-
matically; on the contrary, it is in the preparatory discussion that the
framework for dealing with the problem is defined. It is here that we
become acquainted with those directions within which Plato (and the
Greeks) necessarily had to comprehend the phenomenon of the \|/ei)8f|<;
S6£a and thus of the \|/eu8o<;. We are concerned with the way in which the
question of the essence of untruth was first approached, such that this
became determinative for all subsequent ages.

The preparatory investigation extends from 187 d to 191. The question
is (187 d 3 f.):

Ti jcof £cra TOUTO TO 7cd0o<; rcap'fmiv Kai ilva ipojcov £yyvyv6|iEvov;

'To have a distorted view: what state of the soul is that, and how does it occur?'

What can we say about such a thing, and what (out of which component
parts) does such a condition consist in? The answer to this question is
initially sought in three directions, i.e. the phenomenon of the \j/eu8f|(;
86£a is considered from three perspectives. The first discussion extends
from 188 a to d, the second from 188 d to 189 b 9, the third from 189 b 10
to 1 90 e 4. All three discussions come to the conclusion that the distorted
view is in its essence utterly null [nichtig], therefore cannot exist at all.

However, in order to give this remarkable result the full force of
astonishment and wonder, the whole inquiry is preceded by a reference
to facts and basic principles which initially appear not to be doubted,
and to whose truth the interlocutor readily agrees. We immediately
agree that distorted views occur, that one person will have a distorted
view and another person a correct view - just as if all this belonged to
our essence.1

So on the one hand the existence of distorted views is an indubitable
fact, grounded in the nature of man; on the other hand the conclusion is
reached that such a thing as a distorted view cannot exist. Socrates, who is
naturally already aware of both the factuality and the impossibility of a
distorted view, is thus quite justified in being troubled by this strange
phenomenon, and in being utterly at a loss about it.
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But what is going on? How are we to understand this? Let us follow the
three perspectives! To be noted is that Socrates leads the discussion, i.e.
guides the direction of questioning. Distorted view is not directly illumin-
ated by Plato/ Socrates in the manner of a description, but Socrates pro-
ceeds from definite basic principles, under which he places the ensuing
discussion. Nevertheless, to make what follows easier to comprehend, we
shall consider an example:

a) First Perspective:
Alternatives of Knowing and Not-knowing

What is that - a distorted view? We find the answer by looking at what
properties are exhibited by such a comportment (having a distorted view);
and we shall do this by bringing to mind an example that Plato has already
consciously prepared in the dialogue and which we earlier mentioned in
passing. We remember that, right at the beginning, mention was made of
the fact that Theaetetus is snub-nosed and goggle-eyed, but not to such a
degree as Socrates. So it could easily happen that someone approaching
Theaetetus from a distance would take him for Socrates; this person
would then have a distorted view. Now we could, as stated, directly
describe this phenomenon. But Socrates does not proceed in this way;
instead, he begins with a general reflection. Human beings are such that
they either know or do not know something; they always have this dual
possibility before them: that something is known or not known. This is so
obvious and self-evident that Theaetetus immediately agrees, saying
oi)5ev XeiTceiai, 'there are no other possibilities' besides either knowing or
not knowing. Knowing and not-knowing are mutually exclusive. This
consideration provides the guiding principle for the discussion that follows.
At the same time, however, this guiding principle positively indicates the
perspective through which the phenomenon of the \|/ei)5f|c; 86£a, i.e. the
86£a in general, is to be examined: as knowing, or, more precisely, as
representing [Vorstellen]. Plato employs the colourless expression eiSevai,
whose ambiguity and vagueness cannot be rendered in the German
language.

Socrates lays down this consideration as the guiding principle by
expressly remarking: there is indeed something between knowing and not-
knowing, namely learning-to-know, coming-to-know, the transition from
not-knowing to knowing; ww-learning and forgetting is the transition
from knowing to not-knowing. This ^£ia^6, says Socrates, we are now
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leaving aside; it does not belong to the matter that is now being treated.
We agree upon the unambiguous thesis: everything is either known or
not known.2 This perspective is completely appropriate and therefore
justified. For from the outset it is necessary (fj8r| &vdyKT|) that when
someone has a view, whether distorted or correct, he in any case has a
view on [uber] something - thus something he knows or does not know.
Thus, when someone has a view on something, he in some sense has
knowledge of something. To have a view on something is to have know-
ledge of something or a representation of something in the broadest sense.
Knowledge stands under the guiding principle that it excludes not-
knowing (and vice versa). This principle immediately implies, as Socrates
says (188 a 10 f.):

Kai nfjv EiSota ye ni\ eiSevcu TO auto r\ jifi ei66ia ei8evai dSCvauov.

That one who knows a thing does not know it, or that one who does not know
it knows it, is surely impossible/

Naturally, for we either know something, or we do not know it.
Why is Socrates not content with this general principle? Why is the

implication of the principle actually quoted here? Because it brings to
expression the possibility or impossibility of a phenomenon that becomes a
problem under the heading of \|/ei)6fi<; 86£a. Only now is the perspective
for apprehending the \|/eu8f|<; 86£a made sufficiently precise.

For what is the situation when someone has a distorted view? They do
not simply know something, have knowledge of .. . , but since it is dis-
torted, they at the same time do not know it. A distorted view is still a view;
it is not simply that they know nothing at all, for something is indeed re-
presented. They thus know something, but it is a distorted view, such that
what is known is not known. It is therefore a view and at the same time
not. So in the fact of the \|/eu8ri<; 86£a there is already a phenomenon that
contradicts the guiding principle of the entire discussion. Nevertheless,
this guiding principle is for the moment still maintained. To be noted is
that this guiding principle is apparently maintained as self-evident, against
the fact of a v|/ei)8fi<; S6£a. To the Greeks of the time, and for the moment
also to Plato, this is absolutely self-evident. That there is something
between the two is precisely the great discovery of Plato. The discussion of
the vi/euSrjc; 86£a is the only path to this.

Thus a distorted view, to which it now pertains that (as Socrates says,
188 b 3):
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TAp' oOv 6 id \|/8i)8fi 5o^d£cov, a oiSe, xaOia oieiai ou xaOia etvai dA,A,d exepa
ana (bv oi8e;

'Someone thinks the things he knows are not these things, but some other
things he knows/

An example: someone knows Theaetetus and Socrates; in the distance
he sees a man (who is actually Theaetetus) coming towards him along the
street; he takes this man to be Socrates. On the present interpretation this
means that he takes Theaetetus, whom he knows, as not he whom he
knows (as approaching him along the street) but as someone else. He
therefore holds what he knows for something he does not know. For
otherwise he would have taken the man as Theaetetus rather than as
Socrates. So the remarkable circumstance emerges that someone who
knows both Socrates and Theaetetus in this case also and simultaneously
does not know them (188 b 4 f.):

dfKpoiepa siSax; dyvoei aC djicpOTepa.

'He knows both [he knows who Socrates is, and who Theaetetus is] and yet is
ignorant of both/

For, as we say, he confuses them.
In the case of a distorted view, one knows, and does not know, one and

the same thing! However, Theaetetus promptly says that such a thing is
impossible, d8uvaiov. If this is so, what remains? One might presume: he
knows neither. Then having a distorted view would mean that one takes
something one does not know for something else one likewise does not
know. Then someone who knew neither Theaetetus nor Socrates could
intend both while taking Socrates for Theaetetus or Theaetetus for Socra-
tes. That is obviously impossible! The distorted view, consequently, can-
not exist at all. The guiding principle, and what followed from it, remain
valid: it is impossible that someone who knows something also does not
know it, and vice versa.

Socrates now (188 c 2) gives this result a different and characteristic
turn: it is not the case that someone takes what he knows as something he
does not know. Theaetetus answers: xepa<; yap eaiai, 'that would be a
miracle'.

To anticipate, and thus to make visible the astonishing structure of the
whole: this miracle does in fact exist. Especially in his later dialogues,
Plato always employs this expression iepa<;, miracle, when something
initially appears as absolutely impossible and miraculous to the common
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understanding, but is later shown by philosophical reflection to be pos-
sible, i.e. demonstrated in its own inner possibility. For the moment, how-
ever, we have not yet come this far, but we remain with Theaetetus in his
astonishment, as he becomes ever more conscious of the puzzling char-
acter of distorted view. Socrates summarizes this first examination of the
\l/ei)8r|(; 86£a and again repeats the guiding principle under which the
phenomenon is set, agreeing with Theaetetus that (188 c 6 f.):

'ErceiTiep rcavf rj la^tev r\ OUK la^iev, £v 8e TOUTOIQ ouSanou cpaiveiai Suvatov
v|/Ei)5fj So^aaai.

'Within the framework of the present perspective [either knowing or not
knowing] it appears to be utterly impossible for someone to have a distorted
view/

And yet it does exist! They have already agreed upon the fact of the false
view, indeed of many false views alternating with true and correct ones!

Let us pause for a moment! If, as stated, this miracle of a distorted view
is supposed to be possible, and actual and demonstrable in its possibility,
then it is clear that all the characteristics of the yeuSrjc; 86^a must be
somehow rightly involved; more precisely: they must be apprehended in a
more fitting and originary manner, in order that the possibility of the
phenomenon should come to light. It is thus important for the interpret-
ation that we keep in mind what was already positively indicated about
the \|/£i)8r|c; 56£a in the preliminary investigation (without Theaetetus
noticing). We may then see how the illumination of the phenomenon, i.e.
the transformation of the previous perspective, takes place.

The discussion departed from the 'knowing and not-knowing' of one
and the same thing; 'knowing' in the broad sense: to have knowledge of
something, representing, a view of something. That is quite in order; but
why begin with knowing? Because what is at issue is 'distorted view',
which clearly involves me not knowing something. View is knowing, dis-
torted view not knowing. The question is how these two are compatible.
Guiding principle: they exclude each other.

However, we further saw that with the introduction of the \j/eu8r|<;
56^a, Socrates, as a result of a fundamental reflection, brings up a new
phenomenon which did not occur with ataOrjOK; or with the simple con-
cept of knowledge. But Socrates does not go into the circumstance that
knowing (which is how 56£a, having a view about something, is con-
ceived) concerns something which has the character of &m>6iepa, i.e., of
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the one and the other (Theaetetus and Socrates). To have a view means:
to know something as something and to see this one thing as such and
such, i.e. as something else. In Greek terms: to the object of 86£a there
belongs e'xepov - eiepov. The object to which a view relates is actually
twofold: something (the one), which is taken for something else. In its
essence, the S6£a has two objects. It is for this reason that Plato employs
the term djicpoiepa.

Hitherto, in the case of aiaOrjaic; (perceiving something), d^upoiepa
meant both together; now, on the contrary: both (d|a(pOTepct) are known and
not known.

This is why, suddenly and without further introduction, the oiea6ai
crops up, to take something as something, or also f|y£ia9ai: previously
undiscussed modes of comportment which even now are not at all
emphasized, but which Socrates has to draw upon in order to treat of 86^a
and distorted view.

Since Socrates leads Theaetetus through all these moments of the phe-
nomenon, the latter's understanding is sharpened, even though he ini-
tially takes the \|/euSf|(; 86^a to be an utterly impossible phenomenon.
Socrates even wants to awaken this insight in Theaetetus, so that the
latter may understand why this phenomenon continues to disturb him
(Socrates).

In investigating the phenomenon both have proceeded Kara 16 ei8evai
Kai |ir| eiSevai (188 c 9 f.), on the presupposition that a false view is a
knowing and a not-knowing. Since such impossibilities have emerged,
since the first perspective (either knowing or not-knowing) has led to the
impossibility of the phenomenon, while on the other hand the fact of
distorted views cannot be denied, Socrates now asks whether the investi-
gation should not instead proceed icaid TO e'ivai Kai \ri\, in respect of being
and non-being.

b) Second Perspective:
Alternatives of Being and Non-being

So the second investigation (188 d to 189 b 9) begins. Yet Theaetetus does
not initially understand how this perspective of being and non-being is
supposed to reveal something about the essence and possibility of the
Vei)8r|(; 86£,a.

The second attempt to approach the phenomenon of the yeuSrjc; 86£a
proceeds in a different way to the first. To be sure, it proceeds from
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something self-evident and again aims at presenting the characteristic
features of this phenomenon. But what is taken as self-evident is now no
longer a universally acknowledged statement, but the commonplace and
supposedly clear meaning of a word, namely the word v|/eu8f|<; (\|/e08o<;).

The \|/ei)Sf|<; 86£a is to be investigated; so what does yeuSfiQ mean? You
will remember the explanation given earlier: \|/eu8oc; is distortion, the
distorted, the twisted; something that looks like . . . , but behind which
there is nothing, therefore the null [das Nichtige]; yeuSew, to annul, to
thwart or foil.3 It is this ordinary meaning of \|/eu8f|<; (void, vain) that
Socrates now takes up. A v|/ei)Sr|(; S6£a is then itself a view that is null
[nichtige Ansicht], a view wherein something null is assumed and
intended; vi/euSfl So^eiv is to intend something null. But the null is what
is not. To intend something null is to intend something non-existing. So
we now see how the difference between being and non-being can and
must be a guideline for investigating the vj/ei)5f|<; 86£a, i.e. that this second
perspective is not at all artificial but has its valid grounding in the phe-
nomenon of the 86£a.

The question must now be answered: what then is the \|/eu8fi<; 86£a, if
the vj/euSfj So^a^ew is nothing else but TO nf| 6v 8o£a£eiv (to intend some-
thing null)? Socrates asks: is it at all possible for someone rcepi TCOV ovicov
TOD (188 d 9), in respect of some being or other, to have a view of some-
thing that is not? Indeed, can anyone at all intend the non-existing in
itself? Certainly, we will say: this happens whenever someone accepts
something that is not true; not true, i.e. not manifest, not present, non-
existing. Thus, we will say, the intending of what is not, does indeed exist.
Socrates asks whether anything of this sort occurs elsewhere. That some-
one intends something, thereby intending something non-existing? That
in representing we represent the non-existing, so perhaps that in seeing
something one sees nothing! To mean the non-existing: is there such a
thing? How then! If I intend something that is distorted, I nevertheless
intend something, thus something that is, 6v 11. Then I cannot intend some
non-being. An intention cannot relate to something non-existing, for in
that case it would have no object. Therefore it is not possible for a vj/ei)Sr|<;
So^a itself'to be. Socrates reinforces Theaetetus' view that such a thing is
quite impossible. For whoever sees something, TOW ovicov n 6pqi (188 e 7),
sees an existing something. Whoever hears something, hears a something
and thus an existing thing. (Cf. earlier: ouaia rcpcoTOV |adXiaia £TU rcavioo
TiapeTieiai, 186 a 2 f.) Therefore does not whoever intends something
intend a something, thus an existing thing?
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With this awkward question, Socrates leads Theaetetus along a false
path, for he puts every 8o£d£ew jirj 6 via, the intending of non-existing
things, in a correspondence with seeing, hearing and the like, i.e. with
modes of comportment which are simply directed, which do not involve
intending something as something. By showing that seeing is always the
seeing of something (i.e. something that is), thus that there cannot be a
seeing which sees nothing, and by transposing this situation to the case of
intending (opining), Socrates argues: if I intend nothing, then my intend-
ing, which here means representing, is itself void and therefore impos-
sible. So whoever intends something that is not, intends a non-entity,
therefore nothing, ouSev; but whoever intends nothing does not intend at
all. For intending would have no object, and that would not be intending
at all. Whoever has a view that is null cannot have a view at all. Thus a
\l/ei)8r|c; 86£a is quite impossible. Yet if such a thing is indeed possible
(which must be the case, since, as we have admitted, it is found every-
where) then it cannot be defined in the manner we have attempted. So it
is once again forcefully impressed upon Theaetetus how this phenom-
enon obstinately eludes comprehension, how it remains ungraspable and
miraculous, and thus disturbing.

Interpreting the distorted view as the view that is null, i.e. as viewing
nothing at all, results in its self-cancellation as null. This negative result of
the second investigation is derived not from the first guideline of inquiry
(either knowing or not-knowing), but from the principle that something
either is or is not.

We shall see that also this alternative (being or non-being), which for
centuries the Greeks had regarded as quite certain, is shaken: that there is
an intermediate between being and non-being, likewise between know-
ing and not-knowing. This intermediate is the ground of the possibility of
the \|/ei)8o(;.

However, just as with the first attempt, we cannot rest content with
simply accepting the lack of any result. Rather, we must reflect upon the
fact that there are clear grounds in the phenomenon itself for investigat-
ing it in respect of the null and non-being. Measured against true insight,
the distorted view is not only something that turns out as null, but, in its
relation to the object, it intends something that is not. This is the puzzling
thing about the distorted view as such. The question is only why, despite
this valid observation, made necessary by the phenomenon itself, the
attempt to grasp the essence of the vj/ei)8r|<; 86£a in this way fails. Clearly,
this is because the phenomenon is not seen as a whole. And why is that?
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Because Theaetetus is not yet free to learn to see, because he is still too
much under the influence of commonly accepted principles and concepts
into which he forces the phenomenon and thus deforms it. More pre-
cisely, Socrates leads him into this error by emphasizing the vulgar mean-
ing of \|/ei)8f|(; (as 'null') and allowing him to fall into the trap. But in this
Theaetetus is only the representative, as it were, of healthy common sense
- to be sure, the healthy common sense which speaks and thinks in Greek.

There are three factors here which determine the common understand-
ing and make its view unfree: at bottom, the same as what already hin-
dered the first attempt.

1. Just as there 8o£ci£eiv was oieaOai (to take something as something),
so now, compelled by the phenomenon, it must again be conceived as
6o£d£eiv it rcepi TIVO<;, believing something about something, having a view
about something, seeing something as this and as something else. It is there-
fore not to be overlooked that the object of 86£a is as it were two objects
(&H9Oiepa). To the phenomenon 'having a view of something' there
belongs the 'whereof and the view of it. But we call 'having a view'
So^d^ew, and this is always 8o£d£eiv n, intending something. So the obvious
thing is to equate 8o£d£ew with such modes of comportment as 6pav TI,
AKOUEIV ii, therefore with a'ia9r|ai<;; what holds for this (seeing and hear-
ing) must also hold for 6o£d£ew (opining). Theaetetus falls into this trap. At
the moment when he embraces this correspondence and understands
8o^d£ew in the manner of seeing, hearing and the like, he fails to pay due
regard to the object of belief, taking it likewise as a simple object. The object is
given up and sinks out of sight; i.e. the fyupoiepa, the double-aspect of the
object of S6£a, is not held on to, and so what is further said is groundless.

2. If yeuSric; is the null, \|/ei)8i]<; 86£a null opinion, and the null the same
as the non-existent, \LT\ 6v, then the distorted view cannot have any object
at all. What is not something is nothing (ouSev); the non-existent, which
takes the lead here, is equated with the nothing. It is not at all asked
whether the non-existent is also a being and can be such. For how other-
wise could a distorted view be resisted, if from the beginning it were noth-
ing! Here also the phenomenon comes into view in a certain way, in that
someone who has a distorted view believes something about the object
(something which does not apply, thus a nothing); therefore the impossibil-
ity of the phenomenon.

3. Finally, and in connection with this, the equating of the non-existent
and the nothing is strengthened by the fact that beings exclude the non-
existent, exactly as in the previous case knowing excluded not-knowing,
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i.e. there is nothing between them.
We would misunderstand the whole meaning and difficulty of this sec-

ond attempt of Socrates and Theaetetus if we believed, as is the usual
interpretation, that Theaetetus commits logical errors here, and that Soc-
rates/Plato is engaged in a frivolous game of words. The opposite is the
case. In the manner in which Socrates guides Theaetetus, the dialogue
makes a tremendous effort to combat the domination of everyday talk and
to resist the power of that healthy common sense that thinks in mere
words and sentences. That the non-existing and the nothing, the [ii\ ov
and the ouSsv, are not the same, is, until Plato, not at all self-evident. That
6pav it and So^ct^eiv n are not equivalent in their comportmental char-
acter is even less self-evident. That there is something 'between' knowing
and not-knowing, and between being and being-nothing, is certainly not
self-evident. And that this intermediate is more than an intermediate: this
is quite hidden to the self-evidence of the common understanding. In the
interpretation of the domination of the self-evident we should not assume
a posture of superiority, dismissing these attempts to grasp the phenom-
enon as erroneous and primitive. Both these attempts to grasp the essen-
tial constitution of the yeuSrjc; 86^a fail because their guiding perspectives
do not suffice, or, more precisely and carefully put, because these perspec-
tives are not sufficiently worked through in regard to what is required by
the phenomenon. The guiding fundamental principles do not prescribe
how the phenomena must be, but the phenomena themselves come first,
and it is they which prescribe how the guiding fundamental principles
must be constructed.

Externally, nothing is attained, and yet this one thing is achieved: the
puzzling character of the phenomenon is heightened and shows itself in its
various aspects. To be sure, it seems as if the reflection only circles around
the phenomenon; at bottom, however, this circling around is a constant
narrowing of the circle, i.e. a coming closer. That the sequence of three
attempts does proceed in this way can be easily seen from the beginning of
the third attempt and its guiding perspective.

c) Third Perspective:

The i|/ei)8f]<; 86^a as dMo8o£ia
(Substitution instead of Confusion)

The third attempt (189 b 10 to 190 e 4) proceeds in a different way to the
previous two. Without any further preparation, directly and as it were
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dogmatically, it gives a new conception of the essence of the \|/ei)Sf|<; 86£a,
and in addition a new name: a \j/ei)5fi<; 86£a is an &Mo8o£ia. This word
cannot be translated, at any rate not by Schleiermacher's quite unsuitable
expression 'verwechselte Meinung' [confused opinion].4 If opinion, then
at best to opine distortedly, to mean something else. But however difficult
the translation, the substantive intention of this third proposal is quite
clear.

The essence of a distorted view in the sense of an &M,o8o^ia is, as
Socrates says (189 b 12 ff.):

'AMoSo^iav nvti oftaav v|/euSfj 9«nev elvai So^av, 6iav tig TI TOW ovtwv aXXo
ati TOW OVTCOV dvTaXXa£a|A£vo<; tfj 8iavoig 9x1 eivai.

'A \|/eu8fi<; 86£a, in the sense of an dXXo8o£ia, occurs when a person, in per-
ceiving, takes one existing thing for another existing thing/

Example: when someone takes an approaching person to be Socrates,
when he is actually Theaetetus, i.e. instead of Theaetetus he takes him for
Socrates. (But dviaAAxrcieoBai does not mean confusion, rather a switch-
ing around of one for the other.) This conception of the essence of the
xj/euSrjc; 86^a is immediately explained in terms of its adequacy to the
guiding principles of the two previous attempts. More clearly stated: it is
claimed that with this conception the previously discovered positive char-
acteristics of the vj/eoSriq So^a find their place and inner connection. There
are three moments:

1. The \|/£i)8r|<; So^a (according to the second attempt) is an opining of
nothing. Now it is shown that it is not an opining of nothing, but that in
distorted opinion something existing is intended, only instead of one thing
(Theaetetus, who it really is) another (Socrates, who it is not).

2. It is thereby already claimed (and thereafter held to) that a view is
always such as to relate to one thing and to another thing (it has to do with
two things) - in the case of the \|/ei)8r|(; S6£a to the one instead of the other.
What Plato wants to emphasize is that an opinion really has two objects:
the one instead of the other.

3. In this way the nature of the \|/eo8o(; is also indicated: that which is
intended is missed (instead of Theaetetus, Socrates).

Theaetetus considers this new conception of the essence of the vj/euSrjc;
86£a to be highly suitable, and is so sure of it that he claims, as additional
confirmation, that whoever comports himself in this way (in the sense
of this dXXoSo^ia), <b<; &A,r|9cD<; 8o£a££i v|/eu5fi, is 'truly of a false view'.
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Socrates reminds him in passing of this daring statement, that something
should be 'in truth false': that is like walking quickly in a slow manner.
This is meant to indicate how far the two still are from a genuine clarifi-
cation of truth and falsity, and of the connection between them. But
Socrates goes easy on Theaetetus; he does not tie him down to this
peculiar statement, but restricts himself to an examination of the third
attempt.

The same procedure now occurs: 1. the phenomenon is lured out to
some extent; 2. however, with the help of an accurately observed aspect
of the phenomenon, the examination again diverts from the path and
comes again 3. to results which assert the impossibility of this conception
too, for the reason that it destroys the phenomenon itself. Since from this
point onwards the course of the conversation is transparent, I give only
brief explanations of the three points.

Firstly: what new characteristics emerge? The &Mo8o£ia is a eiepov n
(be; eiepov . . . TTJ 5iavoig ilOeaOai (189 d 7 f.), 'a positing of the one as the
other, and indeed in the assimilating perceiving of something': no longer
just observing (seeing or hearing), but the taking-in of something in
regard to something. Again the one and the other; both (d^upoiepa) are
necessary, either both at the same time, or each on its own account, and
now as the object of a positing (ii6eCT0ai).5

Yet what do 5idvoia and 5iavoeta6ai now mean? We already
encountered this concept, in a whole series of descriptions, during the
elucidation of the essence of a'(a6r|ai(;. It is not yet immediately obvious
whether exactly this same phenomenon is now intended or intended in
the same way. That must be left open; we know that in the dialogue Plato
attempts to arrive at a sharper conception of 6idvoia. SiavoeiaOai, as mid-
dle voice, further sharpens the meaning as the moment of essence of 86£a
and is now specifically equated with 8uxXeyeey9ai (to talk through some-
thing for itself); thus Siavoia is a Xoyoc;, a speech in which the soul goes
through what it sees with itself. It would be a mistake to take this as a
logical concept; we must beware here of bringing in the Platonic 'dia-
lectic'. This speaking and saying has a quite specific character: it is a saying
something to oneself, i.e. discussing some given thing with oneself,
becoming clear about something and taking a stand towards it. This is
what is meant by o'ieaOai, f|yeia0ai, further TUGTIC;, belief in the general
sense of holding something to be such and such. This saying to itself of the
soul is a saying and speaking without any linguistic manifestation; it
occurs aiyrj, what it says it says silently. If therefore one thing is posited
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instead of another thing, this means: in saying to oneself it is set forth as
such and such, re-presented as it were.

In this description of Siavoia as Xeyew we have the essential character
of re-presenting to oneself as a saying to oneself. From this we derive the
broad meaning of X6yo<;, also confirming that the Greeks did not define
the primordial essence of saying and speaking, thus of language, in terms
of its oral expression, nor in terms of its optical manifestations in signs and
the like; at the same time we see that the essence of language is inwardly
rooted in the essence of the soul. It cannot be surprising that the authentic
comportment of the soul is defined as a saying, as a questioning and
answering, as a yes- and no-saying, if, that is, the soul is what bears and
determines the essence of man, and if, for the Greeks, man is the living
being who has saying at his disposal, i.e. who strives sayingly to his own-
most being.

Only now do we understand why 8iavoeta6ai, the relationship of the
soul to being, was earlier conceived as ftvaXoyi^eaGai and ai)Aloyia[i6<;.
The Xoyoq as the relation of gathering, of the gathered perceiving of some-
thing singular, is the original meaning of ouMoyio^oc;. From this we clar-
ify &A.A,o5o^ia: the positing, the re-presenting to oneself of the one instead
of the other, proves to be a saying of the one for the other. What the soul
actually says is being. Irrespective of whether it occurs in the form of an
assertion, saying is in each case a saying of being, a saying of is or is-not. To
be of a view: this is a saying to oneself and a positing as such and such.
What is posited instead of the other is always such and such. In the So^a
there always resides the saying and representing to oneself of being.

What we positively obtain from this discussion of the inner speech of
the soul is that the 86£a involves a comportment in some sense similar to
what we already know as the soul's relationship to beings - this is indeed
necessary, in order that it should be at all possible for a comportment to be
true or untrue.

Secondly: precisely this new characteristic now leads the examination
of the \|/ei)8f|<; 86£a completely away from its path. To posit the one
instead of the other would mean saying that the one is the other, e.g. that
the beautiful thing is ugly, the fitting thing unfitting. This is quite impos-
sible. It would never occur to us to say, not even in a dream, that the
beautiful is ugly, the straight crooked. No one will ever say that an ox is a
horse or that two are one. But if saying one for the other is ruled out, then
the &XXo8o£ia is in itself impossible.

Whoever, therefore, as is indeed the case with 86£a, re-presents the one
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and the other, cannot posit the one in place of the other. But should he
represent only one of the two, then he would not have it as that which, or
better, as that instead of which he posited the other.

So (thirdly) it is said in summary (190 d 11 ff.):

Then neither he who intends both, nor he who intends just one, can intend
that one thing is something else [ctMoSo^eiv]. And so anyone who sets out to
define distorted view as TO eTepo8o£etv will be talking nonsense [for he
assumes an impossible phenomenon]. So neither by this method nor by our
previous method is a distorted view found to exist in us/

How could we nevertheless maintain that this third attempt comes
closer to the phenomenon than do the earlier attempts? Is it perhaps
because here the Suxvoetv (the 86^a) is more forcefully presented as
Kojoq? No, for that would result in the examination coming off course, to
seeing the phenomenon as impossible. Instead, we maintained this
because the attempt is now made to seriously consider the fact that the
V|/eu8f|c; 86£a, i.e. the So^a in general, relates to the one and the other.
More precisely, the third explanation sees that what is puzzling about the
phenomenon is that it has two objects, the one and the other. Holding fast
to this insight, the attempt is made to understand, and to bring forth, how
the one and the other are posited. The explanation runs: the one is posited
instead of the other. This explanation does indeed see the task in the proper
and decisive way, but it is not adequate as a solution. The dual object and
its duality are explained in an erroneous manner. For if the x|/eu8r)(; 86^a is
a distorted view, which confuses something with another thing, this distor-
tion is not adequately captured by saying that in such a view one thing is
substituted for another. If the one is posited instead of the other, at bottom
this means that just one thing is always posited, such that the other is
disregarded or left aside; the one as the other, then instead of the other. In
brief, interchanging is not the same as confusing; the essence of the latter
cannot be grasped through the former. The two phenomena are mixed
up, not only by Theaetetus but also by Schleiermacher. The guiding per-
spective of the third attempt (the substitution of one for the other) does not
suffice. It leads precisely to the obfuscation of the phenomenon. When we
clearly understand this, it is also not difficult to see how fundamentally
erroneous is Schleiermacher's commonly accepted translation of
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dM,o8o£ia as 'confused opinion' [verwechselte Meinung]. It is precisely con-
fusion as such that this third explanation does not grasp. The misunder-
standing is grounded in the faulty translation of the word AvTaMxrcieoOai;
this does not mean confuse, but rather substitute, interchange.

From this you can see that the third attempt does get close to the
peculiarity of the phenomenon of distorted view - which is indeed some-
thing like confusion - but on the other hand does not grasp the structure
of confusion, only of substitution. This is not by accident, but there is a
reason for it. In the background is the idea that opinion is the positing of
the one and the other. Instead of seeing that the 86£a has only one object,
which, however, possesses a complex rather than a simple unity, and that
this complexity is the genuine problem, the prevailing view is always that
the object of 86^a consists of two objects. We shall now see in what
degree Plato succeeds in comprehending this complexity and its corres-
ponding comportment, and in what points, and for which reasons, he
fails.

§ 40. Result of the Preliminary Investigation:
A,6yo<;-Character of the 86£a;

Its Aporia: Suppression of the Phenomenon through
the Guiding Perspectives

Does the conversation remain without 'result'? We can recognize, with-
out even coming to the end, that much 'results' to which subsequent
philosophy and human knowledge could no longer measure up.

We are discussing the \yei)8f|<; 86£a. We have brought the preliminary
investigation to a close. We have shown why the third attempt (\|/ei)Sr|<;
86£a as &A,Xo8o£ia) comes closer to the phenomenon than do the first and
second attempts. What positively emerges from this third attempt, i.e.
what is important for the main investigation, is that an attempt is made to
grasp the 5o£a£eiv as a Xoyoq, XeyecrOai, 6iaA,eyea6ai. The saying-some-
thing-to-oneself and the holding-of-oneself-to (to what is said) means
simultaneously: to address something in a specific way. This demonstra-
tion of the Xoyoc;-character of the 86£a is important in so far as it alone is
retained in the later development of the 86£a concept, so that the prim-
ordial elements of the 86^a disappear behind this characteristic, and the
86^a, as 'opinion', is linked to assertion and the genuine phenomenon
disappears.
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Where do we stand at the conclusion of the preliminary investigation?
It emerged that the guiding perspectives do not suffice, for they always
lead to the assertion of the impossibility of anything like distorted view,
i.e. to the essential impossibility of the phenomenon. Yet this phenomenon
undeniably exists! We find ourselves confronted by the phenomenon of
distorted view, and yet we nevertheless maintain the inner impossibility
of the same. What must give way?

Our thesis of the impossibility of the phenomenon must give way to the
fact that there is such a thing. This means that the guiding perspectives of
the three attempts were inadequately grounded and also that the phe-
nomenal state of affairs was for its part inadequately comprehended. A
fact as such does not immediately have the priority of an essential insight,
already for the reason that 'pure facts' do not exist for us at all. Every fact
is already understood as this and this, i.e. it stands under the knowledge of
essence. Where the knowledge of essence is grounded, then in respect of
facts Hegel's statement holds: 'all the worse for the facts'. In our case the
thesis must give way - not simply to give priority to the fact, but in order
that we can ask after it in an unhindered manner. If we do not want to
close our eyes, we must save the phenomenon, despite, indeed even
because of, its 'miraculous' character. If the phenomenon itself has the
first say, its clarification requires that the previous guiding perspectives be
retracted.

B. Main Investigation:
Saving the Phenomenon of the \|/ei)8fic; 86£a

§ 41. Retracting the Guiding Perspectives of the Preliminary Investigation
in Favour of Previously Denied Intermediate Phenomena

This retraction is admittedly only a negative step. We do not in this way
arrive at those positive perspectives which allow the phenomenon itself to
come forth. Or do we need no perspectives at all? Can we see the phe-
nomenon directly, purely and simply for itself? No! From the interpret-
ation of the cave allegory, and likewise from the discussion of <xia9r|aic;,
we have learnt to understand that we always perceive what surrounds us
in the light of, in regard to, an 15ea.

It was an error of phenomenology to believe that phenomena could be
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correctly seen merely through unprejudiced looking. But it is just as great
an error to believe that, since perspectives are always necessary, the phe-
nomena themselves can never be seen, and that everything amounts to
contingent, subjective, anthropological standpoints. From these two
impossibilities we obtain the necessary insight that our central task and
methodological problem is to arrive at the right perspective. We need to
take a precursory view of the phenomenon, but precisely for this reason it
is of decisive importance whether the guiding perspective is adequate to
the phenomenon, i.e. whether it is derived from its substantial content or
not (or only construed). It is not because we must view it from some
perspective or other that the phenomenon gets blocked off from us, but
because the perspective adopted most often does not have a genuine ori-
gin in the phenomenon itself.

The task of the main investigation is now indicated, namely to arrive at
more adequate perspectives for the v|/eu6f|<; 86£a and to clarify the phe-
nomenon in the light of these. The preliminary investigation is by no
means unimportant for this task, especially since all three attempts, des-
pite their ultimate inadequacy, did catch sight of certain moments of the
phenomenon, thus bringing it closer to us, and now making it possible for
the phenomenon, albeit as undetermined, to speak for itself.

The retraction of the previous inadequate perspectives is the step which
completes the transition from the preliminary investigation to the main
investigation. The same Socrates who earlier put forward these perspec-
tives now undertakes their retraction, and indeed, in a so to speak holistic
attack, he takes back the guiding principle of the first attempt, which also
played a leading role in the two subsequent attempts. This is the principle
that (188 a 2) 'either we have knowledge of something, or we have no
knowledge of it'. Strictly speaking, this is only a modification of the prin-
ciple that explicitly comes into play with the second attempt: 'either
something is or it is not', alternatively, 'nothing can both be and not be at
the same time', or 'the non-existent is not'. This principle, however, until
Plato, and particularly until our dialogue, is the fundamental truth of all
previous ancient philosophy. Western philosophy began precisely from
this principle, that what is, is, that the non-existent is not.

Now if this fundamental principle of all being, and consequently of all
knowledge, is retracted, the entire foundation of previous philosophy
becomes unstable. From this we can get an idea of what a daring task Soc-
rates/Plato undertakes. At the same time we can have an intimation of
what power the phenomenon of the yeOSoc; (untruth) possesses to disturb
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and amaze, i.e. such that it forces this fundamental principle of all previ-
ous philosophy to be questioned. We can also appreciate the poverty of
those later thinkers for whom untruth became a harmless self-evidency,
the mere opposite of truth.

In his honourable role as pupil Theaetetus does not suspect anything
at all of Socrates' intentions. Neither is this necessary. But we must once
again attempt to newly gauge what is actually happening in this conver-
sation. Firstly, it seems outrageous, an infringement against the normal
behaviour of human beings, to give up obvious and long-standing fun-
damental principles in favour of a likewise familiar, everyday, although
uncomprehended and till then miscomprehended phenomenon. But sec-
ondly and more especially, the retraction concerns precisely those
insights which, from the very beginning, inspired the whole power of
seeing and questioning in ancient philosophy, and gave solidity to its
foundations.

Now that the guiding principles have been given up, the way is clear for
the interrogation of the phenomenon itself. The inner turn of the conver-
sation occurs at 191 a 5 ff.:

[Socrates] f| oCv en rcopov iivot eupicKG) TOU £r|TfmaTO<; fj^Tv, aicoue.
[Theaetetus] Aeye |i6vov.
[Socrates] O6 (pfjcyco %(*<; 6p0o>c; djioXoyfiaai, f|viKa <b^o^oyf|aa^iev, a TIC;

ot8ev, d5uvaiov So^aaai a \nr\ ot8ev stvai auid Kai \|/ei)aOfjvai- &Md nr\
Suvaiov.

'Hear, then, by what means I still see a prospect of success for our investiga-
tion [of the v|/£i)8fi£ 86£a].'

'Do speak/
'We were not really justified when we agreed that it is impossible for some-

one to think the things he does not know are the things he knows, and thus to
be distorted. Rather, such a thing is somehow possible [dXXd TCTJ Suvaiov]/

As soon as this possibility is opened up, and the obstacle of the previous
guiding principle removed, Theaetetus too takes heart. He now ventures
to reflect upon and articulate in an unprejudiced way what had initially,
during the preliminary investigation, immediately impressed him as the
givenness of the phenomenon, but which, owing to the rule of the guid-
ing principle, he did not dare to assert. This is that he himself, who knows
Socrates, sometimes takes a man approaching from a distance to be Socra-
tes, who in truth is not Socrates. Consequently: he takes something he
does not know (the approaching man) for something he knows (Socrates).
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Theaetetus assures himself of a phenomenal fact: its reality and at the
same time its possibility and therefore the necessity of the question concern-
ing this possibility, or as Plato says, concerning its yeveai<;, its essence.

What does the retraction of the guiding principle yield for this question
(concerning the possibility of a distorted view)? This retraction is not
purely negative but at the same time positive, opening the way towards
new possible perspectives on the phenomenon. Which? When it is said
that the guiding principle ('either we know something or we do not know
it') is not valid, it is at the same time conceded that there is still something
between knowing and not-knowing, something which is neither knowing
nor not-knowing, but a mixture as it were, of both: &AM TITJ 5uvaiov
HEia^u, 'somehow there is something in the middle'.

Now are there such intermediate phenomena? Indeed! Theaetetus
must admit the facts of naOriaic;, of learning, coming-to-know (191 c 3 f.):
e'anv nr| el56ia it rcpoiepov (xrcepov |ia6eiv. It is possible for someone
who does not know a thing at one time, to learn it later.'

This means, however, that in a certain sense one knows, yet also does
not know, the same thing. In learning, one knows something and yet does
not know it. Coming-to-know involves this occurrence, that one in a cer-
tain way takes cognizance of something without actually as yet knowing it.
In the learning process there is always something that one knows and as
yet does not know. Quite generally, this phenomenon between knowing
and not-knowing does exist. Thus, in the wonderful composition of the
dialogue, reference is now made to precisely the phenomenon which
previously, in the preliminary investigation, was summarily dismissed
(without Theaetetus noticing) from the inquiry (188 a): 'We hold to the
phenomena; the ^eia^i), what lies in between, has no bearing on the
matter'. Precisely this intermediate phenomenon is now brought in, so
that new perspectives are opened up for the consideration of the
phenomenon of the \|/ei>8f|(; 66^a.

But does not the main investigation now face the same danger as the
preliminary investigation, namely that certain (albeit different) perspec-
tives are assumed in advance and forced upon the phenomenon? This
danger disappears if the phenomenon of 'distorted view', in and of itself,
demands being seen in terms of such intermediate phenomena!

This is indeed the case. In what way? We now see the importance of the
preliminary inquiry. During the whole preliminary investigation the phe-
nomenon showed itself as a comportment directed to the one and the
other in their characteristic unity and combination. As remarked, it has
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two objects as it were, which at bottom are just one, the one and the other
combined. But if the object of 86^a is like this, there must be a correspond-
ing comportment which is able to grasp this combined object as such. This
must have the structure of a combined comportment, of knowing and at
the same time not-knowing. So we see that the phenomenon itself
requires attending to such intermediate phenomena. The task of the main
investigation is to arrive at this new perspective (the possibility of a com-
bined comportment) as demanded by the phenomenon itself.

The main investigation as a whole, of which one can say, without any
exaggeration, that it has simply been misunderstood right up to the pres-
ent day, only becomes comprehensible when this task has been actually
seized hold of and realized. Only then do we see what dimension is
opened up within which the possibility of the 86^a, thus the i[/ei)8ri<; So^a
and thus the vj/euSog as such, i.e. its essence, can be secured. More pre-
cisely, only now can we properly situate the question of essence.

In view of this fundamental task, about which Plato was quite clear, it is
of lesser importance whether the essence of vj/eoSoc; and 86^a receives a
final determination or definition in the dialogue. We know that this does
not happen. Furthermore, the dialogue never arrives at an answer to the
guiding question ii £cmv ^7ciair||ir|. And yet this (palpably result-less)
dialogue is, for those who grasp philosophy, i.e. who can question in a
philosophical way, inexhaustible in new insights. It is these which con-
cern us, albeit with special reference to the vj/euSoc;.

We shall now attempt to more closely comprehend this fundamental
task of the main investigation: just that stretch of track upon which Plato
travels (as the first and the last to do so) for the clarification of the essence
of untruth. We can only really go along this stretch of track with open
eyes if, as previously occurred, our view has been sharpened for the mat-
ter at hand, and if the direction and environs of this track, its landscape so
to speak, has been reviewed in advance.

For this purpose, departing from the earlier procedure of interpretation,
I give a precursory summarizing presentation of the fundamental task of
the main investigation. In order for the specific course of the conversation
to become accessible it is necessary: 1. to have in view the entirety of the
lecture-course thus far; 2. in the interpretation of the passage which fol-
lows to go beyond Plato, i.e. in the way every interpretation must go
beyond; 3. that we bring the phenomena in their interconnection into a
more primordial dimension and thus outline them more clearly. The
reflection proceeds by way of four questions.
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1. What is the character of these newly presented phenomena (§ 42)?
2. What connection do they have to the earlier discussed aiaOnaiq and

Sidvoux, perceiving, and the taking-in of something (§ 43)?
3. In what way can the positive clarification of the essence of 86£a now

be undertaken (§ 44)?
4. What can we conclude from all this concerning the question of the

essence of vj/eoSoc;, untruth (§ 45)?

§ 42. New Characteristics of the Soul:
Two Similes

It is first a matter of bringing the phenomenon of distorted view under
such guiding perspectives as are taken from the phenomenon itself. We
are concerned, therefore, to comprehend the intermediate character of
the \|/ei)5r|(; 86^a. The phenomenon of 'being of a distorted view' pres-
ents itself as a condition and comportment of man wherein he is some-
how related to beings, albeit distortedly. However, the relationship to
beings is the basic character of the soul (VJ/UXTJ). Thus the demonstration
of the new phenomena leads to a renewed questioning concerning the
soul.

If one understands the context of the problem it is not surprising that
the main investigation's twofold approach to conceiving the phenomenon
occurs by a new double characterization of the soul. The main investi-
gation, we already see, has a quite different style to the preliminary
investigation. The latter involved constant appeal to the presupposed
guiding principles and argumentation against the phenomenon. Now it is
a matter just of looking at new phenomena and of drawing the \|/ei)8r|<;
86^a into their context.

Further, this twofold characterization is in both cases realized through
the elucidation of a simile and image. It is the same as in the case of the
cave allegory: Plato stands before a task (of a new kind, but clear to him)
in the face of which he does not venture to treat the new phenomena in a
direct and unmediated manner. In particular, he does not attempt to seize
hold of these new phenomena at the first attempt.

These are the two similes of the wax mass (Kfjpivov £K|iayeiov) in the
human soul and of the soul as aviary (Tcepurcepeow).
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a) Simile of the Wax; Keeping-in-Mind

The first simile is discussed at 191 c ff. ^Kjiayeiov is not a 'slab' [Tafel], as it
is usually translated, but simply a mass [Masse], into which something is
imprinted. The second simile is discussed at 197 b ff.

Attempts have been made to show that Plato took over these images of
the soul from earlier philosophers. In all such cases, professional histor-
ians of philosophy and philologists are immediately at hand to inquire
into and demonstrate their origin. It has thus been discovered that Dem-
ocritus 'already' knew the simile of the so-called 'wax slab'. The image of
the aviary has likewise been traced back to the so-called 'primitive' con-
ception of the soul as a bird. One now knows from where Plato obtained
his material. Against whom the whole discussion of the dialogue is dir-
ected has also been worked out; the matter has been researched with
historical exactitude. Just one thing is missing: one does not understand
what Plato himself is asking and seeking. It would not be worthwhile to
go into such methods here were they not characteristic of the general
procedure of the history of philosophy and controversy with philo-
sophers. If one has established where a philosopher has got something
from and against whom he is philosophizing, then one is satisfied. What
it is all about takes second place, i.e. is not even taken up. One is far from
thinking that Plato, despite 'obtaining' these images from others, makes
something different out of them, employing them to a quite different
purpose and in a quite different problematic, that in the end this prob-
lematic opens up of itself and does not by any means need an opponent.
Perhaps it is not too much to assume that a man of the stature of Plato
could himself come across the phenomenon of untruth and the question
of what it is.

We can assure ourselves from the beginning that Plato does indeed take
a great deal from elsewhere. But we also wish to reflect that he takes this
from somewhere else than those merely curious authors believe who cannot
imagine anything except that a new book must arise from a dozen earlier
ones (in the manner of opposing one or another). For us the question is
not from where Plato obtains the images of the wax slab and aviary, but
rather: to what purpose does he employ their analogical content, which
phenomena of the soul does he wish, newly and for the first time, to
indicate and make visible?

We have thus arrived at the point where the new field of the main
investigation comes into view, the field within which we shall finally
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encounter the phenomenon of untruth, in order to see where it is itself
rooted in its inner possibility.

From the preliminary investigation we know that it is a matter of
finding those modes of comportment of the soul which enable it to relate
to a complex object in the ysi)6r|(; 86£a. Socrates says (191 c 8 ff.):

'Assume then, by way of simile, that our souls contain something like a wax
mass, sometimes larger, sometimes smaller, sometimes purer, sometimes more
impure, sometimes harder, sometimes softer, and sometimes of just the right
quality. [Everything that we immediately perceive, and also everything that
we take in and comprehend, is imprinted upon it] . . . This wax mass, we say,
is a gift of the mother of the Muses/

For the Greeks, the Muses enable the singer or artist to visualize and freely
form his work in its entire fullness, prior to and without the help of any
outline. Thus the mother of the Muses, i.e. what enables the Muses in
their function, is said to be Mvimoauvrj, keeping -in-mind [das Eingedenk-
sein]. Through the simile, Socrates (Plato) wants to show that from the
beginning this gift belongs to the essence of the soul as a primordial dowry.
Along with this is given the faculty of uvrmoveueiv; that is to say, neither
recollection nor memory but keeping-in-mind. What is meant is that fac-
ulty and comportment in which we think of, keep thinking of, something,
e.g. a person, the situation of a nation, as in the saying: Searcoia, U^VTJGO
TOW 'A0r|vaicov.6 'Lord, think of the Athenians/ This kind of thinking does
not have to be recollecting or remembering, but is a holding-before-
oneself of something, of a being, and indeed precisely when this being is
absent, not present at hand in the immediate present; or, equivalently, to
hold a being before us when we ourselves are no longer present with it.7

Through this simile we shall encounter a fundamental aspect of our
(human) Dasein: once again a so to speak autonomous comportment of the
soul whereby we are oriented to beings that are not at all bodily present.

b) An Example: the Feldberg Tower;
Having-Present and Making-Present

We must, albeit briefly, further clarify this 'faculty of the soul', at this stage
without reference to the Platonic simile. In so doing the most important
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thing to see is that this does not necessarily and in the first instance
concern what we call 'recollection'. For this purpose we choose a trivial
and quite uncontrived example.

On a walk in the Black Forest we come across the Feldberg Tower. It
stands immediately before us, is vividly present. We see it and can think
about it, e.g. about who built it, when, for what purpose it might have
been built, etc.

Our comportment amounts to a having of the immediately present
being in its presence. Our comportment is a having-present [Gegenwartig-
haben] of the encountered entity.

The same evening at home, or a few days later, we can come back (bring
ourselves back) to what we saw and to what we thought about it. Then we
no longer have the tower in our immediate presence. It is not, for
example, present in this lecture room here. Our comportment towards
this entity is no longer a having-present [Gegenwartigen] in the indicated
sense, but, as we say, we now make-present [ver-gegenwartigen] the
tower to ourselves.

What does this mean? One also says: now, at home or here in the
lecture room, we no longer perceive the tower, but we 'only imagine it'.
Therefore, it is said, we are relating to a mere representation, we have 'a
mere image' of the tower. This description of our comportment (as
making-present) is correct but also erroneous. Let us examine the matter,
leaving aside all theories and psychologizing! What are we oriented
towards when we now make-present the Feldberg Tower? To be sure, we
are not oriented towards the tower as something bodily present in our
sphere of perception. But are we oriented to a 'representation'? If I now
picture to myself how it is snowing at Feldberg, and how the snow is
falling on the tower, do I think that a representation is covered with snow,
or that an image of the tower is snowed in? Towards what are we oriented
when we make-present the tower to ourselves? Solely and precisely to
the tower itself as an existing thing standing on the existing Feldberg.
(This seems trivial but in the so-called science of psychology and also in
epistemology you will find quite different things.) We mean this existing
being and nothing else. We also do not need to imaginatively remove our-
selves to the Feldberg, as if we were there, but from here, existing in this
lecture room, we can orient ourselves to the thing in a quite natural way,
intending and having before us just this thing and nothing else; admittedly,
in such a way that the thing does not stand bodily before us but is in a
certain sense removed, without, however, having disappeared.
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Now this having-before-oneself of something not immediately present
is not necessarily a recollecting. In making-present the tower we need not
think of it as something we earlier observed, but we can simply make it
present as it stands there, as a tower. Recollecting is a specific mode of mak-
ing-present. But not every making-present is necessarily a recollection. In
making-present we are not drawing upon memory as if we were search-
ing around inside ourselves for representations. We are not inwardly dir-
ected. On the contrary, when we make-present the thing we are outside
with it, oriented towards the tower, so that we can bring before ourselves
all its properties, its full appearance. It can even happen that we can see
the thing much more clearly and fully in making-present than in the hav-
ing-present of immediate perception. Suddenly we have something
before ourselves which, as we say, we 'did not notice' in immediate bodily
seeing. But it is not representations, images, memory-traces and the like,
that we have before ourselves; it is rather that to which this having-before-
oneself is directed, and solely directed - the existing tower itself.

Making-present, therefore, is a specific mode of comportment to the
beings themselves. Only when, without any psychology, we have assured
ourselves of this fact of making-present from and in our existing being, only
when we have come to comprehend it in an unprejudiced manner, can we
ask what the simile of the wax mass means, and about the substantive
grounds for explaining and depicting the fact of making-present in such a
way.

We know that the Greeks grasp the immediate presence of a being in
the look (el8o<;) it offers. In encountering a being in immediate presence, it
is the ei8o<; which is given to us: this is what we 'have' (having and
possessing). Now when, instead of perceiving this same being, we only
'imagine' it (making-present), this still involves something like a look
(et6o<;), but not such that the being itself, from itself, is given to us. Rather,
we betake ourselves to it, without removing ourselves from our factual
location. This phenomenon, that in making-present the look does not
come to us from the thing itself, is immediately explained by saying that
the look must therefore come from ourselves. But if this is so, it must be
stored within ourselves, and we must be able to call it up. Since it is not
the immediate full look (eI5o<;) but only looks like this, the Greeks call the
inwardly derived look ei6coXov. Thus Plato says: evecmv £v irj VJ/UXTJ
ei8coX,ov aixcou;8 in analogical terms: this ei8a)Xov must be imprinted and
preserved in the wax mass of the soul. The common and vulgar under-
standing now takes this simile as the real explanation, which is then
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adopted by science, psychology, and epistemology. This means that the
fact of making-present is not clarified at all, so that the vulgar thesis is
maintained that when we imagine something rather than perceiving it we
can only be relating to representations, which, as is well known, are 'in
ourselves' as something psychical. The fact that, contrary to all this, mak-
ing-present is oriented to the beings themselves and not to anything
psychical, is not sufficiently attended to.

To be sure, it cannot be overlooked that making-present, just like the
perceiving having-present of aia0r|aic;, has a corporeal aspect. But how this
occurs can only be clarified, indeed can only be properly inquired into,
when its enabling conditions have been adequately seen and grounded. It
is for this purpose that Plato employs the simile: he is not attempting a
psychological explanation of memory but wants to highlight and clarify
the essence of making-present, i.e. what first makes something like mem-
ory necessary and possible.

We must now bring this phenomenon of making-present closer to us in
a quite unprejudiced and natural way, simply from the existing comport-
ment of human Dasein, and at the same time in an orientation which
becomes important for the context of the Platonic problem.

In making-present we hold ourselves before beings by simultaneously
holding ourselves to them. This kind of comportment can be seen in a
modified form when we talk about holding to a person, not giving a
person up. In this way, with various modifications, we constantly hold
ourselves to all beings, also and precisely because not all beings are and
can be bodily present. This making-present can be conceived as a mode of
having-present, a way of holding beings in our presence, whereby the
sphere of this presence broadens out in a particular way. When we come
to know something, this means: we accept it into the sphere of what we
hold-present in the broadest sense. We retain the thing we have come to
know, and we maintain ourselves in such a relationship to it - to be sure,
assuming that we learn in a genuine way and not externally, i.e. such that,
without a relationship to the intended being, we have blindly imprinted
ourselves with mere representations, words, and opinions.

We have, therefore, the faculty of retention. This does not mean a pre-
servation of representations and images in memory, but a holding to
beings that are not bodily given. What we can and do retain in this way
we call the retained. This always means the beings themselves as they exist
in and for making-present. Now everything that can enter into the
retained is retainable in a different way. Retention and retainability can
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change in two fundamentally different ways, and thereby the mode of
making-present also changes. Here we can only pursue the phenomenon
in one specific direction.

One way in which what stands in the presence of our making-present
can become more and more removed, is by we ourselves loosening up the
connection to being - such that we are less, or are no longer at all,
concerned with the beings to which we previously held ourselves. In this
loosening of the retentive relationship to being, the look of the beings
simultaneously (although not necessarily) becomes hazy: they become
unclear, we allow them to slip out of our retention to such a degree that
they are forgotten, that they become hidden to us again, that they
disappear.

There are still further possibilities here: that we experience the changes of
the beings and take this up into our retention; also, even if the beings have
altogether disappeared, a kind of necessary recollection (how in this case
making-present must necessarily be recollection).

However, changes in the retained can also be due to the beings them-
selves, without us overlooking or mistaking anything in making-present.
To be sure, what we hold ourselves to, in accordance with the intention of
making-present, is still those beings themselves. But by still being oriented
to what we have retained, we distort the beings. We hold ourselves to what
we have retained, and intend these beings, but in their own being they
have become differen

Correspondingly, we can represent something, making it present in the
still wider and novel sense, by simply 'imagining' it, freely creating a look
of something, e.g. imagining that the Feldberg Tower lies next to a lake.
Also in this case we are not occupied with 'inner' representations, but this
imagining is a free reconstruction of the beings we know in the modes of
having-present and making-present.

We can see, therefore, that this retaining holding-oneself-to-
something, and thus the retained itself, can change in various ways. To
repeat: on the one hand by we ourselves loosening the connection of
being to beings [Seinsbezug zum Seienden] and removing ourselves from
beings, on the other hand by the beings themselves, quite independently
of our own doing, withdrawing from us and thus altering what we retain.
Finally, we also retain what we (more or less) freely re-present in the
manner of imagination. The ^ivrjuoveuetv, as depicted in the first simile,
the retaining of what is retainable, is thus itself a compositely structured
faculty of the soul. However, as we saw, the 'soul' is essentially the rela-
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tionship of man to the being of beings. What is retained is in each case
retain-able in a different way.

c) Simile of the Aviary;
Modes of Retaining

It is one of these modes of retaining which Plato now attempts to bring to
light, in the second simile of the aviary (197 b 8 ff .) . We shall briefly follow
what he says, without going into its context within the dialogue.

'Well, having and possessing seem different things. If a man buys a cloak and
in this sense brings it under his power, but does not wear it, we should cer-
tainly say, not that he has it on, but that he possesses it/

'And rightly/
'Now see whether it is possible in the same way tor someone who possesses

knowledge not to have it, in like manner, for instance, to a man who catches
wild birds - pigeons or the like - and sets up an aviary at home in which to
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keep them. Might we assert that in a certain way he always has the birds,
because he possesses them?'

'Yes/
'And yet in another way he does not have any of the birds, but has acquired

power over them, since he has brought them under his control within his own
enclosure. He can take them and hold them whenever he likes, by catching
whichsoever bird he pleases, and letting it go again; and he can do this as often
as he likes/

'That is true/
'And again, just as a while ago we contrived some sort of waxen figment in

the soul, so now let us make in each soul an aviary stocked with all sorts of
birds, some in flocks apart from the rest, others in small groups, and some
solitary, flying hither and thither among all the others/

'Consider it done. What next?'
'We must assume that when we were children this receptacle was empty,

and we must understand that the birds represent the varieties of knowledge.
And whatsoever kind of knowledge a person acquires and shuts up within the
enclosure, we must say that he has learned or discovered the thing of which
this is the knowledge, and that precisely this is knowing/

'So be it/

In the soul there is an aviary (rcepiaiepecbv), or more generally, a con-
tainer (dyyetov). Thus you already see the substantive relation and the
meaning of both images, despite their complete disconnectedness and dis-
similarity. At the beginning of every individual human Dasein this con-
tainer is Kevov, still empty, there are no birds in it. Gradually the aviary
becomes filled with birds of various kinds, i.e. we become familiar with
beings and store them in the container. What goes into the container is
Kifjcnc;, possession. But the captured birds behave in different ways in the
aviary. Some separate themselves off in fixed groups, others cluster
around in looser groups, still others are 8td TICKKOV, flying around any-
where and everywhere. Whoever keeps birds in an aviary 'has' them but
yet has them not. In other words: besides this having in a container there
is another 'having', namely when we again catch individual birds within
the container, when for a second time we hunt them down and try to hold
them in our hands. This kind of having (having immediately in hand) is
what Plato calls e^iq, as distinct from KiflaK;. In straightforward terms,
this means that in the sphere of possible making-present we have many
and varied beings, and of these we can make-present now this one, now
that one, holding it expressly before us; we can also leave the content of
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the container to itself as it were, whereby we realize that at any time there
remains the Suvajiic; TOO tax|3eiv Kai a%eiv. This means, says Plato, that the
soul has in itself (besides this faculty of retention) the capacity of bringing
into view what is retained in the sphere of making-present.

In this dialogue Plato does not further discuss the various ways in which
the birds are arranged and distributed within the container. From the
Sophist, however, which belongs to the Theaetetus both chronologically and
substantively, we can and must conclude that the groupings correspond to
specific characters of individual beings, but also to general characters per-
taining to every kind of being (8id rcaacov). The birds that fly about every-
where (he speaks of these 8td rcaacbv also in the Sophist) are the determin-
ations of being which we already know from the interpretation of
aia0Tjai(; and 8idvoia. Wherever we encounter beings, however they may
differ from one another substantively, they are always encountered as
beings, as beings that are different from other beings. Unity, difference,
otherness etc., i.e. everything which, as we heard, immediately follows
from being - in the present simile these determinations are the birds that
(8i<x Tcaaoov) fly around everywhere and anywhere. This second simile
thus wants to demonstrate that our making-present of beings can simply
have these in the sphere of making-present (KTTJCJK;) without expressly
conceiving them (the situation depicted in the first simile); however, from
the sphere of making-present we can at any time select out a specific
being and bring this expressly to mind (e^ic;). So we must say: the distinction
between having-present and making-present again returns in a modified
form within the sphere of making-present.

Yet despite the inner connection between the content of the two sim-
iles, we still do not at all see what Plato intends with them, i.e. what the
presentation of the phenomenon 'making-present' and its modifications
is supposed to mean in respect of the guiding problem, i.e. the question
concerning the inner possibility of the v|/euSr|(; 86£a. We shall now attempt
to bring out what is decisive by setting the new phenomena of retention
over against the phenomena earlier discussed, ai'a9riai<; and Stdvoia, at
the same time indicating the connection with these latter.
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§ 43. Confirmation of the Connection between aloOtiatq and 6iavoia
through Broadening the Field of the Present

We thus come to the second question of the main investigation. How are
the indicated phenomena (of making-present) connected to ataGrjaic; and
6idvoia? Strictly speaking we need only repeat, somewhat more point-
edly, what has already been said. The new phenomena of retention (mak-
ing-present in the broadest sense) have already been set over against the
immediate having-present of what is bodily present, i.e. perception
(aicrthiaic;) in the broadest sense. Now we see: the domain of beings to
which we constantly comport ourselves is not at all exhausted by the
region of those beings we hold in immediate presence, but is essentially
wider. For this reason the usual starting point of epistemology, which asks
after an object, after something given, is erroneous.

We are always comporting ourselves to beings, even when we do not
immediately perceive them. However, there is something peculiar here:
we can hold (comport) ourselves towards beings without actually perceiv-
ing them (or bringing them to mind), but precisely these merely retained
beings can also, from time to time, be perceived in a having-present -just
as every perceived being is retainable in the sense required for making-
present. We thus arrive at the insight that there are two ways in which
every being accessible to us can stand, and be had, in our presence. At
bottom it is this essential twofold possibility, pertaining to every accessible
being, that Plato wants to bring out.

Correspondingly, the faculty of retention has the twofold possibility of
explicit apprehension within making-present and mere awareness that
such making-present is at any time possible. But all this immediately
shows that the relationship to being (which is what constitutes the soul)
not only goes beyond what is perceived, but that every accessible being
can enter into this wider region of retainable beings. Thus Plato speaks of
ei)pi)x°>pu* and aievoxcopia life vuxffc (194 d 5, 195 a 3), of the spacious-
ness and confmedness of the individual's soul. He does not mean a greater
or less amount of memory, but differences in power and degree of famil-
iarity with beings themselves.

From this demonstration of the interrelation between the making-
present and the having-present of one and the same being it is now clear
that the earlier thesis 'either we know something or we do not know it'
ultimately says nothing useful. For we can know something by having it
before us in immediate presence, but we can also know it through
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making-present, and the latter in turn can be either an actual enactment of
making-present or a mere awareness of its possibility. Thus there are vari-
ous modes of not-knowing. What we know in the mode of having-
present we can also know in the mode of making-present, and what we
know in this latter way we may in a given case also not know, because
we do not have the possibility of having it bodily present, e.g. now the
Feldberg Tower: I know it (making-present) and do not know it (in so far
as I do not have it immediately before me in aia6r|ai<;).

There are thus modes of comportment between knowing and not-
knowing, and indeed, which is decisive, in respect of one and the same
being. The earlier guiding principle (in relation to the \|/ei)8r|<; 86£<x) must
now be rejected not just because it leads to impossible consequences, to the
denial of the phenomenon, but because modes of comportment have
now been positively exhibited which it is unable to grasp and which are
ruled out by its own content. It is not the case that beings are either
perceived in ata0r|ai<; or not perceived; neither is it the case that they are
intended in reflection (Siavoux) or not intended, but the same being can be
perceived in having-present as well as only intended in making-present.
In this way a new prospect is opened up: the same being can simul-
taneously stand in relationship to aiaQr\Gic, and 8idvoia, the two go
together in a new way.

§ 44. Clarification of the Double-Mea ofning
Its Forking into Having-Present and Making-Present

But we have not yet examined in what degree the new retentional modes
of comportment are taken from the phenomenon of the \|/ei)8f|<; 86£a and
86£a; in other words, how far this connection is critical for the positive
clarification of the essence of S6£a. We thus come to the third point.

Answering this question comes down to the following task: it is a
matter of assessing in what degree the essence of 86£a can be made
more comprehensible by attending to the phenomena of retention and
making-present. For this it is necessary to once again bring forth those
characteristics the preliminary investigation already presented as belong-
ing to 86£a, but which were not fully comprehended. On the one hand
there was the peculiarity that the S6£a has, as it were, two objects, which
are given and yet not given (fyicpoiepa) - i.e. a complex object: one and
the same object stands over against us for having-present and also for
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making-present. Also this, that So^a^ew, being of a view, is not simply an
acceptance of something, but is rather oteofku, f|y£ia6ai, a holding-for.

We shall now exhibit the essence of the 86£a from the example of a true
view. The distorted view, the vj/eu6o<;, will be considered later, under the
fourth point.

Theodorus takes somebody approaching from a distance, who in fact is
Theaetetus, to be Theaetetus. What we have here is first the approaching
man, and then him whom it is taken to be. We already know from the first
attempt of the preliminary investigation that it is not really a matter of two
objects, of which only the one ever comes into consideration, but of both -
such that they are in some way related to each other, and such that pre-
cisely the unity of this relation constitutes the specific unity of the object
of 86^a as such. This one object is itself complex, and thus the comportment
to this complex object of 86£a, as 8o£d£eiv, must be correspondingly con-
stituted, i.e. in order to grasp this complexity in its unity.

Now do the newly exhibited phenomena of retention, together with
the phenomena earlier indicated, provide a way of clarifying the possibil-
ity of such a comportment, and for making comprehensible the possibility
of the complex object of So^a? The analysis clearly showed how one and
the same being can be perceived in both immediate bodily presence
(having-present) and through making-present. In principle, then, there is
a twofold possibility in respect of one and the same object, with which the
indicated complexity of the object of 86£a (and of the corresponding com-
portment, nvrjuoveuew) is able to connect. Further, making-present lets
something not bodily present be represented in advance, prior to it again
coming into bodily presence, e.g. Theaetetus. Whether or not he is now
present, we who know Theaetetus can make him present in advance.

Besides this newly indicated phenomenon of retention and making-
present (iivrjuoveueiv) we know aio0r|ai<; in the wider sense of immedi-
ate perception, of bodily having-before-ourselves, wherein something
immediately present is encountered as such; and finally Siavoia, which
was ultimately explained as Xoyoc;: a description of something, a claiming
of something as something. With these three modes of comportment
(jivrinoveueiv, ata9r|ai(;, 8iavoia) we have in fact the foundation stone
from which the essence of 86£a can be constructed. In the example: the
person approaching in the distance, perceived in ata0r|ai(;; this immedi-
ately and bodily present being is taken for Theaetetus, i.e. is represented
and made-present (jivrnioveueiv) in advance as Theaetetus; what is
present and encountered is taken (Xoyoc;) to be the same as what is
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made-present. Thus Plato (195 d) directly calls the 56^a a auvaxj/K;
aiaOfjaecoc; npoc, 8iavoiav, 'a combination of what is encountered in
immediate having-present with what is made-present in advance'. To be
noted is that 6idvoia has various meanings here: on the one hand
non-perceptual representing, which does not have-present but rather
makes-present; and at the same time a taking and holding of something as
something, Xoyoc;, i.e. what is accomplished through auvajcieiv.

Let us put this definition of the essence of 56^a to the test! If this
explanation of the essence of 56^a is accurate, the ouvaxjnc; must be able to
clarify what occupied us when the phenomenon of the 56^a was first
introduced, i.e. when we translated this latter word as View' and 6o£d£eiv
as 'being of a view about something', and when we emphasized that 86£a
is necessarily ambiguous (translation is always interpretation). Can this
ambiguity now be grasped and understood from the phenomenon we
have just exhibited?

Yes indeed. Let us again follow the example of a man approaching from
a distance. He presents a view, a look, indeed the look of Theaetetus;
accordingly, on the basis of this look, we take him for Theaetetus. Another
possibility: we know Theaetetus, we know in advance that at this time of
day he usually comes along this road, we can already visualize him doing
this, we can hold ourselves to him as this being who is not yet bodily
present. And now a man appears in the distance, presenting a view to us,
without our being able to see with sufficient clarity that it is Theaetetus;
but we opine that it must be him: we now take the approaching person to
be Theaetetus, not because of the look (having-present) but because of
prior making-present.

We see that View' is on the one hand a having-present of what we
encounter, and on the other hand a making-present holding-for. Since
the two moments of having-present and making-present belong to the
essence of every 86^a, we have the dual possibility: we can take a first
footing either in what is presented in having-present, or in what is pre-
sented through making-present. Since the 86^a can always be conceived
in either way, it is essentially ambiguous, as look or as opinion. So we see
how the elucidation of the essence of the 86£ct clarifies the primordial
meaning of the word; further, we see in this the profound wisdom of
language. The common linguistic ambiguity of the word 86£ct is nothing
else but the still uncomprehended reflection of a complexity of the com-
portment that belongs to 8o£d£eiv, of the primordial essence of the S6£a
itself.
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Going beyond Plato, we can now say that 8o£d£ew is a comportment
that is unitarily directed both to what is bodily present and to what
making-present re-presents in advance. In brief, this comportment of the
86£a is in itself two-pronged or forked.

I shall provide a diagram, naturally with great reservation. It does not
present the matter in a more exact way, but the reverse. It is nevertheless
an aid for understanding, simply a scaffolding around the phenomenon, a
scaffolding that must be torn down immediately.

The fork has two prongs, of which the second reaches further than the
first: making-present has a wider domain, leads further away from us.
Now it is the nature of a fork to spike with both prongs. The essence of 86£a
is neither the one prong nor the other, but rather: to see someone
approaching in the distance as .. .; or e.g. to make-present this approach-
ing person in advance as Theaetetus, who could very well be coming.

As building blocks for constructing the essence of 56^a there come into
consideration aia6r|Gi<;, iivrinoveueiv, and 5idvoia (X6yo<;): what holds
the two prongs together and thus makes possible the fork itself. However,
the construction only receives its possible blueprint when the new phe-
nomena of nvrmoveuew, of retention, of making-present (i.e. of a com-
portment that is not only different, but goes further) become visible. These
phenomena are thus of decisive importance, although by themselves they
do not suffice for building the essential structure.

We immediately see how aia0r|ai<; and Sidvoia, which in the earlier
investigation apparently failed to provide what was needed, are enabled,
by the phenomenon of making-present, to enter into interrelations which
in their specific nature circumscribe the essence of 86£a as auvavj/K;
alo0f|aea)(; rcpoc; 6idvovav. Looking back, we now understand why the
discussions of oua6r|ai(; and 5idvoia were necessary, that therefore the
result of the discussion of the first answer (&7cicrcf|iin is aia9r|<ji<;) is not
at all merely negative, but is of decisive positive significance for the
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clarification of the essence of 86£a - but simultaneously for the question
concerning the essence of yeuSoq. For this latter question moves in the
framework of the problem of 86£a. But if, as has just been shown, the
phenomenon of making-present is decisive for the clarification of the
essence of 86£a (proceeding from the true 86£a), the former must also be
important for the inner possibility of V|/e08o(; and thus for untruth. Nothing
in a Platonic dialogue, however laughable and nonsensical it may appear,
is without significance.

The fork is the condition of the possibility of untruth, but at the same
time the condition of the possibility of truth; both are subject to the same
conditions. What does the fork mean? It is the image of the fundamental
constitution of human Dasein, of its essential construction.

We thus come to the fourth and final point.

§ 45. Enabling of Mis-taking through the Forking of the 86^a

At the conclusion of the preliminary investigation the question concern-
ing the essence of yeoSoc; remained unanswered. The third attempt
wanted to conceive the ij/euSoc; as substitution of one for the other. When
I erroneously take Theaetetus for Socrates, then, according to this inter-
pretation, I take Socrates instead 0/Theaetetus. Accepting this interpret-
ation led to impossible consequences, to the total denial of the
phenomenon.

At most, however, the impossibility of the consequences was able to
force the admission of the impossibility of the assumption. Thus no insight
was obtained into how far this explanation necessarily remains
inadequate to the phenomenon. This insight was lacking, because the
phenomenon itself was still inadequately, or not at all, in view. Only the
main investigation provided help here.

We now ask: can the inner possibility of the ij/euSoc; be read off from the
indicated essential structure of the 56£a? More precisely put: how does
Plato now conceive the essence of \j/6u6og? I shall give its essential consti-
tution only in its fundamental features and with respect to just one of the
essential possibilities of distorted view.

Let us keep in mind the result of the main investigation: in the 86£a we
view objects in a twofold way, in and through the forking. On the one
hand we have the object as sighted in immediate bodily presence
(aia6r|ai<;), on the other hand we have this same object seen as something,
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where the 'as something' is likewise sighted, but in the mode of making-
present. If now the fact of a vi/euSrjc; 86£a is again brought forward, we
shall initially interrogate it in respect of the indicated structures. In the
example: someone takes the distant Theaetetus for Socrates. (We know
that in some ways he looks like Socrates: he has a snub nose and is goggle-
eyed.) In this total comportment there is something that is bodily
encountered, the man in the distance, but he is not just given in general:
rather he has a look, and indeed, he looks like Theaetetus. This means,
however, since Theaetetus in some ways looks like Socrates, that the
approaching person, in so far as he cannot be clearly discerned, also looks
like Socrates.

Thus the approaching person is not simply given, but seems, looks like,
and indeed looks like Theaetetus as well as like Socrates. The look does
not provide a decision one way or another. This indeterminateness
belongs to the seeming, to the givenness of the person who is bodily given
in the distance. But what must be the case in order that this seeming of the
approaching person, as this or that, becomes possible? Theaetetus and
Socrates must already be known (otherwise there could be no looking like
one or the other), but they are not bodily there, for then everything
would be decided. Not bodily given and yet present - made present; only
in a making-present can they be at all represented in the manner here
necessary (in the vjieuSrjc; 56£a). If in the given case I have a distorted view,
then I see what looks like Theaetetus (and like Socrates) as Socrates. In
what, therefore, does the distortedness of the view consist? Looking at the
approaching person in his specific character as appearing, I look past him
(as looking like Theaetetus) and yet in doing this I still look at him (as
Socrates). This looking-past [Vorbei-sehen] in the mode of seeing-as is a
mis-taking [Sich-versehen], namely of him who is bodily seen, of him who
seems like both Theaetetus and Socrates.

In order to further clarify this new and authentic definition of the
essence of the \|/ei)8oc;, we wish to set it off against the earlier explanation
of the yei)5fi<; 56£a as dXXo8o£ia. There the same state of affairs was
explained by saying that whoever has this distorted view simply posits
Socrates instead of Theaetetus. In its result this explanation is in a sense
correct, and yet it fails to understand what is essential (and prior to the
main investigation could not understand this):

1. that both, Theaetetus and Socrates, must be known and represented in
advance, in order that something seeming (in this double respect) can
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be encountered; that therefore making-present belongs to 86^a and
\l/ei)5r|(; 86£a.

2. attention is not paid to the fact that the person bodily encountered
seems like the one and the other in the light of the prior making-
present of them both.

3. above all however, it is not grasped that, in making a mistake, I cannot
simply look away from Theaetetus, but I must precisely look at him
who seems like Theaetetus, in order then that I can look past him. It is
only possible to miss a target if one aims at it, not if one shoots just in
any direction. In mere substitution, on the other hand, I necessarily
look away and disregard the one. Simple disregarding does not permit
mis-taking. The xj/eOSog, however, consists in a mis-taking. In mis-
taking something, I look past it, and in this looking -past it is precisely
seen.

The v|/ei)Sf|<; 86£a is not &Mx>8o£ia, not substitution of the one for the
other, but in looking-past I must see both. Accordingly, Plato now no
longer uses the expression dviaXXdiieaOat, but the very sharp and precise
TcapaMmieiv; rcapd means next to, past one to another. What is passed by
is precisely there, is as such present.

In summary: the yeoSoc; of the S6£a, the distortedness of a view of
something as something, is now grasped as a mis-taking that looks past.
Plato therefore speaks (195 a) of rcapopav, TcapaKOueiv, Tiapavoeiv. But
then: what does the inner possibility of mis-taking consist in? Answer: in
the forking which belongs to the essence of S6£a. The longer prong repre-
sents both (Theaetetus and Socrates) in making-present; the shorter
prong presents what seems, in the light of this making-present, to be this
or that. What is bodily encountered, albeit in the distance, presents itself
from the very beginning in a sphere of 'looking like' (like Theaetetus and
like Socrates). The having-present looking at what is encountered is
drawn now in this direction, now in that direction, by what seems. This
looking-at can at any time mis-take and look past, because as a seeing of
something as something it must necessarily look in one direction, either in
the one or in the other.

Plato says (194 b 2 ff.) quite clearly:

rcepi 8e (bv 'icr^ev te icai aiaGavojaeOa, £v aircoig TOUTOK; atpecpexai icai

'It is precisely in relation to what we perceive simultaneously through making-
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present and bodily /zflvm^-present, that viewing something as something [the
56£a] twists and turns, becoming sometimes distorted, sometimes not/

However, the essential forking of the 86£a not only creates the possibility
of mis-taking, but promotes this possibility in a particular way, in that
the 86£a according to its own nature pre-pares [vor-bereitef] the possibility.
of looking-past and must always assume this possibility, in so far as the
forking involves a doubling, i.e. a sphere of free-play [Spielraum] for seeing
something as something.

§ 46. The Shifting of Ontological Failure into the Incorrectness of the
Proposition.

What Remained Un-happened in the History of the Concept of Truth

But the decisive step in our interpretation of Plato's elucidation of the
v|/ei)8og is still outstanding. We must ask: what interpretation does Plato
himself give to the phenomenon of mis-taking as looking-past?

In the mis-taking of something encountered, the latter is seen as what it
is not. What it is 'mis-takenly' seen as (Socrates) must thereby be in view
(the Socrates as co-represented in advance). But since Theaetetus must
likewise be represented in advance (otherwise what is encountered would
not seem like Socrates), it does not happen in mis-taking that the repre-
sented Theaetetus is encountered as the person who is coming towards the
observer, and to whom the latter is actually turned. Instead, the holding-
to Socrates is a passing-by of Theaetetus: oiov lo^oiriq, says Plato (194 a
3), like an archer who misses the mark, here I hit Socrates instead of
Theaetetus. So mis-taking does not hit what is made-present in advance.
It is a missing of the mark, a failure of the intended predicate. Missing the
mark is a failure of direction: a being-un-correct. The mis-taking look of the
approaching person (as Socrates) is an un-correct addressing. Incorrectness
in the predicate means incorrectness of the proposition. Thus Plato grasps
the essence of the \|/eC>8o<; as the un-correctness of the Xoyo^, of the prop-
osition. In this way the Xoyoq becomes the seat and locus of the xi/eOSoq.
The essence of un-truth is now un-correctness, so that the mis-taking
which looks-past becomes a character of the Xoyoc;, the proposition. But
untruth is the opposite of truth; accordingly, truth also must have its seat
in the A,6yo<;. Thus truth is correctness of the proposition (cf. Aristotle,
Metaphysics 0 10, 1051 b 3-5).
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The main investigation proceeds in four steps:

1. demonstration of making-present as distinct from having-present;
2. the possibility of the look of something as something;
3. the possibility of looking-past, of mis-taking: ij/suSog
4. this \|/ei)5oc; interpreted as the failure of the intended predicate, as

incorrect addressing.

This interpretation of the \j/ei)8o<; as incorrectness, as the not-hitting of
the object by the predicate, goes hand in hand with the conception of the
86£a as proposition; i.e. the original character of view as looking recedes.
However, when truth becomes correctness, and untruth becomes incor-
rectness, correctness and incorrectness simply stand alongside each other,
indeed they have opposing directions, they even exclude one another.
What we saw at the end of the cave allegory, namely that untruth belongs
to the essence of truth, is in this way obscured. We asked earlier about
how the Greeks in general conceive of un-truth. We now see that Plato
interprets the phenomenon of truth in terms of the A,6yo<;, and not by
reference to the primordial essence of truth, i.e. the unhiddenness of
beings.

Why Plato and the Greeks 'failed' in this way is a further question. Now
we ask only: could Plato have proceeded differently? Could Plato have
seen that the essence of the \|/eu8o<; properly belongs to the essence of
truth as dXf|6eia, so that truth is not defined from \|/ei)8oc;, but, on the
contrary, yeoSoc; is defined from &>.f|6eia? Did Plato's own approach to
the clarification of un-truth permit such a focus on &Xf|6eia? That would
have been one possible way of proceeding. Why Plato did not proceed in
this way cannot be discussed here; in the last resort it is a mystery of the
spirit itself.9

The \|/ei)So<; is a mis-taking in the seeing of something as something.
What is immediately perceived is 'mis-takenly' seen as something else.
This something else, which determines the look of what is mistakenly
seen, distorts precisely the genuine look of the thing. This distorting of the
look is a kind of hiding of the thing. But the thing is not completely
hidden, for it shows itself, offers a look, we have a view of it. This self-
showing, however, is in itself precisely a self-hiding. This self-hiding in
and through self-showing is seeming [Scheinen]. The latter, however, is a
mode of being-manifest, i.e. of unhiddenness, which in itself is simul-
taneously, and indeed essentially, hiddenness; a truth to whose essence
there belongs un-truth. If appearing is a self-showing wherein what
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shows itself hides itself, then self-hiding belongs to the essence of self-
showing and vice versa. So there is an inner connection between
v|/eo8o<; and &Xf|6eia, which, however, is unable to assert itself due to
the domination of the Xoyoc; (reinterprelation of 86£a as 'belief').10 Thus
'appearing' is no longer seen together with unhiddenness and
hiddenness.

Yet we must make an objection: this demonstrated essential co-
belonging of untruth qua appearing and truth qua unhiddenness pertains
only to the truth of the 86£a, not at all to the essence of truth as brought
forth in the interpretation of the cave allegory, to deconcealmentl The latter
consists in the fact that the Dasein of man must from the outset have
insight into the essence of being, must have freed itself to the I8ea, in
whose light alone beings can be encountered as unhidden. In other
words: being must originally be held in striving, in order that beings may
become familiar to us.

What do we encounter with the phenomena of insight into essence and
striving for being? We encounter what constitutes the essential structure
of 86£a, and which we called the forking.

Only that now the forking pertains not only to beings, i.e. to the short
prong (that which is bodily encountered) and the longer prong (the mak-
ing-present of beings), but now we have an extension of essential insight
to being and simultaneously a reception of beings of every kind. This prim-
ordial forking belongs to the essential constitution of our Dasein, i.e. our
comportment to beings is always already oriented to being. However, with
this forking there is given a primordial sphere and thus the possibility of
mis-taking not only in regard to beings (as in the 86£a) but in regard to
being. Anything which can be existent to us can [was uns ein Seiendes sein
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kann], in so far as it shows itself as unhidden, also seem (appear). So much
being, so much seeming. Untruth belongs to the most primordial essence
of truth as the hiddenness of being, i.e. to the inner possibility of truth.
The question of being is thus thoroughly ambiguous - it is a question of the
deepest truth and at the same time it is on the edge of, and in the zone of,
the deepest untruth.

We attempted to answer the question concerning the essence of truth
by looking at a piece from the history of the concept of truth, and at a
piece from the history of the concept of untruth. But perhaps we have
learnt to understand that it is precisely here, and only here, in such history,
that we experience the presencing of truth. We cannot bring anything to
the appearance of its essence through sheer cleverness and empty ped-
antry. For this reason we can reach what truth is, and how it presences,
only by interrogating it in respect of its own occurrence', above all by asking
after what remained un-happened in this history and which was closed off,
so much closed off that ever since it has seemed as if in its primordiality it
never was.

Notes

1 See Supplement 21.
2 Cf., however, 191 c 4 ff. (see below pp. 204 ft., 208 ft.).
3 See above pp. 98 f.
4 Fowler translates as 'interchanged opinion'; Cornford translates as 'mis-

judgement, that occurs when a person interchanges in his mind two things'.
[Trans.l

5 Concept of 'positing' [Setzung]: positio, pro-positio; cf. Baumgarten and Kant.
6 Herodotus, History V, 105.
7 Being is presence, non-being is absence; but: what is absent can bel Absence is

complex - and presence too, depending on the range of ecstatic temporality.
8 Cf. 191 d.
9 See Supplement 22.

10 See Supplement 23.
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Supplementary Materials from Heidegger's
Notes

1. (for p. 5)

The question concerning the essence of truth can easily seem like a belated
question. It merely attempts to establish that wherein particular truths in
particular regions of knowledge and action agree, precisely as truths - a
post-facto verification of something, which is at bottom irrelevant, for we
hold ourselves only to particular truths.

The appearance remains. And yet this opinion about the character of our
question is erroneous. For if we are concerned simply with individual
truths, this is because we have long been beholden to a quite definite
customary fundamental conception of truth. And precisely this, the
ground and foundation of our struggle for truth, becomes unstable. The
essence of truth will change, and our questioning must bring this change
into motion and give it the power of penetration. For our claims upon
truths, our demands for proofs and ways of proof, our division of the bur-
den of proof, can be transformed only from the changed essence of truth.

Our question concerning the essence of truth is not a superfluous add-
ition, but is the carrying forward of our willing and existing into quite
different regions and trajectories. However, this change of the essence of
truth is not the mere modification of a conceptual definition, i.e. a matter
of the scholarly critique of some theory or other, but is that comprehen-
sive transformation of man's being in whose initial phase we now stand.
Today, to be sure, it is only a few who can foresee and appraise the extent
and inexorableness of this transformation of the being of man and world.
But this assuredly does not prove that the transformation is not happen-
ing, that daily and hourly we are not rolling into a completely new history
of human Dasein. Such profound transformation, however, is not mere
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release from the past, but is the sharpest and most comprehensive con-
frontation of the forces of Dasein and powers of being.

2. (for p. 11)

If it is necessary to go back to dXf|6eia, then we must also inquire into the
origin of adaequatio, its justification and limit.

But truth as correctness is grounded in truth as unhiddenness; the latter,
however, is the unhiddenness of beyng [Seyns]\ What is beyng? The ques-
tion of being [Seinsfrage] is ambiguous. The first thing we must do is enter
into the overcoming of metaphysics, whose completion must be experi-
enced beforehand: this, however, as that which now and proximally 'is'.
Not any escape into history, neither to Plato nor to Dante, neither to Kant
nor to Goethe.

3. (for p. 35)

What does 'idea' mean? With this question we touch on the foundation
and fundamental constitution of Western spiritual Dasein. For it was with
the assistance of the Platonic doctrine of ideas that the Christian concept of
God was unfolded, and thus the standard established for the governing
conception of all other (non-divine) beings. The modern concept of rea-
son, the age of Enlightenment and rule of rationality, thus also the move-
ments of German Classicism and Romanticism, all unfolded with the help
of the doctrine of ideas. The synthesis of these two forces, completed in
Hegel, is the Christian completion of the Platonism of antiquity and a
counter-thrust with the latter's own instruments and forces - the doctrine
of ideology and the whole system of Marx and Marxism.1 But also, in
another direction, Kierkegaard; the watering down, mixing together, and
domestication of all these powers of the nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries. At the end of the nineteenth century Nietzsche against the three
fronts of Humanity, Christianity and Enlightenment. There has since been
no clear, no primordial, no decisive, and no creative, spiritual, historical
standpoint and stance of man. And above all: despite all 'analysis' and
'typology' no insight and experience of the situation. This can only occur
through circumspectively active [handelnd-sorgenden] controversy within a
sphere of necessary decision; how completely it is governed by the doc-
trine of ideas, albeit as falsified and trivialized, thus also remains hidden.

4. (addition to Supplement 3)

The doctrine of ideas as the presupposition of Marxism and the doctrine of
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ideology. 'Worldview' as ideology, abstractum, reconstruction of the social
relations of production.

Overcoming of Marxism?! K. Marx, The Poverty of Philosophy: The same
people who form social relations in accordance with their material mode
of production also form the principles, the ideas, and the categories
according to their social relations.'

5. (for p. 38)

It is said of Theaetetus' father (144 c 7 f.): Kai ouaiav jidXa rcoXXfjv
KdieXmev, 'also left behind a great fortune'.

Why is ouaia spoken of here?

6. (for p. 47)

But the allegory tells us that, if the liberation is to be authentic, looking
into the light must ultimately become a looking into the sun itself, the
source of light.

7. (for p. 77)

The image
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8. (for p. 105)

The driving force and restlessness of this history is the liberation of man to
the essence of being: spirit, world-projection, worldview, a fundamental
reality and mode of thought in which there is light and space for epic,
development of the state, tragedy, cult architecture, sculpture, phil-
osophy. Truth begins with the beginning of this history, and with this
beginning man steps into un-truth in the most profound sense of not-
truth, i.e. hiddenness of beings. History is nothing in itself, but exists
precisely and only where something is manifest; its limit and definiteness
is precisely the hidden. What unhiddenness is can only be shown from
hiddenness.

9. (for p. 109)
Theaetetus

Preliminary Conversation (Euclid and Terpsion in Megara).
Preliminary Reflection to the conversation proper (Socrates, Theaetetus,

andTheodorus).
However, this conversation proper is already an account of Socrates'

recounting of a prior conversation with Theaetetus.
Therefore: the actual conversation, the narration of Socrates, the record

of Euclid, the reading of this record, the conversational introduction to
this record. For what purpose all these complicated layers and levels?

10. (for p. 109)

This (Theaetetus 184 to 187) is the essential and decisive section. Here also
the turning point is particularly clear, where Greek thought turns away
from its origin to go over into 'metaphysics', i.e. to ground thought in the
doctrine of being as I8ea and truth as 6jioio)ai(;. Only now does 'phil-
osophy' begin.

11. (for p. 109)

The hidden intention of the not fully mastered questioning (cf. 184 a) in
this section only becomes clear when Plato himself, through Socrates,
brings in train the decisive discussion about Theaetetus' assertion, and
completes the 'overcoming' of the latter, i.e. provides a view of the ISea.
This occurs in section 27.

Chapters 29 and 30: 1. within the entirety of this conversation, 2.
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within the entirety of Plato's philosophy, 3. within the entirety of sub-
sequent Western thought, of metaphysics.

12. (for p. Ill)

The question put to Theaetetus, the question concerning the £mGir\\ii\,
'is' the question concerning the dX,f|6eia, and the latter is the question
concerning being (etvai). However, the Platonic-Socratic questioning is
such that the question of being and truth becomes a question about
£7uaTf|nr| - without it being permissible to grasp this as 'epistemology'.
Instead, the original Greek thinking gets lost, the origin withdraws into
itself. For what is decisive is the devastation of being (in so far as this is only
now actually happening): &Xf|9eia is no longer, or not at all and never, that
which is worthy of questioning, but instead the mode of its appropriation and
possession is this - whereby what dXf|0£ia is becomes slowly redefined
from the question of appropriation: instead of dX-rjBec; the d\|/ei)5e<; (152 c
5).

13. (for p. Ill)

The significance of the conversation for the beginning of metaphysics
consists in the way, guided by the question concerning 'knowledge' (i.e.
truth, i.e. relationship to unhidden beings, i.e. to beings as such, i.e. to
being) the relationship to being (I8ea) is grounded in the letting-appear, and
this latter fixed in the A,6yo<;.

14. (for p. 131)

Perceiving: 1. to receive something in its look (so-and-so-being), to have
before oneself; 2. to take in, to interrogate in respect of something; 3. to
/0r-take, to make into an 'object', to bring before oneself.

15. (for p. 135)

One misrecognizes the inner context of the genuine interpretation of the
'essence' of aia9r|ai<; in Theaetetus' statement, and in the Greek way of
questioning, when one translates Siavoetv as 'thinking' and aia6r|ai<; as
'sensation'. What remains decisive is that precisely so called 'thinking' is
exhibited as the authentic STUGKOTCEIV; the oKonew of the I6ea is the
immediate, genuine, and prior having-before-oneself. In modern times,
ataOTjcnc;, vooq, and 6idvoia have been interpreted subjectively in terms of
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the certainty of re-presenting, but simultaneously misinterpreted and fal-
sified in a 'subjective' psychological manner, and this is read back into
Greek thought.

This thinking as 8iavoelv is the name for the relation to the being of
beings, thus precisely not to anything 'abstract' (to the stripped off
essence), but to that wherein all beings grow together (concretely) and are
gathered, thus firstly and exclusively the name for the relation to beings, as
beings.

16. (for p. 142)

For 6iavoeiv stands: 1. £7UCTK6\|/aa6ai, 2. taxupdveiv, 3. 5t|Xoi)v, 4.
^TtiaKOTteiv, 5. GKOTieTaGai, 6. dvaXoyi^eaOai (dvcdoyia^a), 7.

auMoyiauoc.

17. (for p. 144)

What does 'beautiful' mean here? Beauty is what can be seen in you,
Theaetetus, your intimation and knowledge of the connection to being.
The beautiful is ^Kcpaveaieiov, enchanting, and ^paajiorcaiov, enraptur-
ing. The beautiful holds fast and raises up, is something we can hold to,
and at the same time it is the point of departure and inner impetus to
further questioning. The beautiful is the emergence of differentiation (TCI
^lev-id 8e).

To the Greek, to say 'beautiful' is the highest praise. To be sure, this does
not mean stimulating, pleasant, for pleasure and enjoyment, also nothing
'aesthetic', although (again precisely here) with i5ea aesthetics is already
beginning.

18. (for p. 147)

The pull [Zug] of the 'soul' is towards being; this pull grounds the connec-
tion [Bezug]. This connection is its ground-pull [Grund-zug]', the soul is
nothing else but this pull to being, and indeed in such a way that this is not
itself (or hardly and seldom) 'conceived'. The pure proximity to the essen-
tial is not the oft-mentioned seizing and taking -charge, but is the holding-
to-oneself of intimation, a knowledge of the coming [des Kommens]; an echo
of the fact that the perceiving relation surpasses everything and is more
primordial and proximate than 'possession' in the sense of ordinary
thingly grasping.
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19. (for p. 161)

; means: to perceive as gathered in a singularity (in being); to
let something appear as something and thus have it before oneself (86£a
as Xoyoq) in the unity of its gathered presencing. Xoyoc; as the relation of
gathering, of the gathered perceiving of a singularity, is the primordial
meaning of auAloyiano*;.

But the metaphysical rigidification of 'thinking' to the 'concept' and to
the 'categories' begins straight away, then the 'logical' and 'psychological'
misinterpretations of thinking as ratio, soul, 'spirit', reason. The impetus
to this was precisely Plato's interpretation of being as iSea. It was never
recognized that this first essence of 'thought' is already rooted in a quite
unique and specific interpretation of being (ouaia) and of truth

20. (for p. 185)

The 86£a essentially wavers between view (look) as elSoc; &Xr|9e<;, and
view (looks like) as \|/ei)5o<;. 5o£d£evv has in each case to decide, it must
grasp something as it 'looks'; it must let something appear as what it is; to
take something as something and thus to arrive at the unhidden. &Ar|6f|<;
86^a means: to take something in its undistortedness and have it before
oneself. But Xoyoq is necessary for this, Xeyeiv as relation to being (qua
ev), the gathering into presencing, i.e. the 8o£d£ew as Xeyew of beings,
the addressing and gathering of beings with respect to the unity of their
being.

21. (for p. 188)

With the 86^a we have now found a phenomenon which is sometimes
distorted, sometimes correct; previously it was said that the aioOrjaic; as
such is neither distorted nor correct! In searching for the truth of ata0T|ai(;
we therefore found too little-, in the case of the 86^a it is equally too much
and thus particularly confusing, especially if the view is not just inciden-
tally distorted or correct, but must according to its own essence always
waver between the one and the other.

22. (for p. 227)

The usual, traditional and firm opinion: veritas per prius in intellectu (medi-
eval), proprie in solo intellectu (Descartes), truth as holding-for-true in
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thought and as Value' (Nietzsche), is prepared through Aristotle and
Plato: dXf|6eia and xj/eOSog are £v 5iavoig.

23. (for p. 228)

The turning of the Xoyoc; to the Xeyeiv of the vj/uxf) is grounded in the
connection of being as I8ea to the xj/uxf), above all in taking back this
connection itself simply to the 'soul', which is then fully subject to the
Christian interpretation of the soul as a single independently existing thing
whose 'salvation' [Heil\ is all-important. This is the complete burying of the
origin. For this reason Plato and Aristotle are precursors of 'Christianity'.

Note

1 See Supplement 4.
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This volume provides the text of the first lecture course entitled 'Vom Wesen
der Wahrheit' delivered by Heidegger at the University of Freiburg in the
winter semester of 1931/32 (from 27 October 1931 to 26 February 1932).
These lectures were preceded by a lecture of the same title, first given in
1930 and repeated on several occasions, published in 1943, and since
1967 also available in Wegmarken (now GA Vol. 9, pp. 177-202). The same
theme was taken up in modified form, with an extensive new introduc-
tion, in the winter semester lectures of 1933/34, to be published as Vol-
ume 36/37 of the Gesamtausgabe. The train of thought of the 1940 essay
'Platons Lehre von der Wahrheit', first published in the yearbook Geistige
Uberlieferung in 1942, and then in 1947 together with the 'Brief iiber den
Humanismus', also goes back to these lectures from winter semester
1931/32 (not 1930/31, cf. GA 9, p. 483), but is restricted to the cave
allegory. To indicate these connections, the present text of the lectures
appears with the sub-title 'Zu Platons Hohlensgleichnis und Theatet'. The
logic lectures from Marburg winter semester 1925/26, which appeared in
the Gesamtausgabe (Vol. 21) with the subtitle 'Die Frage nach der Wahr-
heit', already briefly alluded to Plato's significance for the history of the
concept of truth, but were more extensively occupied with Aristotle,
Hegel, and Kant. The first interpretations of the cave allegory and of the
Theaetetus, different from the later ones, occur in the 1926 summer
semester lectures Grundbegriffe der antiken Philosophie, [published in 1993]
as Volume 22 of the Gesamtausgabe; cf. 1927 Die Grundprobleme der
Phanomenologie (Vol. 24, pp. 400-5).

It is not the task of this Afterword to demonstrate that there are signifi-
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cant differences between these works, and in particular that the lectures
given here are in no sense a mere broadening out of the 1930 lecture, but
involve quite independent textual interpretations. Attention would
thereby have to be paid also to the continuity of the questioning, and not
prematurely assert a break from the truth-thematic of Being and Time.
Indeed, it is the one constantly abiding fundamental question that drives
these variations and that sets us the task of doing justice to their co-
belonging. The prerequisite for this is the most complete possible presen-
tation of this hitherto unpublished text.

I have had at my disposal photocopies of the manuscript, together with
two typescript copies of a stenographic transcript the original of which is
apparently no longer extant. One of these two typescripts (which do not
significantly differ from each other) contains occasional corrections and
short additions in Heidegger's hand, the content, form, and extent of
which indicate that he went through the text soon after the lectures.
Further, I have had access to photocopies of 192 note sheets, handwritten
additions to the manuscript; many of these form coherent sequences;
others are inserted between the pages of the manuscript, presumably as
originally found.

The manuscript comprises 71 DIN A4 sheets, of which 64 are consecu-
tively numbered. The wide right-hand margins of the pages contain
numerous insertions, additions and corrections, which are often abbrevi-
ated or only formulated as keywords.

The editor had first to produce a faithful typescript of the manuscript
text. With few exceptions, uncertainties in reading could be clarified by
comparison with the transcript, with parallel passages of the manuscript,
or with the corresponding note sheets. A comparison of the relatively
good manuscript copy with the original in Marbach resulted in only minor
corrections.

The typescript was compared with the copy of the transcript which
Heidegger had gone through. Often, particularly in the Plato translations,
the texts correspond precisely. But the wording of most sentences differs
in greater or lesser degree. The comparison showed that in his oral presen-
tation Heidegger frequently provided nuances, additions and more precise
formulations, occasionally also short excursuses which went beyond the
manuscript text. The transcript also contains the recapitulations of preced-
ing material, sometimes only brief, that Heidegger gave at the beginning
of the lecture hour; these are not to be found in the manuscript, only
seldom in the additional materials. Passages of the manuscript missing
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from the transcript were probably omitted from the oral presentation; it
emerged, however, that square brackets in the manuscript do not always
indicate an omission, for these passages are sometimes also found in the
transcript.

That we possess a copy of the transcript as corrected by Heidegger
accords with the six lecture courses for which he gave special instructions,
because copies of the stenographic transcripts of Simon Moser, as cor-
rected by Heidegger himself, were available. For this reason the produc-
tion of the printed text proceeded in corresponding fashion.

I have striven, accordingly, to reproduce the delivered text as completely
as possible. It would not have been a responsible procedure simply to
dispense with everything missing from the handwritten manuscript.
However, the basis had to be the text of the manuscript, including some
passages which were perhaps not delivered, and excluding those which
Heidegger immediately rejected during composition. The insertions and
marginal comments have been added according to marks given in the
text. When such marks are missing insertions have been made within the
continuous text depending on their sense, or otherwise given as foot-
notes. Incomplete marginal notes of a keyword character had to be
expanded, if possible according to the context or formulations of the tran-
script; otherwise the editor had to restrict himself to the indispensable
form-words. The residual material from the oral presentation was then
worked into the complete manuscript from the transcript corrected by
Heidegger. For what was taken over in particular cases, the more clear,
precise and better-formed version of the thought was decisive. In cases of
mere variations in expression the manuscript text was preferred; in cases
of nuances of no substantive relevance both versions were retained, sup-
plementing each other. The recapitulations in the transcript were only
taken up into the edited text where they contain new, additional, clarify-
ing or summarizing material, or where they provide an overview. To
bridge gaps in meaning, and for the sake of clarification, I occasionally had
recourse to short passages from sketches in the handwritten materials. A
selection of relevant but undelivered thoughts from the additional
materials is provided in the Appendix. Footnotes, which refer to these
additions, stem from the editor. The numbering of the additions follows
their place in the manuscript text; it does not wish to pre-empt an archival
registration of the manuscript additions.

Idiosyncrasies in Heidegger's spelling, sentence construction, and
expression were retained if possible; in doubtful cases clarity and authen-
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ticity had priority over stylistic smoothness. Smaller obvious oversights in
manuscript and transcript were corrected without notice, while the rudi-
mentary punctuation of the manuscript was brought into conformity with
normal punctuation.

With few exceptions, bibliographical references and citations were
checked against copies used by Heidegger and where necessary made
complete. Bibliographical information is given in the footnotes, on the
occasion of first mention of a title or edition. Heidegger cites the Greek
Plato text according to the second Oxford edition (cf. above, p. 17; in the
few cases where he diverges from Burnet's reading, I have indicated this
in a footnote). Where Heidegger quotes or critically comments on Sch-
leiermacher's translation, this usually refers to the third edition, of which
he possessed a copy (cf. above p. 23). He also refers to the (at that time
readily available) Reclam edition of the Theaetetus translation (cf. above p.
94), but only by way of exception does he quote from this. Since neither
text is easily accessible today, I have given additional references to the
Rowohlt edition (cf. above p. 94), also indicating discrepancies between
the editions. Anything I have given in the footnotes which might be con-
fused with Heidegger's own marginal comments has been marked with
'Ed/.

To the extent that divisional headings (the main headings of Part One
and Two, and of the stages of the cave allegory) are to be found in the
manuscript, or steps of the inquiry mentioned, they were drawn into the
differentiated division produced by the editor. Additional headings were,
when possible, taken from the language of the relevant portion of text.
Formally speaking, the division of this text, as is also the case with nearly
all other lecture courses published in the Gesamtausgabe, follows
Heidegger's own practice in his main work Sein und Zeit.

I am especially grateful to Dr Hartmut Tietjen for his critical advice,
collation of the transcripts, and bibliographical references. Dr Tietjen,
along with Dr Hermann Heidegger, Professor Friedrich-Wilhelm von
Hermann, and Professor Walter Biemel, provided much appreciated
assistance in deciphering difficult passages of the manuscript. Thanks are
also due to Dr Hans-Wolfgang Krautz for locating the source of several
quotations, and to Dr Franz-Karl Blust for proof corrections.

Hermann Morchen
Frankfurt a. M., May 1988
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ability-to-be: Sein-konnen
absence: Abwesenheit
accept: hinnehmen
accessible: zuganglich
accomplish: leisten; accomplishment: Leistung
actual: wirklich; the actual: das Wirkliche; actuality: Wirklichkeit
addressing: Ansprechen
anticipatory: vorgreifend
appear: scheinen, erscheinen
appearance: Schein, Erscheinung
apprehend (grasp) :fassen, erfassen
appropriate: sich zueignen
appropriation: Aneignung
assertion: Aussage
assess: beurteilen
assessment: Beurteilung
assimilating accepting: durchnehmendes Hinnehmen
assimilating perceiving: durchnehmendes Vernehmen
attack: Angriff
attunedness: Gestimmtheit; attunement: Stimmung; attuned: abgestimmt
authentic: eigentlich
authenticate: bewahrheiten
authenticity: Eigentlichkeit
avoid: ausweichen
awaken: erwecken
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basic word: Grundwort
becoming: Werden
being: Sein; (the) being (s): das Seiende
being gone: Weg-sein
blueprint: Bauplan
bond: Bindung
brightness: He lie

care: Sorge
character: Charakter, characteristic: Charakteristik; characterize:

charakterisieren
claim: Ampruch
co-belonging: Zusammengehorigkeit
co-constitute: mil ausmachen
commanding: beherrschend
completion: Vollendung
comport: sich verhalten; comportment: Verhalten, Verhaltung
concealing: Verbergen; concealment: Verbergung
conceive: erfassen, begriefen, fassen; conceiving: Erfassen
concept: Begriff
conception: Erfassung
conceptual: begrifflich
confuse: verwechseln
connectedness: Bezogenheit
connection: Bezug; connection of being: Bezug des Seins, Seinsbezug
connectivity: das Bezughafte
constitute: ausmachen
context: Zusammenhang
controversy (confrontation): Auseinandersetzung
corporeality: Leiblkhkeit
correctness: Richtigkeit
correspondence: Ubereinstimmung
cover up: verdecken
create: schaffen

dangerousness: Gefahrlichkeit
dark: Dunkel
darkness: Dunkelheit
decision: Entscheidung
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deconceal: entbergen
deconcealment: Entbergsamkeit, Entbergung; the deconcealed: das

Entborgene
definition: Definition
delight (joy): Freude; the delightful: das Erfreuliche
delusion: Einsichtlosigkeit
depress: herabstimmen
determination: Bestimmung; determined: bestimmt; determine: bestimmen
devastation of Being: Seinsverlassenheit
difference: Verschiedenheit
differentiation: Unterscheidbarkeit
disclose: erschliessen; disclosedness: Aufgeschlossenheit
dispersion: Zerstreuung
disposal, disposing over: Verfugen
disregard: absehen
distort: verkehren; distorted: verkehrt; distorted view: verkehrte Ansicht
distress: Not
dividing highlighting: gliedernde Abhebung
division: Gliederung
divorce: Scheidung

empower: ermachtigen; what empowers: das Ermdchtigende;
empowerment: Ermachtigung

enable (make possible): ermoglichen; enablement: Ermoglichung
enact (realize): vollziehen; enactment: Vollzug
encounter: begegnen; what is encountered: das Begegnende
endangerment: Gefahrdung
en-hold: umhalten
ensnare: verfangen; ensnarement: Verfanglichkeit; ensnaring: verfdnglich
enthusiasm: Begeisterung
envisability: Sichtsamkeit; the envisible: das Sichtsame
epistemology: Erkenntnistheorie
essence: Wesen; essence-hood: Wesenheit
essential connection: Wesensbezug, Wesensbeziehung
essential construction: Wesensbau
essential lawfulness: Wesensgesetzlichkeit
essential view: Wesensblick
every day ness: Alltdglichkeit
excess: Mehrbestand
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exemplary: ausgezeichnet
exhibit (demonstrate): aufweisen, erweisen; that which is exhibited: das

Aufyewiesene
existence: Existenz; ex-istence: Ex-sistenz
experience: erfahren; Erfahrung: lived experience: Erlebnis
extend: sich erstrecken; extension: Erstreckung

faculty (power): Vermogen
familiar: vertraut; familiarity: Vertrautheit
footing: Halt
foresee: ahnen
fore-take: sich vornehmen
forgetting: Vergessenheit
forking: Gabelung
form: bilden
fulfil: vollenden
fundamental attunement: Grundstimmung
fundamental experience: Grunderfahrung
fundamental occurrence: Grundgeschehnis
fundamental stance: Grundhaltung
future: Zukunft; futurity: Zukunftigkeit

gather (collect): sammeln
give:geben; what is given: das Gegebene
goal-directed: zielend
God: Gott
godhead: Gottheit
gone-ness: Weg-heit
grant: gewdhren
groundlessness: Bodenlosigkeit
groundstance: Bodenstdndigkeit

harnessed together: zusammengespannt
have: haben
have-present: gegenwdrtigen
having-before-oneself: Vor-sich-haben
having-in-view: Im-Auge-haben
hidden: versteckt
hiddenness: Verborgenheit
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highlight (emphasize): Abhebung
history: Geschichte
hold oneself: sich halten
hold sway: walten

illuminate (light up): lichten
illuminating view: Lichtblick
illusion (illusory appearance, seeming): Schein
image (picture): Bild, Abbild, Sinnbild
imagine: einbilden
immediacy: Unmittelbarkeit
immediately (immediate, unmediated): unmittelbar
impression: Anschein
inquire into: nachforschen
intangible (ungraspable): unfafilich
intelligible: verstdndlich
interchange: austauschen
intermediate: das Zwischen
interpretation: Auslegung
interrelation: Zusammenhang
interrogate: abfragen
intimation: Ahnung
intrusiveness: Vordringlichkeit

judgement: Urteil

keeping-in-mind: das Eingedenk-sein
know-how: sich-verstehen
knowing one's way around: sich auskennen
knowledge: Erkenntnis, Wissen

law-giving: Gesetzgebung
let-through: durchlassen; the letting-through: das Durchlafi; what

lets-through: das Durchlassende; what does not let-through: das
Undurchlassige; the not-letting-through: das Undurchlassigkeit

liberation: Befreiung
light: Lkht
lived experience: Erlebnis
look: Anblick
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look at: anblicken
looking past: Vorbeisehen

make possible: ermoglichen
make-present: vergegenwartigen
manifest: offenbar; manifestness: Offenbarkeit
mistaking: sich versehen; mistaking that looks past: vorbeisehendes sich-

versehen
more beingful: mender
mystery: Geheimnis

non-conceptual: begrifflos
non-regarding: hinsichtlos
nothingness: Nichts
null: nichtig; the null: das Nichtige

object: Gegemtand
occupy oneself with: sich befassen mil
occur (happen): geschehen; occurrence: Geschehen; occurrence-character:

Geschehenscharakter
offer: bieten
ontological failure: Seinsverfehlung
theory of scie
opinion: Meinung
order: Auftrag
originary: anfdnglich
overcome: aufheben-, overcoming: Aufhebung, Uberwindung
ownmost: eigen

paradigmatic: vorbildlich
passage-way: Durchgang
penetrate through: hindurchdringen
perceivability: Vernehmbarkeit; perceivable: vernehmbar
perceivable, the: das Vernehmbare, das Erblickbare
perceive: vernehmen, erblicken, wahrnehmen
perceived, the: das Vernommene, das Erblickte, das Wahrgenommene
perceivedness: Vernommenheit, Wahrgenommenheit
perceptible: wahrnehmbar; perceptibility: Wahrnehmbarkeit; the
perceptible: das Wahrnehmbar*e
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perception: Wahrnehmung
positing: das Setzen
positionedness: Gehaltenheit
possess: besitzen; possessing: Besitzen; possession: Besitz
power: Macht
preconception: Vormeinung
predominance: Ubermacht
pre-form (pre-model): vor-bilden
pre-modelling (pre-forming): vorbildlich
presence: Anwesenheit, Gegenwart, Anwesung
preserve: erhalten
presupposition: Voraussetzung
primordial: ursprunglich
prisoner: Gefangene
production: Herstellen
theory of science: Wissenschaftstheorie
projective: vorausgreifend
property: Eigenschaft
proposition: Aussage
proximity: Nahe

question: Frage
questionworthiness: Fragwurdigkeit

reason: Vernunft
recognition: An-sehen
referential connections: Bezilge der Verweisung, Verweisungsbezuge
relatedness: Angewiesenheit
relation: Bezug, Beziehung, Verhdltnis, Zusammenhang
relation to being: Seinsverhaltnis, Seinsbezug
relational: das Verhdltnishafte
relationship: Verhdltnis
represent: vorstellen; representation: Vorstellung
retain: behalten; retainable: behaltbar; the retained: das Behalt; retention:

das Behalten
rootedness: Verwurzelung
rule: herrschen

scholar: Gelehrte
science: Wissenschaft
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secured: yesi'chert
see: sehen
seem: anmuten, scheinen
self-evidences: Selbstverstandlichkeiten
self-evident: selbstverstdndlich
self-less: selbst-los
self-understanding: Selbstverstdndnis
sensation: Empfindung
sense: empfinden, Sinn
sense of sight: Gesichtssinn
sensory image: Sinnbild
shackled: gefesselt
show: zeigen', show itself: sich zeigen', what shows itself: das Sich-Zeigende
sighted: gesichtet; what is sighted: das Gesichtete
singularity: Eines
situation: Lage
solitary: einsam
solitude: Einsamkeit
spirit: Geist
spiritual: geistig
so-being: Sosein
soul: Seek
staking: Einsatz
stance, bearing: Haltung
strive: streben', the striven-for (the object of striving): das Bestrebte
striving: Streben, Strebnisf Erstrebenf Erstrebnis
striving for Being: Seinserstrebnis
substantial content: Sachgehalt
substitute: auswechseln
surpass: uberragen

take: nehmen
take in, accept: hinnehmen; durchnehmen
take-in-view: in den Blick nehmen
take up: aufnehmen
theory of knowledge: Erkenntnistheorie
theory of science: Wissenschaftstheorie
thinking: Denken
throw over against: entgegenwerfen
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thrownness: Geworfenheit
transparent: durchsichtig; transparency: Durchsichtig keit; the transparent:

das Durchsichtige; the untransparent: das Undurchsichtige
true, the: das Wahre
truth: Wahrheit
tune: stimmen

uncanniness: Unheimlichkeit
underdetermined: unterbestimmt
understand: verstehen
understanding of being: Seinsverstdndnis
unfolding: Entfaltung
unhidden, the: das Unverborgene
unhiddenness: Unverborgenheit
unintelligible: unverstdndlich
universal: das Allgemeine
uphold, hold up: vorhalten; vor-halten

value: Wert
view: Ansicht
violence: Gewalt
visible: sichtbar; the visible: das Sichtbare
void: Leere

waning: Schwinden
what-being: Was-sein
willing: Wollen
withdrawing: Entziehen
withstanding: Standhaltung
worthy of questioning: frag-wurdig; what is worthy of questioning: das
Frag-wiirdige

yearning: Sehnsucht
yoke: Joch
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 origination, genesis
genus

g: knowled

8r|Xoi)v: t
5ia: thro

Sicdeyeiv: to discuss, to ta
5iavoeiv: to perceive (through

5tdvoia: perceiving (through t
6oK£iv: to show itself, to

56^a: view, op
v: to have a view

g: potentiality for
86vaiai: be capable of

ei8evai: to see
el5o<;: what-being, look
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like the good
good
percep
unhiddenness, truth
unhidden
substitution
to reckon

Greek-English Glossary

dya6oei5e<;: like the good
dya06v: good
aiaOriaic;: perception
d>,f|9eia: unhiddenness, truth
dXr|6f|(;: unhidden, true
&AAo8o£ia: substitution
dvaXoyi^eaOai: to reckon

yevsaic;: origination, genesis
yevoc;: genus
yv&aiq: knowledge

SriXouv: to reveal
5ict: through
Sicdeyeiv: to discuss, to talk through
5iavoeiv: to perceive (through the soul)
5idvoia: perceiving (through the soul)
6oK£iv: to show itself, to appear
56^a: view, opinion
8o£a£ew: to have a view
66vafii^: potentiality for
86vaiai: be capable of

ei8evai: to see
ef5o<;: what-being, look
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ei8(oA,ov: image
etvcu: being
v: to look upon
f||ir|: knowledge, knowing one's way around
£ftopeyea6ai: to strive for
epax;: desire, striving

ov: yoke
Xoyov e'xov: the living being possessed of speech

ec;: like the sun
: sun

i6ea: idea, form, look

KOWOV: the common

: to take
Xeyeiv: to gather, to say
A,f|6r| : forgetting
A,oyi£ea6ai: to gather together
c;: speech, discourse

: things we can learn
u: intermediate, something between
\ii\ 6v: non-being, non-entity
j: keeping-in-mind, memory

voetv: perceiving (by reason, vouc, )
voeia6cu: to be perceived (in voetv)
voou^ieva: what is perceived (in voew)
voC(;: reason

6|ioio)ai<;: correspondence
6v: being (thing), beings
6pav: to see, to look at
6paa6m: to be seen
6p06ir|(;: correctness
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6pco|i£va: what is accessible to the eyes
ou8ev: nothing
ouaia: being

7iai6eia: positionedness, education

aocpog: someone who understands
cri)AAoyia|i6<;: process of reasoning

: end, goal

(paviaaia: what appears
(piXojiaOfig: the person who has the drive to really learn
(piXoc;: friend
(piXocKxpeiv: to philosophize
g: nature
^: illumination, light

\l/ei)5rj<; So^a: distorted view
\l/e66o(;: distortion, untruth
\j/u%f|: soul
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